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NOMINATIONS OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT, DONALD C.
ALEXANDER, AND EDWARD C. SCHMULTS

TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1973

U.S. SENATIt,
COMMTTER ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice at 9:10 a.m., in room 2221

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator husseil ]3. Long chairmani
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Nelson, Mondale,
Bennett, Curtis, Fannin, and Packwood.

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
This meeting was scheduled originally as an executive session. How-

ever, in view of the fact that we wish to ask a few questions of the
witnesses and we have no objection to this meeting being held as an
open meeting, we will hear these nominees.

Is Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt hereI
Since Mr. Sonnenfeldt is not here now, I would like to call Mr.

Donald C. Alexander, of Ohio, nominated to be Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue, to succeed Johnnie M. Walters.

Mr. Alexander, we are pleased to have you before us here this morn-
in and you come with good credentials and high recommendation. I
wil ask that a background statement be printed in the record in con-
nection with your confirmation.

[The biographical sketch of Mr. Alexander follows:]
Partner in Cincinnati law firm of Dinsmore, Shohl, Coates Deupree, 2100

Fountain Square Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio.
13. A. Yale (1942, with honors); LL.B. Hlarvard (1948, magna cur laude).

Member of Board of Editors, liarvard Law Review, 147-48.
Member of Advisory Group to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 1909-

1070; Consultant to the Treasury Department, 1970-1972; Vice Chairman, Amer-
Ican Bar Association $ection of Taxation, 1967-1908, and formerly Chairman of
various Committees of the Section of Taxation. Member of Advisory Board, Tax
Management, Inc.; Member of Advisory Board, University of California Tax-
Exempt Organizations Institute; and Advisory Committee, New York University
Institute on Federal Taxation. Former Member, American YAw Institute Ad-
visory Group for the Federal Estate and Gift Tax Project and Brookings Insti.
tution Conference on Estate and Gift Taxation. Member of Diocesan Task Force
on Community Issues, Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio. Director of various
corporations. Author of more than twenty-five articles on Federal Taxation
subjects.

Second Lieutenant-Captain, U.S. Army, 1942-1945, serving in F.T.O. with
14th Armored and 45th Infantry Divisions. Awarded Silver Star Medal and
Bronze Star Medal.

Born In Pine Bluff, Arkansas on May 22, 1921. Married to former Margaret



1,ouise Savage of Clarksville. Tennessee; two sons, Robert C. Alexander of San
Francisco, California, B. A. Yale (cure lauded) 1969, J. B. larvard, 1972 (magna
cum laude), and James A. Alexander. who will graduate from Yale in June, 1978.

AI)DENDUM

"Tax Shelters," XLV The Ohio Bar 887 (1972)
Co-Author, 119-2nd Tax Management Portfolios, "Profit-sharing Plans-

Qualification" (1972)
Co-Author, 105-2nd Tax Management Portfolios, "Pension Plans--Qualifica-

tion" (1072)
Co-Author, "Present Giving to Clarity under the New Law and Regulations,"

49 Taire 708 (December, 1971)
Panelist, "Estate P'lanning for the Real Estate Investor In the Seventies," 6

Real Property, Probate and Trust Jourtal 405 (Winter, 1971)
Panelist, "Professional Corporations," 24 The Tam Lawyer 228 (Winter, 1971)
"The Taxation of Debt-Financed Income: How Will It Work?" Tax Problems

of Non-Profit Organizations 87 (1970). This article was also published in Private
Charitable Foundations 2d at page 101 (1971)

Member of Advisory Panel, "Political Activities of Colleges and Universities,
Some Poliey and Legal Impllcations" (Spcial Analysis, American Enterprise
Institute. October 7,11170)

Co-Author, "Income in Respect of a Decedent," Eighteenth Annual Tulane Tax
Institute 107 (1960)

"Tax Aspseets of Entity-Pl'urchases," Buy-outs and Business Planning 178
(110W)

Co-Author, "Satisfying Executives' Needs in Mergers, Acquisitions, etc; Pen-
sign and Profit Sharing Planss; Stock Options; Deferred Compensation Con-
tracts," 27th Annual NYU Institute on Federal Taxation 1 (1960)

"The Use of lIeverage Stock In Executive Planning; I)ividends, Redemption,
Control, Attribution," 24th Annual NY I Institute on Federal Taxation 1900)

"l)ealings Between Related Taxpayers," 15 Western Reserve Law Review 241
(104)

"Conference and Review Procedures in Field Audit Divisions: How New Pro.
cedures Affect the Handling of Tax Cases," 21st Annual NYU Institute on
Federal Taxation (168)

"Current Valuation problems, " 1903 Southern California Tax Institute 685
(190)

"Valuation of Intangibles," 20th Annual NYU Institute on Federal Taxation
507 (1902)

"8oint Tax Problems of a Professional Association," 6 Ta Counselor's
Quartrly 295 (1962)

"Collapsible partnerships," 19th Annual NYU Institute on Federal Taxation
257 (19061)
"The Marital Deduction," 20 Ohio State Law JouraoL 99 (1959)
"The Use of Foundations in Business," 15th Annual NYU Institute on Federal

Taxation 591 (1957)
"Research and Hxperlmental Expenditures Under the 1954 Cole," 10 Ta,

Late Review 549 (1955)
"flow to Get a Revenue Ruling," I'rentice-Iall Ta Idea# Service (1955)
"Dealings Between Individuals and Charities," Proceedftin NYU 21 Biennial

Conference on Problems of the Charitable Foundation 101 (1055)
"New Internal Revenue Service Rules for Taxpayer's Rulings," Jourmnl of

Accoujntaney 821 (March, 1954)
"Mine Development and Exploration Expenditures," 8 Tax Law Review 401

(1958)
"Overpayment of Taxes or Government Investments at Six Per Cent: The

Problem of the Allowance of Interest," 7 Tax Law Review 231 (1052)
"Where Is Sale Made?" Taxes 188 (1049)

The CHAIRMANq. Do you have a prepared statement or would you
like to address yourself to your responsibilities and the problems
involved in accepting this poqt?



STATEMENT OF DONALD C. ALEXANDER, OF OHIO, NOMINEE TO
BE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE, VICE IOHNNIE M.
WALTERS, RESIGNED

Mfr. AIAXANDR. I do not have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.
I am deeply cognizant of the responsibilities of this-post. I look for-
ward to answering any questions that the committee may have of me.

'he CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator liENNt'rF. I have two or three, Mr. Chairman, more or less

for the record.
I know there are those who have requested that all rulings issued

by the IRS be made avaihdlae to the public. lave you reached any
decision on the priority or desirability of any such 'proposal f

Mr. ALExANIDEt. Seit'ator Bennett, f have not reached any decision
with respect to this. I know that the IRS has been studying this issue
very carefully. As 1 see it, there are two problems. One is our duty to
inform the p blic of o1r )olicies, our proc,,dures, our practices, how to
get rulings, all(] what we are ruling on. The other is our duty to issue
rulings proml)tly and (quitably. Reconciling these two objectives with
the resources thait we have in people and money is something that 1 am
going to get into as soon as I am confirmed, if I am.

Senator I.NNE'rr. Then, as I understand it, your answer depends
on your ability to get the resources to do the job and not specifically on
the question of whether or not the ruling should be made public?

Mr. AtUXANrDE. Not. so much on whether rulings should be made
public, although that question, I think, is in litigation at this time,
Senator Bennett.

My thinking is, we should make public as much as possible within
the limits of resources and time. I would be concerned, however, about
publishing that which is not of particular help-if any help-to the
public and at the same time slowing down the issuance o'f much-needed
rulings to those who, for example, would like to change their account-
ing methods or accounting periods and who have a short time in which
to act upon a ruling which they must secure from us in order to act.

Senator BENxNrJT. Well, am sure you are aware of the problem and
you are proceeding to handle it in what you think is in the best inter-
ests of the public.

Mr. ALEXAxNDE. T will try, sir.
Senator BmRvNrr. As you know, there have been questions raised by

various congressional committees as to the administration of the 1115
laws. I think you may have attended one hearing in this regard
already.

I think you also know that the Joint Committee on Internal 'Revenue
Taxation has been developing plans to use the GAO more extensively
to review the administration of the tax laws. In addition, I understand
that the Joint, Committee is considering it review of cases on a post.-
audit basis and give assurance of equal and fair administration of the
tax laws throughout the country.

Do you consider efforts of this type to be desirable and are you pre.
pared to cooperate in carrying out the oversight duties of this type for
the Internal Revenue ServieeI



Mr. AL aNDR. I do consider efforts of that type to be desirable,
Senator Bennett, and I am prepared to cooperate fully with the Joint
Committee in these efforts.

Senator BzNtr. My impression is that the number of returns
audited by IRS has declined in recent years. On an overall basis it is
probably recently at or below 2 percent of the returns which are
audited : ite you as concerned as we are about this declining percent-
age and are you trying to reverse this trend I

Mr. ALXAND . I am very much concerned about that declining
percentage. I think that the decline has been arrested, has been stopped,
and that the trend is now in the opposite direction toward an in-
creasing percentage.

I wi do everything I can to keep the trend going up rather than
down.

Senator BzNETr. There is a great deal of concern just now about
the effects of the tax law and the administration of the tax law on
private charitable foundations. In view of this, do you have any
thoughts as to the adequacy of IRS compliance activity in the private
foundation area?

Mr. ALEuNDER. As I understand it, the IRS is meeting its commit-
ments in the private foundation field to have a 2-year audit cycle for
major private foundations and a 5-year audit cycle for smaller private
foundations.

The private foundation provisions, as you know, Senator Bennett,
are extremely complicated and somewhat difficult to understand. We
are doing our best to finalize our regulations under all of these pro-
visions to instruct our key district field office charged with the responsi-
bility of enforcement of thcse provisions, and to see to it that private
foundations comply with them.

Senator Bp.vNErr. Would you think it might be worthwhile for the
committee with your assistance to take another look at the whole me-
chanical process we set up to review private foundations?

Mr. ALEXANDER It might be, Senator Bennett. Knowing the de-
mands on the time of the committee, I do not know where the committee
would place this on its list of priorities. I would hope that the commit-
tee could also look into the problem of simplifying the tax laws with a
view toward making it easier for taxpayers to comply with the laws
and to know their responsibilities and their duties.

Senator BzN r. -In this process of simplification do you think we
should, against that background, consider the private foundation
problem?

Mr. ALzxANDER. I believe so, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am certainly pleased

to have you with us this morning, Mr. Alexander.
We are glad to have the opportunity of visiting with you a few days

ago.
Mr. ALEXANDr . Thank you, sir.
Senator FANz;N. Mr. Alexander, we keep hearig complaints that

the Internal Revenue agents are graded on the basis of whether they
meet some production quota which leads to the arbitrary assessment of
tax deficiencies. What is your attitude toward production quotas?

Mr. AL XA . Senator, like my predecessors I am completely op-
posed to production quotas, whatever they may be called.



The possibility that an individual agent may be judged, ma be
promoted, by the additional taxes that he asse is one that I wiTl do
my best to eliminate from the thinking of the Internal Revenue Service
collectively and the thinking of each individual agent.

We have instructions out and we have had them out for years pro.
hibiting the use of individual records for this purpose or any similar
purpose and I will see to it that those instructions are carried out.

Senator FANrmi. Thank you, Mr. Alexander.
How can you assure that revenue production is not a significant fac-

tor In promotion I We have stories around the country, and I know that
in my own State this has been a consideration, how do you feel that
you can insure that they will not continue.

Mr. ALx xzxa. I think it is a combination of procedures and peo.
ple. First, on the procedural side, we have issued instructions, as I men-
tioned, to prohibit the keeping of these records. We can see to it that
those instructions are carried out. On the people side, we have a man-
agement problem at the group.supervisor levelto make certain that the
group supervisor, the immediate manager of the revenue agent, un-
derstands that this factor is not to be used as a means of evaluating the
agent and as a test of promotion. ..

Senator FAxnux. Thank you.
Mr. Alexander, I understand that Commissioner Walters ordered

an intensive audit of returns prepared by income tax preparers and
discovered there was considerable abuse in this area, andI think there
has been quite a bit of publicity about this matter.

What do you plan to do in the way of regulating private income
tax return preparers.

Mr. AtJRXAN DR. The Treasury has submitted some legislativepro-
posals in this respect to the Ways and Means Committeel think those
are excellent proposals and I hope the Ways and Means Committee
and this committee vill consider them favorably.

Senator FANNIN. Will you give us information that would assist us
in that regard?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I will be glad to, Senator Fannin.
Senator FAIMN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Alexander, it would be helpful if this com-

mittee could receive current information on a continuing basis as to
changes in policy by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to audit
or litigation of tax issues.

Do you think that you could arrange for this kind of services
Mr. ALPXANDER. I think I can arrange for that. Senator Packwood,

working with this committee and the staff of the Joint Committee.
I will undertake to do it.

Senator PACKWOOD. As you are aware, we are continually receiving
complaints about arbitrary action by revenue agents in various field
offices. Would it be possible to establish a special complaint desk in
the field offices to receive complaints from individuals which would
be monitored by someone in the nature of an ombudsman?

Mr. ALzxANnE. I will surely look into that, Senator Packwood.
As you know, this matter of taxpayer treatment by Internal Rev-

enue agents and by revenue officers engaged in collection activities has



been explored by another congressional committee recently. We arevery sensitive to this. We realize that Internal Revevue Service is not
perfect. We are going to do our best to improve our taxpayer relations
in tim taxpayer service area and in the area that concerns you.

What means may best be used within the resources available to the
Service is a matter that I will look into promptly and will be report-
ing back to this committee and to others.

Senator PACIKw(D. As you are aware, section 8023 of the Internal
Revenue Code specifically authorizes the Joint Committee to secure
directly from the Internal Revenue Service any suggestions relating
to Internal Revenue taxation. Can we be confident that the Interna
Revenue Service will respond to the statutory mandate, and I am
quoting, "to furnish such suggestions directly to the Joint Committee,"
even tough some other part of the executive branch, such as the
Treasury Department or Office of Management and Budget, might
have a different view on this matter.

Mr. At4FxAMNtM.. Well, Senator, on that question you can be sure
that the Internal Revenue Service will respond to its'statutory duties
to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. We will also,
of court e, respond to our st1perbors in the 'reasury departmentt and
to the ()t1ce of Management and Budget which reviews our budget
annually.

Senator PAcKWOOn. I won't pursue it. I understand the answer.
Questions havle been raised frequently, Mr. Alexander, with the

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation as to the present rules
followed in the disclosure of tax returns to officials of States, to other
executive departments and also in the case of committees of Congress.
Would you b willing to work with the Joint Committee in trying to
establish reasonable rules in this regard which limit the availability
of tax returns to only the extent absolutely necessary I

Ur. A xL.ANDF.R. I would be glad to do that, sir.
Senator PACKwooD. As you know, imany of the Internal Revenue

Code provisions dealirg with tax-exempt organizations are (signed
primarily to prevent abuse of the tax exemption privilege granted by
the Internal Revenue Service. It has been suggested that this objective
requires Internal Revenue agents and administrators to change theirfocus away from the raising of revenue and that an important step
in this direction would be qpordination of Internal Revenue Service
personnel dealing in this area under an Assistant Commissioner for
exempt organizations.

Would you give me your, reaction to this proposal?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I would like to consider that proposal to see whether

putting exen)pt organizationsunder a new organizational structure
leaded by ani Assistant Commissioner would be an improvement over
the present handling of exempt organizations within both the technical
and the compliance functions. Perlaps exempt organizations and our
responsibilities with respect to them do require a different organiza-tional structure. If, however, we could meet those responsibilities with-
out taking that step, I would prefer not to have another Assistant
Commissioner at this time. Obviously that is a matter to which I
want to give a lot of further thought.



Senator PACKWOO). Thank you.
I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Nelson.
Senator NxmsoN. I got here a few minutes late. Was the question

raised on the dollar deduction for political campaigns?
Mr. ALEXAMnDE. Not yet, Senator Nelson.
Senator NEiLoN. We did discuss this briefly when I visited with you.
Mr. AjLXANDnI. Yes, sir.
Senator NELSON. I understand that was about $1,200,000 was it?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We now have, according to the latest figures that

I received last night, 2,067,000 favorable responses to the checkoff
question.

Senator NELSON. I am sure you are aware of the complaiLts about
having to fill out a separate form and, as I understand it, H.R. Block
would-charge a dollar, as you say, $1.25 for filling out the form, so
that the taxpayer could contribute a double dollar to'his political party;
is that correct I

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, I am told that tax return preparers, includ-
ing the largest one, do charge a price for each separate schedule and
that price applies to this form 4875 as well as to separate schedules.
I am also told that that price may be as large as $1.50, but I do not
know that of my own knowledge.

Senator N11soN. If they charge a taxpayer a dollar, $1.50, or $1.25,
it practically defeats the whole purpose because it costs the taxpayer
lust about as much to contribute it in making out the form as he bene-
fits, or rather he is supposed to be able to make a deduction and not
cost him anything. So it costs him more to make the deduction than if
he just contributed directly to some candidate, doesn't it?

Mr. ALFxANDER. That would be the case for an individual. This con.
cerns me, Senator Nelson, because I am not sure how we can make our
forms and our schedules fit the charges of the tax return preparers. I
would hope that they could adjust tieir charges rather than our hav-
ing to adjust our forms.

Senator NrmsoN. Well, what would be wrong with simply having
a detachable permeated slip across the top of thle form which simply
says, "If you wish to make a contribution of $1 to the party of your
choice, mark X." That shouldn't cost anything.

Then detach it and have it go with the form.
What would be wrong with that ?
Mr. ALPXANDPR. That was suggested, as I understand it, last. year,

and was checked with the printers who apparently indicated that it
would be a costly process. I want to look further into that because
that might be a solution to the problem of the charges made by the tax
return preparers and the use of a separate detachable form for this
particular purpose. But as I stated, I have been advised that this was
checked and it was found to be not feasible last year.

That is surely no reason for not checking further into it this year
and I will do that.

Senator NELSoN. You mean not feasible in terms of enough time to
set up the form I

Mr. ALzXANDzR. Apparently there is a problem in connection with
the length of the form, getting this many forms printed in this short



a time and distributed to this many people, that if the detachable
checkoff were at the bottom of the form, as now designed, that it would
make the overall form too long for the printers to meet their obliga-
tions to the IRS without a large additional cost or a long additional
time or both.

Now that is the point that I want to check into further.
Senator NzLsoN. Well, even if it weren't attached. Last year there

was a separate form with a lot of writing. I filled it out myself. Even
if you decided rather than have it on the form itself and you wanted
it detachable, why couldn't it be just a small slip with nothing on it
except if you want to make such and such contribution of a dollar,
mark x in front of the Democratic Party and all the taxpayer has to
do is mark the w and it is a separate form. Then you raise the question
that there might be some concern by taxpayers if they are being
audited and on there they showed they contributed to one political
party or another a dollar, they might feel that they are being handled
a little differently if the agent might be of the otlier political party.
I doubt whether that is significant, but in any event, why couldn't
you have a simple slip and all you have to do is mark an x and it goes
In with the return and is separately filed and computed and a dollar
taken off. Why wouldn't that work I

Mr. AixANDZR. That might work. I will look into that, Senator
Nelson, and also into the question of a line at the bottom of page 1 of
the form 1040 like the line that is on the proposed new 1040-S that
the Secretary presented to the Ways and Means Committee on April 30
which calls specific attention to the checkoff on page 1 of the return.
That, coupled with the slip, a simplified 4875, is certainly worth look-
ing into.

Senator Nztsox. Could you at some stage advise the committee how
far along you are in designing a new form or a new method or a sim-
pler way so more people can participate in making this contribution ?

Mr. AL X wE . I would not only advise the committee, I would
undertake, as Commissioner Walters has already stated, to consult
with the committee with respect to this problem.

Senator NELsor. Thank you.
That is all I have, Mr. CMairman.
The CHAniMAN. Since that matter haq come up, I would like to get a

couple of things straight with you.
It seems to me that if you look at the record, the administration op-

posed this dollar checkoff vigorously, as strongly as they knew how,
and indicated for the record that they would oppose appropriations to
implement it, even if the taxpayers lhad indicated that they wanted it.
The administration also said they would try to repeal the dollar
checkoff.

TTpder those circumstances it seems to me rather obvious that by
making this separate form complicated, where it costs more to fill It
out than either the party or the taxpayer would gain by taking advan.
tae of it. that this was an effort to torpedo it and a'very successful
effort at that.

Now, my thought is that the majority of this Congress is certainly
going to vote to either use this device or else a direct appropriation to
finance the Presidential campaign.



A lot of people want to go beyond that. I think we ought to just see
if we can perfect a way to finance the Presidential campaign so that
if a man wants to run for President he need not demean himself or
compromise himself in any way but can find the money it takes to
make an honest presentation of the issues to the people of this country.

If we simple eliminated this separate form where you mark down
one party or te other and simply had just one little box there where
you could mark it, let's say yes or no, where you just mark it in one
spot on the tax return, yes, I do favor the use of one dollar of my tax
money to finance the Presidential campaign on a nonpartisan basis.

Is there any reason why that couldn't be on the long form and the
short form rather than a separate form to be insertedI

Mr. AIEZANim. There fs no reason why a simple checkoff couldn't
be on the long form and short form.

The CnAiMAN. You would simply have the question where you
mark it o in the box without having to select a party, just leaving off
the thing about the Democrats or Republicans.

Mr. ALRxANDP.R. [Nods.]
The CHAiRMAN. I we you are nodding your head. As you know, as

a good lawyer, that does not go in the record. Would you" mind saying
yes or no I

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would be glad to. Let the record show that I was
nodding my head up and down, which means yes.

I want to go on further and state that if there were not a party
designation, it there were a simple yes or no, that could go and should
go on the first page of the return. Wre would still have a problem, which
we are undertaking to cope with in convincing taxpayers that the
designation does not mean that they have to pay any more tax or
that their refund is reduced. Now that is a problem of taxpayer educa.
tion and we will devote every effort we can to that next year.

The CHARMAN. Why couldn't we simply have a few words on the
tax form in parenthesis or brackets, making it clear that marking yes
or no neither increases nor reduces your tax liability.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I have thought up some rather short language; I
am thinking about putting this in in red ink. On the other hand, that
might be inappropriate. Maybe we should put it in in bright blue ink
to make it clear to the taxpayers on the return, in the instructions, and
orally, that in no way does this cost them anything. The exercise of
their right to check off results in no cost whatever to them.

The CAIRMAN. Then can we expect, Mr. Alexander, that if you are
confirmed in this position, you would be willing to help us as best you
know how to achieve our objective, if that is what the Congress wants
to do?

Mr. ALXANtEr. I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I would like to ask a couple of other things that are more or less for

the record.
In your selection for Commissioner, has there been any influence,

direct or indirect, that you would take direction from anyone in the
executive department other than the Secretary of the Treasury or the
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury?

Mr. ALExAND.R. There is not. I report to the Deputy Secretary of
the Treasury and to the Secretary of tSe Treasury.
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The CHAIRMAN. Fine. That is what I thought your answer would be,
but I am pleased to have it on the record.

From time to time cases have been presented to us where it looks like
the taxpayer has not been treated properly in the administration of
the tax laws. Do you see anything improper in cases of this type in our
asking the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue and
Taxation to take these cases up with you or your staff?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I wish that cases like this would be brought to my
attention and the attention of my staff by the joint committee. Wfe
would like to know about them.

The CHAIRMAN. I am Ippy to hear you say that. I don't want, as a
Senator, to be in the position of saying that a taxpayer, be lie a con-
stituent or prominent person or a person not. very prominent, is en-
titled to certain treatment by Internal Revenue but I do think that our
staff has been very nonj )olitical.l--. completely impartial-in looking at
these things. Frankly, T think they are a vger good suffer for niembers
of this committee and others when a taxpayer thinks lie is not being
treated fairly and lie is entitled to an adjustment of the law or some-
thing else.

I really haven't found that the joint committee, Mr. Woodworth
and his people are reluctant to tell you if our constituents are wrong
111(l so advise them.

The Service has had problems lately with tax return preparers. Some
people have suggested that the, be li.envd. It. sees to me it might be
better for those who prepare tie return of others for money to submit
a list of returns that they have prepared. The Service could then ex-
amine these returns and see whether the tax return preparer was im-
properly stating certain kinds of deductions. Do you think something
along ttis line might be a good idea V

Mr. ALE.XANDE.R. Something along that line would be a good idea,
Senator. rhis is somewhat along the lines of what the Secretary pro-
posed with the Ways and Means Committee on April 30 with respect
to tax return preparer legislation. We need to have a way of knowing
who prepared what returns. We need to have a way of Insisting that
those unethical preparers, of which we have a few, find that being
unethical does not pay.

'the IIATRA It seems to me that you might approach it. along the
old rule that every dog is entitled to oie bite. You recall how that rule
got. started in the law? It is based on the theory if you had a dog and
the dog had never bitten anything, you could nfit beheld liable because
you did not know that was a dangerous dog. But once a dog had at-
iaeked someone and bitten someone, you knew that. was a dangerous
dog and you were liable in the event that you failed to keep him on
a leash or pen him up.

From that came the expression. "Every dog is entitled to one bite."
It seems to me as though you might proceed on that basis with these
tax return preparers. A fellow could hang himself a shingle out and
say he is available to help prepare your tax return. When you find he
is cheating the Government or doing a very poor, miserable job and
not competent to advise anybody, or in the alternative advise him to do
something wrong, you could simply say he is no longer permitted to
do that. That sort of approach should be taken. If you use that ap-



preach, you would simply see if these people are doing a decent job,
and if %lot, you could deny them the right to prepare returns for
others.

Mr. ALEXANDt. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thanks very much. That is all the questions T

have in mind unless*someone else cares to ask some questions.
We appreciate your appearance here today and when we hold our

executive meeting we will have the opportunity to act on your nomina-
tion.

Thank you so much for appearing here.
Mr. AF'xx mnDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I would next, call Mr. Edward C. Schmults, of New

York to bm General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury, suc-
ceeding itnmuel R. Pierce, Jr., resigned.

[The biographical sketch of Mr. Schmnults follows:]
Naine.-FEdward Charles Schinults: age--42, helght--6'8", weight-100 lbs.
Address and telt'lhone 1uio Inber.--Reuidence-9 Turner Drive, Chappaqua, New

York 10514. 914--80-2087; business-14 Wall Street, New York, New York
lI(XX5. 212-tE2-1040.

Date and place of birth and parents.-February 0, 1081, Paterson, New Jersey,
Edward N, and Mildred E. Helimults, both living and residing in Ridgewood,
New Jersey.

Fa~mliy.-Wlto--Diane eBoers Sdhmults, Wellesley College, BA 1059: children-
Alison Creighton, age 12; Edward Martin, age 10; and Robert Clayton, age 4.

Church-St. Marks Episcopal, Mt. Kisco. New York.
Ediwatioln.-Puhlh Schools-ltidgewood, New Jersey , Yale University, BAS.

1958: llarvard Lanw School, LL,.B. 1958 ('un Laude. (School activities--have not
Ibees listed hut will Iw furnished upon request).

Military service.-Offlicer, United States Marine Corps.; two years active duty
(10I53-1955) in United .tatts and Jnpan as a 2nd Lieutenant and 1st Lieutenant
((102791) : ranked second In a clnss, of 084 Marine Lieutenants at a 5 month ofl.
cers basic infantry school: discharged from Reserves as a Captain in 1962.

(0euption.-Partnor, White & Case, a law firm of 105 lawyers with offices in
New York, Paris, Brussels and London. Joined White & Case upon graduation
from Law School in 1058 and became a partner July 1, 1065. Specialize In corpo-
rate and securities law.

)tiher aetivit,,s.-Dl)irector of lildly Sugar Corporation, a company listed on
New York tock Exchange with sales of $80,000,000. Lecturer at Practicing Law
Institute on Business Acquisltions and Securities Laws. Author of chapters
appearing in live hooks entitled "Advising the Rmall Business Source Book",
"Mergers and Acquisitions" and "First, Second and Third Annual Institutes on
Steurltles Regunlation", nl ptublishtl by the Practicing LAw Institute. ro.Aulthor
of two articles in The fluste* Lawyer. Member of American Bar Association;
Association of the Bar of the City of New York (and formr inember of its Com.
mittees on Securities Regulation and Lawyers Recruitment) ; The Downtown
Association (New York City); and the Sakonnet Golf Club (Little ComPiton,
Rhode Island).

STATEMENT OF EDWARD 0. SCHMULTS, 0P NEW YORK, TO BE
GENERAL COUNSEL FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREABURt,
VICE SAMUEL R. PIERCE, 11., RESIGNED

Mr. SCnM LTS. Good morning.
The CIHAIRMAN. Mr. Sehmults, have you read the conflict of interest

statutes and are you satisfied that there is nothing in your past or
present which could be construed as a conflict of interest with the job
you are designated to fillI

Mr. SOMuxuus. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. In the past the General Accounting Office, which is
an arm of the Congress, has sought to get information on Treasury
Department administration of the statutes concerning the counter-
veiling duty. The Treasury has refused to provide information to the
Congress and its agents who I feel have a right to know how the
Executive is administering the laws we have passed.

I wish you would review the Treasury attitude on providing the
GAO with information on matters in which they have--a legitimate
interest. Have you had occasion to think about that matter I

Mr. SCHMULTS. No, sir, I am not familiar with that matter, but I
vould be happy to review it.

The CHAIRMAX. I wish you would look into it and advise the com-
mittee what your thoughts on the matter might be. It seems to me thut
they do have a function trying to help us find certain information and
you should cooperate with us where you can. _

Senator BENnTr. I have one Itechnical question, again for the
record.

Will you be in charge of the legal aspects of phase III wage and
price controls?

Mr. SCnMULTS. Senator Bennett, I ar not sure of that. I will be
responsible, as the General Counsel of the Treasury Department, to
the Secretary of the Treasury for all legal activities of the Treasury
Department. I believe phase III is the responsibility of the Cost of
Living Counsel and Professor Dunlop's group, and I am not sure just
how my responsibilities will dovetail with those of lawyers for the
Council.

Senator BFINNvT'r. The Secretary has not indicated to you the extent
to which you may become involved?

Mr. SCHmULTs. No, sir, he has not.
Senator BvNmxrr. Have you by your own study anticipated any

particular legal issues that you can see growing out of phase III
Mr. SCIMULTS. No; I am not aware at the time of any particular

legal issues growing out of phase III. I am familiar with phases I,
II, and III, but I have not studied phase III in detail.

Senator B wrir'r. Thank you.
I have no other questions.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNxN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dumping is one of the most harmful trade practices to American

industry. Where the United States sold a product below cost it would
constitute a serious violation of our antitrust laws and it might be
subject to treble damage suits, but a foreign producer who sells below
cost could get away scot-free the way the Treasury administers the
Anti-Dumping Act. Why should we apply a double standard to below
sales cost? In other words, apply one regulation to a domestic pro-
ducer and another to a foreign producer t

Mr. SOHMTSt . Senator Fannin, it is my understanding that certain
aspects of the antiduinping and counterveiling duties laws are the sub-
ject of the administration's new trade proposals and that they will be
studied in that regard. Perhaps the question which you have raised
can also be studied in that connection. I am not familiar with the
double standard as such.



In my private practice I have not been engaged in antidumping
work and I am not familiar with that statute other than generally
how it operates.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I trust that you will look into it.
Mr. Soux"LTs. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. From a personal observation, from reports, this is

the way in which the Treasury has handled the matter. I know I in-
troduced legislation to bring the foreign corporations under the anti-
trust provisions of our laws and this was opposed as I understand by
Treasury, and I am very sorry to say that I did not get the legislationthrough.I thfk this is a serious matter because we do have a threatening

increase in the imbalance of trade and with the oil imports and
other imports that are implicated it could be a serious threat to our
economy, and I trust that you will go into this very thoroughly be-
cause it is going to be a matter of vital importance to the future trade
relationships of our Nation and, of course, of vital importance to the
value of the dollar.

So I trust that you will look into it and I hope to talk to you further
about that matter.

Mr. ScEMxvr5. Yes, sir.
Senator FAxNqr. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
The CHAmMAr. Thank you very much.
Mr. Somuw . Thank you.
The CIIArMAx. I don't believe we are going to complete the hearing

on Mr. Sonnenfeldt this morning because I am led to believe there will
be adverse testimony but I think that we can perhaps conclude this
matter today. I wouid suggest that we embark on it and that at 10
o'clock we go on to the social services hearing which had been pre-
viously scheduled. We will then try to conclude the hearin with
regard to Mr. Sonnenfeldt at some point before the day is out. think
it is the kind of thing that would be best not to carry over for a future
day if we can avoid it.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt, we have a background statement with regard to
your qualification for the position for which you have been nominated.
I will ask that that appear in the record at this point.

[The biographical sketch of Mr. Sonnenfeldt follows:]
Mr. Sonnenfeldt is the Senior Staff Member dealing with Europe and East-West

relations on the National Security Council Staff in the White House. He was
assigned to this position in January 1969.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt was born In Germany and received his early education there
and in England; where he also attended the University of Manchester.

He came to the United States in 1944 and served in the US Army in the Pacific
and European Theaters as a member of the counter-intelligence corps.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt continued his education at Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore and at that University's School of Advanced International Studies in
Washington. He has AB and MA degrees in Political Science from Johns Hopkins
(1950, 1951).

He was in the Department of State from 1952-1969 (having briefly worked
there for a year immediately after the war), His specialty is Soviet and East
European affairs. He was Director of the Office of Research and Analysis for the
USSR and Eastern Europe in the Department from 1966-1989. In 1960-1901 he
served as a policy officer in the then newly established US Disarmament Admin-
istration (now the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency). He has served on
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US Delegations to numerous NATO meetings and to conferences with the Soviet
Government in London, Geneva, Washington, Moscow and NeW York
Mr. Sonnenfeldt was the National Securtity Ooftetl stuff representative on

missions to the USSR of former Secretaries of Commerce Stans and Peterson
and of Secretary of the Treasury Shultz. He participated in the negotiation of
the various agreements on economic relations with the USSt that were signed
in Washington in October, 1972.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt accompanied the President on his three Eropett trips in
1960-1970, to meetings with European and Canadian leaders in 1971 and to the
Moscow summit in May 1972. ie has also been on Dr. Kissinger's missions to
the USSR in April and September 1972 and in May 1078.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt has been on the faculty of the Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International Studies as a Lecturer on Soviet Affairs and
before going to the White House was a research consultant of that School's Wash-
ington Center for Foreign Policy Research.

He has been President of the SAIS Alumni Association and was editor of the
SAIS Review and later a member of its editorial commmittee. He has been
associated with the Russian Institute at Columbia University as a Sonior Fellow.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt i a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Interna-
tional Institute of Strategic Studies (London), the Harvard-MIT Arms Control
Seminar, and of various other professional associations in the field of political
science and Soviet studies.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt Is married to the former Marjorie Hecht of Baltimore, Mary-
land, and has three children.

STATEMENT OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT, OF MARYLAND, NOMINEE
TO BE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, VICE EDWIN S.
COHEN, RESIGNED

The CITAIRMAx. T assume that you have filed a statement of your
financial interests with the committee? Have you read the conflict-of-
interest laws and are you satisfied that there is nothing in your hold-
ings which could be construed of conflict of interest wvith your
responsibilities?

Mr. SONNRNFRLvr. I have, sir, and I have filed a statement sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you describe what your areas of responsibility

have been with the National Security Council f
Mr. SONNENF.LYr. Mr. Chairman, my responsibilities there have

been to handle our relations with Europe and East-West relations,
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and certain arms control matters as
an assistant to Dr. Kissinger.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you describe the role of the Under Secretary
of the Treasury and what the areas of responsibility are that you will
have?

Mr. SONNENF LDT. Mr. Chairman, this is not a new position itself
but my nomination to it is intended to give that position a competence
in international economic affairs with which the Dpartment of the
Treasury, Secretary of the Treasury, is charged. I will be concentrat-
ing particularly on the aspects that deal with tast-West economic
relations as they stem from last year's agreements with the Soviet
Union and other East European countries.

The CITAMAAN. I know that you are aware of the fact that their-
has been some derogatory information about you circulated, and I
mentioned this matter to you when I happened to have occasion to
meet you in my office. I felt that it would be the duty of this committee

-"td clear this matter up at least to the best of its ability to satisfy



itself that it knew everything that was pertinent to the matter so
thfitz your confirmation would mean that this committee was not
impressed by that information. We haven't heard the information up
to this point, but we are going to undertake to look into the matter
and I think in fairness to you it would be appropriate for you to
explain to the committee, to the best of your ability, what you under-
stand that to be about and what your position is vAth regard to it.

Mr. SoN NN=vr1r. Well, Mr. Chairman, referring to o-ur-
The CHAIRMAN. You know what I am speaking of? I believe it

has to do with an allegation that you gave information to a repre-
sentative of a foreign government, which information and transmittal
was not authorized?

Mr. SON N E nTLOT. There was such an allegation in the late 1050's
during the Eisenhower administration whenI served in the Depart-
ment of State. That allegation was at that time looked into in great
detail. I was interrogated about it and I was subsequently informed
both in the Eisenhower administration and when it was again looked
into in the early part of the Kennedy administration that the illega-
tions had been found to be inaccurate.

I myself pointed out that there was this matter in my file when
I was assigned to the White House in 1969 to be sure that there would
be no embarrassment about that and I believe it was looked into again
at that time and, of course, I have remained on the White House staff
in a sensitive position since that time. So that all I can say about it
is that I was aware that the allegations were made, I submitted myself
to a complete investigation of them, cooperated with the security offi-
cials, the security procedures of the Government at that time, and
subsequently, and as far as I know, the allegations were found to be
totally inaccurate, as indeed they are.

The CIIAmMAN. Was there any substance or basis for the allegation?
Was there some sort of transaction or series of events that took place
which might have provided at least some support or some basis to
form an accusation ?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. There was no substance, no basis to it whatsoever,
and I have never been able to discover what led to the allegation.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand that subsequent to this matter
being alleged, it was investigated when you were recommended for a
position that required high-security clearance with the Government?
This matter was investigated by the security branch?

Mr. Soxwr im.Lvr. I can only state an assumption because I obvi-
ously didn't conduct the investigation. But my assumption would, be
that as I advanced in the Department of State to positions of higher
responsibility involVing sensitive security clearances, then subsequently
to the White Iouse to a position of even greater sensitivity, that these
matters were looked into, If so, I was not further questioned about it
but it would be my assumption this would have been done In the nor-
mal course of events. And as I indicated earlier, I myself raised the
matter before I went to the White House to be sure that everyone
there was fully aware that this matter had cSme up some 10 years ear-
lier and I wanted to be sure that everyone was clear about it and that
there was no lingering suspicion that derived from those allegations,
So I can only state an assumption and that is that the matter was



looked into several times and that in each case the allegations Were
found to be untrue.

The CHArmANr. I was also led to believe that information regarding
this allegation had been subsequently removed from your personnel
file, Is that correct or not ?

Mr. SONNRNFEwT. That, sir, I wouldn't know, I have never seen my
security file.

Senator BENNETt. I have no question in that field. I think looking-
at the clock, we should begin questioning.The CHAUMAN. I thinkit might be well for us tohear Mr. Hemen-
way. Is he here?

Mr. HEMNWAY. Yes sir.
The CHAnIRMA. Weli, then I would like to ask you to excise your-

self. I would like to call Mr. Hemenway and let him testify what he
knows about this subject and then I will offer you the opportunity torespond to it. STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HEMENAY

Mr. Hemenway, I understand you do have information, a statement
bearing on the qualifications. It night be best, Mr. Hemenway, if you
would summarize your statement and at 10 o'clock or shortly after*
10 o'clock we are going to turn to another hearing and we will come-
back to this matter, I hope before the day is out.

Do you live here in the District I
Mr. HEM EwAY. Yes, sir, I live, as it says in my written statement,.

at 4816 Rodman Street NW.
The CHAIRmA. Well-
Mr. HmEwAY. I would be prepared to come back at your conven-

ience.
The CImurAN. I would suggest that you summarize this statement

in 10 minutes, if you can, and at that point we will study this matter-
between now and the time we come back later on in the day and the
members can interrogate you about this matter at that time.

Mr. H wwAY. I will try to do it in 10 minutes.
Since you have my statement in front of you, that might facilitate-

my summarization.
.As you recall, Mr. Chairman, I wrote to each member of this com-

mittee on April 12 or soon thereafter, that Mr. Sonnenfeldt is unfit for
the high office to which he has been nominated. I enclosed with that-
letter a sworn affidavit by Mr. Otto Otepka and some material put
into the Congressional Record on the matter largely confined to career
principles submitted by Senator Thurmond.

Now, the materials I am going to give you today can be summarized;
in four categories: (1) That Mr. Sonnenfeldt's professional judgment
is faulty; (9) that Mr. Sonnenfeldt's personal. sandards of integrity
are unacceptably low; (8) that Mr. Srnnenfeldt has repeatedly per-
formed acts that violated his oath o office. That Is, n addition to the.
incidents that Mr. Sonnenfeldt )ust mentioned to you this morning.
And, (4) that Mr. Sonnenfeldt confirmation .wl lace your con-
mittee, Mr. Chairman in the position of 0seemg at least to civil
servants] to condone legal acts in violation of the standards of con--
duct for the Federal service that hs been set by the Congress itself,.
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Now, I want to say as an individual I am not an investigator I am
not qualified really to look into Mr. Sonnenfeldt's record, which i have
never myself seen. All I have done today is to try to pull together
some materials that have come to my attention over the years.

The reason I have taken a rather personal interest in V. Sonnen-
feldt is that I have pursued the first grievance hearing in the history
of the State Department. In effect, in September 1972, that hearing
vindicated me by recommending my reinstatement and apology from
the State Department. In the course of that hearing, hadto ex-
amine written statements submitted to the Secretary 4f State which
contained 140 untrue or false statements.

Now one of those statements was either introduced by Mr. Son-
nenfeldt or two Ambassadors falsely citing Mr. Sonnenfeldt. The
chronology of that matter is this. At one point in my Federal service
history I worked for Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

On June 15 1965, just to cite one of several reports. Mr. Sonnenfeldt
wrote on me, he wrote Hemenway has uncommon potential for rising
to the very top of the Foreign Service. In other similar written reports
Sonnenfeldt generally praised my work.

On January 14, 1969, 4 years later two Ambassadors operating for
Secretary of State Rusk, wrote that Sonnenfeldt had told them that-
he did not regard Hemenway's performance as satisfactory-and on
October 7, 1971, under oath, one of those Ambassadors reaffirmed that
that was. in fact what Sonnenfeldt said.'

Now, when I talked to Mr. Sonnenfeldt over the phone about this
he didn't have any recollection of the event. He wrote me a letter in
which he said-this is cited in tab No. 2--"i am unable to make a
specific statement concerning the accuracy of what is attributed to
me in the t6stimony and in the brief written text you sent me because I
simply cannot recall the specific contents of my conversation with
Ambassador Parsons and Ambassador Penfield. This conversation took
place almost years * o and I kept no record of it."

Now, Mr. Sonnenfeldt's plea, I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, is
hardly credible. He is known to have an excellent memory. Moreover,
it is not an everyday occurrence to have two Ambassadors call upon
you in behalf of the Secretary of State in a report that leads to the
first grievance hearing in the Department of State history. If you
do not make a few notes afterward,- after such a conversation, you
probably have made a mistake in judgment. I hope Mr. Sonnenfeldt
doesn't make these mistakes often. In any event, if Sonnenfeldt really
did not take notes and really cannot recall the e isode, surely such
faulty powers of recollection should be weighed by your committee.

Frankly, the one thing that disturbs me today is that I know I am
the only witness here to-day -opposing this nomination. The materials

I am going to present to you now nust have been known to countless
officias in the Government charged with the responsibility of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt's suitability for his office. I think it is interesting that a

person in my category with as I have just told you, a rather.personal
interest in Mr. Sonnenfeldl, has to come before this committee- and
lay these matters out. I do it in the spirit of Mr. Alexander Hamilton's
comment on the powers of confirmation in the Senate. (Federalist
Papers No. LXXVI.) How can this committee without knowledge of
the facts make an intelligent constitutional decisionI



So in that spirit I would like to make the following comments. .
am prepared to repeat anything that you read in this material under
oath. Mr. Otto Otepka. is present in the hearing room this morning.
Would you stand up, Mr. OtepkaI

Thank you very much.
To the extent that confirmation or further inquiry is necessary,

Mr. Otepka no doubt could answer some questions that I could not. I
have alluded earlier to the fact that the man before you today for
confirmation was the beneficiary of a massive coverup in the executive
branch of Government. I enclose at tab 8(b) in my statement mate-
rials from the Congressional Record of September 24, 1970, page
E8574.

Let me cite this one paragraph:
Upon his shoulders also must rest the responsibility for having Helmut

Sonnenfeldt moved into a highly sensitive position on Henry A. Kissinger's staff
in the National Security Council. It was during Rogers' tenure of office in the
U.S. Department of Justice that Sonnenfeldt was in "very serious trouble" be-
cause of alleged "leaks of top secret" classified information to foreign agents
with whom he had frequent and close associations. An intense FBI investigation
resulted in discussions about prosecution. No such prosecution ever took place
because the State Department held that it was "not in the interest of the U.S.
Government" to have the secrets involved become public knowledge. Rogers
agreed not to prosecute and Sonnenfeldt was saved from conviction under the
espionage statute.

The CHAIRMAN. Where is that quote?
Mr. HFMFNWAY. Page 4 of my written submission and it is tab

3 (b), the full verbatim text of that material.
The CHAMMAN. You are quoting a statement that someone made in

the Congressional Record?
Mr. I-IENWAY. Yes, sir. I do not know the substance of my own

personal knowledge.
The CHAMMAN. What Senator made that statement?
Mr. HEMENWAY. I would have to turn to the tab myself which I

don't have at my side here. I think it was Congressman Rarick.
Senator BNFETT. Was this a part of the statement that Senator

Thurmond made?
Mr. HEMENWAY. No, sir, it is not.
The CHAIRMAN. We will find it.
Mr. HEMPnWAY. It is a statement, I think, submitted by Congress-

man Rarick.
The CHAnRMAN. I say regretfully. and I am not judging this partic-

ular matter, that not everything that appears in the Congressional
Record is correct.

Mr. HXXENWAY. I am quite aware of that, yes, sir. However, it is a
matter of public record and in the same spirit with which you opened
this meeting, it is something that ought to be laid to rest. It is capable
of roof and it either is true or it 'is not true.

The CHAIRMAN. I am confident whoever put it there thought it was
true, otherwise he wouldn't have put it there.

Mr. HvEMwAy. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind reading that statement. You

started to read it.
Mr. IT ,M WAY. I didn't want to unduly extend.



No such prosecution ever took place because the State Department held that
it was 'not in the interest of the U.S, Government to have the secrets Involved
become public knowledge. Rogers agreed not to prosecute and Sonnenfeldt was
saved from conviction under the espionage statute.

Now, Mr. Chairman, from my perspective and the facts available
to me there; is a serious and evident anomaly of Mr. Rogers as Attorney
General under Eisenhower not prosecuting Mr. Sonnenfeldt because,
once again under Mr. Rogers, but this time as Secretary of State, Mr.
Sonnenfeldt is brought into the highest level of the career Diplomatic
Service without ever having served abroad in that Diplomatic Serv-
ice. The fact that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was fraudulently entered in the role
of the Diplomatic Service is discussed in my prepared statement.
It seems evident derogatory material about him was removed
from his file so a three-man board would not hesitate to rubber stamp
his lateral appointment.

Let me be quite specific regarding the nature of this derogatory in-
formation. It is spelled out in my written submission.

1. You already have the sworn statement of Mr. Otepka dated Jan-
uary 25 1973, long before Mr. Sonnenfeldt was nominated for this
post (table 1(c) ).

Now, that refers to material, I believe, Mr. Chairman, that was not
mentioned bv Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

2. From State Department security sources, it can be established that
Mr. Sonnenfeldt lied when interrogated about his improper activities.

And I submit that if Mr. Kissinger can have wiretap information
made available to him, Mr. Chairman, maybe this committee ought to
be able to have access to the same material.

3. Mr. Frank Niland, an employee of the Department of Justice,
can provide information on the personal surveillance of Mr. Sonnen-
feldt which was maintained for over 1 year. This was not the FBI
of Mr. Gray, it was the FBI of Mr. Hoover.

4. Mr. Stephen Koczak, formerly an employee of the Department
of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research and a career U.S. diplo-
mat, personally witnessed improper and illegal transfer of informa-
tion from Mr. Sonnenfeldt to unauthorized foreign nationals. lie lives
in Washinaton, D.C., at 2932 Macomb Street NW. I personally know
that Mr. Koczak can name and identify the individual who was-the
top liaison officer between the FBI and the CIA who investigated Mr.
Sonnenfeldt. I also understand that this individual expressed the con-
cern of both agencies about Mr. Sonnenfeldt's activities; that is, that
the FBI and the CIA were concerned about his abuse of sensitive
materials.

5. Miss Delores Wahl personally told me on February 26, 1964, the
following: "Hal [Sonnenfeldt] was abusing our special material last
December [1968], and I had a fight with him about it." Miss Wahl is
an employee of the Department of State having responsibility for
materials of a particular sensitivity. (From document M-6 of the
Hemenway hearing, Departmentof State.)

Now, in the light of the material cited from the Congressional
Record and the witnesses and information I have just given you, I
submit Mr. Chairman, that all of these facts are easily verifiable.
They should have investigated but, nevertheless, Mr. Sonnenfeldt was



brought into the diplomatic service laterally improperly in a manner
I will get to in a moment.Senator Thurmond addressed himself to that issue. Mr. Willard
Edwards has addressed himself to some of the policy judgments of
Mr. Sonnenfeldt. That is tab 4.

I want this committee to know that in Decmber 1971, I invited Mr.
Sonnenfeldt either to refute the statements attributed to him in the
report about me or to testify at a hearing under oath. Soon thereafter
my own office was subject of an inquiry made by Mr. Henry Kissinger's
office.

I was told by a high Defense Department official that Dr. Kissinger
was "climbing up the molding," over the prospect of an attack on
Sonncnfeldt.

I am convinced that my request of Mr. Sonnenfeldt alerting him to
the possibility of being called as a witness under oath was regarded
as an attack, which it was not, of course, unless he had done something
wrong. Mr. Sonnenfeldt's name finally was listed along with 80 or so
-others in an "Offer of Proof" dated January 24, 1972, which outlined
what could be proved should the list of witnesses be called. However
Dr. Kissinger's office aggressively alleged to the Pentagon that I had
improperly informed a prominent newsman and two Congressmen
concerning a highly controversial policy decision made by Sonnen-
feldt 6 months earlier. Specifically, in the name of the White House,
Sonnenfeldt had taken action to deny U.S. asylum to a Polish defector.
Ironically Sonnenfeldt, who was born in Germany and himself had to
-fee from Hitler, issued the order for denying U.S. sanctuary to another
refugee seeking the same freedom and protection. I believe that the
decision was not only morally wrong, it was a policy error. Of course,
the error carried with it possible terrible consequences to the individ-
ual denied sanctuary.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I said that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was fraudulently
admitted into the Foreign Service.

The three-man panel which examined Helmut Sonnenfeldt's quali-
fications to enter the Foreign Service as an FSO (he was finally nomi-
nated March 11 1970) consisted of Margaret Joy Tibbits, Howard L.
Parsons, and Alan Fidel. Those three examining officers were offered
files said to contain Mr. Sonnenfeldt's (1) medical records, (2) per-
formance records, and, (3) security records.

All of the written records were highly commendatory and favor-
able to Sonnenfeldt, who was also found by the panel to be highly
articulate and who made a good impression. The panel found no ad-
verse security information in the files whatsoever. This is virtual proof
that the file had been "sanitized" or, if you prefer, "rigged." A "clean"file was iinossible. There would at least have been allegationso; (2)
the refutation of those allegations; and (8) the analysis (that is, that
it didn't amount to a hill of beans or there was something in it). In-
stead, there was nothing there. In this connection, I note that on Feb-
ruary 1969 (and I, too, Mr. Chairman, don't believe everything I read
in print), the Government Employees' Exchange reported the disap.
pearance of classified information from Sonnenfeldit's security flfe.
I do not know how that newspaper got such information a year ahead

-of the events I cite above. The editor, Mr, Sid Goldberg is available
for testimony, if summoned.



The work of this committee is not related to a larger manifestation.
of difficulty within the Foreign Service aid the Diplomatic Service.
I know your committee is so busy with the complex tangles of the fi.
nancial world that you probably cannot follow the intricacies of per-
sonnel actions in the Department of State, but it is a fact that -Mr.
Elliot Richardson, who was Mr. Macomber's immediate superior dur-
ing the first years of the Nixon administration, has been selected t>
play a major role in the Watergate illegalities. It also is a fact that
Mr. Macomber's name has now been mentioned in that connection.

You probably read tabs (a) and (b) yourself in the papers, citing
Mr. Macomber's release of certain telegrams. One doesn't know if
Mr. Macomber's action was proper or improper at this stage of the
evidence. Both Mr. Macomber and Mr. Richardson played key roles
in the unusual transfer of Mr. Sonnenfeldt from the Civil Service
into the Foreign Service in the high grade of FSO-1. This was done
after Sonnenfeldt was already working for Mr. Kissinger as part of
the staff of the National Security-Council (NSC). It was clear then
and it is even more clear now that, if confirmed, there is no intention
of sending Mr. Sonnenfeldt overseas on assignment. It is also clear
that, to become an FSO, Mr. Sonnenfeldt had to receive special favors
and consideration under the law--even if the laws were not violated,
which I believe was the case. As a minimum, documents were removed
from the Sonnenfeldt file so the three-man panel could, with a "clean"
conscience, vote for his admission to FSO ranks. It was a fraudulent
operation; however, it carried with it greatly increased emoluments
for Mr. Sonnenfeldt personally. _

I know the man a little better; we worked together in the same
office for a couple of years some years ago. I am aware of no practical
background or educational experience possessed by Mr. Sonnenfeldt
that uniquely qualifies him for this position with the Treasury De-
partment, but I do know in the more than a quarter of a century I
worked for the Government that there is a code of ethics in Govern-
ment service and that any person in position in the Government is
obliged to uphold the Constitution, thelaws, and the legal regulations
of the United States and never be a party to their evasion. He is to
expose corruption wherever discovered. You will recall that is a con-
current resolution of the second session of the 85th Congress, a con-
current resolution which I believe is still valid.

Mr. Chairman, from my viewpoint, when I looked at the record,.
the public record, of Mr. Sonnenfeldt, it indicates a pattern of viola-
tion of the oath of office and the trust of his office. The record indicates
that Mr. Sonnenfeldt is not worthy of the trust of this office you are,
asked to bestow upon him. I believe the record indicates that Mr.
Sonnenfeldt shouldnot be confirmed by the Senate as Deputy Secre-
tary of the U.S. Treasury.

'hat is a 10-minute summation of my prepared statement.
The CHAiRMAN. Mr. Hemenway, are you presently with the Gov-

ernment or have you retiredI
Mr. HEMENWAY. I have submitted papers for my retirement.
Mr. Chairman, I am not on the rolls of the U.S. Government at the,

present time.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not on the rollsI



Mr. IH 1MENwAY. No sir; and I have submitted an application for
retirement. I guess I am not technically retired.

The CIAURMAN. Was that entirely voluntary on your part?
Mr. HEAMNWAY. No sir; I was fired not once but twice, fired by the

State Department, restored, at least I think I should have been, by the
order of the Hearing Committee, the first in the Department of State's
history. Reinstatenent, promotion, payment of legal fees, a formal
apology was recommended by this committee. It "was set aside by one
man, an interested party. We will have litigation on that matter. In
the intervening 3 years I was the personal assistant of Dr. Warren
Nutter in the Del;artment of Defense. Dr. 'Warren Nutter has left
his position. When he left I was forced to leave.

IhIle CH.1MaMAN. I simply want to get this matter straight.
Mr. hIE,3ENWAr. I have no personal animosity against -Mr. Sonnen-

feldt.
The CHAIRMA-. But' you have made a statement lere which would

in(licate that you have'a bias. I think you should frankly admit it.
As a lawyer judging the testimony, I amn constrained to take the view
that you (10 have a strong feeling in1 the matter.

Mr'. hiMExwAY. That is certainly correct.
The CTAIMMAN. That is, you certainly could be accused of having a

bias against Mr. Sonnenfeldt. The question is: Is what you are saying
correct?

Now, I recall an occasion where I was making an argument on a
particular matter, and I knew I would be accused of a bias myself.
I made the point that I was as biased in that matter as any lawyer who
ever pled a case, but all I wanted was for the judge to hear my evidence
and give me a fair verdict and I would think we should look upon
your testimony in that light. Obviously, you feel that Mr. Sonnenfeldt
did not conduct himself properly and honorably with regard to your
personal history but you do have some knowledge of his personal
history and the question is whether what you have said here today
about'Mr. Sonnenfeldt is correct. I will endeavor, insofar as I am
capable of doing so, to get to the bottom of this matter and find out
whether there is support for this or not. I think Mr. Sonnenfeldt is
entitled to be fairly judged just as I am sure that you wanted a fair
judgment when you had to take a case before the grievance committee.

Mr. HEMENWAY. I agree, absolutely, with your position. My only
role'here, whether you believe there is onus or bias or not, is to see to
it that you have the facts made available that argue against the con-
firmation. I think your committee must have all of the facts in order
to intelligently reach conclusions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr.

Hemenway.
Mr. HEMENWAY. Do you need my presence this afternoon?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you can be available to us, we would appre-

ciate it. I would think that we could return to this matter when we
have concluded the social services hearing which we have scheduled
prior to this. I should think that if you are here at 8 o'clock, we would
-probably be in a position to ask some questions about this matter at
that time.

Can you be here at 3 o'clock?
Mr. HPXENWAY. Yes sir, I will be here.
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[Mr. Hemenway's prepared statement, with attachments follow.
Oral testimony continues on page 49.]

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, thank you for
allowing me to address you today in the matter of the confirmation of Mr. Helmut
Sonnenfeldt, to be Deputy Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Sonnenfeldt has long
been associated with the Department of State intelligence bureaucracy and the
National Security Council under Dr. Henry A. Kissinger.

As I wrote to each member of this Committee on April 12, Mr. Sonnenfeldt Is
unfit for the high office for which he has been nominated and not worthy of the
trust it represents. In the letter sent to you, I enclosed a sworn affidavit by
Mr. Otto Otepka and some material placed Into the Congressional record several
years ago concerning Mr. Sonnenfeldt by your colleague in the Senate, Senator
Thurmond of South Carolina. This material Is at TAB No. 1, for your conven-
ience.

The letter cited above indicated that abundant evidence is available to show
that Mr. Sonnenfeldt is unfit for this high office and not worthy of the trust. In
order to progress systematically through the evidence known to me, I shall pro-
vide you with materials this morning establishing that:

(1) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's professional judgement is faulty;
(2) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's personal standards of integrity are unacceptably low;
(3) Mr. Sonnenfeldt repeatedly has performed acts that violated his oath of

office;
(4) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's confirmation will place your Committee, Mr. Chairman,

in the position of seeming to condone illegal acts and violations of standards of
conduct for Federal Service set by the Congress Itself.

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SONNENFELDT

As an individual I am neither an investigator, nor am I uniquely qualified to
sift out all of the material available concerning Mr. Sonnenfeldt. Today, for the
use of your Committee, Mr. Chairman, I simply have pulled together a few de.
tails that have come to my attention over the years. It is clear that the Commit-
tee needs only to express an interest to discover that the material I uncover today
reveals only the tip of the Iceberg.

The Committee should know that I have a personal reason for attentively
studying the career record of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. After a three year battle, the
first independent Grievance Hearing Committee in State Department history
decided unanimously (3--0) to have the Department of State tender me an ap-
propriate apology for events leading to my expulsion from the career diplo-
matic service. It was also decided to restore me to the career diplomatic service
from which I had been expelled. A highly Inaccurate report had been cooked up
to confirm my expulsion. It contained at least 140 identifiable untrue, misleading,
or slanderous statements, Sworn hearing testimony revealed that Ambassador
Parsons had said of Hemenway while the report was in preparation: ". . I
don't believe he can be 'bought off'-he has the bit between his teeth . . . he
goes back to the system itself, which he attacks." (That Is, the foreign service
system.)

One of those 140 untrue or false statements contained in the report written by
Ambassadors Parsons and Penfield was introduced either by Mr. Helmut Son.
nenfeldt or the two ambassadors falsely citing Mr. Sonnenfeldt. The chronology
is as follows:

June 15, 1965.-Mr. Sonnenfeldt wrote In an official report that Mr. Hemen-
way ". . . has uncommon potential for rising to the very top of the Foreign
Service." In other, similar reports Sonnenfeldt's praise of Hemenway's work is
consistent.

JanuariJ 14, 1969.-In an official report to the Secretary of State (Rusk),
Arab. James K. Penfield and J. Graham Parsons write that Sonnenfeldt had told
them that he -... did not regard his (Hemenway's) performance as satisfactory."

October 7, 1971.-Under oath, Mr. James K, Penfield stated at the Hemenway
Hearing before an independent State Department Grievance Hearing Commit-
tee-the first in history-that Sonnenfeldt indeed had made the January, 1969
statement in conflict with earlier written statements cited In the Parsons/Pen-
field report to the Secretary of State (Rusk).

December 11, 1971.-In writing, Mr. Sonnenfeldt claimed not to be able to re-
call the event. The point at Issue, of course, was whether Parsons and Penfleld
had reported Sonnenfeldt's comment correctly. If they had, then why would
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Sonnenfeldt choose to lie about Hemenway's performance? If they had reported
Sonnenfeldt's remark accurately, then the issue would be, on which occasion did
Sonnenfeldt lie? Naturally, when Sonnenfeldt talked to Parsons/Penfield, he
knew it was highly unlikely that Hemenway would ever be able to examine the
Parsons/Penfield report, because It would be termed g confidential report written
for the Secretary's (Rusk's) eyes only. The specific claim that he could not
recall these events was made by Sonnenfeldt In the following manner:

".. I am unable to make a specific statement concerning the accuracy of
what is attributed to me in the testimony and in the brief written text you
sent me because I simply can not recall the specific contents of my conver-
sation with ambassadors Parsons and Penfield. This conversation took place,
almost three years ago and I kept no record of it."

(Fall text of Sonnenfeldt's letter to lemenway is at TAB No. 2)
Mr. Sonnenfeldt's plea that he is unable to remember is hardly credible. le is

known to have an excellent memory. Moreover, It is not an everyday occurrence
for two ambassadors to call upon you in behalf of the Secretary of State for the
purpose of preparing one-time reports concerning a man you know which, In turn,
leads to the first grievance hearing in the history of the U.S. diplomatic service.
If you do not make a few notes afterward, you have made a mistake in judgment..
I hope Mr. Sonnenfeldt does not make these mistakes daily.

However, if Mr. Sonnenfeldt really did not take notes and really can not recall'
such an episode, surely such faulty powers of recollection should be weighed by
your Committee, Mr. Chairman ,when you consider Mr. Sonnenfeldt's capacity to
perform the much more demanding duties of Deputy Secretary of the Treasury,,
the post for which Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt has been nominated.

flAB-THE REASON FOR A DECADE OF SILENCE

Mr. Chairman, only one thing disturbs me about my testimony today: I am there
only person testifying. The materials I shall now take up have been known to
many government officials who, as part of their official duties, must judge on the
suitability of persons for high posts. Where are the officials of State, Justice,
Treasury, and the other Foreign Policy areas of government who are knowledge-
able. Your Committee, Mr. Chairman, might want to reflect on the reasons for
their not coming forward today; why you must learn of these matters first from
me, a private citizen, rather than from the officials charged with enforcing stand-
ards of conduct in our government.

The checks and balances of our government require that, for effective operation,.
the watchdog committees of the Congress must be kept properly informed. With-
out accurate and complete information, cover-ups not only are possible, they
are inevitable.

In testifying here today, I had to ask myself just what evidence your Commit-
tee would accept. I have not attempted to delve deeply into such foreign policy
questions as Mr. Sonnenfeldt's view of the use of US credits to shore up failing
communist economies; Helmut Sonnenfeldt's view of the Berlin Agreement and
the impending recognition of Communist East Germany; the wheat deal; or, his
own role in foreign policy questions that, over time, will greatly affect U.S. na-
tional interests. There are men more qualified to speak on Sonnenfeldt's role in
those questions--but I believe that one does not have to probe into those areas
about which honest men have honest differences of view. I believe that a more
primitive form of evidence makes abundantly clear that Mr. Sonnenfeldt should
not be confirmed today as Deputy Secretary of the Treasury.

Alexander Hamilton, in the Federallat Papers, foresaw the test to which the
Senate would be put by the confirmation of such nominees as Mr. Sonnenfeldt.
Hamilton wrote:

"The possibility of rejection would be a strong motive to care in propos-
Ing. The danger to his (the executive's) own reputation . . . he would be
ashamed and afraid to bring forward for the most distinguished or lucrative
stations, candidates who .had no other merit than .. . of being, in some way
or other, personally allied to him, or possessing the necessary insignificance
and .llancy to render them the obsequious instruments. of his pleas-
ure. ," --(No. LXXVI of the Federalist Papers.)



Today I am a private citizen, but I have been an officer of the government for
more than a quarter of a century. A public trust is at issue in the Sonnenfeldt
nomination, which comes at a time when public confidence Is needed to the effec-
tiveness of our Constitutional mechanisms, i.e., in the efficacy of a private citizen
like myself appearing before this Committee to give testimony.

In the past men like Sonnenfeldt have been proposed for offices requiring con-
firmation because the Senate has not been rigorously exercising the independence
of view foreseen by Hamilton. It is only right and proper that your Committee
has available the information it needs to perform its constitutional functions.

INQUIRY INTO THE SONNENFELDT RECORD

Therefore, as I deliver this material this morning, I want you to know that
I am prepared to testify under oath; further, Mr. Otto Otepka is present in the
Hearing Room this morning and is available, should his sworn statement raise
any questions that need answers I can not myself supply. I want to make it clear
that I am not a disgruntled employee venting his spleen against Helmut Sonnen-
feldt. But I am proud of my country, which I know well-its strengths and its
weaknesses. Among 225 million Americans, there are literally thousands of citi-
zens better qualified by training, disposition, and background to perform the
duties for which Helmut Sonnenfeldt has been nominated. Yet Helmut Sonnen-
feldt's services seem to have been nearly indespensible in the Bureau- of In-
telligence and Research, in the Department of State; Helmut Sonnenfeldt was
indespensible to the National Security Council under Mr. Henry A. Kissinger;
Helmut Sonnenfeldt was so badly needed as an FSO-1, evidently, that the law
had to violated to make him a "career" diplomat; and, today, Helmut Sonnen-
feldt's services as a Deputy Secretary of the Treasury again seem indespensible.
Why? What of the other 225 million Americans? It is a country filled with talent.
I wonder, just in passing, what is the role of William P. Rogers and Elliott
Richardson in these events, not to mention William B. Macomber, Jr. and Mr.
Maurice Stans, both of whom seem to be implicated in the Watergate, coverup.

THE MASSIVE COVER-UP; TAMPERING WITH TIE RECORD

The man before you today for confirmation was a very early beneficiary of a
massive cover-up in the executive branch. It is a matter of public record that
Mr. Sonnenfeldt -was nearly prosecuted for improper activities. According to the
Congressional Record (full text at TAB #8) :

"It was during Rogers' tenure of office in the US Department of Justice
that Sonnenfeldt was in 'very serious trouble' because of alleged 'leaks of
top secret and secret' classified information to foreign agents with whom he
had frequent and close associations. An intense FBI investigation resulted
in discussions about prosecution. No such prosecution ever took place be-
cause the State Department held that it was 'not in the interest of the US
government' to have the secrets involved become public knowledge. Rogers
agreed not to prosecute and Sonnenfeldt was saved from conviction under
the espionage statute."

(Congressional Record, p. E 8574, September 24, 1970.)
From my own direct personal knowledge I can not say whether the facts stated

above are totally true or not. I can say that I have heard them from persons I
have reason to believe are reliable and who enjoy the reputation for telling the
truth and who were also in a position to know the facts.

The record should be easily obtained. rWhe facts cited are easily capable of being
verified. Surely your Committee, Mr. Chairman, and the members of the Senate
Finance Committee will want their report to the Senate to include a report on
the truth of such serious allegations.

From my perspective and the facts available to me, there is the curious and
evident anomaly of Mr. Rogers, as Attorney General under President Eisenhower,
not prosecuting Mr. Sonnenfeldt. Then, once again under Mr. Rogers, but this
time as Secretary of State, Mr. Sonnenfeldt is brought into the highest level of
the career diplomatic service without ever having served abroad in that diplo-
matic service. The fact that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was fraudulently entered onto the
rolls of the diplomatic service is discussed below. It seems evident that derogatory
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material about him was removed from his file so that a three-man Board would
not hestitate to rubber-stamp his appointment.

I believe that there is abundant evident to suggest the wisdom of rejecting
this nomination. Recent events affirm that it is prudent to lay out all of the facts
in the open, if only to set to rest significant and legitimate doubts. I do not per-
sonally have available all of the facts, but considerable evidence has come to my
attention which supports the view that the Sonnenfeldt nomination should be
rejected.

OTHER WITNESSES WHO CAN TESTIFY UNDER OATH oR SUBPOENA

Let me be quite specific concerning the nature of this derogatory information:
(1) You already have the sworn statement of Mr. Otepka dated 25 January

1973, long before Mr. Sonnenfeldt was nominated for this post (TAB #1(c)).
(2) From State Department security sources, it can be established that Mr.

Sonnenfeldt lied when interrogated about his own improper activities.
(8) Mr. Frank Niland, an employee of the Department of Justice, can provide

information on the personal surveillance of Mr. Sonnenfeldt which was main-
tained for over one year. This was not the FBI of Mr. Gray, it was the FBI
of Mr. Hoover.

(4) Mr. Stephan Koczak, formerly an employee of the Department of State
Bureau of Intelligence and Research and a career U.S. diplomat, personally
witnessed improper and illegal transfer of information from Mr. Sonnenfeldt
to unauthorized foreign nationals. He lives in Washington, D.C., at 2932 Macomb
Street, NW. I personally know that Mr. Koczak can name and identify the Indi-
vidual who was the top liaison officer between the FBI and the CIA who investi-
gated Mr. Sonnenfeldt. I also understand that this individual expressed the con-
cern of both agencies about Mr. Sonnenfeldt's activities, that is, the FBI and
the CIA were concerned about his abuse of sensitive materials.

(5) Miss Delores Wahl personally told me on February 26, 1004 the following:
"Hal (Sonnenfeldt) was abusing our 'special material' last December -(1968)
and I had a fight with him about it." Miss Wahl is an employee of the Depart-
ment of State having responsibility for materials of a particular sensitivity.
(From document M-6 of the Hemenway Hearing, Department of State.)

In the light of the material cited above from the Congressional Record con-
cerning possible prosecution of Sonnenfeldt, it is clear that, over a period of
time, Mr. Sonnenfeldt had established a pattern of questionable conduct in
matters pertaining to the handling of classified information. (However, the
ability to "leak" does develop excellent contacts with powerful members of the
press.) Once again, all of the facts are easily verifiable and capable of proof.
FBI files should have the information.

This documented and public record was known to officials officially charged
with the responsibility of judging the suitability of candidates for higher posi-
tions in the upper levels of the government service. Nevertheless, Mr. Helmut
Sonnenfeldt was brought into the U.S. diplomatic service laterally at the relative
rank of "major general" (FSO-1).

Senator Thurmond called it a "strange nomination" and, in addition to noting
the violation of the career principles of the diplomatic service, he suggested the
strong possibility of a violation of the Hatch Act. (Full text at TAB #1(b)).
Senator Thurmond commented:

"I find it very disturbing that a top assistant in the National Security
Council staff, responsible for formulating and advising on our international
policy, should be chosen from a milieu which is antagonistic to the work
of the President. (Oongres8fonal Record, MHarch 26, 1970, 8-4644.)

In briefing the head of state of an important Western European ally, several
years later, Mr. Sonnenfeldt undercut the official policy direction of important
U.S. financial interests overseas. Instead of explaining that Sonnenfeldt had
exceeded his instructions, the policy was amended to include Sonnenfeldt's mis-
take. In one instance a senior official directed that a memorandum of conversation
be amended so as to wipe out exposure of the Sonnenfeldt violation of policy.
The matter is still delicate enough to be sensitive, but it unmistakably bears



upon Mr. Sonnenfedit's suitability for the Treasury post. It also demonstrates
how those wielding the power of the White House can abuse that power-but then
that is nothing new these days.

In yet another matter reflecting on the quality of Sonnenfeldt's Judgment, the
respected Journalist Mr. Willard Edwards of the Ohicago Tribune reported on
April 4, 1970, that:

"Prior to the Cuban missile crisis in October, 1972, Sonnenfeldt's associates
recall, he solemnly advised that Russia would never place missiles in Cuba
because such an act would endanger relations with the United States.

"They also recalled that Sonnenfeldt had predicted that Russia would not
interfere in the Czechoslovakian uprising. The events of August, 1968, dis-
closed this Judgment of Soviet intentions as erroneous as in the Cuban in-
cident .... " (Willard Edwards, Ohicago Tribune, 4 April 1970, TAB #4.)

FIRST-HAND TESTIMONY ON SONNENFELDT

While I never have examined Mr. Sonnenfeldt's Judgements in reports concern-
ing the two episodes referred to above, I know of my own first hand knowledge
that critical, hard intelligence was ignored by Sonnenfeldt prior to the Cuban
missile crisis, even though it came from a tested source and provided advance
warning of Soviet intentions akin to the pre-Pearl Harbor intelligence available
to the U.S. This contention is capable of positive proof from a document of public
record from the Hemenway Hearing at the Department of State.

On 17 January, 1072, shortly after I alerted Mr. Sonnenfeldt to the possibility
of his appearing to testify at a Department of State Hearing, a high Defense
Department official reported to me that Dr. Kissinger was "climbing up the mold.
ing" over the prospect of an attack on Sounenfeldt. (I am convinced that my
request of Mr. Sonnenfeldt alerting him to the possibility of being a witness under
oath was regarded as "attack", which it was not, of course. Mr. Sonnenfeldt's
name was finally listed along with 80 or so others in an "Offer of Proof" dated 24
January 1972 which outlined what could be proved should the list of witnesses
be called.] Mr. Sonnenfeldt was one of these and some of the evidence reviewed
today was presented as a hearing document. (Document X-4 of the Hemenway
Hearing Record, U.S. Department of State, contains the Offer of Proof.) (How-
ever, Dr. Kissinger's office aggressively alleged to the Pentagon that I had im-
properly informed a prominent newsman and two Congressmen concerning a
highly controversial policy decision made by Sonnenfeldt six months earlier.
Specifically, in the name of the White House, Sonnenfeldt had taken action to
deny U.S. asylum to a Polish defector. Ironically, Sonnenfeldt, who was born in
Germany and himself had to flee from Hitler, issued the order for denying U.S.
sanctuary to another refugee seeking the same freedom and protection. I believe
that the decision was not only morally wrong, it was a policy error. Of course,
the error carried with it possible terrible consequences to the individual denied
sanctuary.]

Dr. Kissinger's office expressed concern to my superiors that Congressmen
Derwinski and Crane, neither of whom I knew at that time, might initiate an
investigation into the matter. It was an action taken only after I had raised
the issue of Sonnenfeldt testifying at an independent State Department Hearing
under oath. The newsman named by Kissinger's office knew nothing about the
alleged "leak" in which he was supposed to be involved. He had written about
Sonnenfeldt, however, and Kissinger's office evidently presumed that I had in-
spired that story.

With the foregoing as background, let me outline the route by which Mr.
Helmut Sonnenfeldt comes before this Committee as a senior U.S. diplomat of
"career" seeking confirmation for an appointment that is not a part of the foreign
service personnel and appointment structure at all, but a political appointment.

SONNENFEWLT'S FRAUDULENT ENTRY INTO THE FOREIGN SERVICE

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the United States diplomatic service is called
the "Foreign Service". (One wag has called it our "very foreign" service.) (Tile
three-man panel which examined Helmut Sonnenfeldt's qualifications to enter the
Foreign Service as an FSO, finally nominated March 11, 1970, consisted of Mar-



garet Joy Tibbits, Howard L. Parsons, and Alan Fidel. Those three examining
officers were offered files said to contain Mr. Sonnenfeldt's (1) medical records,
(2) performance records, and, (3) security records. All of the written records
were highly commendatory and favorable to Sonnenfeldt, who was also found by
the panel to be highly articulate and who made a good impression; The panel
found no adverse security Information in the files whatsover. This is virtual
proof that- the file had been "sanitized" or, if you prefer, "rigged".] At the very
least, the security -file should have contained the allegations refutation -of the
allegations, and the evaluation, All of the material contained in this testimony
were known and should have been reflected in the Sonnenfeldt security file.

It is worth noting that, on February 19, 1969, [the Gove .ent Employee.'
ExohangQe reported the disappearance of classified information from Sonnen-
feldt's security file (page 11, col. 3.) I do not know how that newspaper got such
information a year ahead of the events I cite above. The editor, Mr. Sid Goldberg
is available for testimony, if summoned.]

Obviously, with all the files favorable, the panel examining Sonnenfeldt could
do nothing else than pass him. He was passed, unanimously into the diplomatic
service he had publically denigrated over the years before his civil service and
Foreign Service colleagues, myself among them.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate that your Committee is concerned with Finance,
not Foreign Relations. Many of your Committee members may not follow closely
details of Department of State Administration. Presumably, if confirmed, Mr.
Sonnenfeldt, now a "career" diplomat, will come to Treasury tO look after the
foreign policy aspects of U.S. Treasury policy.

You should know that, when Mr. Sonnenfeldt was made an PFO-, the Depart-
ment of State was administered by Mr. William B. Macomber, Jr., who, in turn,
was supervised for the Secretary of State by Elliot L. Richardson, then Under
Secretary of State. Mr. Macomber is now U.S. Ambassador to Turkey. (Macomber
was in charge of the tragic failure to rescue our captive diplomats held hostage
in the Sudan.) Macomber's confirmation as U.S. Ambassador to Turkey was
opposed by a number of persons for good and valid reasons. I was among them.
Recently his name was mentioned in connection with the Watergate cover-up.
He is said to have facilitated making available State Department documents
(press tear sheets are at TAB #5 (a and b) ).

At the Macomber confirmation hearing some very knowledgeable spokesmen
wanted to hold full hearings on Mr. Macomber's operations during the time he
was Deputy Under Secretary of State. Mr. Mollenhoff wrote a remarkably dis-
cerning article on the strange reluctance of the pertinent Senate Committee to
look into the improper activities in which Macomber was involved (TAB #6
provides the Mollenhoff article.), The important labor organization AFGE also
felt that a full scale hearing into Mr. Macomber's fitness for the Office was in
order. However, his confirmation was said to be "unanimous". And now it Is clear
that Macomber played a role in the Watergate, knowingly or unknowingly-that
has still to emerge.

No doubt there is some regret in the Foreign Relations Committee today that
the Macomber nomination was reported out of Committee so rapidly.

Mr. Elliot Richardson, Mr. Macomber's immediate superior during the first
years of the Nixon Administration in the Department of State, has been selected
to play a major role in the examination of the Illegalities of Watergate and to
enforce the laws of the United States.

Both Mr. Macomber and Mr. Richardson played key roles in the unusual trans- V
fer of Mr. Sonnenfeldt from the civil service Into the Foreign Service at the very
high grade of PO-1. (This was done after after Sonnenfeldt was already
working for Mr. Kissinger as part of the staff of the National Security Council
(NSC). It was clear then and it is even more clear now that, if confirmed, there
is no intentiokiof sendingMr. Sonnenfeldt overseas on assignment. It is also
clear that, to become an FSO, Mr. Sonnenfeldt had to receive special favors and
consideration under the law-even if the laws were not violated, which I believe
was the case. As a minimum, documents were removed from the Sonnefeldt file
so that the three-man panel could, with a "clean" conscience, vote for his admis-
sion to FSO ranks, It was a fraudulent operation; however, it carried with it
greatly increased emoluments for Mr. Sonnenfeldt personally.)

Now Mr. Sonnenfeldt has been selected to work in an area of the government
directly under your Committee's supervision. Even If your Committee believes-
there never was adequate grounds for criminal prosecution of Mr. Sonnenfeldt,
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then it would seem prudent to investigate thoroughly the circumstances I have
just related before unanimously reporting the Sonnenfeldt nomination out ofCommittee- If Mr. Kissinger can be given wire-taps on former NSC staff mem-bers like Mr. Halperin (See TAB #7 for press tear sheet), it would not seemright to deprive your Committee from having access to the wire taps on Mr.Somenfeldt which provide the basis for providing that he lied during official
interrogations,

Personally, I am aware of no practical background or educational experiencepossessed by Mr. Sonnenfeldt that qualifies him for this position with the Treas-ury Department. I am aware of considerable disqualifying Information.

OATH OF OrFICE

For 27 years, as an officer of the United States, I and practically all of mycolleagues have tried to maintain high standards. I and they really have triedto live the Codc of Ethios for Government Service passed by the Second Session
of the 85th Congress (Concurrent Resolution no. 175) : "Any person In Govern-went service should: ... uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations ofthe United States... and never be a party to their evasion.... expose corrup-
tion wherever discovered."

It is alleged that Mr. Sonnenfeldt "leaked' information to Mr. Nelson Rocke-feller and to Mr. Kissinger before Mr. Kissinger joined the government. (SeeCongressional Record, p. E 10197 of September 28i 1971 at TAB #8.) If this iscorrect, then Mr. Sonnenfeldt's extraordinary relationship with Mr. Kissinger
becomes understandable.

Speaking quite personally, as a private citizen, like a lot of Americans, I re-gard high government office in the service of this Republic neither a reformschool for officials who have erred nor as a fiefdom in which the very wealthy orvery privileged can dispense favors oblivious of the real sovereign, the people.
Today the entire country is concerned with matters of accountability, confi-dence, responsibility and trust. Clearly, in order to do the kind of job the Amerl-can people have the right to expect, the President must have dedicated civilservants upon whom lie can rely. He too, has that right.
What does the Congress expect government employees to do when senior oi-cers in the government and supervisors are not held accountable and violate

their oaths of office?
Let us look one last time at the record-the public record-of Helmut Sonnen.

feldt.
The record Indicates that Mr. Sonnenfeldt has a pattern of violating his oath

of office and the trust of that office.
The record Indicates that Mr. Sonnenfeldt Is not worthy of the trust.The record indicate that Helmut Sonnenfeldt should not be confirmed by the

Senate as Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Treasury.

TAB NO. 1(a)
JOHN D. HiEznway,

Senator ROBERT DOLE, Washington, D.C., April 12, 1978.
Member, Senate Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SE ATOR DOLE: Today your Chief Counsel, Mr. Tom Vail received a re-quest from me to be allowed to present evidence in the matter of Mr. HelmutSonnenfeldt, who is nominated to be Deputy Secretary of the Treasury. My
letter to Mr. Vail is attached.

Abundant evidence is available to show that Mr. Sonnenfeldt is unfit for thishigh office and not worthy of the trupt. Evidently, When promoted to FSO-1 (thetop) in'the diplomatic service a few years ago, his personnel dossier was "sani.tized" to facilitate his lateral admission at the relative rank of a major general,An affidavit signed by Mr. Otto Otepka is enclosed for your perusal, It raises
many questions for which you will find there are no answers, Although Mr.Otepka's material is limited and somewhat dated, there are a number of wit.nesses available Who can corroberate and expatid on the material sworn to by
Mr Otepka.

You may wish to read material put into'the Congressional Record at the tnothat Mr. Sonnenfeldt was brought into the diplomatic service of the United
" 99-68--73-3



State. it was placed into the record by Senator Thurmond of South Carolina.
Having served i4 the Foreign Service for 14 years and knowing Mt. Sonnenfeldt,
I can assure you that this material is worthpondering.

In pursuing your 'constitutional duty to examine the qualifications of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt before passing on his suitability for the office of Under Secretary,
I hope that you Will receive my testimony in a formal way and will consider all
of the evidence before rendering your decision. I would appreciate hearing what
your intentions are in this matter and I will cooperate with your wishes in
any way.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN D. HmzwhWAY.

TAB NO. 1(b)

[From the Congressional Record, Mar. 26, 19701

Tnt STa.Atio NOMnqATiON OF Mn. SoNNtrzT

Mr. THnUMOND. Mr. President, on March 11 the list of nominations received
by the Senate included the name of one Helmut Sonnenfeldt of Maryland for
appointment as a Foreign Service officer of class I.

This is a most unusual appointment. The Foreign Service is supposed to be
composed of career diplomats who have served their country around the world
and have their special status recognized through the Foreign Service rating sys-
tem. The rating of FSO I is normally the highest rank which a career diplomat can
achieve aside from the exceptional positions of Career Minister and Career
Ambassador, reserved for a handful of the most distinguished members of the
corps. Thus, it appears that we have Mr. Sonnenfeldt entering the Foreign Serv-
ice at the highest rank normally achieved by others after years of service abroad.
Thus, this unusual appointment threatens the status and achievement of the
many dedicated Foreign Service officers who have served with distinction. It is
an affront to the career system and a threat to the stability of impartial ratings
and of the morale of those who have worked their way up through the ranks to
achieve their present positions.

Mr, Sonnenfeldt's appointment is especially outrageous in view of the fact that
at the present time, due to the economy measures being taken throughout the
Government, the Foreign Service Corps is currently affected by a reduction in
force of approximately 10 percent. This means that about one out of 10 of every
career Foreign Service officer reviewed for promotion is "selected out"-that is,
severed from the Service. So at the very time when many Foreign Service officers
are being severed from the Service because of the high rate compelled by the
reduction in force, Mr. Sonnenfeldt, who has never served abroad, is entering
into the Foreign Service Corps at the highest possible level.

Mr. President, as I have pointed out, this is a highly unusual situation. In
fact, it is a unique situation. I am informed that in the fiscal year of 1970-
that is, since June of last year-only three men have made lateral entry into
the Foreign Service; two of them at the relatively low class III level and only
one at the class I level. That sole individual is Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

We can see, therefore, that Mr. Sonnenfeldt is an exceptional case who is given
special treatment at a time when many others are losing their jobs.

I have mentioned that Mr. Sonnenfeldt has never been abroad. I have received
information concerning Mr. Sonnenfeldt's personnel history. Originally, he was
in civil service status-and in 1965 he was converted from a GS-15 to Foreign
Service Reserve Officer I--maximum U.S. duty.

The FSRO was originally conceived by Congress as a means for the temporary
use abroad of persons who were particularly qualified in one aspect or another
and whose qualifications filled a need for a particular Job overseas.

At this period, Mr. William Crockett, who was then Deputy Under Secretary
for Administration in the State Department, began to use this wise provision of
the law as a means for enlarging his domestic staff without specific congressional
authorization. He invented the category of FSRO--maximum U.S. duty-mean-'
Ing a Foreign Service officer would never be assigned to foreign service. Those
who accepted such a service would enjoy a higher-pay scale than in civil service,
without having the burden of serving abroad. On Mr. Crockett's part it relieved
him of observing civil service regulations with regard to Job rights and categories,



Mr. Sonnenfeldt thus entered the Reserve Officer Corps under this highly un-
usual situation as a FSRO class II-maximum U.S. duty. I am told that In 1967
he was promoted to the rank of FORO I-maximum U.S. duty-by a special
panei dealing only with officers of this unusual category. The same panel recom-
mended that he be converted from FSRO I to FSO I; that is, to permanent
status. But the board of examiners reportedly refused to do so because he had
not personally applied for the job, and there was no certificate from the Director
of the Foreign Service that he was needed. It is significant that, if he had
personally applied, then he would have been liable for duty overseas.

Under these circumstances, he was appointed to the National Security Council
staff In 1969 in what is essentially a political policymaking position. From the
prestige status of this political appointment, he applied for conversion to FS-) I
in September 1969. He is, in effect, starting at the top. It is hard to escape the
assumption that questions of political influence have overshadowed the merit
system of the FO.

It is particularly interesting that Mr. Sonnenfeldt received this special treat-
ment, despite the fact that his wife is known as an antagonist to the present ad-
ministration. I find it very disturbing that a top assistant in the National Secu-
rity Council staff, responsible for formulating and advising on our international
policy, should be chosen from a milieu which is antagonistic to the work of the
President. I do not question the right of Mrs. Sonnenfeldt to engage in political
activity, but the question arises whether she acted with the approval or at the
direction of her husband. Under the Hatch Act, no Government employee may do
indirectly what he is forbidden to do directly. In any event, I find it particularly
strange that a top policy adviser is picked from such a political context and, on
top of that, given preferential and unusual treatment which threatens the justice
and fair workings of the Foreign Service Corps.
In this regard, an article appeared in the Sunday Star last week which dis-

cusses Mrs. Sonnenfeldt's political activities. Mr. President, I ask unanimous
consent that the article "Offbeat Washington" by Vera Glaser and Malvina
Stephenson be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the article was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:

[From the Washington Sunday Star, Mar. 22, 10701

(By Vera Glasser and Malvina Stephenson)

OFFBEAT WASMINGToN: Two WivEs

Two Democratic wives of high administration officials worked hard to defeat
Richard Nixon in 1908.

Now they're "lying low" as bff-year election races warm up in another test of
his popularity. -

The attractive young matrons are Mrs. Helmut Sonnenfeldt, whose husband
is a top member of Dr. Henry Kissinger's National Security Council staff in the
White House, abd Mrs Robert J. McCloskey, wife of the deputy assistant secre-
tary of state for press relations.

"There is a whole crew of Democrats still in key positions in the Nixon ad-
ministration. It makes me very pleased," said Mrs. Rowena Hoover, executive
secretary of the Democratic headquarters in nearby Montgomery County, where
the two women have been stalwarts.

"They helped carry the county for the Humphrey-Muskle ticket by 7,400 votes,"
she recalled.

Marge Sonnenfeldt said she manned get-out-the-vote telephones for presidential
candidate Hubert Humphrey on election eve 1968 "until they pulled the wires
out."

Anne McCloskey said most of her work had been for Democratic Senatorial
Candidate Margaret Schweinhaut, who lost that year to the GOP's Charles M.
Mathias Jr.

Both women have been less active since Richard Nixon took office, Mrs. Hoover
said,

NOT NAGGING

"I haven't been nagging at Marge because I'm glad to have her husband in

the White House. For the most part her terrific energy was used in her neighbor-

hood in 1969," Mrs. Hoover said,
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Mrs. McCloskey said candidly that she had toned down her partisan activity
because her husband's Job made it sensitive.

"I am willing tO collect dollars for Democrats but have done no precinct work,"
she said. Mrs. McCloskey at one time worked for GOP Sen. Jacob Javits of
New York.

Mrs. Sonnenfeldt said she felt her partisan activities should not be .embar-
rassing to her husband in the White House because "he's a professional."

TAB No. 1(c-1)'

AI AVIvT OF TTO F. OTPIKA

I, Otto F. Otepka, 1882 Arcola Ave., Wheaton, Maryland, having been
duly sworn according to law, hereby depose and say:

1. 1 was employed by the Department of State from June 15, 1958 until June 29,
1960. During a substantial portion of that time I occupied the positions of Chief,
Division of Evaluations, Office of Security and Deputy Director, Office of Secu-
rity, Between June 30, 1969 and June 80, 1972 I served as a Member of the Sub-
versive Activities Control Board, a Presidential appointment for which I was
confirmed by the United States Senate. I am now retired from the Federal
Government.

2. While in the Department of State, I became aware of an official investigation
of Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt undertaken by the Office of Security in or about 1055
on the basis of information that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was providing classified data
obtained by him through his position in the Department's Bureau of Intelligence
Research to certain individuals in the public media in violation of the security
standards and practices of the Department of State,
8. The investigation established the fact that Mr. Sonnenfeldt had furnished

Information without authority to several members of the press despite specific
prohibitions applicable to employees of the Bureau of Intelligence Research that
were necessary owing to the sensitivity of that Bureau's operations,

4. No disciplinary action was taken against Mr. Sonnenfeldt by management,
despite the serious nature of his offense, in order to avoid a public issue about
the use of electronic surveillance methods by the State Department in corroborat-
ing the offenses in question.
5. Subsequently, Mr. Sonnenfeldt was reassigned to the Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency of the Department of State when he could not be approved
under security standards established and enforced by the United States Joint
Intelligence Board for access to certain highly sensitive data that was required
for his position in the Bureau of Intelligence Research. Mr. Sonnenfeldt was

deemed ineligible because of his propensity for leaking classified information and

because he was not a native born citizen.
6. During 19060 another Investigation was undertaken of Mr. Sonnenfeldt when

It was revealed that he was providing classified or otherwise nonpublic infor-

mation obtained by virtue of his official position to persons outside the Depart-
ment of State who were opposed to the election of Richard Nixon as President of

the United States. In the course of a physical surveillance of Mr. Sonnenfeldt,
he was observed, for example, on an official working day, leaving the residence
of Marguerite Higgins, a newspaperwoman, in the company of Robert Kennedy

brother of John F. Kennedy, who was Mr. Nixon's opponent in the 1980 national

election.
7. On my information and belief, Mr. Sonnenfeldt's tenure in the State Depart-

ment was solidified by the election of John F. Kennedy. However, subsequent

reprisals were taken against security officers in the State Department who testi-

fied before Congressional Committees about deficient security practices. State De-

partment management, meanwhile, promoted Mr. Sonnenfeldt to more critical

positions relating to the national security.
8. There are other important details to be provided in this matter at the appro-

priate time before a suitable board of inquiry. The information provided in this

affidavit can be expanded and elaborated upon in greater detail by myself and

other witnesses to these and other related events on such an occasion.

Sworn to before me this 26th day of January A.D. 1978.
TAME5 B. CONNALLY,

N.otarV Publio, Distri ot of Qolumbia.
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TAB NO. 2
NATIOrAL SWUlft' COU jt L,

nD. HWashington, D.O., December 11, 1971.

Waskington, D.O.
DwA JOHNr: To follow up our telephone conversations, I am sending you this

letter before leaving for the Azores conference.
I am unable to make a specific statement concerning the accuracy of what is

attributed to me in the testimony and in the brief written text you sent me
because I simply cannot recall the specific contents of my conversation with
Ambassadors Parsons and Penfield. This conversation took place almost three
years ago and I kept no record of it.

To the best of my recollection, I discussed with Ambassadors Parsons and
Penfield the various aspects of your performance when I was your superior,
including those relating to your drafting of analytical papers while you were in
RB. I note that some of the words attributed to me in the written text you
sent me are words that also appeared in those parts of the various ratings of
reviews I wrote about you that dealt with your drafting of RSB Reports. This
suggests, though, as I say, I cannot specifically remember it, that as regards
your drafting, I spoke to Ambassadors Parsons and Penfield in terms essentially
similar to those I had used earlier in writing. In reviewing those earlier ratings
and reviewing statements now, I recall that I wrote them with great care and I
would still stand on them as representing my considered and detailed assessment
of your performance.Sincerely,

HELMUT SONI NFELDT,
TAB NO. 8

(From the Congressional Record, Sept. 24, 19703

MB. AGNEw, WHAT ABOUT TIE STATE DEPARTMENT?

Mr. RAnIOK. Mr. Speaker, our illustrious Vice President, thc Honorable Spiro
Agnew is presently on tour and promises in his stump talks to expose the radicals
in Congress.

The American people certainly hope that he will continue his crusade, and
many wonder *hy he does not extend his expos to include the troglodytio
leftists who infest the State Department and who it is that tolerates their
remaining, against the thorough housecleaning promised the American people by
President Nixon before he was elected.

The American people realize that their major menace is not the big Red Army
from without but the big pink army within. With Marxism taking the world, the
people are wondering why there is no mention of an obvious Communist menace
within the higher echelon of our Government,

I include an article on William P. Rogers, by Frank A. Capell, which appears
in the September 28 issue 6f the Review of the News, as follows:

WLLIAM P. RoGERs: PREsInzT NrxoN's SZOirTAY O1 STATE CoN wIuzs To
POTROT THE COMMUNISTS

(By Frank A, Capell)

Subversion in the U.S. State Department has for many years been a prime
concern of those conservative Americans who helped elect Richard Nixon and
hoped for the "housecleaning" he promised. Candidate Nixon assured America
on October 18, 1968: "I want a Secretary of State that will join me in cleaning
house in the State Department. We are going to clean house up there." Many
actually believed him.

The New York TVmes of April 24, 1069, reported the response to Nixon's Secrs-
t4ry of State, William P. Rogers, when reminded of the above Nixon promise.
The T me said Mr. Rogers laughed and declared: "You know, I come from a
small town, and to us a housecleaning was something that was done once a year,
The wives freshened everything up, moved things around, got rid of the things
that weren't useful' anymore-but they never threw out all the furniture."
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It was thus that Mr. Nixon's new qeretary of State laughingly informed

,deluded Americans that there just was not going to be any housecleaning at'
State. In fact, Mri Rogers even refused to allow Otto Otepka to return to the
State Department so that Nixon could make good on another campaign promise-
to see that justice was done in the case of Otepka, who had been ousted as State's
top security evaluator for attempting to maintain some semblance of, security
in a Departzient seriously threatened by treason. secretary Rogers means to
have the State Department run by the same radical crowd.

William Pierce Rogers was born in Norfolk, New York, on, June 28, 1918, the
only child of Harrison Alexander Rogers and the former Myra Beswlck. His
father was a pApermill executive, bank director, and local Republican leader
who was left by the Depression with only a small insurance business. When
William Rogers was thirteen his mother died and he went to live with his
maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Beswick of Canton, New York.
He graduated from Canton High School in 1980, attended Colgate University
on scholarship, and was graduated from Colgate with a B.A. degree in 1984.
With the help of scholarships, he continued his education at Cornell Law School,
earning his degree in 1987. Bill Rogers married a fellow law student, Adele
Langston of Wenonah, New Jersey, on June 27, 1988. They have a daughter and
three sons.

While in college, Rogers displayed an inclination "to he with the guys who
were doing big things," and had no problem penetrating the inner circle of any
group he joined; Then as now he was handsome, charming, and urbane. Upon
graduation lie joined the prestigious New York law firm of Cadwalader, Wicker-
sham & Taft, but stayed only a few months. The place to be was obviously
around Tom Dewey, who was being prepared by New Yorker's Ietider8 for big
things.

Thomas R. Dewey's rise up the political ladder had begun with publicity
gained as a racket-busting New York District Attorney. Rogers went to Dewey's
office and offered to work for him for nothing If permitted to join the Dewey
staff of "top-notch young crime investigators." Tom Dewey was impressed, and
Rogers became one of fifty young men selected from (,000 applicants to be
assistant district attorneys in New York. From 1988 to 1942 he argued'over
1,000 cases in court.

Attorney Rogers joined the U.S. Navy in August of 1046. le returned to the
New York District Attorney's office under Frank Hogan, who had by now
replaced Dewey. In April 147, however, Rogers resigned from the District At-
torney's office to go to Washington. He became counsel to the Senate's Special
Committee to Investigate the National Defense Program. In July of the same
year be became Chief Counsel.

By March of 1948 the Special Committee was succeeded by the Senate investi-
gations subcommittee of the Senate Executiive Expenditures Committee. The
Chairman was Senator Clyde R. Hoey, a Democrat of North Carolina, who asked,
to remain as Chief Counsel even though he was a Republican, till Rogers'
only public act of anti-Communism occurred during this period. He publicized
information which led to the perjury conviction of the Commerce Department's
William Remington "for lying about passing secret information to Soviet spy
Elizabeth Bentley." Miss Bentley forced his baud.

Rogers' other accomplishments during his stint with the Senate Committee
were the jailing of Major General Bennett E. Meyers for inducing a witness to
lie to the Committee during a war contracts investigation; and a perjury indict-
ment against John Maragon, a White House intimate, in the- investigation of
the "five percenters," Rogers left the Committee March 1, 1050, to join the Wash-
ington offices of the New York legal house of Dwight, Royall, Harris, Koegel &
Caskey-the "world's largest law firm."

Willain Rogers has been in, out, and on the fringe of government service for
many years. But he would probably have attained his political aims much sooner
had the results of the 1948 presidential election been drnerent, As Parade mag-
atine noted In its issue of February 28, 1009; "Had Dewey been elected President
in 1048, Rogers, as his prot~g6, would have assumed a postion of Importance,"

I In recent years known as Royall, Koegel, Rogers & Wells, William Roers did so well he
became a senior partner--earning $800,000 a year, a seat on the board of directors of the
ultra-Leftist Voehasgton Post, and a fancy apartment In the U.N. Plaza Suidlbg.



Thomas E. Dewey had used his reput*ton as q "'racket-bUstee' tO propel himself
into the New York governersbip, from whlch ha t~ou1 tAe jump ipto the presto
dental rAce. Who. '"F&terq Vatpbl h4w1 tiougit ibtgoy hac4 it wq4e. Ifut,
Dewey's overconft4ncqe apd hi 4 re1fnpl to sq 4g41ns the DeMOcAts the 109en
of Comm0upist enbvAIpMP ve Iuarry wXr, 4l a 9viotory.

The next opportunity for a Republican try at tft prosldewpy, and ]pgeM' noxt,
chance at an appointment to a top goveri)mpet point, woul4 4~9t come until 192.
William Roge s devoted, himself to the pfter0c of law for too Insders. When
the Insiders of the "Eastern Establislhment" persuaded 0 general Eisenhower to
be their candidate in 1052, Rogers offered his services in the campaign to secure
the Republican nomination, for I4lsenhower. He w40 active at the Republican
Convention and worked with Herbert Brownell Jr. IA desgning the strategy
which sabotaged Taft. And, Rogers was chosen to accompany vice-presidential
nominee Richard Nixon on his campaign tours.

Bill Rogers was by now not only a Dewey-style In$4der but an old friend of
Richard Nixon's, having counseled him in the Hiss-Chambers affair. Rogers had
advised Nixon, who was then an unknown Congressman, to go ahead with the
ease. Pragmatically, it was a good move, It brought Richard Nixon an undeserved
reputation as an antiCommupist-ad, it assured him a key seat in the U.S.
Senate. Rogers' advice was not so much based upon any desire to expose Hiss, as
to warn Nixon that since Chambers' story was backed up by microfilmed evidence
it was irrefutable.

Another crisis developed while Rogers was accompanying Nixon on his cam.
paign, Again he gave his friend excellent advice and assistance. The famous
Checkers speech was Rogers' brainchild, and it saved the day for the future Vice
President. Demands had been made for Nixon to withdraw as Eisenhower's run-
ning mate after enterprising reporters established that a group of California
businessmen had provided a "slush fund" to pay Nixon's expenses as a Senator.
Rogers advised him to stand pat, and sold the idea of a grandstand play to Tom
Dewey, who was masterminding the Eisenhower campaign. Nixon went on na-
tional television and, in a speech reportedly put together by Rogers, declared he
lhad never taken any gift except a cocker spaniel named Checkers, and that he
intended to keep the dog. That speech kept Richard Nixon on the ticket.

Following the Eisenhower victory, Rogers was at the request of Dewey and
Nixon appointed Deputy Attorney General. He became the Department of Jus-
tice's chief liaison with Congress and other federal departments and agencies.
When Attorney General Herbert Brownell resigned in 1957. William Rogers was
immediately appointed to succeed him. Anthony Lewis of th New York 'imes
stated pro hetically: "Rogers is important not only because he is a member of
the [[R1sen1%ower] Cabinet: among the close advisers of the President, le is
closest to the Vice President-officially and personally. 1w a Nixon Administra.
tion, Rogers would be even closer than he is at present to the center of American
political power."

William Rogers played a principal role during the Eisenhower Administration
in the drafting of the Civil Rights Act of 1957, and in establishing the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice. It was Rogers who wrote the brief Justi-
fying the use of the troops in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957. He is known as a
strong advocate of "Civil Rights"; both Rogers and his wife have been contribu.
tors to, and sponsors of, the Washington Negro Student Fund. One of the founders
of this fund was Lydia Katzenbach, wife of radical Nicholas Katzenbach-who
is being retained as a special consultant by the State Department under William
Rogers. Another contributor and sponsor of this outfit was Adam Yarmolinsky,
who once raised funds for tlhe Young Communist League, and who has 'dmitted:
"The Young Communist League believed and I was inclined to believe that a
so-called Communist government was a desired end,"

One of Rogerq' most important roles in the Eisenhower Administration was
as a key operative In the effort to put an end to the anti-Communist crusade of the.
late Senator Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin. 4lso involved was another Nixon
appointee, Henry Cabot Lodge, who was at the time U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations. According toa press release in-November 1058, Lodge was work-
ing on leave with. the White House, after the recess of the United Nations, "in
connection Wvith matters on Capitol Hill or matters relating to the Senar e." This
was brought out in the testimony before the Special Senate Subcommittee onin-
vestigtions to explain his presence at an anti-McCarthy strategy meeting held
on January 21,1954, in the office of the Attorney General.
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Also present at that meeting were Attorney General Brownell; Deputy Attor-
ney General Rogers; White House aides Sherman Adams and Gerald Morgan;
and, John 0. Adams, counselor, Department of the Army. As a result of this con-
ference the decision was made for John Adams to start compiling notes to be
used as the basis for filing charges against Senator McCarthy and members of
his staff. Adams admitted before the Senate Subcommittee:

"The meeting finally concluded with the decision that I should call on the
Republican members of the investigating subcommittee... and point out to them
the two problems which I had discussed with the Attorney General's office."

One of these "problems" was the fact that Senator McCarthy planned Hearings
on the loyalty board-which Senator McCarthy believed to have been clearing
Communists for sensitive government positions.

As Is well known the anti-McCarthy plotters were successful. The charges
against Senator McCarthy were given to the press even before they were pre-
sented to the Senators. McCarthy was "censured" by his colleagues and rendered
ineffective In his efforts to clean out the Communists being harbored in our gov-
ernment. All this was the result of a well-planned operation hatched in the high-
est echelons of the Executive Department, and with much of the "responsibility"
resting upon the shoulders of our present Secretary of State, William P. Rogers.
I Upon his shoulders also must rest the responsibility for having Helmut Sonnen-

feldt moved into a highly sensitive position on Henry A. Kissinger's staff In the
National Security Council. It was during Rogers' tenure of office in the U.S.
Department of Justice that Sonnenfeldt was In "very serious trouble" because
of alleged "leaks of top secret and secret" classified information to foreign agents
with whom he had frequent and close associations. An intense F.B.I. investiga-
tion resulted In discussions about prosecution. No such prosecution ever took
place because the State Department held that it was "not in the interest of the
U.S. government" to have the secrets involved become public knowledge. Rogers
agreed not to prosecute and Sonnenfeldt was saved from conviction under the
espionage statute.

Many other highly dubious characters have been retained, reassigned, and
promoted under the new Secretary of State. Among these are such security risks
as Jacob Beam (now Ambassador to the Soviet Union), Edwin M. Martin, and
David H. Popper-all of whom received promotions despite long histories of as.
sociation with Communist, radical, and subversive causes. More serious, Nicholas
Katzenbach and George Ball were selected as special consultants, and Idar
Rimestad was asked by Rogers to remain in the State Department to be in
charge of all personnel.

Rimestad has been instrumental in keeping Otto Otepka, the ousted State
Department security chief, from obtaining justice. The State Department Just
wasn't big enough for both, Rimestad is reported secretly to have learned Rus-
sian, to have conferred repeatedly in private with Soviet nationals, and to have
maintained pro-Soviet and anti-American views going all the way back to 1940.
Mr. Rimestad is now operating for Rogers out of Geneva.

Nicholas Katzenbach, appointed special consultant to Secretary of State Rog-
ers, studied law with his wife Lydia under Abe Fortas at Yale University.' Mrs.
Katzenbach (the former Lydia Stokes) comes from a famous Leftist family. Ifer
aunt, Rose Pastor Stokes, was.a notorious Communist with an ugly police record.
Her uncle, James Graham Phelps Stokes, was president of the Fabian Intercol.
legiate Socialist Society and Counsellor for the Bolshevik Russian Information
Bureau in the United States.

As Under Secretary of State, Nicholas Katzenbach Issued a security clearance
for John Paton Davies, a serious security risk who was heavily Involved in de-
livering China to the Communists. Davis was cleared by Katzenbach to work as a,
consultant at the O.I.A.-financed Center for International Studies at M.I.T.,
which has a contract with the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, The clear-
ance was given with the consent of Secretary of State Rogers, who then ensured
his continued access to Katzenbach by appointing him a special consultant. The
M.I.T. center also has on its staff identified Communist Harold Isaacs, who was
involved with Agnes Smedley of the Sorge Spy Ring.

George W. Ball, another of Secretary Rogers' consultants, was recommended:
for appointment as Under Secretary of State by Adam Yarmolinsky (himself a

I The WasmnotoR star of January 19, 1969, states that "before the election , William
P. Rogers wrote to Nixon a letter recommending that Nixon name Justice Abe Fortas as.
chief justice If Nixon won."
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serious security risk) who worked in George Ball's office in Washington, D.C.,
from 1951 to 1954. Like many others in thp NixonAdministration, the radical
Mr. Ball is a member of both the Council Oni Foreign Relations and the
Bilderbergers.

On March 5, 1969, Congressman John Rarick (D.-Louisiana) called the atten-
tion of the Congress to the fact that the citation of the National Lawyers Guild
on the Attorney General's list had been rescinded by William Rogers. In light of
the evidence, as Rarick noted, this was simply fantastic I Congressman Rarick
quoted from public addresses of U.S. Attorney General Herbert Browneli Jr. as
follows:

"It is because the evidence shows that the National Lawyers Guild is at pres-
ent a Communist dominated and controlled organization fully committed to the
Communist Party line that I have today served notice to it to show why
it should not ,be designated on the Attorney General's list of subversive
organizations."

Congressman Rarick continues: "On September 11, 1958, the Attorney General
(Rogers] rescinded the proposal to designate the Guild. (1958 Annual Report of
the Attorney General, Page 251.) On Septmeber 12, 1958 . , . the Attorney Gen.
eral [Rogers] had 'concluded that the evidence that would now be available at a
bearing on the merits of the proposed designation fails to meet the strict stand-
ards of proof which guide the determination of proceedings of this character.'"

That was pure balderdash I Rogers' reversal of Brownell was out-and-out
appeasement of the Communists. The National Lawyers Guild had already been
cited as a Communict Front by the Special Committee on Un-Ameriman Activi-
ties on March 29, 1944, and by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on
April 23, 190. The House Committee on Un-American Activities' citation of Sep-
tember 21, 1950, stated that the National Lawyers Guild is the "foremost legal
bulwark of the Communist Party, its front organizations, and controlled unions,"

and that "since its inception has never failed to rally to the legal defense of the
Communist Party and individual members thereof, including known espionage
agents."

Yet, Attorney General William P. Rogers made the determination that suffi-
cient proof was not available to keep the National Lawyers Guild on the Attorney
General's list even though such proof had clearly been established by both
Houses of Congress. As usual, he was supporting the Reds.

Another incident of Secretary Rogers' support for the Communists was brought
to light by Williard Edwards in the Qhicago Tribune of March 5, 1970, The matter
concerned Communist terrorist Amilear Cabral, whose seven-year guerrilla war
in Portuguese Guinea has been waged with Communist backing and arms. Secre-
tary Rogers had actually allowed Cabral to come to the United States for ten

days so he could appear before the House Subcommittee on African Affairs. The

State Department thus promoted yet another propaganda victory for the Com-
munists. Ed Hunter pointed out in Tactics for March 20, 1970, that the use of the

U.S. Congress as a forum for this Communist terrorist would be exploited abroad

to enhance his prestige while being interpreted as a slap at Portugal, our N.A.T.O.
ally.

Rogers' aid to the enemy was also brought out in the summer of 1969 when he

authorized the State Department to pressure the courts in Chicago to release

indicted anarchist prisoners so that they might represent the United States in

Paris and in Asia. Rogers' sanction permitted self-confessed Communists Dave

Dellinger, Rennie Davis, and other Leftists to negotiate with their Comrades
among the Vietcong about the release for propaganda purposes of three American
prisoners.

In March of 1969, Secretary Rogers laid It on the line to the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee. "We are not," he said, "seeking a military victory" in Viet-

nam. Secretary of State William Rogers doesn't want victory over the Communists
in Vietnam or anywhere else. As Human, Events has noted: "Rogers, according to

one high State Department source, is constantly thinking up ways in which the

United States can make concessions to, the Soviets."
During the Eisenhower Administration, Secretary of State John Poster Dulles

carried forward the Leftward courts of American foreign policy by "always any-
Ing the right thing and always doing the wrong thing." Rogers thoroughly trained
in the quiet behind-the-scenes maneuvers of the Eisenhower Administration, does
"the wrong thing" without even bothering to say the right one. The latter task

has been assigned to Vice President Spiro Agnew, But you will note that even

Mr. Agnew avoids talking about 1"houseleaning#'- atthe StatDepartiment.
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TAB NO. 4

[i'tob the ChItato Tribune, Apr. 4, 19701

PROoTIONs LIST CAUSES A STIR

(By Williard Edwards)

WAAXa1now, April 8.-It is captioned in the Congressional Record as "The,
Strange Nomination of Mr. Sonnenfeldt," and subsequent disclosures about this'
1kesidential appointment seem to Justify its distinction as extraordinary, if not
mysterious.

fne Senate customarily gives only perfunctory attention to White House selec-
tions for the foreign service corps. Hundreds of such nominations, below the rank.
of ambassador and minister, are routinely approved without inquiry or debate.

Thus, when 140 names of nominees to the diplomatic service were submitted to-
the Senate last March 11, little notice was taken of the proposed appointment
as "a foreign service officer of class 1" of Helmut Sonnenfeldt, 48, a staff aide to
Henry Kissinger, the President's special assistant for national security affairs.

This apathy on Capitol hill was not matched in the foreign service corps, tit
home and abroad. The appointment kicked up a storm among scores of veterans
with distinguished careers who saw this promotion over their heads as a viola-
tion of the career system destructive to morale.

Their complaints might have been dismissed as Jealous grumbling against a:
brilliant young star In the diplomatic field whose "exploits merited unusual re-
ward. But an examination of Sonnenfeldt's record reveals some memorable
boners.

Prior to the Cuban missile crisis in October, 1962, Sonnenfeldt's associates
recall, he solemnly advised that Russia would never place missiles in Cuba be-
cause such tn at would endanger relations with the United States.

They also recalled that Sonnenfeldt had predicted that Russia would not
interfere in the Ctecholovakian uprising. The events of August, 1068, disclosed
this Judgment of Soviet Intentions as erroneous as In tbe Cuban Incident.
. Why, then, has Sortienfeldt been singled out for unique treatment-given a
status deserved for it handful of the state department's top career men? He has
never serVed abroad-the usual requirement is many years at foreign posts-but
was in effect starting at the top at a time when many career men were being
retired in a reduction-in-force economy move.

Calling It a "strange nomination," Sen. Strom Thurmond JR., S. C.] sought to
provide some answers in a Senate floor statement March 26. He outlined Sonnen-
feldt's state department career since he started as a low-salaried clerk In 1947,
graduating to Intelligence research work, and soaring to a high level under the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations. Normal practices were waived to acceler-
ate his career.

Thurmond noted that Sonnenteldt's wife had been publicized as one of the
most active workers for the Humpbrey-Muskie ticket in 1968. Questioned re-
cently, she said she felt her Democratic party activities should not be embar-
rasing to her husband In the White House.

Like Kissinger, his present chief, Sonnenfeldt was born in Germany. He was
naturalized in 1045.

"It is hard to escape the assumption that questions of political Influence have
overshadowed, in this case, the merit system of the foreign service," Thurmond
said. "I find it very disturbing that a top assistant In the National Security
council staff, responsible for formulating and advising on our international
policy, should be chosen from a milieu antagonistic to the work of the Presi-
dent."

Thl was a diplomatic way of stating a fact of life already 'evident to many In
go6vernment-that the path to high honors in the state department is most easily
traveled by Democratic holdovers.

TAB (5(a)
[From the Evening Star and Daily News, May 9, 1078]

HIUNT HAD PAsY ACcEss TO STATE DEPARTMENT CABLE8

(By Oswald 3ohnston)

Appdi'ently vndet ingtructioni to search oldt evldele linking Ptesldent ,Tobiv
F. Kennedy and the 1963 assassination of South Vietnamese President Ngo DtIir



Diem, Watergate conspirator B. Howard Hunt routinely won access to State

titpatment files in 1971 upon request of a junior member of the White House

staff.
According to the still sketchy records and memories of department officials, a

brief telephone call from David Young, a National Security Council staffer as-

signed to former White House domestic chief John Elirlichman tostudy set,.rity

classification, Was enough-to give Hunt access to thousands of clasgified State De-

partment cables dealing with the period before and immediately after the over-

throw of Diem.
According to a penciled notation by a minor official in the department's man-

agement division, Young placed the call Sept. 20, 1971, to William B. Macomber

Jr., then deputy undersecretary for management.
In consequence, Hunt spent Sept. 20 through 22 rummaging through cables be-

tween Vaqlington and Saigon sent between April 1 through Nov. 80, 1963.

Most of the cables were classified, and Hunt had access to at least one top

secret, limited distribution department "backchannel" cable file. He made photo

copies of 40 cables, including top secret ones, and took them away with him.

Departnient officials asked Macomber, now ambassador to Turkey, by telephone

last night, but learned that he had no recollection whatsoever of a request from

Young to let Hunt examine the 1968 files.
According to grand jury testimony from Hunt released Monday at the Penta-

gon Papers trial In Los Angeles, the photo-copied cables he took with him pro-

vided the raw materials for cables Hunt later fabricated allegedly on White

House orders, and showed to a reporter in an attempt to implicate Kennedy in,
the Diem assassination.

No records have so far been unearthed in the department showing that Hunt

was subjected to any security clearance check before he was allowed to see the
files.

Department records gave no indication whether Hunt or Young gave a reason
for gaining access to the file.

Macomber had dealt frequently with Young in his capacity as White House
expert on security classification, department officials said.

During the summer of 1971, Macomber also dealt with Young over questions

regarding the Pentagon Papers leak. Young was detailed in July 1971, in the

aftermath of the Pentagon Papers episode, to Ehrlichman's security classifica-
tion study.

Hunt, originally hired by the White House as a covert operative to probe press

leaks, has implied in sworn testimony before the federal grand jury investigating

the Wategate case that his search of the State Department cable file was directly
related to his White House duties as "plumber."

"I saw that arrangements were made so that I was able to enter the State

Department's file room ... watching cables that would verify the authenticity of

the material that had already appeared in the press," Hunt testified.
But the State Department disclosure yesterday that Hut'Vs search was limited

to the period of the Diem coup, April to November 1968, seriously undercuts this
claim.

The Pentagon Papers, as they appeared in newspapers during the summer of

1971, included documents covering nearly 20 years of U.S. involvement In Indo-

china-under four administrations.
Inquiries by State officials probing the incident suggest that Hunt refused to

discuss his motives with secretaries and staff in the department's Central Record

Room, where he read the cables.
Records in the case aire few, it appears. Hunt does not seem to have signed any

vouchers when he began to take classified material from the record room to copy.

But staffers there were alert to the unusual nature of what he was doing, and a

log of the material he copied was kept.
Answering questions on the incident at yesterday's regular department press

briefing, spokesman Charles W. Bray III described the department's acquiescence

to Young's White House request on Hunt's behalf as "routine," and indicated a

similar request in the future would likewise be obeyed.
"When a staff member in good standing at the White House makes a request,

we tend to respond to it," Bray explained. "We assume a certain institutional

authority. That is part of our role In t his government"
Bray added, somewhat ruefully: "It turns out the authority was uncertain.

Obviously, and in retrospect, this particular request turns out to have been far
from routine."
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In further grand jury testimony made public Monday, Hunt alleged that fabri-
cation of the cables was carried out under orders fromi" former' presidential
,ounsel Charles W. Colson.

TAB #5 (B)
[From the New York Times, May 9, 19731

HUNT WAS GIVEN AccESS To 240 VIETNAM CABLES

(By Bernard Gwertzman)

WASHINGTON, May 8.-The State Department acknowledged today that E.
Howard Hunt Jr., a Watergate conspirator, was given access to secret Vietnam
diplomatic cables in 1971 at the request of David R. Young Jr., then a White
House aide.

Charles W. Bray 3d, the department spokesman, said that Hunt was permitted
to see all cable traffic between Washington and Saigon between April 1 and
Nov. 80, 1968, and was allowed to take copies of 240 cables away with him.

According to Watergate grand jury testimony made public during the Pentagon
papers trial in Los Angeles yesterday, Hunt said that another White House
aide, Charles W. Colson had asked him to examine the cables as part of a plan
to forge a State Department cable linking the late President Kennedy with the
assassination of the South Vietnamese President, Ngo Dinh Diem, in November,
1963.

This was the first time that the State Department has been brought directly
into the Watergate affair, and Mr. Bray seemed clearly unhappy as he had to
answer dozen of questions at the regular noon news conference.

According to Mr. Bray, "on or about Sept. 20, 1971, there was a request'from
a member of the White House staff-Mr. Young-that Mr. Hunt be given access
to cable traffic to and from Saigon between April 1 and Nov. 30, 1963."

Mr. Bray said that Mr. Young, who had been detached from Henry A. Kis-
singer's National Security Council staff to work for the Domestic Council under
John D. Elirlichman, telephoned William B. Macomber Jr. with the request that
Hunt be allowed to see the classified cables.

Mr. Macomber, now the American Ambassador to Turkey, was then the Deputy
-Under Secretary for management.

Mr. Bray said that "I am not certain that a purpose was stated in connection
with the request."

"But I do not know from records that Mr. Hunt, who worked for at least
part of one day and perhaps more, would not divulge his purpose in inspecting
the cable traffic in the records service division," he said.

There were many questions from newsmen whether it was proper for the State-
Department to allow someone like Hunt-who wati then working as a part-time
consultant to the White House-to have access to such documents.

Mr. Bray said that when a White House staff member, "in good standing" asks
the State Department for assistance, the department complies.

Asked whether Secretary of State William P. Rogers knew of the affair, Mr.
Bray said that the first Mr. Rogers learned of Hunt's access to the documents
was when he read news reports from Los Angeles yesterday.

[From the Des Moines Registijr, Mar. 17, 19731

COMPLAINTS ON NOMINEE NOT PROBED

SENATORS INDIITRENT TO CHARGES

(By Clark Moillenhoff)

WASHINGTON, D.C.-The Senate Foreign Relations Committee has virtually
Ignored "the most serious charges" against Deputy Undersecretary of State
William P. Macomber in giving tentative approval to his nomination as an
ambassador.

The serious charges include condoning perjury, falsification of records, arbi-
trary treatment of Foreign Service ofcers and personal'misrepresentations o
the facts to the Secretary of State and Members of Congress.



'The charges have been levied by top officers of the American 'Federation of"
Government Employees (AFOI), the largest federal employee union, in and by
present and former Foreign Service officers.

Maceomber has been in charge of personal administration at the State De-
,partment the last four years .- , I

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee has not even questioned Macomber
under oath on the charges made or reiterated earlier this week and Chairman
-J. William Fulbright (Dem,, Ark.)- says it "would be an exercise in futility, be-
cause the committee members don't really care."

"I suppose I could have the staff investigate the charges and could call Ma-
comber in for questioning, but: I'm tired of being, a one-man opposition to the
Nixon administration nominations and policies," Fulbright said.. Instead 'of the committee members being upset about the charges against
Macomber made by AFGE and Foreign Service officers, Fulbright said', "Maeom-
ber comes in here with the best sponsors possible-Senator (Mike) Mansfield,
the majority leader, and Senator (George) Aiken (Rep., Vt.) the senior Republi-
can member of the committee

BIG RECEPTION

"Senator Aiken is even planning a big receptiort for Macomber to celebrate
his confirmation."

AFGE President Clyde M. Webber said he cannot understand why the Foreign
Relations Committee paid so little attention to the charges against Macomber,
Be noted that various Foreign Service officers have given testimony setting out
the evidence of perjury in various hearings, of wide-scale falsification of records
and of misrepresentations and allegations on Macomber's indirect and direct
involvement.

Xavier M. Vela, president'of Local 1534 of AFGE, Bruce N. Gregory, president
'of the AFGE Foreign Affairs Council, and Bernard Wiesman, president of the
local that has Jurisdiction ih the U.S. 'Information Agency, are the "responsible
officers" who signed a bill of particulars against Macomber, Webber said.

"To our knowledge, although a number of grievance determinations have es-
tablished instances of improper if not illegal actions by managers or supel-visors,
none of those persons responsible has been reprimanded or otherwise held ac-
countable," the bill of particulars stated.

"Our concern, one that we hope the Senate shares, is that just as employes are
subject to disciplinary actions mand poot performance ratings, management be
held accountable for its mistakes," the statement said.

The more specific Charges have been made by Mrs. Charles W. Thomas, widow
of a Foreign Service officer who committed suicide after being "selected out" on
the basis of erroneous filing of records, and by former Foreign Service officer
Johv Uemenway.

Hemenway has accused Maceomber of condoning perjury and rigging the pro-
cedures against him, as well as permitting false documents to be circulated to
misrepresent his case.

Mrs. Thomas alleged perjury, condoning.perjury, falsifying documents and mis-
representation to Congress.

- OTHER OASES

John Harter, a Foreign Service officer and economist, charged that Macomber
personally intervened in his case and caused him to be illegally selected out.
The hearing he obtained over Macomber's objections resulted in his reinstatement
and a-promotion.

Harter p'6vided documents to the committee that he said establish and corrob-
orate Maceomber's illegal and improper role. However, the committee staff re
viewed them only casually and indicated to Harter that they would not be In.
eluded it the printed record but would be "on file with the committee." He also
charged that Macomber made misrepresentations to the secretary of state and to
Congress on his case.

Allison Palmer, a female Foreign Service officer, alleged sex discrimination
prevented her from being promoted. She charged that Macomber, who was the
equal opportunities officer for thd State Department, conspired' against her to
permit removal of documents from her file that would have clearly established
discrimination.

Miss Palmer is currently involved in litigation charging that Macomber was
personally responsible for attempting to destroy her career.



Carl Marcy, chief of staff of the Foreign Relations Committee, said he is aware
of the serious nature of the charges leveled against Macomber and is aware var-
ious P'reig Servicei-fflcers have submitted domnentation they contend sub-
stantiates their charges.

Marcy said h6 Is, also aware that the protest against Macomber's nomination

by the AFGE is unprecedented, but "I only do what the committee tells re to do

and none of my 17 bosses has Indicated that they want Macomber called and

questioned-under oath."
Marcy acknowledged that "Bill Macomber Is a good friend of mine, but I would

direct an investigation If that-Is-what the committee wants."

MANsFIaLD GONE

Majority Leader Mansfield, who delivered what Fulbright called "practically

an eulogy on Mr. Macomber," was out of the city Friday and unavailable for ex-

planation of his views on the charges against Macomber.
Senator Aiken said that he didn't know "exactly what the charges against

Macomber are" and he hadn't read the communications from the AFG.

"All I know is that some of these same complaints about Mr. Maceomber have

been kicking around for months and years and are old hat as far as I'm con-

cerned," Aiken said.
He said he didn't know whether Macomber had been questioned in detail on

the specific charges raised by Hemenway, Thomas, Harter and Palmer, but added:
"I listened to the charges by Hemenway and the others, and the staff didn't point

anything out in particular. In that committee we rely heavily upon the staff to

call our attention to what's important."
Senator Gale McGee (Dem., Wyo.) said he knew the AFGE to be a responsible

organization and viewed the charges "to be serious, if true."

"We've been over all of this many times and never resolved anything as to who

was responsible for the wrongdoing," McGee said. "We've questioned Macember

on some of this and the staff has talked to him about It." -

"I got the impression that the staff didn't think much of the charges and that

it was all pretty vague," McGee said.
Senator Hugh Scott (Rep., Pa.), the Senate Republican leader and a member of

the committee, said he was "only vaguely familiar" with the AFGE charges and

testimony of Foreign Service officers.

LITTLM TO SAY

"We on the minority sid have little to say about how things- run In that com-

mittee, and we wat for the chairman to direct the staff to Investigate," Scott

said. "I don't know the merits of the case and if I did it wouldn't mke any differ-

ence because the majority party rules."
AFGIH President Webber said that he plans to write another shorter, more

pungent letter setting out the case against Macomber that will be delivered to all

of the members of the Foreign Relations Committee "and perhaps to all members

of the Senate."-1

[From the Washington, D.C., Sunday Star and Daily News, May 13, 1978

KIlasNGR PuonFS "BuG" o1 AIDID

(By George Sherman)

Presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger said yesterday- that he has asked for

a full report from the FBI early this week about wiretapping on a member of his

National Security Council staff.
During a White House briefing, Kissinger refused to say whether he knew that

the home telephone of an aide was being tapped during 1989, or whether he had

received any Information from that surveillance.
Last Thursday, Assistant Atty. Gen. Henry B. Petersen, In a memorandum filed

with a federal court In Los Angeles, revealed that the FBI had eavesdropped on

the Bethesda home telephone of Morton Halperin from the spring of 1969 to

3une 1971. Halperin, a key defense witness, was a member of Kissinger's National

Security Council staff until September 1989.
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Yesterday, issinger refused to mention Halperin by name. But he did say, "I
-never received any information .that cast doubt on his loyalty or discretion,"
*The departure of the aide, he said was "totally unconnected with any security
investigation."
He seemed to be indicating that, if he had ever received. any report or, Hal-

perin, it contained no information questioning that aide's "loyalty or disretion."

Kissinger also went to unusual lengths yesterday to argue that any intelligence
data that came through his agency's hands had come from regular government
channels.
sThat seemed to be an attempt to put down any suggestion that members of his
staff set up their own intelligence-gathering operations, as was the case with a
White House group-called the "plumbers"-set up by former White House aide
John D. l0hrlichman to stop leaks of government secrets to the press.

Thp "plumbers" group, while it made some use of government intelligence
channels, such as the Central Intelligence Agency, basically operated on its own
outside normal channels. -

One member of the "plumbers" group was David Young, who had been a
member of Kissinger's staff until July 1971. He was transferred to Ehrlichman's
staff and assigned to the "plumbers." That grouj has been accused of using illegal
methods to get the data it sought about leaks of secret papers,

,My office," Kissinger stressed yesterday, "has not been aware of or handled
any information through other processes" beyond the CIA, the FBI and regular
intelligence organizations.

Kissinger refused to say anything more about Halperin until he receives the
FBI report, he said.

Wiretapping on the phones of Halperin and several other still unnamed
officials, plus a number of reporters, was apparently carried out because of
alarm in the Nixon administration over "news leaks" it considered damaging to

national security.
Under administration policy, eavesdropping could be ordered by then-Atty.

Gen. John N. Mitchell without advance court approval.
As a member of Kissinger's staff, Halperin would have had access to classified

documents and materials as a routine part of his work. It was not clear whether
FBI surveillance of his telephone was related to that.

In a carefully worded statement issued yesterday, Kissinger said that only

"an infinitesimal number" of reports he received from intelligence agencies in-

volved allegations of mishandling of classified data by staff members. These
amounted to "very few cases," he said.

"In the overwhelming majority of cases," he said, reports concerning national
security come to his office "at the direction of the director of Central Intelligence

and duly constituted authority in the intelligence agencies."
The "overwhelming majority" of such reports, he said, "concern foreign in-

telligence."
Kissinger expressly declined to discuss "individual cases" about his office and

security reports. _____

(From the Congressional Record, Sept. 28. 1971]

TH QuAnoAnTITa AOmaMENT ON BnUN Or SMrMBEa 8, 1971, AND T1E Fonanzo

(By Hon. John M. Ashbrook of Ohio)

Mr. Asi noQK. Mr. Chairman, during the last 5 years I have on several occa-

;ions galled attention to serious personnel problems in the Foreign Service. My
reason for doing this was primarily because the evidence available indicated that

there was an intimate connection or correlation between these personnel problems

and the general issues of our foreign policy, our national security and even the

relations between the State Department and Congress.
Whatever the original causal connection between these personnel issues and

these general national secbrity issues, I was struck with the fact that whenever

thee was a deep crisis in our foreign policy, there appeared to be a crisis also in

the Foreign Service personnel system. The two appeared so regularly together,

that they constituted what in scientific language is called a syndrome. Whenever
one appears, the other also appears.



. 'The most recent such syndrome concerns the so-called Quadripartite Agreement
on Berlin of September 8, 1971.

As you will recall, this agreement was negotiated and signed with great secrecy.
When Its terms were finally announced, the State Department claimed that it rep-
resented a major diplomatic victory for the United States, that it eliminated the
occasions for future Berlin crises, and that it would help achieve stability and
peace.

The ink was scarcely dry on that quadripartite agreement, when a major dts-
pute immediately broke out between the West German Federal Republic and the
East German regime as to what the "agreement meant." Certainly, the State De-
partment had given the American people such clear assurances about the purposes
and content of that agreement, and the solemnity with which all parties viewed it,
that such a disagreement immediately after signing hardly was conceivable.

In order to document the origins of the current dispute over the treaty, I request
permission to place into the Record two Items which had appeared in the press
In the last week. The first is a news item which appeared in the Washington Post
on September 28, filed by that paper's foreign correspondent in Bonn, John M.
Goshko. It indicates the nature of the dispute about the Berlin agreement of
September 8, 1071.

The second is an article which appeared 8 days earlier, on September 20, 1971,
in the monthly magazine Tactics. This article not only analyzes comprehensively
the terms of the Quadripartite agreement of September 3, 1971, but also reveals
the concessions which the United States made to the Soviet Union and the East
German regime. It Is In this light in which the current dispute over Berlin should
be seen.Tactics states that the legal experts It has consulted have concluded that this
quadripartite agreement is a "disaster" for the West. In fact, the magazine claims
the disaster is-.

More severe than those of the Yalta and Potsdam agreement, or the building of
the Berlin Wall.

I believe every American should read these two reports together. Together they
explain fully the terms of that accord and place them in the perspective of other
national foreign policies which are still emergent.

There is another reason why every American should read these two articles
together. This is because Tactics reports the names of the authors of the Berlin
agreement and the influences they have had on its formulation.

In this connection, I should like to remind the Members that during the last
several years I have repeatedly called their attention to the "selection out" or
firing of John Heminway by the State Department. His last assignment in tile
Foreign Service and State Department was as the Berlin desk officer in Wash-
ington, responsible for communicating our Berlin policies to the field. While in
that post, he concluded that two of his superiors were no longer implementing the
established foreign policy of the United States in Berlin. When he called this fact
to the attention of senior State Department officials, he was "fired" through
"selection out." His case is still under review In the executive branch to ascertain
whether "malicious and untrue statements" were used in producing his "selection
out."

It is quite clear to me that if Mr. Heminway had continued to be the Berlin
desk officer, the problems and misunderstandings with which we are confronted
today in Berlin would not have arisen.

Aside from the l)ers nalities involved In the Tactics article, the treaty-making
aspects of Quadripartite agreement are of immense importance. Is the agreement,
as Tactics claims, in actuality a treaty under the classification of an agreement.
If so, I am sure the U.S. Senate will find this issue of great interest. Just recently
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee released a study by the Foreign Affairs
Division of the Library of Congress entitled, "The Senate Role in Foreign Af-
fairs Appointments" which deals with "the role of the Senate in making ap-
pointments relating to the conduct of foreign policy." In the preface to, the
study the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Senator Fuo,
3BIroT, stated that "a study of the constitutional powers to make treaties and
executive agreements is ready to be undertaken," If the charges made in the
Tactics article concerning the Quadripartite agreement are correct, PerhaPs a
review of this. agreement will provide interesting material for the uj owning
study.



The two above-mentioned items folloW:.

[From the Washington Post, Sept. 28, 10711

GXRMAzqYS WWAK Otv TALKS ABOUT BzamLN

(By John M. Goshko)

BoxN.--The latest effort to resolve the deadlock between the two Germanys
ever implementation Of tho four-power Berlin agreement was broken off today
after only 30 minutes of discussion.

This abrupt ending to the meeting in East Berlin repeated the pattern that
has been evident ever since the "inner-German phase" of the Berlin negotiations
began earlier this month. No date was set for the next meeting.

The four-power agreement, signed on Sept. 3, will not become final tntil East
and West Germany agree on the practical steps necessary to implement Its
provisions.

However, these talks, being conducted principally by West German State Sec-
retary Egon Bahr and his East German counterpart Michael Kohl, have been
stalled from the outset over differences in interpreting the agreements text.

In particular, they have been arguing over a German-language version of the
agreement. A German translation had been agreed to by all parties before the
Sept. 8 signing, but the East Germans have since contended that they are not
bound by that and have tried to substitute their own translation.

Armed with its text, East Germany has insisted on interpreting the agree-
ment to mean that It can negotiate separate accords with the authorities in
Bonn and In West Berlin on access to the city and East Germany. Bonn has
insisted on a single German-level access agreement to be negotiated by West
Germany.

Last week Chancellor Willy Brandt visited Soviet Communist Party-leader
Leonid Brezhnev, and is believed to have asked for his assistance in making
the East Germans more cooperative. Brandt Is understood to have reminded
Brezhnev that Bonn's treaties with the Soviet Union and Poland cannot be
ratified until the Berlin accord is complete.

Although the Bonn government will not even admit that the matter was dis-
cussed, the Impression Is that Brandt received satisfactory assurances from
the Soviets. Informed sources here say, however, that no change can be expected
In the Bahr-Kohl talks until they have gone through several more sessions.

This was underscored by Bahr today on his return to West Berlin. He told
reporters that he and Kohl were still at an impasse over the German text,
and said: "In the circumstances, it was not possible to continue the factual
negotiations on traffic questions,

On the other side, the East German news-agency ADN issued a report accusing
Bahr of delaying tactics. It said Kohl "regretted the West German attitude and
reiterated East Germany's willingness to conclude the negotiations quickly.

U.S. POLICY REVmESAL IxCLUDEs WEST GERMANY AS WELL AS C811NA

(By the Insider)

While world capitals have been preoccupied with the potential disaster to the
free world from President Nixon's upcoming trip to Peking, an actual disaster
already has taken place in Europe. Legal experts say this disaster is "more
severe than those of the Yalta and Potsdam agreements, or the bulldling of the
Berlin Wall." -

Its official name is tlie "Quadtipartite Agreement on Berlin of Sept. 3, 1971,"
actually signed on Sept. 4, and is also referred to as the Berlin Accords, the
Berlin Agreement, and more realistically, the Berli Treaty. As a matter of
fact, It s a six-powbr'treaty binding on the United States, Frhnce, the United
Kingdom, Soviet Union, Western Federal Reptubite of Germany, and the Eastern,
so-called German Democratic Republic.

In effect, it is the peace treaty ending World War 11, on terms reflecting prac-
tically a total victory for the Soviet Union. So far as Amterican foreign policy is
concerned, it extends to Europe the same concepts and prlnctples as did the
American policy shift in Asia from the free -Republic of China to Communist
China.

99.-668--73------4
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CAPITULATIONS REJTECTD BY I'AOIDNG PaUnDUNTS,

In the same manner as we have abandoned Free China as the sole, legitimate
spokesman and heir to Chinese national statehood, the United States under this
treaty abandons its support of the Federal Republic of Germany as the sole
legitimate successor to German statehood.

Through this treaty, the -U.S. State Department, with the endorsement of the
White flouse, has reversed 25 years of American foreign policy initiated by
President Truman, sustained by President Eisenhower; and preserved even by
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson despite all the efforts of their pro-Soviet advis-
ors to appease the communist bloc.

A decisive concession that even President Kennedy was not prepared to make
now has been granted to the Soviet Union and the East German regime. There
are today three Germanyd.

They are the Federal Republic, our ally; the East German so-called German
Democratic Republic, the Soviet puppet, and an extraordinary equity called "the
sectors of West Berlin," which has no international standing, and at best will
be no more than a new Danzig.

As Danzig was the immediate cause and pretext for World War II, this new,
unstable "sectors of West Berlin" may well have within it the seeds of World
War III.

Supposedly, all this was done in the name of international peace and a reduc-
tion of tensions in Europe. Just as supposedly, the seating of Red China In the
Security Council was to be done in the name of International peace and a reduc-
tion of tensions In Asia.

What, In fact, does the Berlin accord of Sept. 8 provide? The agreement affects
Allied rights both In Berlin and In Germany as a whole.

First, and for the first time the accord legally recognizes the legitimacy of the
Berlin Wall by omitting all reference to the Soviet "sector" of Berlin, or even
to the eastern sector of Berlin. Instead of these clear political and legal terms,
the treaty describes the Berlin sector as "areas bordering" on the Western sec-
tors of the city. Thus even that earlier distinction which the United States made
between Berlin's Soviet sector and the Soviet zone of Germany has been eroded.

SERIES OF CAPITULATIONS

Secondly, while totally bowing to the Soviet Union on the issue of the Soviet
sector, the United States and Its Western allies also have capitulated to the
Soviet positions by admitting there Is no such thing even as West Berlin.

Up to Sept. 8, the Allies had steadfastly insisted that there was a single Ber-
lin governed by a single allied body, the Kommandatura, which the Soviet Union
was boycotting because the Western Allies had refused to allow the Russians
to paralyze that body by vetoes within it.

In the Sept. 8 accord, the United States conceded the Soviet position, and ad-
mitted there was no such thing as a single body, but solely three sectors In West
Berlin. Consequently, the term, "West Berlin," which President Kennedy sub-
stituted for the-term, "Berlin," after the building of the Berlin Wall, no longer
has an legal or political meaning, and ti reduced solely to a geographic expres-
sion, with no significance.

On top of these major concessions, the Western Allies collectively and Indi-
vidually acknowledge that while they have no rights in the Soviet sector, the
Soviet Union does have rights In each of the Western sectors of Berlin equal to
the rights each of them enjoy In the other Western sectors,

That Is, the Soviet Union has the same rights in the French sector as the United
Kingdom nnd the United States have. Or reciprocally, the Soviet Union has the
same rights in the U.S. sector as the French and United Kingdom governments
have.

These Soviet rights are to be exercim through the Soviet consulate general
which, under the terms of the agreements, must be accorded the same rights In
each Western sector that each Western power accords to the consulates of the
other two Western powers in Its own sector.

Even this is not the end of the concessions to the Soviet Union. Up to now,
the, three Western powers, to emphasize the fact that they were acting legally
as a single entity, have Issued passports-travel documents--to Berlin residents
from a single allied office. Irrespective of the sector in which the residents lived.



This allied travel office was located in the office of the quadripartite Allied Con-

trol Council in the American sector of Berlin.
Under this treaty, no Berlin resident traveling to the Soviet Union or any

Soviet bloc country will receive such a document. Instead, he will receive a so-

called "passport," issued by the Federal Republic, Into which Its stamped the

legend, "Issued in accordance with the Quadripattite Agreement on Sept.3,

1971."
This is the most humiliating document ever imposed on Western Germany by

the Soviet Union and by West Germany's allies, because by issuing such a docu-

ment to West German residents, the Federal Government of West Germany will

be acting "in a consular capacity." This means it formally and solemnly recog-

nizes that Berlin is not now and will not in the future be part of West Germany.

West Berlin thus becomes foreign soil to West Germany. This is precisely

what' the Soviet Union has been seeking by all possible means for 26 years.

FRUIT OF ROGERS-KISSINGER WORK

This development, In light of the Rogers-Kissinger doctrine of appeasement of

communist states, will disconcert but not surprise Informed observers. The ques-

tion arises, however, as to why and how the Western, republican government of

Willy Brandt could legally and politically agree to It.

The fact is that the Brandt government, in agreeing to this Berlin accord, did

so in a manner that violated the West German Constitution. The Federal Repub.

lie's Constitution clearly distinguishes between the office of the federal Presi-

dent, in whom the function of national sovereignty is incorporated, and the

office of the prime minister, the chancellor, which only reflects the role of gov.

ernments, as they come and go under the electoral process.

Consequently, the claim of the Federal Republic to be the sole, legitimate

bearer of statehood-nationhood-is not incorporated in the offices of the gov.

ernment, In Willy Brandt's as chancellor, but in the office of the President, Gus.

tav Heinemann, as head of state.
He is elected by the Bundesversammiung, the national congress that consists

of all the members of the Bundestag, equivalent to the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives, and the Bundesrat, similar to the U.S. Senate. Acting jointly, as an

electoral college, they elect the President.
In contrast, the chancellor is elected solely by the Bundestag. The composi-

tion of the Bundestag is determined by popular vote according to proportional

representation. The members of the Bundesrat are appointees of the "'laender,"f

or states.
Hitherto, the national congress met in West Berlin, usually down In by Ameri-

can planes, and there elected the national President. But under the new agree,

went, the American government, Western allies, and West German government

tha sits at Bonn, all formally and solemnly agree that the President can no

longer be legally-elected in Berlin.
!%is, too, Is one of the major objectives which Moscow has been fighting for

during the past quarter of a century.
This phenomenal reversal of all past American foreign policy, remarkably

enough, did not come about because of any current Berlin crisis. In fact, there

was tio crisis in Berlin at all. The reasons, therefore, are not to be found in

pressures coming from Moscow but in the secret, "privileged" Internal docu,-

ments of the State Department and the White House.

The Berlin accord of Sept 8, 1971, is the result of the Rogers- sSinger ap-

peasement of Soviet Union and Red China. This is the primary source.

Besides William Pierce Rogers and Henry Alfred Kissinger, its main authors

are Helmut Sonnenfeldt, special adviser to. Klssunger, Martin T. Hillenbrand,

assistant secretary of European affairs In the State Department. James S.
Sutterlin, director of German affairs In the State Department, and Jonathan

Dean, counsellor for political affairs in the American Eimbassy in Bonn.

Sonnenfeldt leaked information to Nelson Rockefeller and Kissinger when.

engaged in intelligence research in the State Department. This is related to the

secret group that has consistently worked toward an appeasing arrangement

With the communs t nations. Oonnenfeldt, like Kissinger, is German-bornd and a

refugee. As a Soviet expert in the State Department, onnenfld sr i

dent Kennedy that Moscow would never place missiles in Cuba. Although lack-

Ing foreign service, Sonnenfeldt was appointed by resident N1ixon, In August,

1970 to" foreign service officer, class 1. a t0p position. He still lacks forel

service. His relationship to Kissinger is sufficient I



PROTEOR O AMBASSADOR BEAM

Hillenbrand is a protege of Jacob Beam, ambassador to Moscow, whose War-
saw embassy became notorious for Ito sex and spy scandals. -
I Serious security charges wee raised when Sutterlin was promoted to'forelgir

service officer, class 1, in 1908 Dean has long been an advocate of strong Soylet-
American ties and a dismantling of the North American Treaty Organization
(NATO).

These officers, and others with their outlook, succeeded to positions of power
following the elimination of several American foreign service officers from key
posts on the German desk in the White House, the State Department and at

C Bonn, who had been accurate on Soviet encroachment, and recommended that'
we resist red expansion in Europe through traditional American policies.

Significantly, the Berlin agreement of Sept. 3, 1971 was brought about without,
any role in it being filled by the' American Mission in Berlin, which is known to-
regard it as "disastrous."

Equally significant, a purge similar to that carried out on the German desks
also took place among the China experts in the State Department. Indeed, the
rationale for the retention and even elevation of the most pro-Marxist and
appeasing element in the State Department-the holdovers--is to be found in.
the fact that only they would tolerate such deals.

The short and even crude shrift given to those who did not fit into this cate..
gory is understandable only from this standpoint.

S01OVED BY UNITED STATES TOWARD REDS

U.S. policy seems designed, in effect, to give our friends no alternative but to,
reject us and join our enemies, as has been the world pattern. One needs only to
look at the map, and.try to make any sense out of the no-win, self-destructive
manner in which our military have been hamstrung by no-win policy in Viet
Nam, as it was in Korea.

So far as the so-called principal beneficiaries of this agreement-the West
Berllners--are concerned, they no longer even know whether they are German
nationals any more.

When they travel to the Soviet Zone or to any other country, they must have
two documents-one the worthless passport and the other an identity card
issued by the Iocal authorities in the district of the sector where they live.

Should they accidentally have any problem with the police in a communist
country, the East German, communist government has as much claim to handle
their case, In the specious role of their "protector," as the West German govern-
ment.

This cynical arrangement also is the fruit of the Sept. 8, 1971 agreement. If'
the Nixon administration were determined to push West Germans into the red
embrace, such steps would be the obvious procedure. The success of this sort of
maneuver can be attributed to highly skilled exploitation of the so-called "prag-
matic approach" of the U.S. government, and its obsession with present opinion
polls and the upcoming national elections.
I If these West Germans are prudent, under the circumstances described, and
want effective consular services, they will find it advisable not to even show the
new, so-called quadripartite, West German "passport." Can anyone believe seri-
ously that once a West Berliner is "protected" by the East German, communist
government, that this person thereafter will be left alone? He certainly will be
expected to reciprocate the services that he has been rendered, and give evidence
of loyalty to his new "protectors,"
He will know, too, that basically, he has to thank the U.S. government for his.

predicament, for without it, the nefarious deal could never have been put over.
This American role even has come out on the floor of the Congress. If a Demo-.

cratle administration were in office, there would have been a tempest over it,
But the fact of it being a Republican administration has stymied most critics r

in the Republican Party, and allowed only decorous whispers of it to come up,
as In the colloquy on the Senate floor on Sept. 17 between Hugh Scott (R-Pa,),
as minority leader and Mike Mansfield (D-Mont,), as majority leader.

Mansfield, referring to "the Berlin accord," said: "The Presient'played a very
significant personal part at a critical point in bringing that to fruition."

This was an extraordinary revelation that was not referred to by any of the
news channels. By it, though, the astpte Mansfield was pinpolnting the responsi-
bility for history, and future American elections, as the opportunity arises.



_. Thus We have outined the. supposed great benefit gained for stalwart West
Beiners tndOr the Rtogts-Kissinger' doctrine. We hate a warning in this, toq,

• ,of the iliad of benefit that awaits the Chinese people; on the Ohines6 mainland as
well as on Taiwan, under the same Rogers-Kissinger approach.

OUTDES EVEN VAOHI4oELU

This secret diplomacy extends even farther, as a capitulation, than in the dark
.days of Machiavelli.

Actually,, it is unconditional surrender by the U.S. government# as demon-
;strated by the unprecedented consent it has given, sight unseen, to a still un-
written paragraph in the Sept. 8 agreement, entitled:

"Final Quadripartite Protocol."
The section numbered 2, declares:
"'The four Governments proceed on the basis that the following agreements and

arrangements concluded between the, competent German authorities shall enter
'into force simultaneously with the Quadripartite Agreement: (to be filled in after
agreements concluded.)"

In practice, under such circumstances, "competent German authorities" means
the German Soviet regime, for the West Germans, left adrift this way, are in no
position to assert themselves. The East Germans already simply have refused to
admit the West German representatives to discussions on this matter.

In addition to the American officials mentioned, the principal authorship of the
Berlin treaty rests with Egon Bahr, special political adviser to Willy Brandt.
He met secretly several times with Henry Kissinger and Helmut Sonnenfeldt in
Washington.

Following these meetings, he communicated secretly with Soviet officials with
whom he has had contacts for more than 20 years; Bahr's main political goal is
reputedly to reunify Germany as the principal ally of the Soviet Union, to drive
the United States out of Europe, and to establish a Berlin-Moscow Axis.

So far as the U.S. Congress is concerned, it simply has not been provided with
Information" by the Nixon administration, and has had to depend on the American
press for what it knows. The press, though, has at best acted as a mouthpiece for
the official line, much as does Tass news agency.

Tass portrays the deal as a victory. But the American newspapers and radio-
television conceal this claim, describing the deal as a great, American diplomatic
achievement..Actually, the Berlin action by U.S. authorities has produced a treaty of prime
importance to the United States. Congress has the right and responsibility to re-
ceive full information and to engage in discussion and debate of it before it goes
Into effect.

Congress, instead, has been glaringly humiliated by learning about it after
signing, and then primarily from the press.

UNITED STATES IS BOUND BY -IT

Indeed, the treaty already is In effect, even in its unfinished state, through
semantic hocus-pocus by the Executive Office. The word, treaty, is replaced by its
synonym, agreement. Yet it is binding on the U.S., Just as if recognized for what
Itis, a treaty. As such, it falls within the purview of Congress.

If such procedure Is allowed to prevail, it puts the Congress into the category
of a sounding board and a rubber stamp, as with the so-called parliaments of
communist countries. Congress has the responsibility of demanding that a treaty,
under whatever name it passes, be handled as a treaty, or be Invalid.

Otherwise this extended capitulation would set the legal percedent for parallel
action In Asia. as well as in the Middle East. Withdrawal is not just from Viet-
nam, but is becoming total retreat.

The CRAMArrAV. Then that concludes this morning's hearing on Mr.
Sontienfeldt. We will now turn to social services, which we had already
scheduled for 10 o'clock and we will come back to Mr. Sonnenfeldt's
nomination this afternoon when we will ask some questions of Mr.
Remenway and we will also accord Mr. Sonnenfeldt an opportunity
to respond to Mr. Hemenway's statement.



* Senator Bynn. Before we go to the other matter, can I ask the Chair,
the new 'Undersecretary of-the Treasury will be recalled this after-
noon, you say I

The CHAIRmAN. Yes; we will ask him to be here both to respond to
the statement that was made by Mr. Hemenway and to make any
statement he cares to make. I believe you were out of the room at the
time I asked Mr. Scnnenfeldt if he had heard of charges that were
made against him. He said that he did have some knowledge of them,
but tha those charges were without merit and had been looked into
before and had been disposed of. You heard Mr. Hemenway.

At 8 o'clock we will then return to that subject after we have con-
cluded the social services hearing, if not then as soon as we have con-
cluded the social services hearing. At that point I will be happy to
accord you the opportunity to interogate Mr. Hemenway and Mr.
Sonnenfeldt and also submit anything that you have that you want to
interrogate the witness about.

Senator BY. I appreciate that. I will want to ask some questions of
the nominee. We hate a $400 million bill on the floor this afternoon.

Senator Btxsemer. Senator Curtis and I have a meting at 8:30 p.m.
The CnAmAN. Well, I am perfectly content to do business however

the committee wants to do business, gentlemen. . .
How would you like to proceed?
Senator Brm. I would like to have some time in regard to the Son-

nenfeldt nomination. I would hope that the floor woik--

Senator BRN Nmr. I *onder if we couldn't come back at 9 o'clock
,tomorrow morningI

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we try to finish today?
Senator B xnmrr. We have the other two nominations out of the

way. Why couldn't we come back at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning?
Thb CHArMAN. I would like to dispose of this matter today if we

could. I think it is the kind of thing that even if we have to come here
at 5 o'clock, it is just as well that it not go overnight without having
both the allegations and the rejoinder so that both are available to the
press and anyone else.

Senator Brm. Whatever the chairman prefers, that is satisfactory
with me.

The CHAIRMAIN. Might I suggest that we resume the hearing on
this subject at 2 o'clock. Would that give the Senators here a chance
to ask the questions they would like to ask? We could resume at 2
S o'clock. Otherwise I wil g over until tomorrow if you want to.

oSenator BYRD. I am willing to work anyway the chairman wishes
to work. I do point out that we have-this $400 million bill on the floor.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sonnenfeldt has to go to Paris with Dr. Kis-
singer in the morning, so I would suggest that we ought to settle this
matter today, if we can, and at least hear the testimony from both
sides. I would suggest that we come back in here at 1 o'clock and
continue the hearing on the Sonnenfeldt nomination and at the con-
clusion of that we can go back to the hearing about Social Services.

Then we will take Mr. Sonnenfeldt's nomination at 1 o'clock.
[Thereupon, at 10:25 a.m., the committee proceeded to other

business.]



AY7nuAooN SMEsioN

The CnAmmAN. Mr. Sonnenfeldt, you heard the testimony of Mr.
Hemenway. I thought it would be well for us to have your response
to that.

Do you have a copy of the document that he submitted 'to the
committee?

'STATEMENT OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT-Resumed

Mr. SoNNFmnr. I do now, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then I would invite your comments and your re-

action to what Mr. Hemenway has testified to here today.
Mr. So ~wmtwr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your scheduling this hearing this afternoon and I ani

glad that you did since I will have to be away for several days be-
ginning tomorrow morning.

I have looked at the statement that was submitted to you. I had
not, of course, seen it before this morning.

I would want to make only a few general comments on it and then
respond to any questions that any of the members of the committee
-may have.

Let me say, first, in regard 'to the allegations contained in the docu-
'nient with respect to security violations on my part. These are the
allegations that were made some years ago beginning in the Eisen-
hower administration. They are the allegations that as far as I am
aware were investigated at that time and subsequently, although I
personally was interrogated about these matters only in one sequence
of interrogations, I believe in 1960 or 1961, but never subsequently.

I can only say that, as I believe I said before, that the allegations
concerning the handing over of documents to a foreign government
were inaccurate and have always been inaccurate. Allegations concern-
ing unauthorized dislosure of information to the press and insofar as
they rdlate to classified information, were inaccurate :at the time and
are inaccurate now. The findings that were made were not made by
myself, obviously they were made by the security machinery of the
Government andby my superiors in the Department of State, and I
remained in the Government subsequently through the next three
administrations.

I myself, as I have indicated, have repeatedly taken care that these
matters were reviewed again particularly when I went to the sensitive
position that I was assigned to in the White House.

I can only conclude from that that the findings were as they had
been earlier; namely, that these allegations were without foundation
rnd were not cause for my dismissal from my position or cause for my
not being given 'the responsibilities that I was subsequently assigned
to in the Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon administrations.

There are certain allegations In this document concerning my pro-
fesional judgmeent in the Department of State. I will have to stand on
m rcord on those going back to the Truman administration when
Il first entered the Dpartment of State and to the judgment of my
superiors through the Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and
Nixon administrations.

There are certain allegations concerning my conduct in the White
House. Two specific matters are cited in which I was alleged to have



undertaken certain steps or actions. I am not in a position obviously to
discuss the particular matters raised here since .hey are matters in-
ternal to the operation of the National Sed irity" 6unil staff. I can
only indicate here again that everything that I have ddne at the White
House was obviously subject to review by my superiors there and will
have borne on the decision by the President toi nominate me for the
position of Under Secretary of the Treasury.

As a general matter my position in the White House does not entitle
'me to make decisionsibut only to act on the basis of decisions made by
my superiors, including the 'President, and that is what I have done
there.

There are certain allegations concerning my transfer into the regu-
lar Foreign Service in this document. Incidentally, it is incorrect to
state, as this document does, that this transfer carried with it greatly
increased salaries for me, personally. There was certainly no change
in it whatsoever. I had the rank of Foreign Service Reserve officer,
class 1, step 3, when I was transferred into the Foreign Service as
'Foreign Service officer, class 1, step 3. There was absolutely no change
iiq salary whatsoever. So there was no promotion in grade or rank,
but simn ly a lateral transfer into the Foreign Service.

In any event, tbe-procedure followed there was a normal procedure
in which I appliecFg6"'Tii Department of State for a lateral transfer
before I went to the White House because it was suggested to me that
my reassignment following my assignment in the White House would
be a good deal easier if I were part of the Foreign Service rather than
the Civil Service or the Foreign Service Reserve. And I applied in
the normal fashion and I believe it took something like 11/2 yearsfor
that procedure to run its course before my nomination was confirmed

'by the Senate.
I don't believe anyone at the White House even knew that I had made

application for lateral transfer into the Foreign Service at the time
'that I went to the White House, so I know of nothing unusual in
connection with that procedure. I, of course, know nothing about what
files may have been shown to the reviewing panel since I had no con-
trol over either my personnel files or my security files.

I would state also for the sake of accuracy that the position I am
being nominated for is not that of Deputy Secretary of the Treasury,
as the statement indicates, but Under Secretary of the Treasury. That
is simply for the record.

Those are the comments, sir, that I would make to you and I am
available to any question that you, Mr. Chairman, or any of the other
members of the committee may'have.

The CHAmMAw. I believe Senator Byrd wanted to interrogate y0,.on a different matter than the one raised by the other witness, Mr.
Hemenway. Senator Byrd must go elsewhere so I would call on
now. 

fltIhSenator Bmn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Sonnenfeldt, I have
read your biography and I see nothing in it that indicates experience
in Government finances, or the field of taxation. Would you comments

Mr. So nwrztr. Senator, the appointment that I have been nom.-
inated for does not relate to taxation at all. It is true that my prede-



cessor in this position dealt with tax matters, but this particular under-
secretaryship, which also carries the title of Counselor--

Senat0rBxR. The title of what?
Mr. S&"xNrgT. Of Counselor th the Department of the Treasury,

is a position that is made available to the Secretary of the Treasury for
use as he may deem necessary to assist him in the carrying out of his
duties. Now, this particular Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary
Shultz, was recently designated by the President to head an executive
branch Committee on East-West Trade Policy. That is a new re-
sponsibiilty' for the Secretary of the Treasury and, as I understand it,
the Secretary felt that he needed a senior adviser in that particular
area and therefore that he chose to use this vacancy of Undersecretary
of the Treasury for that appointment. And that, I take it was in his
mind as the reason for recommending my appointment to the Presi-
dent. So that I will have no connection with taxation, nor will I have
any overtax policy nor will I have any connection with finance as such,
but rather with those matters in the Secretary's jurisdiction that re-
late to East-West trade and other matters of ioreign economic policy
that have security relations, relationships to our security policy and
to our general foreign policy.

Senator BYRD. Well, who will handle the assignments, handled by
Secretary Cohen?

Mr. SONENFELDT. I am not in a position to answer that. I could
get the information for you, sir, but I don't know what disposition
Secretary Shultz has made about that particular function.

Senator BYRD. Who is your successor as a senior staff member of
the National Security Council staff?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, specifically, Senator, I don't believe that
that has been determined yet. There is a reorganization that has been
announced of the National Security Council staff involving the ap-
pointment of a number of deputy assistants to the President, but I
cannot tell you at this time which of these gentlemen may take up some
of the functions that I have performed there. I think that wi have
to be a decision that Dr. Kissinger will have to make when I actually
leave the position.

Senator ByRD..Well, I'm curious why one whose background for the
past two decades has been that of a specialist in Soviet affairs should
be shifted to the post of Undersecretary of the Treasury, a post pre-
sumably quite-removed from foreign affairs and the Soviet Union?

Mr. SO NVELr. Well, as I was attempting to indicate, the Sec-
retary of the Treasury has been given a new function in the area of
East-West trade and specifically in the matter of trade and economic
relations with the Soviet Union, and that I believe, is the reason that
the Secretary, Secretary Shultz, recommended this appointment, given
my experience in this field and my involvement in some of the nego-
tiations leading up to the agreement of last year. And that is why, as
I understand it, the President decided to make this shift.

Senator BYRD. Well, where will your responsibilities and those of
Ambassador Everley and those of Peter Flanigan, where will they
overlap?

Mr. SONNmEmLDT. Well, I am quite sure we will work quite closely.
Ambassador Everley is the trade negotiator. I will not be a traaa



negotiator. Mr. Flanigan is a White House assistant on foreign eco-
nomic matters, and is in a coordinating position 4t the White House.
I will be in a departmental position, and consequently I will presum-
ably represent the Treasury Department on the Counoil for In, r-
national Economic Policy when matters in my purview arise and in
that case will be working very closely with Mr. Flanigan, but my posi-
tion will be in the Treasury Department.

Senator BYRD. The charge has been made in the Paul Scott column
of May 3, 1973, that you gave classified information to a foreign
diplomat while serving in the State Department.-Would you comment I

Mr. SoKNzNraYDT. Yes, sir. I commented on it before you came in.
That is an allegation that was made in the late 1950's, in the Eisen-
hower administration, that I denied at the time because it was inac-
curate. That was the subject of an investigation, and I believe sub-
sequent review as well, as'I continued my service in the Kennedy and
Johnson and Nixon administrations thereafter, and thet the investion-
tions and reviews on these allegations were found to be without sub-
stance or presumably I would not be in my position.

Senator Byiw. Well, you did not give classified information to a for-
eign diplomatV

Mr. SONNENFLDT. I did not.
Senator Bym. The Scott report states that as head of the Soviet

section of the State Department, Intelligence Division, you discounted
the view that the Russians were planning to put missiles into Cuba.
Would you comment I

Mr. SOmNEi!rLfl. I was one of the several analysts in the Depart-
ment of State and other Government agencies that made estimates,
and an estimate of the probability of such a course being taken by
the Soviet Union through the summer and early fall of 1962 was being
made. I was never called upon, as it happens, to make an independent
and separate judgment on my own, but I participated in the national
intelligence estimates that were written at the time, and various other
estimates that were made.

My own view, as I recall it now, was that there was a possibility of
this occurring. I had not considered this a strong likelihood because I
thought that the outcome of the Soviets doing this would be, as in-
deed it was, namely, that they would be forced to withdraw their
missiles by our counteraction, and for that reason my judgment was
that, while the possibility existed, that when the Soviets calculated the
risk, that they would probably in the end not do it.

That. I think, was a judgment that was generally shared on the basis
of existing informationI-might add. as a historical footnote that I
did at the time have my associates, and in which I myself participated
write a paper that discusses the possibility that the Soviets would
indeed act as they did and what the implications of that would be, but
the function that I occupied was not one in which I was called upon
to make a final judgment myself. I participated in an estimating proc-
ess in which the odds were weighed for and against. ,

Senator BinD. If you are confirmed by the Senate, you would be in
a position to help shape trade and credit policy-toward Russia and
Communist China, wouldn't you ?

Mr. SONNwFNFTLir. I would be involved, yes, in the committee that
has been established to shape those very policies, and I would have a



role in that,.of course, in coordination with other Government agen-
cies involved and ultimately subject to the, approval of the President.

Seniator BxRD. That would be your. major role or major assignment
as Under Secretary of the Treasury ?

Mr. SoNxEiFrnmT. My specific assigpment in that regard would be
to be the Secretary's principal adViser in matters of trade and eco-
nomic relations. with the Soviet Union and other Communist coun,
tries including China,.when that really beinsI to become a reality, and
Eastern Europe. I am scheduled to be the chairman of a working
group that will work under Secretary Shultz's direction, involving
and including the participation of other representatives from other
agencies, and'-At is my specific assignment.

Now, I may be doing. other things, as the Secretary may need as-
sistance on other matters in which I. have some contribution tomake,

Senator BYm. You are familiar, of course, with the agreement of
last July 8 under which the Soviet Union agreed to purchase grains
from the United States? Can you explain why it was necessary for the
United States to grant a line of credit amounting to $500 million in
connection with this sale ?

Mr. SOXNNIFELDT. Well, I would have to give you a personal judg-
ment on this because I was not directly involved in that negotiation.
I was peripherally involved in it.

Senator BYRD. It all ties in with your contemplated assignment,
though.

Mr. SoNiNFVELDr. It will now, yes. I think the context in which
that negotiation occurred was one "in which we were extremely in-
terested'in exporting our grain surpluses as we had been for a long
time, and the question simply was how best to promote this kind of
export. The Soviets Were interested in credit arrangements, and, as I
understand it, the credit arrangements that were made were those
provided for by the law; that is to say, 3-year credits under the Com-
modity Credit Corporation's procedures with the market rates'for in-
terest, and the arrangement was made in order to facilitate the export
of the surpluses.

Senator BYRD. The Soviets, I would think, would have every reason
to be interested in it because they gained very substantially, did they
not, by such a deal*-

Mr. SONNENFFDT. Well, I can only tell you that in some of the con-
versations that I participated in with Soviet leaders before this deal
was discussed, that they were extremely negative about our credit'
arrangements in this area; that is, as far as they were concerned, a 3-
year credit carrying some 61/-percent interest was almost as bad as
having to pay cash. And since in their country interest rates are--
well, they are very low, and interest is something that is rather opposed
to their whole way of thinking about problems--well, I don't think
from their standpoint that they thought that this was a particularly
favorable arrangement. And in fact, they have repeatedly pressed for
concessions in our credit arrangements, and, of course, we never made
those concessions.

Senator BYRD. They are using our money?
Mr. SoNiiFzwvr. They are using our money, but they will be

repaying it.



Senator BmD. They are using our money to buy our wheat.
Mr. SONNIn1ELwT. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Do you believe that the price charged for the wheat

exported to Russia under this agreement, which I understand was
$1.63 per bushel, was a realistipnce?

Mr. SONNE~yFzn. Well, I couldn't really comment on it profession-
SySenator, because I am simply not familiar enough with the issue.

My understadingithat the situation at that time was that we were
not able to export our surpluses at our domestic prices, and, therefore,
we were charging world prices and paying subsidies for the difference.

Senator BYRD. And the Soviet Union gained by those subsidies?
Mr. SONzENrmuWT. I think that is correct. I think that our Govern-

ment and everybody else learned from that experience, and I don't
think that that will ever occur again.

Senator BYim. So not only did they use our money to buy our wheat,
but the taxpayers subsidized to a certain extent the purchase of the
wheat?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I think that is a correct summary. Of course,
they bought a great deal more than the $ billion credit that was
made available, so the remainder-and I am not sure exactly what the
amount was; somewhat over $1 billion-so the remainder was not on
the basis of American credit, and I believe the first repayments on
that credit will be coming due this year.

Senator BYRD. Of course, as a result of that deal, the price of wheat
went from $1.63, as I understand it, to $2.25 by as early as September
of last year?

Mr. SONNRNFLDm. Yes, I am aware of the figures. I am really not
particularly qualified to give you any more specific answers except that
it is clear that if the Soviets come into our market again this year,
that those kinds, that type of tolerance that occurred last time will
not occur again.

Senator BYRD. Will not occur again because they were not appro-
priate, they were not wise, or why will they not occur again ?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Because I think, as I understand it, the subsidies
have been taken off, and I think they will have to pay whatever prices
are charged in our market.

Senator BYRD. This is a field that you will be handling, as I under-
-- stand it, that you will be involved in?

. Mr. SONNEXFELDT. I wilt be involved in it, although the principal
responsibility in this particular area is in the Department of Agri-
culture, but I will certainly make it my business to be concerned with
it,yes. £

Senator BYRD. Would you recommend that Export-Import Bank
funds would be used in connection with Russian trade?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, the President made a finding last fall that
made the Soviet Union eligible for the facilities of the Export-Import
Bank, and I believe the Bank has already negotiated a couple of
credits with the Soviet Union. That is our policy. I believe that the
Bank applied its strict standards to any transactions of this character
with the Soviet Union or any other country as it should, and I think
within those standards, and within the resources of the Bank, and
with the banking judgment of the officials of the Bank, and I think



-the general supervision, of the mechanisms within our Government,
I support the decision that has been made to make those facilities
available to the Soviet Union.

Senator Bm. You mentioned the resources of the Bank. Would
.You break down for the percentage that the United States puts inI
The United States puts in a substantial percentage of the total assets
of the World Bank, does it not?

Mr. SONNF1Lrtr. Well, I think we were talking about the Export-
Import Bank.

Senator BmD. The Export-Import Bank, I mean.
Mr. SONNBNFELrDr. I'm sorry, but I simply am not familiar with the

precise manner in which this Bank operates. I believe the resources
are all American resources. Now, how a particular deal is financed,
that Will be up to the American company and the Export-Import
Bank and the Soviet authorities who make the deal. I would imagine
that there is going to be multiple financing and possibly some cash
payments of various kinds, but I think the actual decisions would have
to be up to the Export-Import Bank as to what the risks are and what
the proper banking judgment would be in each given instance.

Senator BnRn. Well, as you visualize it then, the Soviet Union will
get the advantage of the facilities of the Export-Import Bank?

Mr. SONNEF-mImiyr. It has those facilities now by Presidential finding
as of last October. That was part of the entire trade and economic
package that was negotiated that involved the settlement of the lend-
lease debt.

Senator BYR. You said the settlement of the lend-lease debt; now,
what is the status of the lend-lease debt?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. It was an a reement that was made by which
the Soviet Union would pay off the lend-lease debt, and I think the
figure was something like $720 million over a period of years.

Senator BYm. Over how many years?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I would have to refer to a document. I think the

period runs coterminously with the other lend-lease settlements I
think 2001 I think that is the length of the British agreement and the
repayment agreement.

Senator BYRD. The $700 million, is that the figure you cited?
Mr. SONNENvELir. I think it is $720 million.
Senator Bym. $700 million, is that the figure that the United States

contends that Russia owes on the lend-lease?
Mr. SONNEPrEDT, No.
Senator BYm. Or is that a negotiated figure?
Mr. SoWNENiPNnYr. That is a negotiated figure.
Senator Bymb. What is it negotiated down from?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I am sorry, sir, I simply don't have the docu-

mentation with me.'
Senator BYRD. All of this has a bearing, I think, on our whole trade

negotiations with the Soviet Union. And I, as an individual Senator
who has to pass on some of these problems, would have to pass on this
nominatiion'as well and °I woiuld like to know tlie views of the individ-
uals who are handling these matters, what their own personal views
-#e, what their feeling arewhat their philosophy is.



Mr. So~qxzmcr. If you are asking my view concerning the lend-
lease settlement of last year, I think that settlement was theb~st settle-
ment that was obtainable, particularly compared to no settlement at
all, Which was the iituaftion that we were operating tinder forthe last
25 years.

Senator Bym. When you say it was the best settlement, what was?
How much do we contend the Soviet Union owes us?

Mr. SoNNENFLrDT. I am simply not in a position to give you the
figures, because this was in negotiation and the dispute with the
Soviets, that goes back to the 1940's.

Senator ByRm. But in settling the dispute, you have to start at some
figure. What does the Government figure consist of ? There must be a
Government figure as to how much the Soviet Union owes us, isn't
there?

Mr. SONNENELDT. Well, there have been figures of over $1 billion
or something of that kind. I think the Soviets at one point offered
something like $300 million. This would have been in the negotiations
in the fifties.

Senator Bym. Do you believe that the interests of the American con-
sumer, the American baking industry, and the American farmer were
adequately protected in the Soviet grain sale?

Mr. SONNPNFELT. Well, my judgment on that would be that the
effects of the grain sale were probably not fully anticipated. The effects
on domestic prices, well, I frankly cannot tell you what the effects of
some other kinds of arrangements might. have been assuming we were
going to sell the kind of quantities that we sold to the Soviets.

Senator BYRD. Was it wise to have agreed to the quantities that were
agreed upon ?

Mr. SONNPNPELm. Well the Government agreed Wa 8-year pro-
gram, which was considerably less than what it turned out the Soviets
came into our market to buy. The decisions to sell, as I understand it,
were essentially the decisions of private companies over which the
Government as such had no additional control, So those were busi-
ness decisions by American exporters. We had anticipated in the agree-
ment that you referred to earlier a 3-year program in which this wasgoing to be spaced out rather more than as it happened, because of thebad Soviet harvest which turned out to be the case last year. I think
that the effect on domestic American prices was greater than antici-
pated, but I don't know enough about the way in which prices in these
areas are affected domestically to be able to say here and now whether
this particular transaction in and of itself is the only reason or the
main reason for what has happened to these prices domestically.

Senator ByRm. If you are going to be negotiating, if you are going
to be involved in these agreements--and that is what your post calls
for-it seems to me that you would need to be in a position to know
what effect it is going to have on our domestic economy.

Mr. SoNNBNrzLT. When I am in that position, sir, I can assure you
I will.

Senator Bymn. Well, you have been in a policy position all along
dealing with the Soviet Union.

Mr. SoNNzIrxmNIr. Well, I have been in an advisory position, sir.
Senator BYmR. Well, that is the same thing.



Mr. Sor*xnnmr .Well,,not entirely.-
Senator BinD. Well, you are the senior consultant to the National

Security Council and certainly your advice would be heeded and
sought, I would thinkMr. SO i;"Fmmm. The bureaucracy is a somewhat complicated

mechanism. -The effect of such a transaction on the domestic economy
*6tild be something that would be examined and assessed not by some-
onelike myself, who is a foreign policy expert, but by those who are
6haged with that particular responsibility. And those issues are

'brought together in 1he committees that are made up.
Senator BYD. Maybe you'd better explain to me again just what

your role is going to be for which you are seeking confirmation.
Mr. So zNmw'. One of the reasons, sir why I believe the Presi-

dent has restructured the Government to Aeal with these questions
and has created the East-West Trade Policy Committee under Sec-
retary Shultz is precisely to deal with these interrelationships.

I think what one has to recognize is that the volume in trade, par-
ticularly in agricultural trade with the Soviet Union, spurted sud-
denly last year. It was a totally new experience and our Government
was not adequately organized for this new experience. The President
has now established this new inter eney committee, chaired by the
Secretary of the Treasury irwhich aof the other agencies that could
conceivably-be involved m these trade matters will be represented.
And it would be my very strong expectation, therefore, that precisely
the kind of interrelationship that you are talking about sir will be
systematically examined as we now move Into a more voluminous re-
lationship presumably with the Soviet Union and possibly with China.
So that precisely the kind of effects that you are disturbed by, and
that I am disturbed by, will be assessed beforehand. And these judg-
ments will be made in a systematic way so that we will be negotiating
with our eyes fully open.

Senator BYRD. The Soviets grain deal-did it in your judgment
have a significant impact on the domestic economy?

Mr. SONNiNFELuT. In my judgment it did, and I can only tell yoU
in this case-

Senator ByD. I am.Just asking you about this case.
Mr. SoNNmm rDT. I can only tell you that I know from my wifes-

she is here, she will confirm this--weekly market basket that something
has had an effect on bread and other things. Obviously there was an
effect. There has been an effect on transportation as well because of
the huge loadings that had to occur to get these things moved to ports.
And we are deeply aware of that and we hope to learn from this ex-
perience. And this is one of the reasons why we are ti'ying to organize
ourselves more effectively to deal with these matters than we were
at this time last year.

-Senator Bypw. Can you explain why the timing of theannounce-
ments of the exchange in U.S. export subsidy policy last August re-
sulted in the sale of 208 million bushels of wheat at a subsidy level,
which the Government admitted was unrealistic and at a cost to the
taxpayer of $182 million?

Mr. SONmNENYmW. .I am sorry sir, I simply am not in a position to
answer a question of that detail. I have not begin involved in this matter
to that degree and detail.



Senator BYRD. I gathered from your biography that you played a
major role in negotiating the Trade Negotiaion Agreement with Rus-
sis signed on October 18,1972 .

Mr. Soxw imprr. Yes, sir.
Senator By=i. Do you believe that this agreement is to the advan-

tage of the United States, and if so, why I
Mr. SoxxvxmwT. I had, Senator byrd, participated in those no-

gotiations. I wouldn't myself characterize it as a major role, but I did
participate in those negotiations, yes. I do think that that is a good
agreement. This is the first agrement of this kind and scope that any
foreign government, as far as I know-any non-Communist govern-
ment has ever negotiated with the Soviet tnion and that in its pro-
jections for the American businessmen operating in the Soviet Union
for the first time in any trading agreement some provisions for third-
party arbitration have been made so American companies will not
have to rely on Soviet courts in the event of disputes. It has provisions
that would come into effect in connection with most-favored-nation
treatment also that would protect the United States against dumping
and other practices that might disrupt our own markets.

I think that the agreement is a good framework with which to build
our commercial relationships, to protect our own business interests.
It is a 3-year agreement. I think we will be able to learn how well it
operates and, after 3 years we find that there are blemishes in it, we
should be in a position to renegotiate it and learn from it , but I think
considering this was a give-and-take negotiation, that this was a use-
ful and valuable agreement and I think that the American business-
men, themselves, will find that they are better able to do business and
protect their interests and I think the interests of the country have
been well protected by that agreement.

Senator Bym. Is the agreement contingent on the Soviet Union
being accorded most-favored-nation status by the United States?

Mr. SONNNr LDr. The agrement will not formally go into effect
without that. In practice, certain things in the agreement are, in fact,
taking place. For example, certain American business firms are being
granted facilities in Moscow. The Soviet Union has associated itself
with the International Coliyright Convention and various other pieces
of it are beginning to be implemented, but the formal entry into force
of that agreement does depend on the reciprocal granting o.f most-
favored-nation treatment.

Senator ByRD. I understand that the agreement calls for a tripling of
trade over the next 8 years.

Other than grains, what commodities would be involved in this large
expansion of exports and imports ?
. Mr. SONWNRNFLDT. Well, on the exports side, I think the Soviets are
interested in machinery, but they are also interested m certain types
of consumer goods or plants that manufacture consumer goods. I think
one of the projects that is underway now is for a factory to make table-
ware, flatware, so I think that the exports from the United States will
be in the area of various kinds o~f machinery plus, of course, grams,
agricultural products, and the imports from the Soviet Union, I think
in the, first instance will be i the traditional areas that we have dealt
-with heretofore, that is, furs, vodkai, and caviar, but there are also



certain raw materials in which some of our companies wilU. inter-
ested.

I think if most-favored-nation treatment is accorded' there- mq, be
some other manufactured products. The Soviets have some precsofl
.machinery and some other machinery. in which they are quite good ahd
which they would probably be able to market here. They seem to feel
they can market certain of their automobiles here that have certain
characteristics for rigorous weather and things of that kind.

A tripling of trade both ways with the Soviet Union is not, of course,
a great deal. In absolute terms, of course, we are beginning with a very
small volume of trade as the basic figure, but those woulfbe the areas
that I would envision for the time being.

SNow, American companies are ingenious and will attempt to market
various of their products over there. We have a soft drink plant there,
Pepsi-Cola, which has negotiated for a plant. There will be those kinds
of l)roducts that I would think will get into the Soviet market. I think
it is important to recognize here that it is not simply machinery but
also consumer products that will be going to the, Soviet Union and that
they themselves will be interested in getting. And in terms of the con-
cern that is sometimes expressed that we may be assisting the Soviets
-in building their potential for military production, it is at least inter-
esting to observe that they themsel N's haEve come into our market to
purchase certain consumer goods.

Senator BYRD. Well as an expert on Russia, how serious is the short-
age of grain and food in' the Soviet Union ,

Mr. SONENNrELDT. Well, my judgment, S Inator, would be that last
year it was a very serious shortage or the Soviets would not have gone
and spent over $1 billion worth of hard currency which is a consider-
able amount for it.

Senator BYRD. So they didn't do it for us; they (lid it for themselves?
Mr. SoNNENFEDr. They did it, I think, because they had a real

need.
Senator BYRD. They had a real need? Earlier in your testimony you

said they were reluctant to accept our $500 million worth of credit.
As you point out now, they had a real need for it though.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. They had a real need, and decided that even
though they basically don't like these kinds of short-term rates, high
interest credit, that this was something that they would have to do.

Senator BYRD. Well, the United States pays more for money than
the Soviet Union pays for money, does it not

Mr. SONNENPFELDT. Again, you are asking for a point of view I
cannot-

Senator BYRD. Well, it is in the public press every day. It is actually
a part of this whole basic problem we face. The Government is paying
about 7 percent for money now.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, I think, as I understand it, the Commodity
Credit Corporation has no discretion as to what credit it charges oii
the sales.

Senator B-mn. I understand that, but what I am speaking of is that
the fact is, regardless of the reason for it, the fact is that the Rus-
sians got a good deal on that Commodity. Credit money at 61/2 per-
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cent. It is better than the Government can do. The Government is pay-
ing more than that on some of their bonds, is that not correct?
. Mr. SoNmmwrw. Well if your premise is correct, the Soviets got

a better credit deal than ae Government gets on 8ome of the-thins
that it has to buy. On the other hand, other countries who buy agri-
cultural products with Commodity Credit Corporation credit would
be getting the same deal that the Soviets would

Senator Bym. I understand that.
Many economists tell me that the Soviet Union is in a very bad

position not just because of last year's weather but in a very bad posi-
tion in regard to grains and other foods. Is that your judgment

Mr. SONN. EFFLvT. Well, Senator Byrd, it depends on the standard
that you apply. I think that Soviet agriculture is one of weakest as-
pects of their economy. It is very much sub' ct to fluctuations in the
climate and the annual harvest. Last year I think there was a real
shortage. On the other hand, one of the interesting things about the
situation last year was that one of the commodities that the Soviet
came to us to buy were feed grains, which indicated that they were not
prepared to sacrifice what they are trying to do in the improvement
of their meat diet and their livestock program.

My judgment would be that in Stalin's day they would have simply
done without that and let the population suffer and even in Khru-
shchev's day they would not have spent the hard currency that they did
to manteain their high protein diet program.

So agriculture remains a soft spot in their economy. Their large
requirements for agricultural products stem in part from the fact that
they have apparently made a decision not simply to keep their popu-
lation at a subsistence level, but to improve the diet of the popula-
tion. So the need has to be measured against their own standards, for
feeding their population, but I would say that agriculture over a pe-
riod of time is going to continue to be a source of considerable diffi-
culty for the Soviet Union and there presumably will continue to be
considerable imports although I think 1Ust year was an unusually
heavy year in that respect because of the very severe weather problems
that they had.

Senator BYn. Now to get back to the trade agreement of last fall,
Secretary Roger has indicated that the agreement protects the United
States against Russian exports that could disrupt domestic markets.
Now how will that be accomplished?

Mr. SommNiFERDT. Well, the agreement itself so states, and I think
we will keep a very close eye on what the Soviets attempt to export to
this country, to make that judgment.

Senator BYnD. Well, what will you do then ? Will you put quotas on,
put tariffs on ? How do you regulate it ?

Mr. SoNNiPNELr. Well, I think the question of how ou regulate
it, what particular mechanism do you use, I think wil have to be
considered at the time the issue arises.

My strong suspicion is that the Soviets were rather mercantile in
their outlook despite their reputation as Communists. They are likely
to charge higher prices rather than lower prices, and try to get as much
for their things as they can.



Senator Bye. You have confirmed the statement that the agree-
ment protects the United States against Russian exports that could
disrupt domestic markets. Now what is the mechanism for doing that I

Mr. SoNNm rw. Well, I can't describe the specific mechanism to
you, sir. I can only say that the reason this was put into the agree-
ment is that the Soviets are not members of GATT and this provides
the analogous protection that we have under GATT with other coun-
tries. The only way I know to answer your question right now in the
abstract without knowing what particular product might be involved
and what particular quantities might be involved is to say that the
Commerce apartment and those of us connected with this whole sub-
Ject matter will keep a very close watch on what will be imported into
this country or what the Soviets attempt to export to this country.
And, if there are indications that this will have some disruptive effect
on our own market, then we will have to consider at that time the steps
we will take.

I am simply not in a position to tell you now in a concrete example
what the mechanism will be, but it is clearly within the terms of the
agreement that this mill not occur and even if there is a Soviet at-
tempt to do so, if we make the judgment that it will be disruptive, in
my view at least that would constitute a violation of this agreement
and we would call the Soviets on it. And in that respect we will have an
advantage there because theirs is a state trading economy and we will
be able to take that matter up directly with the Soviet Government
because it would then be a violation of that agreement.

Senator Bmn. Well, I have never noticed that the Russians have
been reluctant to violate their agreements. Maybe you have, but I
haven't noticed it.

Mr. SONWENFrwT. Well, I think that we will have some sanctions.
After all, they want things from us too, and I think they will realize
that if they violate an agreement, things they want from us including
those credits we were talking about earlier, could well be affected.

Senator BYRD. My time has temporarily expired.
The CEAnMAN. Senator, we had agred that we would go back to

the hearing on social services at 2 o'clock and I wanted to offer Sena-
tor Bennett and Senator Curtis a chance to ask questions.

Senator BYRD. Yes, by all means.
Senator BBNNE'r. No questions right now.
The Cu4nMAN. Senator Curtis ?
Senator CtRrs. I have a few. There were some matters related

before us this morning which may have been common public informa-
tion, but I was unaware of it and I want to ask you about some of
them.

How long have you been in the Federal service?
Mr. SoNNWrUMr. I think the total. Senator Curtis, in between 23

and 24 years, counting my Army service during World War II.
Senator Owns. Have you ever been the subject of any investigation

within any department or agency that you have worked forI
Mr. SoiNr mrxN r. Well, I testifieA earlier, sir, that there was an

investigation, leaving aside the investigations that are normal to ap-
pointment to the Federal service in the first place and subsequent
updating, that there was or rather there were alegations in the



security area in the Eisenhower administration which were investi-
gated and I have testified to that.

Senator CuRris, Do you know the source of those allegations?
Mr. SowsiNamur. I don't for a fact, know what the source of those

allegations was.iThat was never disclosed to me. I have heard rumors
about it..I .have some indication from the testimony that was given
here this morning what the source of those allegations was, but that
was never made known to me as part of the investigation, when I was
interrogated about these matters, in I believe 1960 or 1961..Senator CuRTis. Based upon what you heard this morning, what do
they say was the source of those allegationsI

Mr. SONNmp LDT. Well, there is a reference here to a former em-
ployee of the Department of State who made the allegation that he
personally witnessed the improper and illegal transfer of information.
That is the most specific knowledge that 17have now of the source of
these allegations.

Senator CuRTis. Were you told what you were being investigated
aboutI

Mr. SONNIM.UFELT. As I recall, and as I said the only interrogations
that were ever conducted about this matter, go back to 1960 or 1961
but as I recall in the course of those interrogations there was disclosed
to me that the allegations related to the transfer of documents, classi-
fied material, to a foreign government and also to the disclosure of-

Senator CuiRTis. Excuse me. What was the foreign government ?
Mr. SoNwmlFTuyr. I believe the allegation was Israel,
Senator CuRTIs. And what were the facts?
Mr. SONNENFRLvr. Pardon?
Senator CuRTxS. What were the facts?
Mr. SONN.NFRLT. The facts were that there was an allegation which

was totally untrue and which I denied at the time, and which I was
subject to, I think, some extended interrogation about at the time.

Senator Cuwris. What was the disposition of the case? Were you
transferred or was your employment changed in any way?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, the disposition of the case I would not
know.

Senator C umrs. Well, what happened to you ?
Mr. SO-NENF.IrYr. Well, I was-I'm trying to remember when the

interrogation occurred I was traihsferrecl from the Department of
State to another branch of the Department of State, which was then
being formed, called the U.S. Disarmament Agency, which was sub-
sequently made a semiautonomous agency which the Congress called
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Senator Curis. Were you told why you were transferred?
Mr. SoNN;FLOT. NO, sir.*
Senator CU'Tis. Had you requested it?
Mr. SONNNFELDr. It was discussed because I had some experience in

this field. And toward the end of the Eisenhower administration a
number of people with experience in the disarmament field were col-
lected together to form the nucleus o f this new agency. And I might say
that later in 1961-I think around September or October-I was trans-
ferred back to the Department of State. And in fact, back to the Bu-



reau in which I had previously'served to a somewhat higher position
as a Division Chief and then remained there as a Deputy Director, and
Office Director, and then finally moved to the White House in 1969;

Senator Curis. There has been placed before us what purports to
be an affidavit of Otto Otepka. In it he speaks of two investigations;
one in paragraph 2 and one in paragraph 5. Do you have any comment
on those?

Mr. SOXNENFELDT. Well, I can only recall now, sir, that the only
investigation of which I was personally aware was the one in which I
was personally interrogated and that occurred I guess over a period of
some weeks. I simply don't have the precise information. That related
to these allegations that you asked about earlier, that I mentioned ear-
lier concerning the handling of classified data to a foreign govern-
ment or representative of a foreign government, and classified data to
journalists.

If there were other investigations if there was surveillance as there
is some reference made to in the statement given you, I was not aware
of them in any sense that I was formally informed about them. Now
one senses occasionally that people are making inquiries about you,
but the only investigation of which I was specifically aware was the
one in which I was actually subject to intensive interrogation about
these allegations and after which I was subsequently informed that the
case had been favorably decided and that I was continuing in my serv-
ice in the Government.

I notice, Senator, that in paragraph 5 of that affidavit to which you
refer, there is some reference to my not having access or security
clearances. Well, L was in the Disarmament Agency. I am frankly not.
aware that any security clearances that I had before I went to that
Agency were not available to me while I was at the Agency. It is true-
that when I returned to the State Department subsequently in a posi-
tion of higher responsibility I was given additional security clearances.
that I had never had before either in the Disarmament Agency or in
the Department of State. I am not aware that there was any change.
in my status in connection with that particular move to the Disarma-

Senator CuimS. There has also been placed before us what purports

to be a speech in the Congressional Record of Sept. 23, 1970, by Con-
gressman Rarick of Louisiana in which he says that it was during
Rogers' tenure of office in the U.S. Department of Justice that Son-
nenfeldt was in "very serious trouble because of the alleged leaks of top
secret and secret and classified information to foreign agents with
whom he had frequent and close association. An intense FBI investi-
gation resulted in the discussion about prosecution."

Now this is the investigation referred to ?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Yes, sir, and the only thing I know about that

investigation was what directly involved me, namely, the interroga-
tion. I-Mew nothing about any discussions or any disposition of the
matter-apart from the actual interrogation of myself.

Senator CumRis. Did the FBI interrogate you ?
Mr. SOiNFxLDr. No, sir, not as far as I know. I think I was in-

terrogated wholly by the State Department.-
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Senator Cumr Congressman Rarick says,
No such prosecution never took place because the State Department held that

it was not in the Interest of the United States Government to have the secrets In-
volved become public knowledge, Rogers agreed not to prosecute and Sonnenfeldt
was saved from conviction under the espionage statutes.

Do you have any comment to that ?
Mr. SONiNENFE . I have no comment on it because it is simply I

know nothing about it? I know nothing about any discussions that may
have occurred concerning the disposition of this matter or prosecu-
tion of it. All I know is the subsequent course of events, which is, I
remained in the Federal service in positions of increasing responsi-
bility and sensitivity and that this was so in the successive administra-
tions, after the Eisenhower administration to the Kennedy and John-
son administrations, and subsequently to the Nixon administration.

I believe I have already stated before the committee that when I
was transferred to the White House in January of 1969 at the time
of President Nixon's inauguration, that I pointed out to my new
superiors or my prospective new superiors that such allegations had
been made almost 10 years earlier and that they should reassure them-
selves that these had been fully investigated and disposed of before
I was given the position of responsibility that I was assigned to so
that there would be no embarrassment or any question about it.

Senator Cc s. In view of what was said this morning, in some of
the material that was placed before us, I understood that some of the
records pertaining to you, to your service, were not intact. Is that
correct#

Mr. SONNEmNEwT. I would have absolutely no knowledge of it, sir.
I have'never seen my security record. I have never seen my personnel
record. That is not something that is normally shown, at least as far as
I know, that is normally shown to any employee. I have never seen it
and I have never asked for it.

Senator CURTxs. Well, has any information ever come to you in
reference to that subject?

Mr. SONNrNFELwT. I have seen the stories that you refer to, in, I
believe, the Congressional Record, and one or two newspaper articles,
but I have no knowledge of it whatsoever. Those materials, those
things are not in any gense under my control. I have no access to
-them. i have no knowledge as to what is in them. I have no connec-
tion with them other than that they deal with me.

Senator CUmns. I think that is all.
The CHAnxAiA. Mr. Sonnenfeldt, would you object to a member of

this committee seeing whatever information is in the Government files
concerning you with regard to security matters ?

Mr. SoN mumr. Mr. Chairman, I personally have no objection to
it whatsoever. I think it is a question of working out the proper pro-
cedures. I am simply not familiar enough with how this is done, but
I personally have no objection to it whatsoever. As far as I am con-
cerned, you are entitled to any information you desire.

The CHARMAN. I have, for example, never looked at any of the raw
files of the FBL I have heard a lot of conversation about the fact there
are all sorts of unverified and unsupported information which would
be most unfair to release from those files to anyone. On Some occaions,



to resolve matters of that sort, we have appointed from the Senate one
Democrat and one Republican to go and look at the raw files of the
FBI or any other security files, and report back if they knew of any
reason why we shouldn't proceed with a confirmation. I just wondere-d
if you would have any objection to us following that type of pro-
cedure which has been used in the past when security questions have
been raised?

Mr. SoxNENFELDT. I am not familiar with the precedent of it. I per-
sonally have no objection to this being done. I think from my personal
standpoint I would be happier in fact than not if you were able to
satisfy yourselves that this is a proper nomination and that you can
act in good conscience to confirm it, but I am simply not familiar
enough with the procedures and the precedents. So I would hope this
can be worked out in an appropriate fashion by the legal people in-
volved, but I have no personal objection to it.

The CHAnM AN. All right. I don't believe you have commented upon
anyone saying anything adverse to you. I notice that Mr. Hemenway
indicated that apparently he had been adversely affected by what
appears to have been a change of opinion with regard to your assess-
ment of his services in the Government. Just what was that ? I mean,
did you at one time have a very high commendation of him and then
subsequently you concluded that you had been overly generous in your
assessment ? What was that all about?

Mr. SONNNmFmJLT. Mr. Chairman, as I recall it, Mr. Hemenway
worked in the office of which I was the chief for either two or three
rating periods and I wrote or reviewed performance ratings of his
performance there. The instructions for those ratings require a dis-
cussion of both the strengths and the weaknesses of the employee
concerned, and I attempted to do that as conscientiously as possible,
mentioning his strengths and what I considered to be his weaknesses
in his performance.

My view of that did not change. It has not changed. I cannot tell
you what the impact of that on Mr. Hemenway's fate in the Foreign
Service was because I was not part of the promotion panels that con-
sidered his promotions nor was I part of any of the procedures that
involved his subsequent fate in the Foreign Service. I simply wrote
those performance ratings as best and as conscientiously as I knew
how.

I was subsequently interviewed in connection with what I think
was an appeal by Mr. Hemenway concerning his case by two senior
officers of the Foreign Service. This occurred during the transition
period in, I believe, the late 1960's, 1968. Mr. Hemenway last year or
whenever it was, perhaps 15 months ago, pointed out that these two
gentlemen had attributed certain statements to me from that inter-
view and he asked me to repudiate those statements attributed to me.
I informed Mr. Hemenway that I was not in a position to recall in
detail the conversation that I had with those two gentlemen that
interviewed me, but that my view of his performance-and I think
the letter that I wrote to him is in the file here-that my view of his

- performance was as I have stated it in my performance ratings, and
that to the best of my recollection I would'have discussed his perform-
ance with these two gentlemen in the terms that I used in those per-



formance ratings, that is, both the strengths andl the weaknesses of

Mr. Hemenway s performance when he was under my supervision.
. The CHAIRMAX. What, if any, experience have you -had with Mr.
Otto Otepka I

Mr. SoNN FnwTr. My direct experience was, I believehe conducted
or at least supervised or partly conducted the interrogation that I
referred, to earlier. Beyond that my only connection with him I think
has to be when we both served in the State Department to see him
from time to time in the halls and the elevators and to exchange
greetings.

The CHAMMAN. We are scheduled to resume our hearing on social
services at 2. We have already overextended our time, but I will ex-
tend the time for another 5 minutes if Senator Byrd or someone else
wants to ask another question of this witness, or we could go into this
matter at a later date.

Senator ByRD. I don't think I could even get started in 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that being the case, we will simply have to

resume this hearing at a later date when the witnesses are available
to us.

The committee will be happy to receive anything from anyone who
cares to submit anything in writing to this committee on the nomina-
tion, and I will assure tLiem that it will be considered. With regard to
matters such as those that Senator Byrd wants to discuss, I believe we
wfill simply have to continue this hearing at a later date when Mr.
Sonnenfeldt will be available to us.,

Mr. SOx¢nNE ELD)T. I should be back next week.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Bym. Mr. Scott sent a note that he would like at the appro-

priate time to be permitted an opportunity to be heard.
The CHAMMAN. We will certainly accord Mr. Scott that oppor-

tunity and he can either submit something in writing or be heard,
whichever he prefers.

Senator BRn. I might say, my questions have nothing to do with
the Scott matter. My questions deal with a broader fiscal policy.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 2:30 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.1



NOMINATIONS OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT, DONALD C.

ALEXANDER, AND EDWARD C. SCHMULTS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
CoimtifrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room 4221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator H1arry F. Byrd, Jr.,

presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Jr. of Virginia, Long (chairman of the

full committee), Nelson, Mondale, and Bennett.
Senator BYRD. The Committee on Finance will come to order.

The committee is meeting today to consider the nomination of Mr.

H-elmut Sonnenfeldt of Maryland to be Under Secretary of the Treas-

ury. This is an extension of a meeting, which was held on May 15,

1973. At that time, on that day, there was inadequate time for all of

the members of the committee to interrogate Mr. Sonnenfeldt and, for

that reason additional hearings, were required, and this has been the

first opportunity that the committee has had to hold such hearings.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt, suppose we start this way: If you have a statement

you would like to make, if you would proceed at this time.

STATEMENT OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT, NOMINEE TO BE UNDER

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY-Resumed

Mr. SONNFLDT. Thank you very much, Senator.
No, I do not have a statement. I am completely at your disposal to

proceed with whatever questions you may wish to raise, Senator.
Senator BnuD. Suppose we ask you if you would just briefly, in your

own words, give the committee your professional background, and

your qualifications for the position to which you have been nominated;
namely, that of Under Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. All right, sir.
I was educated as a child in Germany and then in England after

leaving Germany in 1938, and attended university for 2 years in Eng-

land during World War II, taking general courses but actually major-
ing in something quite unrelated, physics.

I then came to this country in 1944, briefly attended Johns Hopkins
,University, taking courses in political science and social sciences be-

fore entering the-U.S. Army for approximately 2 years at the end of

World War II, and shortly thereafter, serving in the Pacific theater

and then in. Germany in the occupation forces, and then returned to
: • (69) :



the university at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore as a major in political
science. At that time I took a variety of courses required for the de-
gree, including courses in international economics, economic geogra-
phy, but the emphasis was on political science and history.

Continued graduate work at Johns Hopkins University in political
science and then spent 1Y/2 years at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International Studies here in Washington,
specializing at that time in Soviet-East European -affairs, including
certain aspects of the Soviet economy, East-West relations, but very
largely on matters of Soviet foreign policy.

I then entered the State Department in 1952 as a research analyst
in the field-of viet-aars, and I stayed there over a period of years,
advancing in grade and responsibility in doing work in the general
area of Soviet international policies on the research and intelligence,
side of the Department of State.
-I spent a year in what was then called the U.S. Disarmament

Agency, the predecessor agency of the Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency, dealing with matters of arms control, and returned to
the Department of State in the fall of 1961 as chief of a division,
research division, dealing with Soviet foreign affairs.

I advanced in that position to become first, Deputy Director and
then Director of the Office of Research and Analysis for the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. In that capacity I supervised several
divisions, including a division dealing with matters of East-West
economic relations, but in particular with Soviet foreign economic
policies.

Senator Bmn. Could I interrupt you briefly at that point?
Mr..So wLr T._ Yes, sir.
Senator Bm_,. Y.mrore deals with both the military aspects and

the economic aspects or only the economic aspects ?
Mr. SONNENPF T. No, my office dealt principally, because of the

State Department's functions, with political aspects, but because of the
significant political importance of Soviet foreign economic policy,
particularly in thosearlrly years when the Soviets first began their
foreign aid programs and things of that sort, the office dealt with
Soviet foreign- economic policy. It dealt with Soviet militardevelop-
ments largely to the extent that it was required to form full political
judgments, but it did not have as a principal risponsibility the anal-
ysis of intelligence on Soviet military developments.

It had a collateral responsibility with other parts of the intelli-
gence community, principally, of course, the Defense Intelligence
Agency and the CIA.
The emphasis was on the political side, but there was a strong

minor, if I may put it that way, emphasis on the economic side and
the military side as well. y

Then in January of 1969, I was assigned by the Department of
State to serve as a staff member of the National Security Council, and
was given responsibilities there in the area, of Soviet affairs, Past-
West relations and in European affairs.

Again, my principal responsibilities related to political matters.
There was a separate, there is a separate, economic staff in the NSC
staff itself, and of course, subsequently there was formed the Council



of International Economic Policy in the White House, but becnus
the President was concerned about insuring that our economic policies.
with respect to the Soviet Union were closely correlated to our politi-
cal policies, I took some interest in the evolution of our economic
relations with the Soviet Union and was assigned on various oc-
casions to accompany American delegations that went to the Soviet-
Union to deal with economic questions, and I did so in 1971 and again-
in 1972, and I participated in the summit meeting in 1972 and again
this year, and also accompanied Dr. Kissinger on a number or his
trips to the Soviet Union, at which economic relations were discussed,

* at least to some extent.
So my principal responsibilities in the economic area were to keep

abreast of them rather than to have an operational responsibility, to
keep closely abreast of them -nd to insure that they were in close
harmony with the overall purposes of-our policy and with the politi-
cal aspects of our policy.

I was then nominated for the position of Under Secretary of -the
Treasury by the President last spring because I had had this con-
tinuing contact with the development of our economic relations with
the Soviet Union and the Secretary of the Treasury has available
this position of Under Secretary which is in a sense an undefined
position in that he can utilize it for whatever purposes he wishes.
It is also known as the position of counselor to the Secretary of the
Treasury, aid I believe his principal reason, certainly one of his
reasons, was t6 have me as his assistant at a senior level in the Depart-
ment of the Treasury as he performs his functions in the area. of
East-West trade.

I think this purpose was in part to have someone who was fully
familiar with our overall policies, who could represent him at the
various interagency groups, the various committees of the National
Security Council, and the various other committees that we have in
the Government for'the coordination of our policies,- and so that, I
believe, was essentially his concept of this particular position.

I think he also had in mind that I would assist in and advise him
in other aspects of his foreign economic responsibilities not related
to the Soviet Union but to other areas, particularly Western Europe,
because of their very intimate relationship to our security interests.
The emphasis is on the interrelationship between foreign economic
and national -security policies, so I think his concept was to have
someone who came out of the national security machinery and could
work closely with Dr. Kissinger to have someone available in a senior
capacity in'the Department of the Treasury to handle the'lialson and
the cooperation and the coordination of policies withthe rest of the
Government in these important areas.

Senator BYRp. Between May.15 and this date, have you been under-
taking any duties for the Treasury Departmenti-

Mr. So sztxn Ew'r. No, sir.
I might say that I was scheduled to accompany Secretary Shultz

on his current trip, but entirely in miy NSC capacity and in a similar
capacity to previous trips by Cabinet officers to the Soviet Union,
essentially to provide whatever political guidance I could. But I have
stayed out of the Treasury Department entirely and have performed
no functions whatsoever in connection with the Treasury iepartmert.



Senator 13 ). At this point I 'Would like'to ask this question Which
is a question which is put to every nominee who comes before te Sen-
-ate Comnittee on Armed Services, and I think it should be put to all
nominees. If confirmed for the position for which you have been ap-
-pointed, does the committee have your assurance that you will respond
affirmatively to any request that you come before this committee or
any duly constituted committee or subcommittee of the Congress?

afr. -SoVmNr LOr. You certainly have'that assurance, and I believe
a written notification of that has already been submitted to the com-
mittee. Yes, sir.

Senator BYnD. I have read your biography and I see nothing that
indicates experience in Government finances or the field of taxation.
Would you comment on thatI

Mr. SONNF. T. Yes, Senator.
If I may take the second part first, I will have no functions whatso-

ever connected with taxation. My predecessor in this position did
have a function with regard to taxation, but because this position is
-completely at the disposition of the Secretary of the Treasury to uti-
lize as he wishes, I will have no connection with taxation whatsoever,
and I know nothing about it and that will not be my role.

Senator BRD. You will take the place of Secretary Cohen?
M r. SONNEi.-NPFRi T. That is right, sir. But as I say, this is a position

that is. has been deliberately designed for the Secretary of the Treas-
ury to use for particular purposes that concern him at a given time.
.It'is not fixed by statute at, all to deal with taxation.

I think a previous Secretary of the Treasury, whoever it was, de-
c;ded that he wanted to have a senior adviser on taxation, and this
Secretary of Treasury has decided that lie wants a senior adviser with
qualifications such as I have outlined. The same would apply to fi-
nances per se.

Mr. Volcker will, of course, continue to be the Under Secretary for
Monetary Affairs, and my responsibilities will not relate to that area
at all, and I do not claim to have any background-any special back-
ground in it. I have had some interest in it because of its impact on
our broader relationships. There are many political aspects to it, but
I do not have any special qualifications in finance or taxation because
that will not be my function there.

Senator BYRD. What will be the chain of command, so to speak,
within the Treasury Department?

Mr. SoxxmxpaLmvr. Upward from me it will be through the Deputy
Secretary, Mr. Simon, to the Secretary.

Senator B'n. You have the Secretary, of course, and then you have
the Denuty, Mr. Simon?

Mr. So .mNNE rm . Right.
Senator BYRD. And then you will be the Under SecretaryI
Mr. SONNENV.Liyr. I will be the Under Secretary, but I will have no

super isory responsibilities over any segment of the Treasury Depart-
ment. I will have a very small staff, at least thnt is the concept as laid
out for me by the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Shultz, I will have
,a small staff that will be able to function rather flexibly in the areas
-that I have indicated, but it will not supervise any particular segment
or section of the Treasury. It can draw on individuals with special ex-



pertise in the areas in-whieh thetSooretary may want me to perform
certain functions for him, but I will not supervise any other part of
the Treasury.

It is for this reason that this position is known as well as counselor
to the Secretary of the Treasury, so that it is not burdened with line
responsibilities, but can function completely at the Secretary's
discretion.

Senator BYRD. Then there will be another Under Secretary also?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. No, there are two Under Secretaries, Mr. Volcker

for Moneary Affairs, and this Under Secretary for which I have been
nominated that is it.

Senator iBYRD. And then what assistant secretaries are there?
Mr. SONNENE)T. Well there are a number of assistant secretaries.

I think the one that woulA be most directly concerned with the kinds
of things that I woulal be concerned with is the Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs in the Treasury.

There also is a staff known as the National Security staff, and I
think those would be the gentlemen that I would-that I would expect
to deal with. I do not anticipate having any connection with those

-.men who are concerned with domestic affairs.
Senator BINn. I have other questions, but I want to yield to Sena-

tor Bennett.
Senator BEnnETT. I have no questions, but I just want to reiterate

and make completely sure I understand your last three or four state-
ments.

In your position in the Department, there will be no subsidiary or-
ganizations answering to you? You are, in effect, the counselor off here
at the side ? There is no assistant secretary who answers to you?

Mr. SONNXNFELDT. That is correct, sir.
Senator BENNETT. You will have no functions, no administrative

functions, in the Department ?
Mr. SONNENFEmW. That is correct.
I can draw on the capabilities in other parts of the Treasury in order

to get information, get assistance of various kinds, but I will have no
administrative responsibility and they will not report to the Secretary
through me.

Senator BENNrrr. In a sense you have no direct policymaking re-
* - sponsibility except as your suggestions to the Secretary are translated

by him into policy.
Is that a correct assumption?
Mr. SONENFEzLT. That, is a correct assumption except of course as

he then instructs me to carry out policy but as far as policymaking is
concerned, I would make recommendations to him based on either my
own. judgment or whatever interagency mechanism that I was a part
of, but he would be the ultimate maker of policy.

Senator BENN r. When you say carry out policy in view of the fact
that you will have no subsidiary you will have no administrative
responsibility, no line authority, I assume the only way you could
carr out po'iy would be on special ad hoe missions assigned to you

by. the Secretary. o .i..
Mr. SONJzNNFEwT. I think that is correct, sires.
Sen~tpr 3Pirr. Can iyo t think Qf any qther . .. ,



Mr. SoN".WZW. No, I think it is possible in the East-West trade
area when decisions have been made either by the Secretary of the
Treasury or by the President, that I may be used as the channel to
convey those decisions to the various parts of the Government that will
be chareed with implementing them and I would presumably, some-
what Ile our function in the NSC staff, have some responsibility for
observing that those decisions are properly carried out.

But I myself would not implement policy decisions except as specifi-
cally directed by the Secretary.

Senator B mN1n. You have kind of a roving assignment.
Mr. SOiNPxxYzLIr. That is right, sir.
Senator Blqzinrr. To move wherever you are sent.
Mr. SONzNFrmLm. That is right.
Senator BpiNNETr. Nothing else, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Senator Nelson.
Senator NiusoN. I do not have any questions.
Senator ByRm. Senator Long.
The CRAIRMAN. Mr. Sonnenfeldt, as you and I have discussed, there

were some suggestions made to me, and I assume to other members of
this committee, to the effect that there would be some adverse security
information in your file at some point. Those sources would lead one
to believe that they had some credibility.

1 have looked into all that insofar as it is within my power to do
go, and I just don't find anything in the file to support anything of
that sort. So far as I am concerned, I would hope that we could move
along with your confirmation just as rapidly as possible.

I would think that if anyone had anything to support any sort of
adverse charges against you, by now they should have come forward
with it. I would think that one producing it,-

Mr. HxM!hwAY. That is a telegram froi Mr. Otto Otepka sent to
you 2 days ago. 

I

The text of the telegram is at the bottom of the page, sir.
The CHAnuMN. I haven't seen it.
I would sugget that Mr. Otepka be given the opportunity to cme

here and testify. I am just not aware of anything that confirms any of
these allegations, including the one that you made, sir.

I would appreciate it if you would take your seat now. You don't
run this committee.

Mr. HnmEiNWAY. I apologize.
The CHArMAX. We have heard some views, and I don't find any-

thing to confirm what you have had to say, nor the rest of this.
I asked the FBI to go out and interview Mr. Otepka to see if he

had anything to support this information. I would think that if just
the average fellow who has to rum for office, including every Member'
ef Congress, were to have someone go out and talk to all those who
might not like him, if he'd lived as long as I have, half a century, why
there will be somebody who has got something very unkind to say.
about him. And if they cannot support it and cannot prove it,then it

should be treated as just one more unconfirmed alletion. That being
the case, I will be glad to entertain anything Mr. Otepka has to Pup-
Port this or anything els lbe wants to offer. But I am tired. of hearing



unconfirmed allegations against this witness andfor my part, if some-
one wants to Submit something of that sort, they ought to bring
someone to confirm it or some evidence to prove it. Otherwise, I think
we ought to go ahead and confirm this man, and that is the way I
feel about it, Mr. Chairman.

I will leave this hearing to Senator Byrd. I know he felt that there
were a number of important questions that should be asked, and I
would certainly like for Senator Byrd to have all the information he
would like to have on this matter.

Thank you very much.
Senator ByP. Thank you, Senator Long.
Mr. Sonnenfeldt, who is your successor as the senior staff member

dealing with Europe and East-West relations on the National Security
Council staff ?

Mr. Soz .m~zmTvr. Senator, that has not been determined yet since I
have continued to serve there and, of course, in the meantime Dr.
Kissinger has also become Secretary of State and the entire question
of how the NSC staff will be organized in the light of that and my
prospective departure has not, at least to my knowledge, been decided.

Senator BYD. Your prospective departure was some 5 months ago.
You mean there has been no planing for your successor during that

period of time?
Mr. SowNENrvLvr. Well, I am not aware of it. If Dr. Kissinger has

had some names in mind, he has not informed me about that.
We have discussed some possibilities but I am not aware that any

decision has been made, and I would assume in part because the un-
certainty about my precise departure date.

Senator Bym. It does seem strange that something that goes back
5 months--that there would be no planning involved.

Mr. SOiNNNFE.LDT. Sir, I would not plan the personnel composition
of the NSC staff in any event. That would be between Dr. Kissinger
and-

Senator Bym. I understand that, but you hold the position as senior
staff member dealing with Europe and East-West relations on the
National Security staff at the present time, as I understand it.

Mr. SoxNviFmvr. That is right, sir.
Senator ByRD. And you would certainly be consulted and would be

aware, I would think, of any proposals regarding your successor. If
this were something sudden, I could understand if, but it goes back 6
months.

Mr. SoNNrNvuWT. I wish I could be more responsive to you on that
because that is essentially a decision for Dr. Kissinger to make him-
self. He may have had some ideas before he went to the Department
of State, but I think he is in the midst of making a great many deci-
sions regarding personnel both at the Department ofState and in the
NSC staff and I simply have had no indication of what he expects to
do with my position when it becomes vacant.

Senator Byro. I am curious why one whose background for the past
two decades- has been that of a specialist in Soviet affairs should be
shifted to the post of Under Secretary of the Treasury, a post pre-
sumably quite removed from foreign affairs and the Soviet Union.



,Mr. S0NoNE&rTDT. Well, the position at, the Treasury is to deal with
our. among other things, our trade relations with the Soviet Union,
Senator, That was-

Senator BYRD. So you were transferred from the State Department
and- from the National Security Council to the Treasury because of
your expertise, you might say, in the East-West trade relations.

Mr. ONNiENFEwT. And in Soviet-American relations in general,
yes, sir, I hesitate to use the word "expertise" myself because there are
a lot of things one has to be rather humble about in these matters but
certainly my background-
I Senator BYRD. But your wide background and experience is in East-
West trade and Soviet trade policies, United States policies regarding
trade with the Soviet Union, is that correct, my understanding correct?
* Mr. SONNEXFPLDT. My wide experience in overall American-Soviet
relations and in recent years in negotiations or most of the negotiations
in the area of trade, yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. In other words, it is your knowledge and experience
and continuing contact with economic and trade policies between tne
United States and thd Soviet Union that will be utilized in your new
position as Under Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. That is the intention, yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You participated in negotiations on the various

agreements on economic relations with the U.S.S.R. that were signed
in Washington, October 1972, 1 believe.

Mr. SONNENXELDTr. rhat is right, sir.
Senator BYRD. Would you give your views as to the advantages and

disadvantages to the United States and to the taxpayers of the -nited
States of the Russian grain dealbetween our two countries.

Mr. SoNNm N -LIr. That happens to be one negotiation, Senator, that
I did not participate in, and that was concluded in July 1972 and was
not part of the particular package that I was involved in, at least to
some extent, that was concluded in October 1972.

I would therefore have to give you a judgment rather than any
kind of an account that would stein from direct involvement in it. I
think as that agreement was seen at the time in the light of the infor-
mation then available, which has turned out to be incomplete and to
some degree inaccurate but as it was seen at the time, it was an agree-
ment that would enable us to export some of our surpluses to the
Soviet Union and, therefore, be of assistance to our export program
and to our overall efforts to promote the export of our surpluses in-
agricultural products. As I say, this was the perception of it at the
time.

I thing it became clear subsequently that the Soviets were buying a
great deal more than it appeared they would when these matters were
originally broached, and that therefore it may have been possible to
make a better bargain than was actually made under the assumption
that we were exporting surpluses. But that would be essentially my
broad judgment on the matter.

Senator BYRD. Well, you have been chosen to be the Government's
foremost representative, negotiator, with the Soviet Union in regard
to economic matters. Surely you had some input in regard to that
Soviet grain deal, did you not f



Mr. SONN NFEiMT. Well, first, Senator, as I pointeA out to Senator
Belinett, I will not be the Government's chief negotiator in economic
matters. I will be an-adviser to the Secretary of the Treasury.

Senator BYRD. Isn't that the same thing?
Mr. SONNANFRrDT. No, sir.
Senator BYRD. I guess I will have to ask you to explain to me again

just what your responsibilities are if you are not going to-I thought
you were dealing with the East-West economic trade matters between
Russia and the United States.

Mr. SONNRNFELDTiy. As an adviser to the Secretary of Treasury.
If I can give you-
Senator BYmn). I understand you do not make the final decision. T

understand you are not the Secretary of the Treasury, there is no ques-
tion aboit that. But you certainly have a major role to play if you are
goilig to have the title of Under' Secretary of the Treasury, and you
must have some position of importance. ,

Mr. SoNNIFFxiT. I expect to have a major role to play, but if I
may give you an example, Senator, the Secretary of the Treasury is
in Moscow today as Chairman of the Joint United States-Soviet Coin-
merce Commission.

He succeeded in that position the former Secretary of Commerce..
The Secretary of Commerce at that time, Mr, Peterson, was the chief
American negotiator of those particular agreements. The Secretary of
Agriculture was, I believe, the chief American negotiator in the grainnigqtjiations.

A State Department official was the chief American negotiator in
the lend-lease negotiations. So the negotiators-have varied and I do
not know whether under the Secretary's grant of authority-from the
President he will be the chief negotiator in all these particular areas
should they arise again, but my function will be to advise him rather
than to be the chief American negotiator. I would expect it to be,
I would hope it to be, or I would not be interested in the job, to be t
position of considerable and major responsibility, yes.

Senator BYRD. You will advise him as to what'is advantageous and
what is disadvantageous, I assume.

Mr. SON.-N-EFTAwr. I will give him my judgment on thiat. But as the
chairman of a working group, an interdepartmental working group,
I will give him the judgment of all the agencies concerned about that,
but I will certainly also give him my judgment, my personal judg-
ment, yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. And it is his confidence in your personal judgment, I
would assume, that causes you to have been nominated for the high
position to which you have bieen nominated.

Mr. SO,;NEHLDT. I hope that is the case, yes, sir.
Senator B.YRn. Do you feel that the sale of grain to the Soviet Union

by the United States in 1972 was conducted on terms advantageous
to this country I

Mr. SoNNmr'P.Ltd. My judgment about that with hindsighti Sena-
.tor, is that we could have gotten or should have tried to get a better
deal. But my review, to the extent that I have been in position to ro,
.view tiismatter of the negotiations at the time, in June 1972, leads
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me to believe that the people who were conducting the negotiations
were conducting them on the basis of information and judgments that
.they had available at that time.

1 think with hindsight, and knowing what was found out subse-
quently, namely, that the Soviets decided to buy a great deal more
grain and other agricultural commodities than they had earlier indi-
cated, it might have been possible.

In any case, the attempt should have been made to got a better deal

C but I must stress again that negotiators can operate only with the in-

formation available to them at the time, and the judgments they make
on the, basis of that information.

So, I hesitate, myself, to sit in judgment over those negotiators,
because I think they were attempting to get the best deal for the
United States, based on what they knew.

Senator BYRD. Well, they knew that the price was below the world
price; did they not?

Mr. SoxN7iN ,rLw. That the price was below the domestic price?
Senator Bmno. That is right.
Mr. SOxNRNFEimT. Yes but again I think-I do not want to pre-

tend here to speak for other people, but they were operating from a
background and in an environment where we, in order to export, had
to sell at world prices and subsidize the difference.

Senator B ynn. What is your philosophy about the taxpayer sub-
sidizing a grain deal-of this type ?

Mr. Soxiqnxxnvr. Well, my own philosophy would be that in a
situation of surplUs, in order to be able to sell them, there is justifica-
tion in doing that. But in a situation of heightened demand and short-
age of supply, there is no justification in doing it.

Senator tym. That was the situation in which we found ourselves?
Mr. SONNENFEDTT. I think in which we found ourselves, looking at

subsequently with hindsight.
I wish myself, and again I don't want to sit here in judgment over

those men because they can only operate with what they knew, but
I wish that we had known what we subsequently found out. And I
may say, Senator, that a number of steps have been taken in the in-
terim to be sure that the Government will be better informed ou these
matters in the future.

Senator ByiD. What steps have been taken ?
Mr. SON1NFELDr. Well, ome by regulation, and some administra-

tively within the Government. There is now a. reporting requirement
by grain traders that requires them to report regularly to the Govern-
ment, contracts, negotiations that they are engaged in. At the summit
with the Soviet Union here in this country in June, an agreement was
reached on cooperation in various forms of research on agriculture, and
it includes a clause in which the Soviets are obligated to engage in
regular exchanges of information, including forward estimates on
production, consumption, demand and trade of ma'or agricultural
commodities, so that we hope and expect to get from the Soviet Union
clearer advance indication of what their demand is going to be.

I understand that the staff of the agricultural attac'h4 im Moscow
has been strengthened in order to gather information in a more timely
fashion. I think the machinery in the Government for disseminating



that kind of information and for assessing it, the judgment of it, has
been strengthened. There is going to be an uncertainty element in
this even so because ultimately there has to be a political decision in
Moscow, in the event of a shortage, of a short fall in the crop just how
much they do, in fact, want to buy abroad. That is basically a political
position taken presumably by the Politburo and there is difficulty in
getting advance information on Politburo positions. But a number of
steps have been taken, including the steps-[ have outlined, including
the flow of information to the decisionmakers in the future if they
will be faced again with that possibility. Ad I will say even though
the primary responsibility is in the Department of Agriculture, ifi
am confirmed in this particular job, that will be one of the things
I will keep a special eye on, not only in the case of agriculture, but
any other commodity, any other item that the Soviets might come
into our markets to buy, to get maximum information in the most
timely fashion to the people who are going to be responsible for han-
dling the negotiations and making the decisions on what our position
should be.

Senator Bmn. What is your attitude toward subsidizing Soviet
trade.-of trade with the Soviet Union in the future I

Mr. SONNmNrzWT. My attitude on that is very skeptical. I think
trade should stand on its own merit. It ought to be carried on a
business basis and the only exception that I am aware of was in this
particular area where we thought of ourselves in a-surplus situation
where we were trying to promote exports for the benefit of our
farmers and balance of payments. I think, as a general rule, trade
should stand on its own feet without subsidy.

Senator Bmn. Is it your intention to oppose subsidizing suibe6juent
sales to the Soviet Union?

Mr. SOxNzmL!rv. That would be my general intention. I would:
make the reservation that I would like to look at the case on its merits.
If there is come particular advantage for the United States in moving
some product that we have in surplus by means of keeping, making
the price competitive with somebody else, then I might conceivably
advocate that. But my general attitude on this matter will be to let
the trade seek its own price level, and to have it go forwaid on that
basis.

Senator Bym. What is your view toward the United States loaning
the money to buy the wheat

Mr. SoXXP.XFPLvr. Again, sir, my view of that is that, in the environ-
ment of the time, that was a justifiable position. But if I had known--
if I were a negotiator-what the Soviet demand was, how much of a
short fall there was in their harvest, I would have probably not advo-
cated the granting of credits.

I believe I testified before, on May 15, that a large proportion of.
that deal was a cash deal because the credit that was granted was for
$750 million for 8 years with no more than $500 million outstanding
at anyone time, whereas the Soviets came into our market in excess
of billiono, I think $1.8 billion, in just 1 year. So the whole balance
had to be paid in cash and that deal was only partly financed by credit,
But I think if we were to find ourselves again in a similar position
9f large massive Soviet demand, I would myself be-I wouldn't be-



it wouldn't be my ow decision to make, 'but my own view of it would
be that it should be paid for in cash.

Senator BYRD. The Soviets couldn't hardly lose on that other deal
when we subsidize them and then lend them a good part of the money
to buy the product, too. I don't think it would be a difficult decision for
them to make.

Now, I note that they are loaning India a large quantity of wheat, 2

million tons.
Mr. SONxrwrA)T. I see where they are giving them a grain loan of

2 million tons, yes. But I don't knowwhether they are, actually going
to make. any particular money on thatT-I-Tik the Indians, Senator-
it is my understanding--came to us for a similar loan and we were
unable because of the supply situation to do that.

Senator BYRD. But I wold think that that would be something that
is right down your alley. You ought to have rather detailed knowledge
on what the Russians are doing in that regard.

Mr. SoxNENFFLD'r. I can assure you that when, after what I hope you
will do, you confirm me in my position, I will make it my business to
have detailed knowledge. I am not in that position at the'moment, but
I have seen the reports that the Soviets have-are going to make such
a grain loan to the Indians, which I believe the Indians will by the
very nature of that arrangement have to repay them and, as llayiy
understanding-

Senator Bnw. Now that gets to a point that I am very much inter-
ested, in.

Mr. SONNFNFELDT. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. The Russians, as you say, are very likely to demand

repayment.
Mr. SoNNvxFPDT. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Now, the Government of India owes the Tnited

States$' billion, at least that much, and our Ambassador. according, to

press reports, has negotiated an agreement with them, with the Indian
Government, where we get, in effect, about 3 cents on the dollar for the
amount of money that is owed to our country, owed to our taxpayers.
I would like to get your view on that, your comment.

Mr. SONN1xNFELvT. Senator, that is not a matter that I have literally
had any contact with at all.

Senator BYRD. I understand, I am talking about the philosophy.
Mr. SOxxNRNFmL. I would have to look at the specific circumstances

involved, and I could give you my judgment on that after I have done
that, but this is not a matter that i have had any connection with what-
soever, and I would have to study that.

Senator BYRD. But you are going to be dealing with other countries,
you are going to be advising the Secretary of the Treasury and,
through him, the President, on what this country should be doingin
the way. of making agreements of an economic nature with other na-
-tions, and I am interested in your philosophy.

Mr. SoNn , Frsr. Well, I would have to give you a general phiilos-
,ophy, and that is that we should hold countries to their obligations to
us, and to the fullest extent possible. I think it is also, however, the case
that these kind of judgments have to be made in the -light of other
factors as welL '.. .. .



Now, I don't know what precise factors v.(,iit into the Indian ar
rangement. But I think these matters will have to he decided in addi-
tion to the economic factors in the light of the political factors. The
United States in the 1920's forgave a lot of debts t lint accrued during
World War I. It made a political decisionn to do that on various
grounds. That was critized by a good maniy peolfle. Nevertheless, the
governments of that day made those d(eisions on the basis of all the
factors that they considered relev-ant to that l)ro)l)osit ion. So my philos-
ophy would be that if other gwrminents have olligations to us, they
should meet those obligations to the maxiniuin extent feasible. If there
are some extenuating circumstance why that iJty not be possible, then
our Government will have to make a j iidgineit in terms of our overall
interests, and our overall relations with that country to see to what
extent that obligation should be diluted, to what extent it may be ac-
ceptable to us to accept less than full performance on that obligation.
But we should start with the proposition of fulil performance.

Senator BYm. If a gow, rnment is not to make full performance, do
you think that the (1,cisioln to accept less thanl full performance should
be made by the execution branch or should it be made by the congres-
sional branch?

Mr. SON.-NExNiFETJ.wr. Well, I would hope that any decision, particu-
larly of a major character, -would be one that was reached by the
executive branch in consultation vith at least the pertinent commit-
tees of the Congress.

Senator Byim). Let me phrase. it this way: The executive branch, of
course, has to do the negotiating and work-out what it considers an
appropriate agreement. Io you think that an agreement should be sub-
mitted to the Congress for approval or disapproval when we are deal-
ing with large sums ? I am not speaking necessarily of a small one, but
where we are dealingg with l ige sums of moneys, do you feel that
should be sul)mitted to the congressional branch for approval or
disapprova I

Mr. SON NEN'FE-LT. I would have to give you a judgment -because it
is difficult to say in the abstract. T think if large sums of money are
involved, I think it would be helpful at least to consult, and I think
perhapss in some-

Senator Brim. Consult. I ani not sure what you mean by "consult."
Mr. SONXNFELDT. Well. I think to get the judgment of the

Congress.
Senator Birn. Let's take an exact case. The Senate last Friday, by

1 vote of 67 to 18, specified that the arrangement negotiated by Am-
bassador Moynihan in regard to the money owed the United States by
the Governm~ent of India, tflat that agreement cannot take effect,
where it is roughly 3 cents on the dollar, without the approval of the
Congress. Now, do you favor that legislation, or would you oppose
that legislation?

Mr. SoXNEnqFPLnDT. I must tell you in all honesty, Senator, that I
have not thought about it in detail, but I can tell you my philosophy,
and that is that we should act in major questions of this kind in close
cooperation and collaboration between the executive and the Congress,
and I think the question of which method of collaboration is used,



whether the method of informal consultation or the method of formal
submission for approval, I would say would really depend on the case.
My own judgment, my own instinct would be that in important cases
it is important to signal to the foreign government involved that we,
as a nation, and we as a government in its totality are behind a par-
ticular arrangement or behind a particular agreement, and for that
reason the congressional approval would be desirable. But, I cannot
really comment on this particular one because I simply am not
familiar enough with its background to give you a firm opinion.

Senator Byim. But you are certainly in a position to indicate ap-
proval or disapproval of the Congress itself making a decision as to
whether a huge debt shall be canceled.

Mr. SONNENFELD'r. Well, I think if you put it that way, and I am
not sure that IX cal simply hccuse I don't know enough about it, I
don't know whether I can subscribe to your description of that par-
ticular agreement, but if you put it that way, I would think that there
should be congressional approval, but that is my personal opinion. I
honestly do not know, and I have not discussed it in the executive-

Senator By=. That is the view of 67 Members of the Senate as com-
pared to 18 Members who took a contrary view.

Mr. SONxENNFLDT. I would think that has considerable weight,
Senator.

Senator Bym. You are with the majority on that-in that regard.
I think the best I can understand though your idea of consultation is

that the executive branch should talk with two or three Members of
the Senate or four or five Members of the Senate and Of the House
maybe, and if that seems all right with them, then -you go ahead and
negotiate whatever is necessary, and that is all the Congress needs to
do. Is that your view?

Mr. SONNENFEIADT. No, I was describing a range of options, Senator,
all the way from that to a more formal discussion with committees to
actual advice and consent or endorsement by the Senate.

If I may give you an example from an area of my morespecific
experience, in the SALT negotiations that were completed in Moscow
in 1972, one of those negotiations was a treaty where there was no ques-
tion whatsoever~of submitting it to the Senate. That was the ABM
Treaty. The other one was the interim Agreement on Offensive Weap-
ons which was not a treaty but an agreement, even an executive agree-
ment, it was an interim arrangement. Nevertheless, the President and
many of us felt very strongly that was of sufficient importance na-
tionally to our country that it warranted congressional endorsement.
So we 'went to the Congress, although I think if one had wanted to be
a strict constructionist of the Constitution, it not being a treaty, there
was no particular call for that. So I think one ought to have options
of that kind available, and make--have available a whole range of co-
operation with the Congress all the way from what yo- were just say-
ing to formal endorsement by Congress of the United States, and where
a fundamental policy is involved, where something, a new departure
is involved, I would think it will benefit our own equanimity as a na-
tion and' our own reputation abroad if we can demonstrate that every-
body who has a role is behind it.



But I would have to really say that one has to judge that in each
given case and one should not make a rigid general rule.

Senator Byn. Since you brought up fhat interim agreement, in
hindsight how does it impress you I

Mr. SoxNzxLmT. In hindsight it impresses me as a satisfactory
agreement in the circumstances then prevailing and now prevailing.

Senator BminD. Do you feel that the Jackson amendment, which was
made a part of the interim agreement, was a wise and desirable thing
for the Senate to do I

Mr. SO NNELEwT. The Executive, I believe, supported it.
Senator Bywi. I am speaking of your view.
Mr. SONEXNFELDT. My view is that that was a wise and proper thing

to do, and I think that our negotiating position is in conformity with
it.

Senator BYRD. You mean a negotiating position on the SALT II
talks.

Mr. SoNqxENFEmT. That is right, sir.
Senator BR. At the time that arrangements were being made for

the Russian grain sale what advice did you offer with regard to pric-
ing, lines of credit, and other terms of the transaction?

Mr. SozNNEFELr. None whatsoever, I wasn't asked and I didn't
know about it.

Senator BYRD. Do you agree with Secretary Shultz who just recently
said, in commenting on it, "We got burned."

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Even before working for him I would agree with
the Secretary of the Treasury, Senator.

Senator BYmR. It has been reported that Secretary Kissinger, then
assistant to the President, with whom you were associated, of course,
was anxious to make concessions to the Soviet Union in connection
with the grain sale. What was your advice to Dr. Kissinger in this
area?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, we did-as I said before, I was not at all
consulted about that particular matter but I must say from my own
personal experience I have never known Dr. Kissinger to make con-
cessions to the Soviet Union on anything.

Senator ByRD. You don't deny that concessions have been made to
the Soviet Union.

Mr. SONNNFLDT. Well, in a negotiation there is going to be some
trading back and forth but I don't recall, I can't recall, any occasion
in the 41/ years, more than 41/2 years, that I have been associated with
Dr. Kissinger and that I have been in the White House that there
has been any eagerness or anxiousness to make concessions. You make
the minimum necessary concessions to get a sound agreement but I
have never known any zeal to make concessions to exist in that quarter.

Senator Brmw. Well, two memoranda have been published which it
was stated were sent by Dr. Kissinger to the Secretaries of State,
Cinmeree, and Agriculture, the first being dated January 31, 1972,
and I will quote that:

One of the possible areas for increased tfTde with Russia relates to agricul-
tural products and CCC outlets. Agriculture should take the lead in a new pub-
lic discussion. If negotiations with the Soviet should take place the United
States' team should be headed by a representative of the Department of Agri-
fulture.



Then another da04 February 14, 19M2:
The Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with other interested agen-

4ies, should take the lead in developing for the President's consideration a see-
narlo for handling the issue of grain sales to the U.S.S.R. This should include a
recommendation on how the private transactions of U.S. gain sales would be
related to government actions, including the U.S. opening a CCC, credit line
and a Soviet conunitinent to draw on it. In cooperation with the Departinent of
State, Agriculture should explore with the U.S.S.R. the time and modalitles of
beginning such negotiations as soon as possible. This should be submitted to
the President by no later than February 28, 1972.

Do you concur in the policy implicit in these directives?
Mr. SoNxNENFELDT. Well, as I hear you read them out, assuming them

to be accurate representations or quotatiois from directives, I -would
guess--you are talking about January and February 1972?

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. SONXEXFEIJ)T. Yes. I would guess that those were. connected

with some early soundings beginning during former Secretary of Com-
mnrce Stans' mission to Moscow in November-l)ecember of 1971,
about the possiliFt . icng some grain to the Soviet Union, again
against the background of our trying to move some of our surpluses,
and from what you have read, the first one seems to be saying that if
this happens the Secretary of Agriculture should take the lead. I think
there was perhaps some question because the Secretary of Commerce
had had the first soundings of it, the Secretary Butz, I think, was pre-
paiing to go to the Soviet Union in the spring, so I think the first
one that you have cited was intended to be sure that the Secretary
of Agrictilture has the principal responsibility in this area.

I think that again in the environment in which we were dealing, I
am giving you a judgment now, not having stuied these particular
documents. the arrangements presumably, the kind of negotiating
positionws4h:A-were-being talked about was one that was similar to
l)ositions we were taking with other countries against the background
of wanting to move surpluses, and I believe you mentioned something
about a negotiating scenario or negotiating position being submitted
to the President. I tIink.that is a standard practice in the White I-ouse,
if there is the possibility of an impending negotiation to ask the agency
or the Cabinet officer concerned to submit to the Pirsident a scenario
or plan, a game plan, if you will, of how he proposes that negotiation

. . so the-President can look at it, approve it, or modify it as he sees fit.
My judgment would be that in early 1972 before' anyone was aware

of any serious harvest problems in the Soviet Union, the United States
was getting itself ready for the contingency of a possible grain nego-
tiation and that, as I hear your quotation, that is what this was all
:about.

Senator BYRD. Well, originally it is my understanding that, origi-
nally was that, the Soviet Union would make purchases of American
feed grains. When did it become evident that the Soviet had a major
interest in the U.S. wheat crop?

Mr. SONNENnELDT. Again, speaking without direct involvement, my
impression is, Senator, that didnot become evident until even after the
:summit, which was in May of 1972. I don't think that became clear
until-I am not saying this from direct personal knowledge but my
impression is that that wasn't really indicated until about June of
1972.



Senator BYRD. What accuracy is there to the assertions that the
Russians traded very heavily in wheat futures?

Mr. SONNNFxFzTr. At what time?
Senator BYRD. During the, prior to and during the negotiations.
Mr. SONNENFELir. During which, the June negotiations?
Senator BYuiD. No, the original negotiations in regard to wheat and

feed* grains.
Mr. 8oNNE N EL)T. Well, I have no information to substantiate it.

If there is information I can try to get it for you but I had frankly
not heard that that was the case. I have, of course, heard that while
the June negotiations were carried on, were going on, they were not
only trading in futures but actually had their purchasing agents here
but I am not awar of any-

Senator BYrD. Let's discuss that aspect of it then.
Mr. SONNEN MEDT. All right.
Senator BYRD. Let*s bring out what facts you have in that regard.
Mr. SONxFNFET. As I understand it, it turns out that while the

Soviet Governmeiit negotiators were here negotiating a 3-year grain
deal, their purchasing agents were actually in New York or wherever
negotiating with American grain traders for substantially larger quali-
tities of grain than were being negotiated about in the governmental
agreement. That is w hat I understand from reading the press and from
subsequent reports about it. But I don't believe that that information
was available to the negotiators or even if the negotiators knew of
several contacts between Soviet purchasing agents and various Ameri-
can traders, I don't know that it was apparent to the American
Government that all the quantities being talked about were cumula-
tive rather than the Russians shopping around for the same amount
but with different traders to see if they could get a better deal. It turns
out apparently these were Cumulative rather than competing bids, as
it were.

Senator B )i). W lat consideration was given to the impact of the
Soviet grain sale on the American economy and the American con-
sumer prior to consummation of the deal?

Mr. SONNENFPLDT. Well, you raised that question with me at my
previous hearing, Senator. Again, in terms of the deal that was being
discussed at the time, which was one spread out over a 3-year period,.
I don't believe anybody felt that it would have any noticeable impact
on domestic prices at all because we were dealing with surpluses. So.
that-in that deal-had that been consummated, had that been the.
totality of Soviet purchases, there would not have been any impact.

The impact, of course, is not due solely at all to what the Soviets-
then turned out to be buying in this country, which was substantially
larger than $750 million spread over 3 years, but to a whole confluence
of circumstances in world grain demand and other factors. But I am
not aware that any review was made of the probable impact on domes-
tic prices of the Government deal which, as I say, was one spread out
over 3 years, connected with surpluses, related to surpluses, and not
likely to have any impact on American domestic prices.

Senator Bym. When you are called upon to furnish your counsel as
to future international trade agreements, what lessons from the experi-
ence of the Soviet grain purchase do you think you- should take into(
account?



Mr. SoNzinmmTr. Well, one is never to underrate the capitalist
skills of Communists.

Senator BYm. Wait a minute. Would you say that again?
Mr. Sommx ELm. One is never to underrate the capitalist skills of

Cominunists. I think somebody has said that they are pretty sharp

traders, and I think that is a esson we should well learn because, as

trade increases in volume, I think we may encounter more of that.

I think the point you Just raised in your earlier question-the do-
mestic impact;-is something that should be looked at. I think the

grain deals, the grain trade of 1972 and 1973--1979 anyway-was
probably qute an unusual event in its magnitude. I doubt that we will

have soon again purchases of that mawitude on our domestic price

structure but in any event, that is something that should be considered
before any deal is consummated.

Senator BYn. Can you explain why it was necessary for the United
States to grant a line of credit amounting to $500 million-you samid
$750 million-I believe in connection with that sale I

Mr. SONNENFwT. Well, it was deemed necessary, it turns out objec-

tively perhaps not to have been necessary in light of the demand but
it was deemed necessary, because we thought of ourselves as in a sur-
plus situation trying to move surpluses and making it attractive for a
potential buyer to bargain. That was the whole philosophy and has
been the whole philosophy of our grain exporting policy up until
last year. But the supply-demand situation in the world has changed
and now we have got a new situation. -1

Senator BmD. You played a major role in negotiating the trade
agreement with Russia, signed on October 18, 1972. Do you believe
that this agreement is to the advantage of the United States--and I
am sure you do-and would you give your reasons?

Mr. SoNNzFm T. I do believe that it is to the advantage of the
United States, although it is not unilaterally so to the United States.
There are advantages to the Soviet Union as well.

Senator BYRD. Let's put on the record both advantages-advantages
to the United States and advantages to the Soviet Union.

Mr. SoNNP.NPELvr. I think the principal advantage to both countries
is that this agreement set a framework for trade to begin to start up.
Both countries were interested in that, certainly our business com-
munity was interested in it, but our Government had come to the
conclusion that,, after the evolution of Soviet policy that had gone
on in the 4 previous years, we should cautiously but nevertheless con-
cretely begin to relax on our trade restrictions and start up. This
agreement, 3-year agreement, had the purpose of creating the frame-
work for starting up, and to provide an opportunity for review at the
end of 3 years to see what lessons we would have learned and how
it might be modified and approved.

The principal aspects to the agreement that I think are to our advan-
tage relate to So-viet agreement to provide adequate business facilities
for our companies in Moscow, which the Soviets have been notoriously
reluctant to do, but they agreed to do that and they have actually begun
to do that although, strictly speaking, the agreement is not in force;
to provide improved commercial representation for our Government
in the Soviet Union, which they have done, and I believe the Secre-



tary of the Treasury has actually opened that office while he is in
Moscow this week; to provide for the possibility of third party arbi-
tration in the case of disputes which is the first time the Soviet Union
has ever agreed to permit a third party to enter a dispute-

Senator B. What type of disputes are you speaking ofI
Mr. SowN --iF1L, Commercial disputes between American firms

and Soviet trading organizations. In the past, the Soviets insisted
that any such dispute had to go before their courts for adjudication.
That didn't strike us as perhaps the optimal way to protect the inter-
ests of an American firm. So the Government here was able in the
negotiations to get Soviet agreement to the utilization of third party
arbitration.

We also have, in this agreement, Soviet commitments not to engage
in practices that would disrupt our markets, and we have provisions
in there for consultation with them in the event that any of their
exports have disruptive effects in our judgment. We have various
other recourses to protect ourselves against that but in this particular
agreement the Soviet put themselves on paper as not engaging in such
practices.

So I would say those are the main benefits that can accrue to us
from this agreement as trade starts up between ourselves and the
Soviet Union. It is an area in which we will have to learn because it is
new. We have had. no trade with the Soviets to speak of since World
War II. That is why this agreement, as I said before, has a 3-year
duration so we can look at it again to see what problems have arisen. I
don't myself see any major disadvantages in this agreement to us-in
fact, I don't see any. It is a good workmanlike agreement that enables
us to start up our trade relations with the So,,iet Union in a cautious
way and in a way that benefits us and undoubtedly benefits them. There
undoubtedly will be more trade.

Senator BYRD. Let's get back to that in a moment. I want to get to
Senator Mondale.

Senator MONDAL. I don't want to interrupt the very important line
of questioning but my schedule requires me to be elsewhere.

As I understand it, this nominee's nomination was sent up here in
April-about 5 months ago-and I also understand that the chairman
of our committee has checked the FBI files and is convinced that there
is no problem in that sector, and I think it is obvious from his record
that he is a man of-

The CHAIRMAN. If you will permit me to say it, Senator, I don't find
anything there that is supported by other than just allegations that
somebody makes against, one. My guess is I could send somebody out
to Minnesotato your political opposition---,

Senator' MONATL. Don't do that.
The C1AmMAN (continuing]. And find a lot of allegations against

you. And if you did it against me I know you will find more against
me if you just send out to Louisiana. So just for someone to make an
unconfirmed allegation against someone n those raw FBI files is not
the kind ofthing that the committee is concerned about. Most of it
wouldn't be said under oath, with this kind of information that' one-
would find where a full field investigati)ilis done on a man.



But I find nothing in those files that would support any of those
allegations, and some of them are pretty far fetched rumors. In some
cases, they are the kind of thing that says, "Well now, this man, I
heard that that man did such and such but then it might not be, it
might be his brother that did that," that sort of thing.

Mr. SoxNvNmix. Don't say that about my brother.
The CHAIRMAN. I didn't mean to drag your brother into it. I didn't

know you had a brother until I looked at those files. But that is not the
kind of thing this committee ought to look at.

Mr. KOZAR. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I believe my name was
introduced.

Tie CIAIRMAN. I was going to ask you about it.
Mr. KOCZAK. By Otepka and Mr. Hemenway. I believe at this time

I should, before the committee adjourns, I should like to make a state-
ment under oath indicating that tiere is sworn testimony and indicat-
ing why tip to now the FBI agent who was knowledgeable has not
been allowed by the Department of Justice and the FBI to make it
available. He is in an undercover operation which is very important.

The CIAIRMAN. I will ask you to be called on in a moment, Mr.
Koczak but I would like to proceed in orderly fashion. I will ask
if Mr. 6 tepka is in the room because I am aware of the fact that Mr.
Otepka sent us a wire. I have not yet seen it, but I understand that
it refers to Stephen Koczak. I was going to ask if Stephen Koczak
is here, and I would suggest by all means that this committee ask
what you know about this matter. So far as I am concerned, if some-
onie has something they can confirm or support against this man, it
ought to be presented. But I don't think that we ought to continue to
drag out this confirmation on unsupported allegations, charges or
suggestions or innuendo.

Proceed.
Senator MONDALE. I appreciate the position of the chairman of the

committee and support it fully.
It is my reading of Mr. Sonnenfeldt's record that he is a man of,

first, extraordinary experience and, second, from everything I can
tell he is very, very able, and there is no question but that the posi-
tion he occupies or should occupy is one of the most important in
American government, and anyone who looks at our trade situation,
our monetary situation, the negotiations that are pending in GATT
and the monetary reforms and Fo on cannot help but be concerned
about whether leaving that position unconfirmed hampers the efforts
of our Government in this critical area.

I have got some problems with this administration's policies on
shortages, on trade, on monetary reform, on detente, many things,
but I don't want to visit those problems on Mr. Sonnenfeldt. Those
are Government policies, and I would think after 5 months that we
should try, as the chairman has said here, to move expeditiously to
act on this nomination. I intend to vote for his confirmation because
I think he is an outstanding nominee.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, fpr letting me make that
statement.

Mr. SOxNxEFLT. Thank you.



The CHAIRMA. Might I say, I have asked the staff to undertake
to obtain for us Mr. Koczak's statement before the House committee,
which I have not yet seen.

Senator Byrd, would it be all right if you let Mr. Koczak tell us
what he would like to testify to about Mr. Sonnenfeldt? I would
like to hear it.

Senator Brw. Do you want to do it before we finish-my line of
questioning has nothing to do with the security aspect of it at all.
It is entirely something else.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to go to the floor shortly.
Would it be all right to do that V

Senator BYRD. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is all right I would like to ask Mr. Sonnen-

feldt to step aside momentarily and I would like to ask Mr. Koczak
to come testify.

I am going to ask both you and Mr. Sonnenfeldt to testify under
oath about this matter, so I would like to ask you to be sworn.

Do you swear the testimony you give will be the truth, the Whole
truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. KoczAK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please identify yourself for the record.

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN A. KOCZAK, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (AFL-
CIO)

Mr. KOCZAK. At the moment I am director of research, American
Federation of Government Employees. I was a Foreign Service officer,
Department of State, for 20 years. During that time I served in a
whole series of crisis posts. I generally was assigned because-

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to be sure that Mr. Sonnenfeldt can
hear this. Can you hear the witness from where you are sitting Mr.
Sonnenfeldt?

Mr. SONNENF LDT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KOCZAK. I served on the staff of Ambassador Murphy in Berlin.

I was on the staff of Mr. Chapin in Budapest, Hungary, Nhere I was
expelled on 48 hours' notice by the Hungarian Stalinist Government
allegedly for conspiring to overthrow the Hungarian state with Car-
dinal Mindzenty. Cardinal Mindzenty was arrested, as you know and
tried. I believe his memoirs are about to be publislied. He is in the
United States today, up in New Brunswick. I was given 48 hours to
leave, to preclude my presence at the trial.

I then came back and was assigned to Israel. In Israel I was present
during the terrible crisis in 1956 resulting from the very poor foreign
policy of the United States with which I disagreed. I prepared a letter
of resignation, in protest. At that time I thought we would drive both
the Israelis simultaneously with the Egyptians out of our camp. I don't
know of a worse instance of mismanagement in the history of foreign
affairs than occurred while I was in Israel' I possessed very fine rela-
tions in Israel with the New York Times; and I want to go on *record
that probably more New York Times correspondents filed more stories



on the basis of their conversations with me than with any other
Foreign Service officer, including Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

I want to emphasize at the outset that my appearance here is not at
all out of ideological considerations. The circumstance that I was asked
to comment on Mr. Sonnenf6ldt had little to do with him directly or
with this hearing. It occurred 2 years ago in connection with an inquiry
by the House Internal Security Committee into State Department suit-
ability and security practices. To that committee I emphasized that in
my opinion the problem in the State Department about which I was
knowledgeable, was not so much a matter of loyalty but of very poor
administration. In fact, there was an inability or unwillingness to
protect the individual reporting officer.

When I was a Foreign Service officer, my greatest daner was that
F could not report honestly. In Berlin I predicted the biiilding of the
wall, I argued that it was going to happen and I found that my infor-
mation was being suppressed.

I am a great believer in freedom of access of the press to information.
So that I do not share some of the criticism that you will hear about
Mr. Sonnenfeldt. Whereas I think lie might have violated -technical
regulations of security, some of those are somewhat understandable,
I believe, because the Congress and Senate should know what is going
on and the press should know. I want to clarify that my testimony has
very little to do with some of the other criticisms that you hear about
Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

When the testimony on State Department was being generated at
that time by the House Internal Security Subcommittee I told them
I would not want to be in a situation where someone would say it was
"hearsay" 6r "allegation" or people saying "so and so." My concern
with the case of Mr. Sonnenfeldt arose because of my experiences in
Israel with the way in which the Sharett government, was undermined
by Mr. Ben-Gurion and, the Peress-Dayan faction. This faction had,
without the knowledge of the Israeli Government, arranged for blow.
ing up the American, United States- Information Service Library in
Cairo. This conspiracy generated the so-called LAvon affair which is
a scandal as great as the American Watergate affair.

The American Embassy in Tel Aviv did not feel secure in transmit-
ting messages about this affair to Washington because of the feeling,
that within the same day everything would be known to Israeli intel-
ligence. The CIA Chief of Station in Israel will confirm I discussed
this whole problem of security with him in 1959 when he came back.
This insecurity of the American missions abroad was a matter-of very
great concern to me as a Foreign Servica officer. It not only meant the
cubordinate officers couldn't report honestly but senior officers were
concerned their their opinions and comments of the U.S. Govern-
ment were being filtered back to foreign powers,

Now. the specific circumstances of my testimony today was a matter
of accident. As I said to you, I was very close to the Israelis. I was very
critical of Mr. Dulles and had actually prepared my resignation in
protest. The labor attach6 in the American Embassy talked me out of
it, saying it would serve no useful purpose since the State Department
would allege I was excessively pro-Israel. I also feared follow the
Aswan Dam situation that the Egyptians would go over to the Soviets,



as they did; that the Israelis would go over to the French as they did;
and the Sinai War developed.

The LAbor Attach.-if you wish to have it confirmed he can con-
firm it--said: "There is no point in submitting a resignation. This will
be a 1-day affair and why don't you stay on."

The Israelis then proceeded to do precisely what I feared, which was
to aline themselves with the French and you know the whole problem
of the Sinai campaign which coincided with the Hungiarian revolution.

I had been in Hungary, and had , been expelled by its government in
1949. On August 20, 1956 a Hungarian purchasing mission had come to
Israel. Because I knew hungarian, I was asked to interview one of its
members who said he would like to talk to us, and subsequently when
I debriefed the man he outlined the entire Hungarian Revolution that
subsequently took place. I passed it over to the same CIA man who
later on plays a role in the Sonnenfeldt inquir. The Hungarian said he
was trying to set up a courier service for the revolution which was com-
ing: he identified the persons involved. I turned this all over to the CIA
and, of course, he said b wanted some money and the CIA said he
would give him the amount paying for the watches he wanted and-

The CHAMMAz. That is all fine, but I would like to get to the point.
What does this have to do with Mr. Sonnenfeldt's qualification as
Under Secretary I What do you know about Mr. Sonnenfeldt that sug-
gests he shouldn't be confirmed for the job? That is what I want to
Know.

Mr. KoczAVt. As I said I wished to explain that I came up here purely
to present facts and not out of ideology. I did not try to testify whether
he should or should not be confirmed because it was not my intention
to focus on Mr. Sonnenfeldt when hearing started down in the Interna-
tional Security Committee. I gave you the background to indicate how
I came to observe what I did observe. This was a communication by
Mr. Sonnenfeldt of classified information at an Israeli party where a
large number of Israeli officials were present. He disclosed to them the
contents of highly classified telegrams which he had seen as a member
of the Bureau of 'Intelligence Research I had seen these telegrams also
as a member of the Bureau of Intelligence Research. They concerned
the negotiations between the U.S Government and Lebanese
Government.

As you know the Lebanese Government is a kind of a confederation
and so some of our people were seeing one set of officials, others were
seein, another set of oMicials. At this natty Mr. Sonnenfeldt in great
detail explained the opinions of these different, groups, the contents of
thesejtelegrams.

We had a ruling in the Bureau of Intelligence Research that nobody;
absolutely nobody was allowed to see any foreigner without prior
clearance. If he came across a foreign diplomat accidentally without
prior clearance by the head of a d.partmant. he had to report the
circumstance of the meeting. I had obtained prior clearance.

I went into this background and service I had in Israel to indicate
why I was invited. These were personal as well as official friends with
whom I had dealt. I sympathized with their problems and they knew
my friendly feelings.
'I was theftfore quite startled at what transpired. I learned sub-

sequently that Mr. Sonnenfeldt had not gotten prior clearance to



attend the party. In fact he did not report later on the substance of

the conservations. It became clear as I listened that he had had prior
meetings with these people and was planing subsequent meetings
with them It became clear to me then that this was part of the problem
that Sharett had had and part of the whole problem as to why the

American embassy in Israel felt so totally insecure. This was one

reason why the information went back so fast because this was one

of the ways in which a foreign power, in this case Israel, was able

to obtain information unknown to the U.S. Government.
I want to make one statement. I see far less risk to the U.S. Govern-

ment if all its secrets are published by the New York Times and the

Washington Post-that means the U.S. Government knows what is
in the public record and knows foreign powers know it-than this

kind of situation where the U.S. Government's secret information is

disclosed to another power (whether it is Israel or Argentina or Great
Britain) and the U.S. Government itself does not know that this

information is compromised because it has been delivered.
I don't say Mr. Sonnenfeldt is disloyal. If you later on see the

testimony I gave the House Committee you wll see that I think
disloyalty is not the issue. The issue is the way in which certain officials
in the Department of State operate, the protections they have from
accountability. I mentioned earlier that acting Director of the FBI-
I hope people would not say that this is hearsay-destroyed records
in the Watergate affair. The FBI has destroyed other records.

In the Sonnenfeldt case, 1 didn't go to th 'FBI; instead the CIA
official I knew went to the FBI security liaison man to CIA. that is to

the top man from the FBI at the CIA who then came to see me. He
asked me. what the facts were. Ie said there were other reasons that

the FBI had for suspecting Mr. Sonnenfeldt. I said, "W11ell, you know
I don't want to deal with you. I have already reported this to the
Department. They haven't dione anything." The FBIthen -ent, to the
Department. I was called in by State I)epartment Securityhand I was
asked to identify the telegrams and I did. And I hear not g mr.
Subsequently the-FBI officer came back to me and said, "I suppose you
are curious to know what happened." I said, "Yes, I am."

Senator NELsoN. May I interupt. Could you give us some dates, I
don't have any notion what years you are talking about.

Mr. KOCZAK. Fifty-eight and fifty-nine.
Senator NESsoN. All of this is 1958 and 1959.
Mr. KOOZAK. Fifty-eight and 1959. This was during the Eisenhower

doctrine on the Middle East.
Tle CHAIRMAN. Go on ahead before you lose your trend of thought,

because I want to hear you.
Mr. KOCZAK. He said, "Well, you know what happened, when we

discussed this with the State Department we felt that in light of this
and other information that was available on Mr. Sonnenfeldt, that
prosecution was warranted but the Department of State had deter-
mined that the information in those telegrams concerning the Lebanese
Government and their relations with us was so sensitive that they
could not be entered as evidence and for this reason no prosecution
took place.",

Nowv, in its inlquiry Of the State Deyaiflnent and Federal Govern-
ment security, I was asked by the House Internal Security Committee



staff to comment on Mr, Sonnenfeldt. His activities had been discussed
by other parties. For example, Mr. Otepka had appeared before them.
I was asked to testify and "I am not prepared, in light of the passionate
position feelings on Israel to testify until you get a confirmation from
the FBI that they came to see me. I am not going to have anybody
challenging me one day and say 'You are going around making
hearsay statements about this man or about his brother and confusing
it.'"'

I wanted the record to show I was approached by the FBI, to identfy
who it was who visited me; who asked them to make the inquiry and
what the secrets were.

Mr. Ash'brook then wrote a letter to the FBI and a year transpired
before the Justice Department wvas prepared to confirm that an FBI
agnt came to see me. It was during this period, remember Mr. Edgar
Hoover died, -that the Acting Director of the FBI destroyed some
records. And I want to emphasize that the Acting Director of the FBI
himself, a public authority, saw fit to destroy some Watergate records.
I think Senator Ervin will confirm, that it is in the record. I syto
you that I am not sure at this time i hether the FBI man that I ta ke
with still has a cover operation for the FBI. I was told by my CIA
contact. "He technically is no longer with the FBI, ie is in a covert
security operation; pleise do not use his name, be circumspect about
it," I have done so and I don't. feel free, except in executive session, to
say anything more. But that is the circumstance under which I came
here to testify before you.

I have no animnus against Mr. Somenfeldt. I served with 'him. He is
urbane, he is intelligent. 1,P is a good carrier of argument, certainly his
talents are superior to those of most people. It is with great regret
that I come here and have to testify. V think the man ihing done
an injustice that this thing was not settled back in 1.957. He should
have been called in and I should have been confronted with him.
I think it is a sad thing that I have to appear here publicly before
you. It is a sad commentary on our security apparatus, on the whole
structure of our GoiVernment, that you publicly have to hear here what
he should have heard in a room where he and ] confront each other and
where this matter could have been resolved under oath.

And I wish, unless you want to go into specific details, to conclude
my public testimony hero. I urge that you call the FBI agent who came
.to see me and interview him and enter his remarks in executive session.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we ought to know more specifics. What was
it that Mr. Sonnenfeldt told you or at least told at this party which you
feel was a matter of revealing? S_" ...._

Mr. KOCZAK. I think you should have gotten that from the FBI
files shown you and you can get it from the State Department. The
telegrams were classified. I don't know whether the State Department
feels they can be unclassified even now. They have all been identified
by me. The security officers who conducted the investigation, if they
had made records of it, would know what the serial numbers are and
they can paraphrase them and they can send the subject matter of the
telegrams over to you. I am bound. I do feel that I also have to main-
tain national security. I don't feel free to disclose the contents of those
'telegrams. they wdie top secret telegrams, some of them generated by
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another agency. I think they can be shown to you. The State Depart-
ment knows which ones they are, I identified them.

The CHAUMAN. I don't think it is going to help somebody break a
diplomatic code or anything of that sort for you to indicate what the
problem was and what the issue was that you were-discussing.

Mr. KoczA. It Involved all kinds of arrangements that would take

place, how the Lebanese Government would react to landing of Ameri-
can troops and support services for them. It did involve the questions
of the support of U.S. troops. It was the problem of the fear of the
overthrow of the Lebanese Government, many of whom would be
highly compromised. They might be shot by some Palestinian guer-
rillas even now if it were known they wer'e in fact negotiating the

landing of U.S. troops and what the arrangements were.That is What
was involved and it was a very serious matter.

Now if it had been a general discussion, or if Mr. Sonnenfeldt had
been expressing his personal opinion, it would not have been serious.

If it was material that was not so copious-I would have passed it

off, you know, as the sort of thing that I myself might tell. I myself
was interviewed after by the press and I believe I was very frank about
other matters. I know Mr. Binds from theNew York Times who is in

this room now. I know some other correspondents in the room here

I would be inclined to think the people an-d the Congress had a riglt
to know, and in my testimony you will find that my feeling is tat

there is a right to know and we should not be carping in our security

classifications. Moreover, to reiterate, I think an injustice is being done

Mr. Sonnenfeldt and to me that in a public hearing at his confirmation
as Under Secretary for the Treasury something has to be resolved and

held over his head with the lapse of so much time. It is a scandal that

the Department of State and its own security people have allowed this

to go on without having developed a formal complete transcript by
asking him to come in and asking me to come in. I think there was and

is a real dereliction of security in the Department of State on this.
Now, I am embarrassed by having to come before you. I find this

man has very great talents in other respects. I don't know if he was

acting, as he did with the Israelis under instructions. There were oper-

ations, you will be shortly hearing about President Franklin Roos-

evelt's operation of something that goes far beyond Mr. Nixon's, which
should shortly appear. Roosevelt used people in the Departments of

Agriculture, Interior, Commerce, and elsewhere, and they were doing

it under instructions. I don't know what Mr. Sonnenfeldt's defense
will be. All I know is I observed a very serious violation of security.

I think you might, if there are sufficient safeguards made and the

FBI man i'ho supposedly has his cover operation, is free to come you
may want to hear him in executive session.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator Bmn. Not to this witness.
Senator NELson. Let me ask a question. Is the party that you are

talking about or reception-
Mr.KOCZA. Yes.
Senator NPLsOX [continuin]. Was in Israel'?
Mr. KoozAv. It was by a friend of mine Who had recently moved

into that house and he had practically the eiitire Israeli Embassy and

other people there.



Senator NELsoN. It was in a privatW home.
Mr. KoczAK. Yes, sir.
Senator NzsoN. And was the friend of yours-
Mr KOCZAit. A member of the Israeli Embassy. -
Senator Nisox. He was a member of the Israeli embassy.
Mr. KooZAx. He had been with the Israeli foreign office in the Amer.

iean Division when I was in Israel. I saw him often officially and per-
sonally in Israel.

Senator NEuLSo. And it is there that you heard the conversation to
which you referred.

Mr. yoozA . Yes, sir.
Senator NELsoN. And then did you report that?
Mr. KoOZAE. Yes, sir; I reported it. I got permission to go, I reported

what had transpired and I raised a question with my superior as to

whether Mr. Sonnenfeldt had, in fact, gotten permission to go, what

his report was, I had done my duty and I did not pursue it until thi#

man from the CIA, the Station Chief of the CIA in Tel Aviv, came

back and told me other security biechesaappeared to have happened

during the war in the Sinai campaign and the U.S. hndings in Lebsa-

non. I went over the whole matter with him, what were some of the

ways in, which the Israeli Government has access to information that

had been generated by our Embassy so rapidly that officers in our own

mission were afraid to send out telegrams, because they felt that it was

so quickly leaked bck to the Israeli Government that they were iden-

tified ana they ceuld be compromised themselves. Not only would the

telegrams be compromised, but the individuals who drafted them,

would themselves, be compromised.
Senator NELsoN. But you did report to your superior as best you

could recall it, the conversation.
Mr. KOCZAK. Yes, sir.
Senator NELSON. That you overheard at that reception.
Mr. KOoZAK. Yes, sir.
Senator NELsoN. And that was in what year?
Mr. KOOZAR. Fifty-ei ght.
Senator Nsxo. And then all of this information that you have

respecting this matter you have reported to the FBI.
Mr. KOCZAu. Yes, sir. I mentioned this August 20 Hungarian inci-

dent showiiig how close I was to the. CIA agent.
Senator NFasox. This was August 20,1958.
Mr. KoczAx. No; this was back in 1956. That my relationship with

the CIA agent was very close. When he came back from Israel he looked

me up ana said that subsequent to the Sinai campaign, there -were

other leaks of information, that the Israeli Government was fully

knowledgeable and that one of his problems was communicating infor-

mation to his own Government secretly and he said this problem con.

tinued and continued to concern his agency as well as the Department

of State. I narrated to him this incident about Mr. Sonnenfeldt. He

said "I think, I will ask our FBI liaison man to look into it." ,nd-then

the FBI came to see me in 1959 and I was asked to identify the tele-

grams. Up to that time thb State Department did not take -notice of
any report. I was called in to identify those telegrams which were
compromised. At the State Departmient they have the numbers, the

material, the dates. Assuming they have a good securIty pxqgram, they
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can show the date to you today regarwling the telegrams, including
the dates. There should he no difticulty for you in getting, in pepper
classified form, all the substane of thle material that was transmitted.
I identified them clearly by written notes, so ther is no problem that

you should have. I didn't keep records, it would be improper for me

io take home top secret messages, but the State Department, has tlhe

data, at least in the security office. If they are not giving it to you, it

means they arm a party to the withholding of information just as the

Acting Directo' of the Fill was a party to burning ip some inform .

tiorn that he had.
Unless you are prepared to take seriously the question of the whole

management- of te 1".S. diplomatic service and the problems they

have. If you want to read my testimony you will see tfat I certtil
am not a "Right Winger," you will se that I have no quarrel wit

the New York Times, you will see my concern here is purely the prob-

lem of protecting the PForeign Service people in the discharge of their

profesional duty.
I regret very much, I want to rolwat, that you had to hear about

this incident here so lato when this man is being nominated for Under

Secretary of the Treasury. It is an injustice to him, it is an injustice

Senator NtJsox. The issue you raise respecting this nomination is
solely confined to this one indent.

Mr. KOCZAK. Yes sir
Senator NILsow. S o which you were an observer.
Mr. KOczAK. Yes, sir. I didn't raise it. My name was submitted

to ,ou and I am under subpoena, before the other committee and I

would have much preferred that I would not have had to testify

openl.. I would not ha-ve done so excepting that Senator Long said

that there was no evidence in the FBT file, it was "hearsay." Think
this is incorrect. He has been misled, perhaps been misled by the FIll.

I want to repeat once again the Director, the Acting Director himself

destroyed some documents so there are some people in the FBI who

are qitte prepared to mislead you.
The CHAMMAN. There is some statement somewhere that someone

said that Mr. Sonnenfeldt said something at a party that he shouldn't

have said. If he did, it, would not be the first time someone said some-

thing at a party he shouldn't have said.
Mr. KoCZAR. that, is correct. The State Department should be able

to tell you what it is because they heve, you know, my report.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, let me ask you, were there other people thereI
Mr. IKOOSA1. Yes, Sir.
The CRAMMAI, People who would support your statement?

Mr. KCoCsAi. Most of them %re Israelis who will say it is a damnn
lie." I don't see why they should support it. After lill, It supports
their interests to be able 6~ pick ip thi kind of informattion.

The C1HArRUAN. Were there other employees of this Government
thereI

Mr. Ko zA. Not to my knowledge.
The C AtRUAN. YeN.
Mr. KOOZAK. There may have been. I don't think they would have

heard but you know it was a party and the circumstance was rather
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itterestin that I could have overheard. I could have been in another
part of the room and not overheard it.

The CHantA. Are you presently employed by the U.S.
Government?

Mr. KoOzAZ. No, sir; I am employed by the American Federation
of Government Employees, AFL-CIO. I am Director of Research
specifically.

The CUAIRMA. Haveyou ever been an employee of the CIA I
Mr. Kos . No, sir; 1 was an employee of the Foreign Service of

the United States for 20 years
The CITAMMAN. Foreign Service only, not the CIA.
Mr. KoCzAx, No sir.
.'he CHAMAN, ongressman Ashhrook, as you know, is concerned

about this matter. He has add re, ed a letter to us which concerns
the matter aboutwhich you are testifying here.

I would like to ask you, while you are here, if it is your impression
that M r. Otto Otepka knows any more about this than you know
or is It your understanding that his knowledge of this matter is gainea
either from or through you I

Mr. KOCZAK. Mr. Otto Otepka himself is concerned with other
matters. You know there were long hearings on his controversy, he
biuiiself was bugged, his documents were taken from him surrepti-
tiosiy. Senator Eastland Senator Dodd became involved In this

ease. The Department of State had set up an electronic surveillance
unit. For a long time it pretentled it hadn't. The fact was published

in the newspapers, Secretary Ball told Senator Fulbright it wasn't

trte. T think all this information was entered in the Senate records,
Senator Fulbright has a newspaper account showing where the elect
tronic surveillance center was located and anybody who made a tele-
pione call out of the State Department even through a public phone
could be automatically "wire tapped" and recorded. This is all in the
record. I am not revealing any new information here.

Mr. Otepka, I think, to his personal knowledge knows of Mr. Son-
nenfeldt's ties to newspaper people. As I said, I make a distinction
between what I observed and this news leak element as a matter of
value judgment.

r. Otepka, after all, was the security officer, he is able to comment
on that, the existence of that room, where it was, where it was pre-
vously. I wouldn't say this excepting 'it has appeared on the news-
papers associated with Secretary Bal at that time, and, he denied it.

ut I believe that is the source of his Information.
Now he then was supposed to evaluate the information on Mr.

Sonnenfeldt. He was the evaluator, I don't want to anticipate what
he will say but I think, he is a direct source. He has said that the la.
who made the transcript of the wiretap on Mr. Sonnenfeldt herself*
can be called by you. She will testify as to the fact that there was this
information. But that I know just from the press, and that Is hearsay '

so as far as I am concerned, But the other matter regarding the,
Israelis is not hearsay.

The OtAintAIm. Thak you very much. I have no further questions
of this witness at thistime. Thank you.



I see Mr. Clark Mollenhoff in this room. Mr. Mollenhoff's name has
also appeared in connection with this. Is there anything you would'
like to add to this record I

STATEMENT O CLAX MOLLENUOYP

Mr. Mowaxpowr. No. My contact with this was simply pasinsron
information when I was special counsel to the White House to Dr.
Kisingor and through General Haig relative to this matter, and IIC viewe4-it seriously at-the time but mide no value judgment, I pasmd
it to them and they exhibited great concern, indicated they were going
to do something at some point but I could never get a satisfactory
explanation back over a period of time and I just dropped it.

The CO AUA4W. Well now, I assume that Mr. Hemenway is going
to want to have his additional statement printed in the record. Mr.
Hemenway says that itis important how you loft the executive branch
because the reason is their failure to conduct impartial investigations
in matters such as this. Does that have anything to do with your
leaving itf

Mr. MoLzuxuorr. It would have been an accumulative thing. That,
the Fitzgerald case, half a dozen other things I could gon length
and fill a book with my problems of frustration in getting investiga-
tions done that were meritorious

The CHAMMIAN. Thank you.
(An additional statement of Mr. Hemenway, previously referred

to, follows:)
(Second statement by Mr. John D. Hemenway, before the Senate Commit.

toe on Finance, to supplement and augment the statement made of record on
May 15, 1918.)

FuRnxa TESTimoNY ON T 311 CoNRl MATxoN or Ma H1zLUTr SoNNaNvr.twE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I wish to intro.
duce Into the record my publicly expressed further objections to the confirmation
of Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt designated to be Under Secretary of the Treasury.
You will agree that it is fitting for this written testimony to be given you at
the second public session of the confirmation hrarlig begun on May 15 of this.
year.

On May 1, Mr, Chairman, you asked that I make myself available for ques.
tions pertaining to my testimony of that date. Naturally, when the time for
such questions arrives, I shall be ready to respond to questions on this testi-
mony as well.

FOam PRESSING FOR SONNENFELW8S CONFIRMATTON ARE THIE SAME FORCES A'rluMPT.
INO TO SXUM MOTIVE OPERATIONAL CONTROL O T1XV UNITED STATES OvMN

Mr. Nelson Rockefeller has been widely cited in the press concerning his
ambitions to be named Vice President, In the event the current cabal against
Mr. Agnew Is Successful,

Mr. Rockefeller han the active cooperation of the Attorney General as well
a 'Dr. Henry A. Kissinger (Rockefeller's protege) and a few senators andrepreentatives,

Concerning the matter before you, the Sonnenfeldt nomination, a similar
drama to cast with the Identical players. Consider the following items:

WOE ROOXEILBa/X18s!NE SONNNEL /4IORARDSON 02IAO

Last Saturday, 22 September, 1978, at 11:00 am, following the nWearlng of
Dr. Kissinger as Secretary of State, Mr. Rockefeller (Nelson Rockefeller Goy.
of N.Y.) was present to congratulate his protege. Also present was Mr. _elmut



Sonnenfeldt. Mr. Sonnenfeldt put his arm around Mr. Rockefeller and wa heard
tO 't you do something to help me [get confirmed]? The Senate Finance Con-

mites Is holding it up. Can you get the matter 1ran erred t the Senate Woreiga
Relations Committee?

When asked, Sonnenfeldt told Gov. Rockefeller that his confirmation was
held up because of "cheap smears" against him for which the Ichord Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives was responsible.

In another conversation, Gov, Rockefeller told a newsman that he had not
come to Washington to see the Persident; he had come only to see Dr. Kis.

he facts In the above Item can be verified by the Finance Committee under
oath, should Mr. Sonnenfeldt fail to remember the details. I can supply the
Committee with the name of the witness,

In fact, It is not "cheap smears" (serious security charges) alone that argue
against Mr. Sonnenteldt's confirmation, On May 15 I was the only witness to
oppose the confirmation of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. To my knowledge there have been
no subsequent witnesses called the New York Times to the contrary notwith-
standing, However, a great deal of evidence has been developed to support fully
every charge I made on May 15. There were four, in order:

(1) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's professional judgment in faulty; (See the Soviet
grain deal, below)

(2) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's personal standards of integrity are unacceptably

() Mr. Sonnenfeldt repeatedly has performed acts that violated his oath
of ofce; and,

(4) Mr. Sonnenfeldt's confirmation will place the Finance Committee of
the Senate in the position of seeming to condone illegal aots and violations
of, standards of conduct for Federal service set by the Congress itself,

Sonnenfeldt's basic competence to serve was questioned in my testimony
and It was the main point. I stated that Helmut Sonnenfeldt simply is not
qualified for the position for which he seeks confirmation.oe has neither the
academic nor the technical qualifications for such a post.

Bonnenfeldt is responsible, with his boss Dr. Kissinger, for the basic staff
decisions that misled the President Into the disastrous wheat deal with the
Soviet Union that is behind so much of the financial chaos we are witness.
Ing today Internally in America and externally, too, as the dollar declines
to the point where foreigners are reluctant to accept it in payment for obli.
gations without discount,

Other bad 'Sonnenfeldt Judgements are on record in my testimony of
May 15 and I an example of undercutting the US offset position on October
5, 1070 (see below).

The Hon. E0liot L. Richardson, now Attorney General, knew of all of the
events Mr. Sonnenfeld now refers to as "cheap smears" soon after January
20, 1000 when he became Under Secretary of State (the official who runs the
place from a management/administrative point of view), Not only did
Mr. Richardson do nothing In the 'Sonnenfeldt matter, it was under his admin.
Istration that the fraudulent lateral entrance-of Sonnenfeldt was facilitated at
the highest level FSO-1 (equivalent to major general).

However negligent of the Sonnenfeld Case, Eliot Richardson as Attorney
General has vigorously pushed for the prosecution of Vlce-President Agnew;
need he seems determined to break all Constitutional precedents In this vWgrous

pursuit of "justice".

SONWNFrLDT 10 AN OFFICIAL WHO U08;/ IT Is AS GIMPL3 AS THAT

Hsma.. Nente on August 25, 1978 (page 8--full page) laid out In detail ex-
pected testimony of Mr. StephenA, Koczak concerning events that could only be
described thus: Sonnehfeldt wIlingly was a party to an espionage collection
activity of a foreign power, The author of the article was Alan Ryakind, a ver$
careful Journalist who Interviewed Mr. Koesak.

I That 'Sonnenfeldt lied about these Intelligence matters Is evident from the
telegram sent to the Finance Committee by Mr. Otto F. Otepka, former Chief of
Security Evaluation at the Department of State. According to Otepka, "Any'
denial by Sonnenfoldt that he provided data to unautho*ied persons, I a gross
falsehood." Full text of the Otepka telegram is at TAB A,



- Moreover, Otepka and two other witnesses (Hemenway and Kozak) have,
ndlicoted that they are willing to be pl~qe under oath In public session. They

are prepared to describe three or more widely-separated matters concerning
which 'Mr. Sonnenfeldt has not told the truth and coilceruin which Mr. Sonnen-
feldt has made misrepresentations to this, the Finance Committee that is consid.
erfog his suitability for high ofce.

On October 5, 1070, Sonuenfe!dt, undercut the official financial policies of the
United States in 1Hurope. On that date, he briefed German Chancellor Brandt
and his aider in Bonn concerning offset arrangements (ways to counter the
outflow of gold because of the stationing of large numbers of US troops in.
11utrope--largely Germany-under NATO). The Chancellor's aides included
Mr. 2gou Bahr and Berndt von Staden, now German ambassador in the United
States,

Sounenfeldt's briefing misrepresented US policy, but US policy was changed
promptly thereafter to correspond to what Sonnenteldt, top aide to KIssinger,
at the NRC had told the Germans.

This ocurred only a few months after Presidential Counselor Clark Mol-
lenhoff lind requested Dr. Klsoinger (on two occasions) and Gen. Haig to
look Into serious matters concerning Mr. Sonnenfeldt. Partly because Dr.
Kissinger blocked impartial investigations, Mr. Mollenhoff resigned effective
1 July, 1970. (See "The Mollenhoff/Kissinger Standoff" from the Senate.
Official Hearing Report on Henry A. Kissinger, 'art 1, pages 2(-208 or:
Congressional Record of September 19, 1978, pages H 9147..1 A151).

Helmut Monnenfeldt thereby undercut a specific policy agreement decided,
between President Nixon and Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, It provided
for ways In which our close European allies (especially the.Germans) would
ihel) us financially to ease the US balance of payments problem.

High officials at the Department of State and the Department of Defense
knew of the blunder but they covered up for 'Sonuenfeldt. In one instance a
senior official was ordered to falsify a memorandum of conversation which
set out the facts, so that the unfortunate undercutting of US policy by,
Sonnenfeldt would not be revealed in that record of the conversation. Once
again. it the Committee wishes to go into this detail, I can provide the
names of all of the witnesses who could testimy under oath as to the facts.

Having meddled in constructive ways to assist the US balance of payments,
Sonnenfeldt also has engineered unwise financial arrangements to further
upset our BOP, such as the grain deal with low credits and other subsidies
to the communists who can now make both political capital and financial
profit from US purchased grain practically given them for $1.50-now worth
over $0.00 per bushel. Little wonder that grain now is appearing in India
and other areas in which the USSR has political interests. (Mee Kissinger
Confirmation Hearing Record part 1, page 202, "The grain deal with the
Soviet Union.")

THE OCXEFELLER CONNECTION

Mr. Nelson Rockefeller gave a toast to Dr. Kissinger on the occasion of
Kissinger's 0th birthday. It was at a party held at the Colony Club.

In his toast to Dr. Kissinger, the Governor noted that he had been asso.
elated with Kissinger In three Presidential campaigns.

"We succeeded In the third," said Rockefeller, "Henry went to the White
House."

The above remark was made concerning the first Nixon administration. Yet
at that time, Kissinger said that the man who made him Secretary of State was
not fit to he President. In 1068, Just after Mr. Nixon had defeated Mr. Rockefeller
for the nomination, Rockefeller.supporter Kissinger is reported by Bernard
Collier In the Boston Globe to have said, "That man Nixon Is not fit to be
President."

Also in 1908, candidate Nixon promised a "clean out" at the Department of'
State. Mr, William Rogers and Mr. Elliot Richardson were in charge of that
"clean out" which consisted largely of building up Henry Kissinger's NBC appar-
atus. There was no effort to stop the violation of regulations and the law in the
personnel field of which Helmut Sonnenfeldt's commissioning as an FSO-1 In
the career diplomatic service Is but one of hundreds of dreadful examples.

It Is widely known that the State Department has become "Rockefeller's do-
main" within the administration. Dr. Kissinger was Rockefeller's foreign affairs-
advisor during the period of Rockefeller's candidacy for the Republicam
nomination.
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One fact capable of substantiation concerning Spouneldt's improper conduct
Is that heleaked official secrets to his good friend issinger (read: ockefeller).

On August 20, 1978, there was leaked the f6llowfIng statement: "There is every
indication that the Preide4t himself miight teIephjoqe Long (that , ChaJ4Fan
Lon o the Finanoe C~mm ttee] ur him to go aheadwith the no.natiop,
:but White Hfouse ofcials hope such action Will not be neces ry," (source:
Aldo Beckman in the Chicago Tribune, 20 August, 1978 TAB B)

Sonnenfeldt and Kis1nger, both refugees from Hiler's Germany, are old
friends, hating first met ip 8n army unit as enlixtd me6p after the war, serving
under Ge 1 emigree, Fri tsraetner, who serves in a high stafi position with
the nltar;' establishment. Kraemer was also present at Kissinger's swearing in
on September 22.

Dr. Kissinger himself Is reported to be the source of the leaks he is said to have
investigated as Chief of the NSC. (The ivestigation is said to have "cleared"
Sonnenfeldt.) It is an old trick to have someone's phone tapped by an "inde-
pendent" agency, and then to warn those whose phones are so tapped so that
their conversations are "clean" and so reported by the "Independent" agency. It
is a ftct that Sonnenfeldt and Mr. Marvin Kalb (both of whose phones were
tapped by order of Dr. Kissinger) are close friends. They see one another often

enough on social and semi-social occasions to accomplish any transfer of Informa.
•tion without having to use the telephone.

The President's first choice to handle the Watergate situation was Secretary

-of state Rogers; when Mr. Rogers declined; the President's second choice was

Mr. Richardson. It was Messrs. Rogers and Richardson who sabotaged Mr, Nixon's
commitment to "clean out" the Department of State.

Mr. Chairman# with the p9sition of the Vice President under Aire; with
Mr. nockefeller being considered openly as his replacement;, with Mr. Richardson
pressing the attack against him. but not against Mr. Sonnenfeldt Iit Is not strain.
ing credulity to discern a certain pattern In these events.

Whether there is such a pattern or not, it should by now be painfully clear that

Mr. Sonnenfeldt is not fit for the high office to which he has been nominated nor
worthy of the trust.

When called again as a witness, as you Indicated on ,May 15. 1 shall be pleased

to note n number of inaccuracies in Mr. Sonnenfeldt's direct testimony of May 15

(in which he comments on my charges against him.)

'TEPKA TKLFORAM TO FINANCE COMMITTEE CLAIMS THAT SONNENFlLDT GUILTY or
"GROSS FALSEHOODS"

* Tn a telegram sent to Senate Finance Committee Chairman Long. timed for

-delivery prior to the hearing session this morning, Mr, Otto F. 0tepka accused

Mr. Helnmt Sonnenfeldt of "leaks of information by Sonnenfeldt to unauthorized
'persons."

Further hearings on Helmut Sonnenfeldt's confirmation to be Under Secretary

of the Treasury were scheduled for Monday, 10:80 a~m., October 1, Mr. Sonnen-

feldt wag the only scheduled witness.
Otepka also said in his telegram to the Finance Committee that "other evidence

known to me proves transmittal of classified intelligence [by Sonnenfeldtl] to

an agent of a foreign nation." Otepka, former Chief of Security Evaluation at the

Deportment of Sthte said that such offenses violated government security

regulations.
IAnv denial by Sonnenfellt that he provided data to unauthorized persons is a

grvos falsehood," according to Otepka's telegram to Senator Long. ('hairman of

the Senate Finance Committee.
'on May 15, in his testimony before Senator Long, Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt had

denied the apeclfic allegations referred to in Mr, Otepka's telegram to the Finance

'Committee. Prior to his testimony on May 15, Mr. Sonnenfeldt had not been s worn

in ond vax not under oaih. However, as a high official In the National Security

ounoll under Dr. Henry Ktssinger, he is expected to be truthful when ques-

tionod hv a Senate committee. The Senate Finance Commtttee Is currently ekamin-

'iny 86nnenfeldt's ouitAbility and qualifications for this high Treasury Department

',t. otext of the Otepkm telegram to the Finance Vommittee follows:
1*AI requested. bae provided vital details regarding Helmut Sonnenfeldt to

FBI agent Charles Mcl ugl, ElIzabeth City. N.C.
"My *ttment' des r *ibi-lre 'tap evidence obtained by State Department

-security officers established leaks of Information by Sonnenfeldt to unauthorized
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persons. Other evidence known to me proves transmittal of classified intelligence
tO An Agent of a foreign nation. Such oftens"s violated government security

-Any denial by Sonnenfeldt that he provided data tO Unauthoried persona Is a
gross falsehood and raises a serious question for his suitability for confirmation
to a sub-cab!net post.

"Strongly urge my recent testimony before Ichord Committee be carefully
reviewed and that Stephen Koosak, former foreign service officer, appear before
your committee as witness prior to any committee action on nomination.

[From the Chicago Tribune, Aug. 20, 10781

Szova r Issus SzAuows Kissxoan Ina's FUWrm
- (By Aldo Beckman)

San Clemente, Cal,, Aug. 21-White House staff members are bickering private.
ly, over the degree of help the administration Is giving to Helmut Sonnenfeldt,
one of Henry Kissinger's top aides and perhaps President Nixon's closest adviser
during the Soviet summit talks. Sonnenfeldt has been accused of being a security
risk.

Sonnenfeldt's nomination to be Undersecretary of Treasury has been pigeon.
holed by the Senate Finance Committee because the House Internal Security Com-
mittee (the renamed House Committee on Un.American Activities] has charged
that Sonnenfeldt leaked classified information to a reporter and gave top secret
Information to an Israeli diplomat about the time that the United States was
landing troops in Lebanon in July, 1908.

Sonnenfeldt, a career foreign service officer brought by Kissinger to his Na-
tional Security Council staff as the expert on European affairs, has denied the
charges.

Gerald Warren, deputy White House press secretary, said that the White House
stands behind the nomination.

White House aides who deal regularly with Congress said they are "concerned
but not worried" about the Sonnenfeldt nomination, expressing confidence that
Sen. Russell Long ED..La.], chairman of the finance committee, will clear the
nomination shortly after Labor Day.

Close friends of Sonnenfeldt's within the NSC express private sklcism about
how hard the "political types" in the White House are pushing the nomination.
"Hal (Sonnenfeldt] is a Democrat and there was some publicity about his wife
working for Humphrey in 1968," one recalled, "I don't suggest that anyone here
is opposing the nomination, but I'm not sure they're working that hard to push It
thru, either."

One source within the White House said that Long and Sen. Wallace Bennett
JR..Utah), ranking Republican on the finance committee, have asked to see the
FBI file on Sonnenfeldt, and have tacitly agreed to go ahead with the bearing*
after studying the file.

Neither of the senators are familiar with FBI files, however, aid have insisted
that Sen. James Eastland [D.-Mlss,], chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee, go thru the file with them, to explain what should be considered Impor-
tant and what might be frivolous.

There is every indication that the President himself might telephone Long,
urging him to go ahead withtthe nomination, but White House officials hope
such action will not be necessarM,

Rep. John Ashbrook [R., Ohio], ranking Republican on the House Internal Se-
eurity. Committee Is the man who has urged that the nomination be held up.

Ashbrook said his only motive is to make certain that a security risk does
not get into such a critical spot as Undersecretary of Treasury, where he would
be instrumental In dealing with international monetary and trade problems
faced by the United States. 1 1, 1

Sonuenfeldt supporters charge that Ashbrook, a conservative congressman who'
ran in several primaries against Nixon last summer and who has been a harsh
critic of administration efforts toward detente with Russia and mainland China,.
is determined to drive Sonnenfeldt out of government because of his role In the
Russian and Chinese summits. . ...

Ashbrook's chief weapon apparently would be the testimony of Stephen Noesak,
a former career foreign service officer. .... .....
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Roeak, in an interview, said be would testify under oath before the flnance
conwilttee if Invited and tell how he overheard Sonnenfeldt give critical informa.
tion on military planning to an Israeli diplomat during a reeption at the hrnne
of an employee of the Israeli Ombassy.

The 1B1 has Interviewed him, said Koczak, and told him that the justice
D)epa ent had been prepared to proceed with prosecution apinet Sonnen.
feldt, but could not because the State Department would not declassmf eorqt
cables needed in the prosecution.

The Cnunrmc. I would like to call Mr. Sonnenfeldt back, If I may.
I would simply like to get this matter resolved if I can. Mr. Sonnen.
feldt, you heard the witness. I would like to ask you to stand and ralse
your right hand. I

Do you swear that the testimony you give will be the truth, and
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God I

TESTIMONY 0? HELMUT BONUN T , NOMIFN TO BE UNDEE
SECRETARY 0 TE TEZASUY-R.sUmed

Mr. Soz;NzNrzwT. I do, sir.
The CuAwmArN. You heard Mr. Koczak's testimony will you tell us

whot you know about the meeting which was discussed in which It Is
stated that you revealed information that was classified to this Gov-
ernment.I

Mr. SONNNFEL DT. Well, I have a very skimpy recollection of a
reception at the home of an Israeli diplomat some 15 or so years age.
I have a much more vivid recollection of an extended interrogaion
that occurred either in 1060 or 1061, some 2 or 8 years after this alleged
occurrence by State Department security officials under oath, So n,
way my recollection of the event is really a reflected recollection of
the interrogation because the event itself in my mind now is simply
a social occasion like a hundred others one attends in this town,

In any event in that interrogation of which I do not have a record
available, I was asked about. these allegations concerning, isclosur
of classified information to Israeli diplomats or an Israei-lomat at

a reception. My recollection of the interrogation is tht I fully ad
completely and totally denied having done that. If I had no recolleo-
tion of it 2 years. after the event or years after the event I certany
'have none now, I simply flatly denied it. I do recall also bemg shown
a series of State Department telegrams, and asked to identify then.
I had never seen those telegrams before in my life andso testified or
so ,answered at the occasion of the Interrogation. I .

As I recall now they do deal with Israeli matters, but being con-
Perned. with Soviet a.airs It was extremely unlikely that I would
have seen them but it is conceivable. In any event I had not seen those'
telegrams and. so answered to inquiry by te interrotors. "

I Was subsequently given a lie det r test In this interrogation I
say this now even though I was obliged to sign a piece of paper sta.-
ing that I. would never discloe that fact but since that has been pub.
liely stited 'bY, I believe, Mr, Otepka I somehow' feel I'an freed from
tha obligtor at the time. SO I will siiti~lysy hat . d ta~e a 1e
detecto test. • .. I 01 I Y, ."y "
deThe reminder of it is simply the try ,y service in the Go,

ernment, and the fact that the security fllei of Govermoen ofi cls
particularly in positions such ae have occupied, are updated periodi-
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ally, perhaps every year, every 2 years, and that my security clear-
ance, my employment in the Government, has continued sice that
time, and In positions of increasing responsibility. Thore has been
reference to Wiretapping. I have hac, th occurred in the meantime,
at least so I am to dor so I read in the press, so I may perhaps be
.one of the more investigated people in this town by te-

The CUAMU N. Well,oin the club.
Mr. SoNx"r wrnr. And I can only since I have never had any ac-

• cess to my own security file, if you have talked to the F131 as you
have indicated, Senator, you are ahead of me, I can only assume hat
the qualified people, the properly constituted authorities, through
these administrations, Repullican and Democrat, over these years have
gone through this matter, and have made their decision on the basis of
their judgment of wh at is in the file.

I was not aware of what Mr. Mollenhoff just indicated that he had
raised this matter with, I believe he said Dr. Kissinger and General
Haig. I have no knowledge of how they disposed of'it. I did testify
here earlier that before I went to the White House in January of 1960
I pointed out to Dr. Kissinger that there had been these allegations
some years earlier, and that there had been an investigation on them,
that ohidently that investigation had turned out to be favorable to me
or I would not still then bein the Government, but that I wanted to be
sure that my new employers at the White House would make a full ex-
amination of the -background, so that there would be no possible em-
barrassment later if this matter were raised again. I have no knowl-
edge of what happened. I can only tell you that I have continued to
serve in the White House in responsible positions. I participated in a
number of the most sensitive negotiations that we have conducted
with foreign governments. I have sat in NSC meetings and so on, and
so forth, and'I have now been nominated to this position by the
President. So that I can only tell you that, while that is circumstan-
tial evidence, that somebody has made a judgment of these matters,
/has examined them, and there it is. I have given you my full knowledge
of it including, to repeat, my denial of any such action as has been
described here.,

I don't want to characterize or qualify it further. T find It somewhat
bizarre to suggest that a mass reception is an occasion where someone
would pass he contents of top secret telegrams to a foreign govern-
ment. But then stranger things have happened.

The C:TAMUAN. Well, T think the record should show you have said
as much to me with regard to this matter on other occasions, If it is

"possible for this committee to obtain it-and T don't know why it
shouldn't be-T will seek to obtain whatever information is in the State
fDepartment flies with regard to the matter.

N r. So? wm~x~'sr. I have no knowledge, Mr. Chairman, whether
the State Department files are any different from the FBI files, and I
simply don't know what security fles they have.

The CRAP94X. I too am concerned about leaks, and I hope very
much that you and the people in the State Department will prove a
better security risk than the average TT.S. Senator. A while bsack we
had a secret session of the Sente and at the end of it, consent was
askedthat we immediately release the record. I objected because I
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wanted to find out how good a security risk the US. Senate is. The
next morning Mr. Spencer Rich had a story on page I of the Wash.
Ington Post fully setting out about as accurate an account of what
had happened in the Senate as could have been expected from someone
If he had been sitting there listening to it. So I deplore leaks but I
have to concede that they do Ii ppen. But we will undertake to hnd, if
it can be found, the record of this particular matter but apparently It
has been looked Into, and it has been decided in your favor.

How many times have you been either appointed to a new position
or confirmed in a new position since that time?

Mr. SO NRzrPLDT. i have only been confirmed, if you are referring
to the Senate, as a Foreign Service officer of class one when I trans.
ferred laterally into the Foreign Service in 1970, so that would be
my only, the occasion that I would have come befoNe the Senate.

But n the period going back to this particular allegation-or to the
investigation of it in which I was interrogated whiclK itself was 2 or
8 years later, whch always struck me as rather peculiar Itthe violation
was as serious as has been suggested-I have been appointed a division
chief in the State Department, a deputy director in the State Depart-
ment, an office director in the State Department, in each case with more
extensive clearances, and have been appointed a staff member of the
National Security Council. Now these are all internal executive branch
appointments. I was also promoted a number of times first in the
civil service in which I still was in the late flfties, and then as a Foreign
Service Reserve officer and then laterally transferred into the Foreign
Service.

I believe each of these occasions calls for a review of a security file
in addition to the normal periodic updating of security files that occur
in the normal course of events in the executive branch, so I would say
this has been almost a continuous process, Senator, as far- as the up-
dating of my security file and the updating of investigatory informa-
tion and so on.

The CHAIRmAxN. You are testifying under oath here, and I want to
be sure that I understand your answer to this question: Do I under-
stand that it was 2 years after this event is alleged to have happened
before you were confronted with it ?

Mr. SoNxzz;mr. As I best recall.
The CHAIR iAN. Or approximately 2 years.
Mr, SoxNmnwrT. As I best recall the event itself-and I am now

recalling this on the basis of my subsequent interrogation rather than
of my sure recollection of the event itself-occurred sometime in the

* summer of 1958. I believe that my first confrontation with these allega.
tions occurred either in 1960 or 1961. i am simply not certain, But it
did not-I was never confronted with any such allegation until that
time.

TheOCHAiRmAN. Let me see if I understand your answer. If I, uldzi-
stand your answer, this event was alleged to have dcctur etd in 9 8.
If I understand what you just said, you said that you were interrogated
about that matter in 1958.

Mr. SoNNrNEmiVr. No, sir; I wasn't interrogated on that matter or
on these allegations concerning pres leaks certainly not before 1960.
It was either in the fall of 1960 or early 1961, in that period.
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.The1CvAnuuz. I would like to iet that straight i my mind because
It would seem to' me, if you had been guilt of ' serious security
breach, you should have been hearing about sometime soon after it
ha ened.

Mr.S o8 NS??ELDr. Senator-
The COA=.znr. I can recall an occasion when one of my colleagues

in the Soenate made what I thought was a bad mistake and said some.
thing he shouldn't have said. That was directed to his attention in
short brder.

Do I understand that there was a long period of time, exceeding 1
year, between the time this event is alleged to have occurred and the
time anybody ever interrogated about it or asked you what you said
or didn't sayI

Mr. SONNBFELDT. I have been interrogated by the security people
concerning myself-they come by quite frequently to ask you about
other people--but concerning myself only on this one occasion which

as either in late 1960 o earlw 1961. All other contacts with either
security people or the FBlVier related to my judgment of other
people or once or twice when the White House Investigations occurred
of the leaks in the Nixon administration I was asked some questions.
But, apart from that, I had never had any contact in the form of an
interrogation with security officials or the FBI between the time I was
investigated to enter the State Department in 1952 and this occasion
in late 1960 or early 1961.

The CHAIR3AN. If I had been present and heard someone reveal,
some information that he shouldn't'e revealing. I would feel that that
matter should be corrected sometime soon; it shouldn't go on. What
would your reaction be if you had someone divulging top secret infor-
mation of this Government at a particular social event where you
might be with 'people from a foreign government I What would your
reaction to that be What do you think you ought to do f You have been
with the State Department.

Mr. SoNtinxzr. If I were morally certain that that was occurring
I would make some effort to get it reported and get some action taken
toprevent it from recurring. That would be my action.

The C TAUTMAT. I should-think at a nfinimum you would tell the
fellow who did it, "You shouldn't do that again." I

Mr. So?;Nz wr'. Well, in this country, in our business, the distinct.
tion between what is classified and what is unclassified is sometimes
blurred. But certainly I have found myself in situations where I was--
I don't normally take it upon myself to lecture other people regarding
their conduct, but I found myself in situations where perhaps a Sub-
ordinate of mine spoke -in a particular manner that I though was un-
wise or indiscrete and I would have immediately urgedhim to not
do that again apd to be careful. That would be my normal response
to that kind of a situation.

The awztiur. Thank you. I would ask that at the end of this
series of questions, the letter from Representative Ashbrook should be
made a part of the record as well.

(Theletter with attachments follows:]
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ONOGSU Or THE UNiTED STATRD,
Homa op RMRXZTATV"$Ue

Hon. RusSeLL B. LONG, Waehlntono D.0., September 18, 1978.

oh0 rmn4, Beate Pf4moe Oommdttee,
014 Beae Ojoe Buildng.

bau3 M&. CnARMAN : Because of unfavorable press accounts recently concern
ing my involvement In the Helmut Sonnenfeldt case, I thought the enclosed
material might be of interest,

The first item is a copy of the New York Times editorial of August 16 along
with my press release Issued the ame day defending against the Times charge
of my conducting a "witch hunt." Needless to say, the Times did not run the
release.

The release points out that the House Internal Security Committee, of which
I am ranking minority member, has been reviewing the Federal Employee Secu-
rity Program since 1070 In our oversight hearings with hearings on the State
Department beginning in June, 1971. It was In connection with these hearing,
And on the basis of the personnel security theme alone, that the HISO minority
staff considered the Bonnenfeldt case.

Secondly, the release stresses the Koczak charges Including the charge that
"top secret Information, Including military planning" was given by Mr. Isonnen.
felt to a foreign power. This charge, levied by a source who is now Director
of Research for the American Federation of Government Employees, an dilate
of the AFL-CIO, should not be taken lightly.

Also enclosed are two letters, one from Secretary of Treasury Shultz and the
other a letter from comment on the Shultz letter by Mr. Otto Otepka, the security
officer who handled the Sonnenfeldt case while at State. It is Interesting to note
that in listing the investigations on Mr. Sonnenfeldt, Secretary Shultz omits two
Investigations, the most important being the Koczak charges In 1068, along with
the investigation of 1960-61. The Secretary who transcribed the tapes of the '60-01
wiretapped conversations of Mr. Sonnenfeldt is willing to confirm that she was
thus invoved.

According to press accounts, Mr. Sonnenfeldt was again the target of wire.
tapping during the 1969-71 period when Mr. Henry Kissinger was involved in
the tapping of seventeen individuals. This Issue was the subject this week of
negotiations between Chairman Fulbright and the Attorney General over access
to the tapes.

It must be emphasized that any inspection of the Sonnenfeldt security files,
the possibility of which you explored in your May 15 hearings, should include the
State Department files as several of the investigations were made by the State,
Department alone.

As noted in Mr. Otepka's letter, the Civil Service Commission is required to
keep a listing of all personnel investigations in their "Security Investigations
Index." Unlike the listing in the Shultz letter, the Commission should have a
record of all investigations conducted in the Sonnenfeldt case. Mr, Robert J,
Drummond, Jr., Director, Bureau of Personnel Investigations, is currently the
custodian of the Index.at the Commission.

Several months ago President Nixon made mention of the leaking of national
security information to the POW's at the White House reception for them.
Later, Vice President Agnew complained of the leaking of privileged information
to the press in his own case now before Justice. Several weeks ago Director
Kelley of the F.B,I, publicized his efforts in keeping vital information secure at
the Bureau.

My interests in the Sonnenfeldt case are similarly motivated. The IS0 over.
sight hearings seek to insure that Federal employees with access. to sensitive in.
formation are reliable and trustworthy thereby keeping vital information in the
proper channels, In this context, needless to sayl the Sonnenfeldt case Is an im.
portent one.

I was informed by my good friend, Clark Mollenhoff, that, when he was a legal
adviser to President Nixon several years ago, he approached Mr, Kissinger and
General Haig or more than one occasion with the Koczak.Otepka allegations
against Mr. Sonnenfeldt. They initially expressed concern and assured Clark
that something would be done. To be sure, something was done: Mr, Sonnenfeldt
was promoted to PO0-t, a position requiring, Senate confirmation--after Clark
had left the White House.
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In view of the many unanswered questions Involved with this case, I very
much appreciate the close scrutiny given this Issue by the Renate Finance
Committee and gladly off'or any assistance I inay be able to provide,

Sincerely,
JotiN M. AsmmnloK,

IR0jrekeIt(tite to CoDD Ores, 171A DIstr1ct.

(From the New York Times, Thursday, Aug, 10# 19781

* Tim SONNIENVXLDT CARN

The drinittle hn provenient the Nixon Adinihlstration his effected In relations
with Moscow and I eking remains an achievement undimmed e'ql by W..ergate.
The public sltllght has justiflably been on the President and Ilenr, Klsluger
as chief architects of this now design In American foreign policy. but just
off center stage has been another key figure, Helnmut Sonnenfeldt, Mr. Kissinger's

prhicpal deputy.
Specialists familiar with the pivotal role Mr. Sonnenfeldt played In the

arduous negotiations that led to the turnaround In relations were virtually
unanimous in applause when Mr. Nixon decided recently to nominate Mr. Son-
nonfeldt us Under Secretary of the Treasury, at post in which lie could make
substantial new contributions-to promoting healthy United States economic rela-
tions with the rest of the world.

But the Nixon policy of detente still has right-wing critics In Congress, anid
the overpowering stench of Watergate has unfortunately damaged every high
Administration official, no matter how innocent of invovement, in the "White
House horrors." This combbiation of circumstances lus now lirinitted a 1078
revival of the Joe MeCirthysmn of tre-early 1050's. An Ohio Republican, lepre-
sentatlVe John M .%Ashbrook. i currently nlsilming IcCartlhys iiavory role,
with Mr. Ronnenfeldt as his Intended victim. .Te charge: leaking classified In.
formation to the press as long ago as 1054 when Mr. Sonnonfeldt was a State De-
partment researcher.

Though Mr. Sonnenfeldt ias undergone the most exacting of security clear-
an(!e during his many years of Government service, and particularly those be
has spent as a White House alde, tihe existing atnosphere is such that the Senate
seems disinclined to make an Independent judgment while Representative Ash.
brook conducts lis witch hunt. The target of this tragleomnedey is not primarily
Mr. Sonnenfeldt at all, but rather the intelligent and enlightened foreign policy
lie has done so much to formulate and Implement. Mr. Nixon is showing both
courage and sound judgment In reaffirming his desire to see his appointee
confirmed.

NEWS RELEASE PROM REPnRUONTATIVE JOHN AL AsniRoox, 17TIt
- COWNGRZSIONAL DisTwor or Onjo

Congressman John M. Ashbrook (i-Ohio) today released the following state-
ment in connection with the investigation of the security background of Mr.
Helmut Sonnenfeldt, nominated by President Nixon as Under Secretary of the
Treasury:

I am appalled that the New York Times considers the propaganda climate
of Watergate so favorable to Irresponsible reporting that it has launched a
scurrilous attack on me in connection with the House Internal Security Com.
n!ittee's investigation into the Federal Civilian Employees Loyalty-S curityProgram.

li'tte AugUst 16 editorial on "The Sonnenfeldt Case," the Times alleges that
I have taken advantage of the "Watergate White House horrors" to produce
a "1978 revival of the Joe McOarthylsm of the early 19(0s." The editorial dis-
torted the facts which I have supplied previously to David Binder, a New York
Times reporter. I find especially offensive the editorial comment that a 'Repub-
lican, Repfri-emtatlve John M. Ashbrook, Is Oturrently assuming McCarthy's
unsavory role, with Mr. Sonnenfeldt as his intended victim. The charge: leading
classified information to the press as long ago as 1954 when Mr. Sonnenfeldt
was a State Department researcher."
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This editorial is a typical New York Times orchestration of "facts" distorted
so as to smear Congressional investigations of personalities whom the New York
Times wishes to protect. Mr. Sonnenfeldt's case became a matter of special con.
cern to me during the Internal Security Committee hearings in 1071, long before
his name was submitted by President Nixon to the Sonato for confirmation as
Under Secretary of the Treasury. Our Committee normally would have flilubded
this investigation months before his nomination. The only reason our investiga.
tion was delayed was that the Justice Department was dilatory by more than
a year in confirming a critical fact concerning a prime witness in this vase.
Finally, after further inquiry by me, Mr. Ruckelshaus confirmed that the FBI
had communicated with a State Department diplomat, Stephen A. Kocsak, who
was prepared to give testimony under oath that Mr. Sonnenfeldt delivered
top ecret Information, including military planning to a foreign power.

Mr. Kocuak is now Director of Research of the Amerienn Federation of Olv.
eminent employees, AFL-CIO, the largest union of Federal Employees In the
United States, Previously, he was a Foreign Service Officer for nearly 20 years
with the State DePa)rtment and served In Budnjpest, Hungary, Tel Aviv, Israel.
and Berlin, Germany.

As Director of Research of AFGH, he has been one of the prime movers
seeklitg to reform the Foreign Service personnel system to assure that Foreign
Service Officers are not dismissed or Ienallsed iwenuse of irresponsible allego.
tons, including security and suitability Issues, made against them either wlthill
the Government or by private persons, Ills testimony before Senator Fulbright
on behalf of the AibE is considered the most comprehensive statement made
to date on this subject.

Largely because of the facts which I dlcovred In reviewing State Depart-
ment personnel practices denying due process to its i'mployeei'. both eonserva.
tives and liberals alike, I Introduced a bill as far back as 108 providing statutory
safeguards to Foreign Service personnel aturing that they (ould dfend them.
selves against allegations and ehargem by invoking all the guarantees of du
process including confrontation and cross-exaniination of their adversaries.

Under these circumstances it is clear that the New York Times editorial Im
menadicious and Irresponsible and has ulterior purposes. One of these Is to etwrce
President Nixon to put pressure on the U.S. Senate to rush through tile confirma.
tion of Mr. Sonnenfeldt before all the facts, delivered under oath, are written
Into the record by the House Internal Security Committee.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt, who is now a Foreign Service Officer on assignment to tile
National Security Council, obviously would have been one of tile main iene-
ficiaries of the legislation which I introduced but which the State Department
opposed. I assure the New York Times that our hearings on Mr. Sonnenfeldt
will be conducted in the spirit that motivated the Introduction of my bill.

In-light of these fact, it is Ironic that he New York Times has seleced me as
its special target in Its efforts to advance Mr. Sonnenfeldt's nomination by aecus.
in te of "witchhunting."

When the New York Times published the Pentagon Papers, It claimed titwa
in the Interest of the public's right to know.

When the Now York Times demands the release of tle President's privileged
tapes, it claims teu it is in the interest of the public's right to knM .

However, whe iask for pertinent information relevant to the Congress' right
to know, the New York Times calls it "witchhunting."

(Brought In person by Bill Gifford]

Tux 890RETARY or Tits THYKAsuisY.
111ouhfnto&, August 7, 1078.

Hon. Jonmw M. Asnagooxs
U.S. Ho"se of Rejir8estativest
Weshbstoa, DAC

Dzii Ma. Asssoox: This responds to your letter of July 80 In regard to le
-clearance procedures In connection with the nomination of Mr. Helmnut Sonnenm-

feldt to be Uner Secretary of the Treasury.
Pursuant to normal procedures in all cases involving President appointments

"reqing Senate conffimation, security and conflict of Interest reviews of the
candidate are Initiated and conducted by the White House. In accordance with

99408--78----8
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these procedures, on March 13, 1973, the Federal Bureau of Investigation was
requested to perform the necessary investigations of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. It should
be noted that In Mr. Sonnenfeldt's case a complete fullfteld investigation was
not required since such an investigation had been completed in February 1972
In accordance with White House policy to up-date such investigations every
three years. The FBI filed its report with the White House Security Office on
April 2, 1978. That report, and reports of investigations conducted in 1972, 1969,
1957, 1955, and 1954, were reviewed by Miss Jane Dannenhauer, the staff assistant
in charge of the White House Security Office. They were also reviewed by and
discussed with Fred F. Fielding, Deputy Counsel to the President. On April 4,
1978, the White House Personnel Office was advised that the Security Office
had no objection to Mr. Sonnenfeldt's nomination from a security standpoint.

It should also be noted that all information developed in regard to Mr. Sonnen-
feldt in 1973, 1972, 1969, 1957, 1955, and 1954 was, in each instance, resolved in
Mr. Sonnenfeldt's favor.

In answer to your other questions, there was no current personnel security
investigation made by the Department of the Treasury and the Department did
not review any other investigation.

I respectfully suggest that it might be helpful to the Committee to discuss
this situation with Mr. Fred Fielding who has the responsibility of obtaining
clearance for Presidential nominees.

Sincerely yours, ORoV P. SHUTZ.

WHMATON, MD.,
August 26, 1978.

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

DP.AR CONGRESSMAN AsHBROOK: I am replying to your request for my comments
on the letter dated August 7, sent to you by Treasury Secretary George Shultz
in which ho provides certain data concerning the investigations and evaluations
made with respect to Helmut Sonnenfeldt.

Concurrently, Stephen Weld. of Milton, Mass., sent me a copy of a letter he
received from Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen containing less de-
tailed information about investigations of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. I shall comment on
both letters.

Secretary Schultz says that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was afforded a partial investiga-
tion by the FBI in 1973, and its report, together with reports of investigations
made in 1972, 1969, 1957, 1955, and 1954, were reviewed by Miss Jane Dannen-
hauer, a staff assistant in the White House Security Office, and Fred Fielding,
Deputy Counsel to the President.

It is not clearly specified whether the reports preceding 1978 were all made by
the FBI. However, I can say from -my recollection, based on my former access to
security reports on Mr. Sonnenfeldt, I am sure that some were prepared by the
State Department.

I do not know whether Miss Dannenhauer or Mr. Fielding are trained security
specialists although I am inclined to believe they are not. What concerns me is
that neither may have reviewed reports made by the State Department Security
Office in 1960 and 1961 since these reports are not mentioned in Secretary Shultz's
letter. Such reports included the results of electronic surveillance made of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt which established that he had contacts with and provided classified
data, without authority, to persons outside the Government. In these activities
Mr. Sonnenfeldt was meeting with persons who were trying to discredit Richard
Nixon.

I suspect that the Kennedy Administration, in order to protect Mr. Sonnen-
feldt and col.iceal his actions, destroyed all evidence of this electronic surveillance.
This may explain why the 1960 and 1961 reports are omitted from Mr. Shultz's
letter.

It concerns me most seriously that Mr. Shultz also did not mention that there
was an investigation of Mr. Sonmenfeldt in 1958, the year in which he provided
classified information, without authority, to an agent of the Israeli Intelligence
Service in Washington. As you know, the FBI has acknowledged that it received
a complaint about this incident.

Regarding Mr. Petersen's letter to Mr. Weld, It does not specify the dates or
the actual number of investigations made of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. It is stated only that
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a "number of investigations" were made by the FBI and "in all of those cases, the
results were determined to be favorable."

With all due respect for Mr. Petersen, I must say that the wording and omis.
sions in his letter tend to mislead its reader that Mr. Sonnenfeldt received an
"1FBI clearance." The FBI, of course, makes no evaluations but merely provides
the results of its Investigations for the necessary determination by the employing
agency. Mr. Petersen should have made It clear as to who evaluated the "number"
of FBI investigations.

In advising Mr. Weld aboutone allegation, Mr. Petersen says that the FBI
files do not show that Mr. Sonnenfeldt turned over classified intelligence informa.
tion to a foreign diplomat. That statement is absolutely untrue. I need not elabo-
rate further because you have announced that you have a reliable witness who
can testify under oath that Mr. Sonnenfeldt committed the act in question.

I hope you will take the appropriate steps to resolve the discrepancies I have
pointed out. As an initial step, I suggest that you contact the Civil Service Com.
mission to ascertain the dates of all investigations made with respect to Mr. Son.
nenfeldt and the name of the agency which conducted each investigation.

Under provisions of the Federal Personnel Manual, every agency is required to
submit for the Commission's "Security Investigations Index," a card record
(Form 79) showing the initiation of any type of investigation for employment
purposes, regarding a Federal employee or applicant.

The purpose of the index card is to enable the responsible personnel security
officer in the employing agency to obtain the results of each investigation, pre-
vent multiple investigations, review the results under applicable criteria, and
make a finding whether the Individual investigated may be granted a security
clearance depending on the nature of the information developed in relation to
the position to be occupied or actually occupied.

Finally, I want to note that Mr. Shultz told you that the Treasury Department
required no current investigation of Mr. Sonnenfeldt and the Department did not
review any other investigation. I take this to mean that the responsible security
officer in the Department did not submit his views on the substantive data devel-
oped because he was, in effect, bypassed.

Sincerely,
OTTO F. OTEPRA.

Senator NErsoN. I just have two brief questions. Did Mr. Koczak at
the occasion when he was overhearing a conversation make any com-
ment at that time to you?

Mr. SO-.N-xNETD Senator, the occasion itself is so dim in my
memory, I frankly don't even remember the presence of Mr. Koezak at
that party but if he said he was there than I am sure he was. But I
don't recall having any particular conversation with him at all.

Senator NELSON,. Well now, that was 15 years ago. However, your
interrogation about that was only 2 years away. When you were inter-
rogated in 1960 or 1961 did you" have a recollection of the particular
reception? I

Mr. SONxNNFFLDT. Well, my recollection of that interrogation is
that I remembered the reception, yes; but as I said before, it is now a
derivative recollection because the event itself, I don't even remember
the house and I don't even at the moment, offhand, remember the name
of the host or what he looked like but I do recall in the interrogation
that the memory was somewhat more vivid because as I recall the date
of the thing coihcided with the date of something else that happened to
stick in my mind but I can't now tell you what that was but that was
a reference point so I had a reasonably, I think, vivid recollection, of
'the occasion at that time when I was interrogated.

Senator NELSoN. You stated that you had taken a lie detector test.
Was that on the occasion of your interview in 1960 and 1961 with secu-
rity officiqlsI
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Mr. SONxENFDmaT. I think it was the culmination of that interview,
yes; the end of it.

Senator NELsoN. And you were queried on the precise question raised
here, is that correct ?

Mr; SONNENFELDT. My best recollection is that I was queried on this
particular incident :ind on questions of contacts with the press. Those
were the two principal things that I was being interrogated about and
I think that is what I was asked a bout in the-lie detector test, yes, sir.

Senator NEL1soN. In the course of that test, was there any indication
that you, from the test itself that you were iot responding truthfully
to any of these questions?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I never was given the results of the test. All 1
know is that I went on in my career in the Department of State, so
presumably the results of that test were looked at by qualified people
and taken into account when the final evaluation of the whole investi-
gation was made.

Senator BYRD. Would the Senator yield for a question?
Senator NELsoN. I have no more questions.
Senator BRD. I just have one question. I wonder why you were

sworn to secrecy in regard to the lie detector test.
5'xEFELDT.-I have no idea, sir. Maybe it was the practice of

investigators at the State Department at the time not to disclose their
methods and I wouldn't have mentioned it on this public occasion if
there hadn's been reference made to it in public statements by I be-
lieve Mr. Otepka.

Senator NELSON. And printed in the press.
Mr. SoNmmmmaLT. I think it was either that, I believe it was in the

Congressional Record.
The CHAmIRA. I would like to make one further statement since I

see an enclosure accompanying Mr. Hemenway's further statement,
a press clipping which seems to indicate that the President of the
United States either has or will contact me about this nomination. The
President has not discussed this subject with me. I have heard from
some of the liaison people in the White House who rather regularly
contact us with problems we have with the White House and the prob-
lems they have with us. No one has suggested to me we should do our
duty other than as we see it, and I am sure that will be the attitude of
the President of the United States about the matter.

I am aware of the fact that Mr. Kissinger is interested in this con-
firmation. I was not awro until I saw- Mr. Hemenway's statement
today that-it seems Mr. Rockefeller feels the man should be confirmed.
I think that it also might be appropriate to say Senator Mathias also
thinks the witness ought to be confirmed. I was made aware of that
fact last. week and I hided him about the fact that had it been one
of my constituency I would be in touch with the committee a lot sooner
than he was, to point out that I had a high regard for the nominee
and would hope that the committee would confirm him promptly.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I might comment on that, Senator. I have quite
deliberately, somewhat to the consternation of some of my friends, not
encouraged people to lobby in my behalf because I wanted this com-
mittee to make its decision in its own way without any kind of en-
couragement from people not directly concerned with the matter.
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The CHAMMA. I have no further questions. But I will seek to find
out what, if anything, the State Department has in its files about this.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to delay the considera-
tion of this nomination. I have questions that will probably take an
hour, an hour and a half, probably an hour and a half.

The CHAIRMUAN.. I don't want to further impede your getting the
information you want, Senator Byrd. I am going to leave this thing
completely in your hands for the rest of the session.

Senator BYRD. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is 12:55. The Senate has on the floor a new foreign ai bill. I have

some interest in trying to protect the taxpayers a little\bit ii that
regard, so I would like to be on the floor. May I ask Mr. Sonnenfeldt
what would be your situation tomorrow morning?

ft'. SO-NENFELD'. I am at your disposal, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Would it be satisfactory to you if the committee were

to meet, Senator Long, would it be satisfactory if the committee were
to meet at say -9:30 tomorrow morning?

Mr. SONNEwFELT. That would be fine, sir.
Senator BYo. Thank you. Thank you, sir.
The committee will meet tomorrow in room 4200.
The CHAmxAN. We have a further statement of Mr. Hemenway.
Mr. HEENWAY. Yes, Senator, can you tell me if it is your intention

to put my statement of this morninginto the record
The ChAIRMAN. Yes; I will ask that it be added to the record*
Mr. HEMENWAY. Thank you. -
[Whereupon at 12:55 p.m. the committee was adjourned until Tues-

day, October 2, 1973, at 9:30 a.m.]

*See p. 98.
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NOMINATIONS OF HELMUT SONNENFELDT, DONALD C,
ALEXANDER, AND EDWARD C. SCHMULTS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1973

U.S. SENAW,
CoMMM'x ON FNANCE,

Waehington, D..
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 9:80 a.m., in room 4200,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Parry F. Byrd, Jr.,presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Nelson,

and Bennett.
Senator Bym. Mr. Sonnenfeldt, would you like to take a seatI
The committee will come to order.
First, I would like to ask you in regard to news reports, as to the

accuracy of them, some of the news reports say that your name either
will be withdrawn as Under Secretary of the Treasury or once con-
firmed you will immediately thereafter relinquish tflat position and go
to the State Department.

Would you comment on thatI

TOTMONY OP HELM UT SONENFELDT OF MARYLAND, NOMINEE
TO BE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY-Resumed

Mr. So&Nm z i r. I have seen the same reports, Senator. My in-
tention certainly is to serve in the Treasury in the position for which
I have been nominated. I am a career official so I am necessarily at the
disposal of the President if 'he wishes to give another assignment. But
I have no plans myself and am not aware of any plans other than the -
kind of speculation that you are talking about to change that. But I
am at the disposal of the President.

Senator Bnw. Has not the matter been discussed with you
Mr. SoN"NrpI . At one time or another possibilities along those

lines have been discussed but there has been no firm discussion, and the
last discussion that I have had has been that I will go through with
this nomination. I am in an awkward position in this respect because
other people would have to make that decision in the first instance and
I simply cannot read their minds or speak for them.

Senator Bmn. I understand that. But the committee is being asked
to confirm you for a particular position, and there have been discussions
with you, have there not, that this may be a highly temporary matter
and that you, will soon be shifted to another position ?

Mr. SONYENP LDT. Well, I would have to say only in a very contin-
gent and general way, and everything that I am aware of is that I

(115)
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should go through with this proceeding and with the nomination and
then proceed to serve in the Treasury.

I really am not in a position to go beyond that because it is not some-
thing that I would be privy to at all.

There have been discussions concerning the whole question of the
staffing of the Department of State. if that is what you are referring
to ant in which I have been very generally and very sporadically
involved simply as a member of the White House or the NSC staff. But
I have had no' firn proposition made to me along these lines and I
really would have to await the President's pleasure on that matter,
and act in good faith as regards my Treasury appointment.

Senator BRn. I take it there has been discussion with you in regard
to that matter?

Mr. SO-NxNFNFLD'r. There has been discussion but only as a very con-tingent possibility and my intent is to go through with this nomination.

Senator BRD. : was speaking beyond the nomination.
Mr. SON ?4NFELDT. Well, I wishI could be more responsive because,

you r-
Senator BYRD. I think you have been, T think it is clear there have

been discussions.
Mr. SONNENFELDT. There certainly have been discussions, but it has

been of a general and vague character and ultimate decisions will
depend on others, and I do take the position that, as was true in the
case of this particular job, which I did not Seek, that as a career official
in the Government I will go essentially where the President asks me
to go.

,enator BYRD. T am aware of that.
I think all Presidential appointees have to do that, it is customary.

But I wish to--going through this problem of confirmation for an
office that, the best I can judge. and while it is only a guess, my guess
has been boosted a little bit by your comments this morning. Tt is only
a guess. but as soon as you are confirmed for this office you will e put
in another office and I am just wondering what the logic'of that is.

Mr. SoxNFE.LT, u. Well. T wish I could say something more firm
but it is really out of my hands. I can assure you what my intention is.

Senator BYRD. All right, let's get back to where we left off yesterday.
You had just given me what you conceive to be the advantages to the
tTnited States of the October agreement, and in so doing you men-
tioned that of course there are advantages to Russia also.

Now T wonder-you have outlined the benefits to the ITnited States,
now what wererthe benefits to Russia?

Mr. Sox,;rxFPT. Well, I think the principal benefits to the Soviet
Union were the basic agreement reflected by these agreements of the
"Iiited States to encourage trade, something that we have not been
doincv for over 20 years as a government. -

T think that. from the Soviet standpoint, is the principal psychology
cal and political purpose of engagine] in that negotiation to permit us
as q ,overnment to encourage trade between the Fnited States and the
Soviet "Tnion.

The other advantage from the Soviet standpoint is the assurance
contained in that agreement that the President will seek authority to
grant most-favored-nations treatment. But I would say that the'rest
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of it beyond this general assurance embodied in that agreement that
the U.S. position was one of taking a positive view toward trade, that
the rest of the agreinent, the specifics in the agreement are essen-
tially all to the advantage of the United States in that they establish
modalities for the conduct of trade that will benefit American firms
doing business.

Senator BYRD. Well now, in implementing this agreement, what as-
surance is there that the U.S. interests wilf be better protected than
in the 1972 grain sale?

Mr. SONNENFEUDT. Well, this a agreement is not an agreement con-
cerning trade in a specific set of commodities, but it is rather an
agreement setting a framework and establishing modalities through,
for example, as I was saying yesterday, in the establishment of busi-
ness facilities and arbitration procedures and commercial office in
Moscow and these various provisions.

lhe assurance rests in the Soviet interest in conducting trade with
us, and to the extent that they do not implement these terms, it will
impede the trade that they are interested in but this particular agree-
ment is a framework agreement, and it is an agreement that deals
with modalities rather than a specific agreement on a particular type
of trade.
I must say 1 am reasonably hopeful, although we will have to live

and learn from it over the next 3 years, 2 years now, I am reasonably
hopeful that the Russians will in fact deliver on these particular com-
mitments because they are interested in the trade.

Senator BYRD. Deliver on what particular commitments?
Mr. SONKENFELDT. The ones that I have referred to regarding busi-

ness facilities, regarding the use of third party arbitration in the event
of (isagreements, the establishment of a commercial office which has
already occurred, the establishment of a trade center in Moscow-which
is in process of happening, all of these are facilities to enable Ameri-
can firms to do business, and it appears, even though this agreement is
not in force yet because MFN has not been granted, that the Soviets
are in fact implementing seriatim interim provisions of it with respect
to the matters that I have mentioned.

Senator BYRD. Former Secretary Rogers has stated that the agree-
ment protects the United States against Russian exports that could
disrupt domestic markets.

Now how can this be accomplished ?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, the agreement itself contains in the pro-

vision for-first of all, a Soviet commitment not to do that. So we
have a standard that we can apply, and we have a commitment to
which we can hold the Soviets.

Senator BymiD. How good do you regard a Soviet commitment?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I think in this particular area I would regard it

its pretty good.
There are other areas of commitment where one can argue about

it but what is involved here-
Senator BYRD. You are a Soviet student.
Mr. SONiNENFELDT. Right.
Senator BynD. With wide knowledge of the Soviet, wide knowledge

of the Soviet Union.
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Could you give us, for the record now, a few agreements of a major
nature that the Soviets have made and have adhered toI

Mr. SONNPFLDT. Well I think that they have adhered to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. I think they have adhered to the Antarctic
Treaty.

Senator BYm. Do you regard that as a major matter ?
Mr. SOxNEFELDT. Well, in its day it was because we did not have

very many agreements with the Soviets, so it was one of the agree-
ments made in the Eisenhower administration that broke the ice, no
pun intended, that established the possibility that one can make agree-
ments. that are in the mutual interest.

I think the real test on this, Senator in my view, is not whether one
should have any faith and trust in Soviet willingness to adhere to
the commitments but whether one should' have any faith in Soviet
willingness to protect their own interests.

Senator ByRD. Do you have any trust in the Soviet willingness to
adhere to their commitments?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I have confidence that if the Soviets regard it
as in their interests to do so they will do so.

Senator ByRD. That is a great qualification. Obviously they are
going to do that.

Mr. SONNENFLDT. It is a great qualification and it is a challenge to
,our policies.

Senator Bym. Obviously they are going to do it if it is to their own
convenience to do it.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. We have to make sure in all of these agreements
that the price of not adhering is so great that they will adhere.

And in the case that you are asking me about specifically a breach
in the commitment concerning market disruption will lead to the
curtailment of the trade that the Soviets want.

The President has-
Senator BYw. How do you view the track record of the Soviet

Union in adhering to commitments that have been made with the
West?

Has it been good ?
Mr. SoNNErswFur. I think where the agreements have been specific

and clear the track record has been quite good.
Where the agreements have been ambiguous and general the Soviets

have used opportunities for interpretation and we have had difficulties.
So that the lesson is to make them specific and clear, and to constantly
keep before the Soviet eyes the cost of breaking them. That goes for
the SALT agreements, and I think so far at least we have had a
year's experience--

Senator BymR. I want to get to the SALT agreements a little later.
But all the concessions, the best I can determine at SALT, all the
concessions were on the part of the United States. The grain dealt all
of the concessions were on the part of the United States. This particu.
lar October agreement, I want to touch on that in a little more detail,
but it seems to me when it is analyzed all of the concessions or most
of the concessions are on the part of the United States. It is easy to
get an agreement if we make concessions.
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Mr. SONm NxmNr. I would have to disagree with your charaoteri-
:zation of that with respect to all of them.

In regard to the grain deal, I would simply repeat my statement of
yesterday that the U.S. negotiators--this is my judgment of it, as I
was saying yesterday-the American negotiators did not in any sense
:see themselves as making concessions, because they saw themselves as
having an opportunity to sell American surpluses. But I do not accept
the characterization of the SALT Agreement as involving only Amer-
ican concessions and no Soviet concessions, and I don't accept that in
'the case of this particular trade agreement.

I would not myself accept that characterization.
Senator BYRD. That is all right. All I wanted is your view, that is

good. I just want to get your view.
I disagree with it.
There is a difference, a difference of viewpoint, which is perfectly

-all right. I just don't think that we came out of these agreements very
well, and you think we did come out of them very well. So it is a
difference.

Mr. SONNEN'ELDT. I did not say that, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Well, please say what you did say.
Mr. SONP F NFJ3T. I think in regard to the grain deal, in the light of

hindsight, we did not come out very well. If we had, if our people had,
had the information that we subsequently had I think it s ould have
been, and I am confident that it would have been, negotiated
differently.

In regard to the trade agreement, in a way it is too early to say
because it is rui only for I year and then only a part of it. But what
I can see of it so far, I think the United States is doing all right. In
fact, the Soviets are the ones who have not gotten MFN, so I would
think in Moscow they are asking themselves whether they came out
all right.

As regards to the SALT Agreement, I think that that was an agree-
ment reached by mutual concession. I think-

Senator BYRD. By mutual concession? It is certainly a concession
on the part of the United States.

Mr. SoNz;2NPFrET. By mutual concession.
Senator BYRD. What was the concession that the Soviets made?
Mr. SONPnmNFELDT. Well, I think there are concessions in two areas.

The Soviets agreed to limit their ABM system to Moscow and one
site where they had the option of putting it all over their country.
We agreed to limit our ABM site to, our ABM systems to, Grand
Forks and to Washington where we had the option of putting it all
over the country.

Senator Bymw. It is not correct that the Soviets have two ABM sites,
have the option of two ABM sites?

Mr. SONNENFELDT. No, I said one ICBM site and Moscow; each side.
has two sites.

Senator Bmn. That is right.
Mr. SoNit;n1LwT. And it is clear that the Soviets had the option of

putting the ABM all over the place in the Soviet Union.
Senator BYRD. It is clear we had the option to put it all over the

place also.
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M r. SONNENFELD'r. So the concessions are mutual.
Senator BYRD. You feel that is-that there were mutual concessions

in that regard?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I think each side accepted limitations upon its

freedom of action.
Senator BYRD. Did you-are there ICBM's around Washington that

can be protected by ABMI
Mr. SOxNNFLDTr. No, there are no ICBM's around Washington

that can be protected by ABM.
Senator Brin. Then Russia has two ICBM sites that she can protect,

and we have one, is that correct?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, the number of interceptors that the Soviet

Union is permitted to install around Moscow, which is 100, will have
very little capability to protect any of the ICBM's in the vicinity of
Moscow, Senator.

Senator BYRD. Under the agreement, let's see if I understand it
correctly, under the agreement the Soviet Union has the option of pro-
tecting her ICBM's around Moscow, which she has around Moscow,
and she also has the option of protecting another ICBM site. Is that
correct?

Mr. SOzNENFELDT. I would not describe the first part of the agree-
ment in the terms you did. The ABM protection around Moscow is
essentially for the city and the urban complex of Moscow. Such
protection-

Senator BYwn. Is it not correct, let's get the facts on tis--
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Right.
Senator Byr). Is it not correct that there are ICBM's situated around

Moscow?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Not around Moscow, sir. The ICBM's that von

are referring to are within the range of A B M's that ring the city of
Moscow.

Senator Byim. Well, that is the same thing. You phrase it better
than I did, hut it is the same thought.

Mr. SONNENrLT'. No, it is not entirely the same thought, because
the primary purpose of that ABM ring clearly is to defend the city
and the complex, the urban complex of Moscow. But apart from what
the capability of that ABM ring is, there are only 100 of them, and,
consequently-

Senator BYRID. We do not have any a round Washington ?
Mr. SO NNENP.E'Er. That is right.
Senator BYRD. And I personally see no need to build an ABM system

around Washington. So the treaty gave us nothing in that regard.
Mr. SOxNxNFFiLDT. My view on that would differ, but-
Senator BYRD. You favor an ABM system around Washingon.
Mr. SoNzxNFLryr. I think on the whole I would think that there

is at least a marginal advantage to the protection of our National
Command Authority here in Washington, yes. But in any event, I
would say on balance the ABM agreement, as far as we can tell at, the
moment, is an agreement that is in the mutual interest, and there are
advantages that accrue to the Soviets in stopping our Safeguard
system and possibly other deployments that we might have contem-
plated, and there are distinct, advantages to us in stopping Soviet
deployments beyond those two sites.
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Now at the moment they only have one, they have not proceeded
to build a second site themselves. So I think on the whole that is an-
agreement that is equally balanced.

The offensive agreement is. if I may l'roeed to that, a somewhat
more complicated problem l)ecatise on the face of it, that agreement
involves larger numbers of delivery vehicles for the Soviet Union
than for the United States, but as has been p0im'10d out in adminis.
tration testimony and I think most recently by lDr. Kissinger in his
confirmation hearings the situation that we faced in 1972 was that
we had two ongoing Soiet programs in the ICBM area and in the
SLBM area, and the United States had none, and what we achieved
in the interim itreement was over the 5-year period in which we had
no programs four own, and I am pleased that we now have the
Trident program, or I hope Ave will have it, but in the 5-year period
that we had no program of our own, we were able to get the Soviets
to agree to put a ceiling on their own ongoing programs.

So for that 5-year period, I think that was an agreement that was
desirable.

Senator BYRD. And the ceiling for that program allows the Soviets
to have 60 percent more ICBM's than can tie United States, 1,054
versus 1,618, and 50 more submarines than can the United States.

Mr. SONNENFFLDT. No, Senator. The Soviets cannot have 1,618
ICBM's if they also have 9.50 SLBM's. They have to trade in 208
of their ICBM's in order to get to 950 under the agreement. So you
have to---

Senator Byne. Then we make it 40 percent more.
Mr. SONx.FF .TLDT. Right. So what we have done in that agree-

meat-

Senator BYRD. In other words, it is substantially more, whether it is
40 percent or 50 or 60 percent: it is substantially more.

Mr. SOxxEN rDT. Yes. And in the judgment of the administration,
it would have been even more had there been no agreement. The Soviets.
instead of having 62 submarines at the end of the interim-agreement,
might have had as many as 80 or 90, and we put the lid on that.

Sonator Byn. It is a very nebulous thought.
Senator Bm-Nti-r. May f make a comment, Mr. Chairman ?
Senator Bmn. Please.
Senator BNrxrr. Realizing how ha-rd it is to get Congress to ap-

prove submarines, you realize there are other factors than simply
tie numbers. There is the question of our Ability to build our subma-
rine strength anywhere near that of the Soviets. I am glad you and I
both voted the same way on the new submarine.

Senator BYrD. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Senator Nelson?
Senator NF,.AooN. No questions.
Senator BvRNFIrr. I just want to occasionally interject, my thought

as we fro along.
Senator BYnD. Go ahead, I wish you would.
Mr. Sonnenfeldt. would you give us for the record just how you view

the economic situation in Russia today ?
Mr. Sow mrsivrm. I think that looked at historically, the Soviet

Union has made a major-has made a major accomplishn~ent in bring-
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ing itself from a backward economy to one of essentially second rank
in the world. It is an economy that- -

Senator BioNNmrT. May I interrupt you?
Mr. SONN'NFnLDT. Yes.
Senator BnNNvm'. When yoti say second rank-
Mr. SoNxN INI=>. Second to us.
Senator BFxNNF-r. You don't mean second place?
Mr. SoNiNNi rtwr. It is essentially in second place to us. It depends.

upon what indexes you use. That is not true in the case of per capita
GNP, but it is trueip the aggregate.

Senator BBNNmvr. That is right.
Mr. Sox-wmNFiFmwr. And it is also true that the Soviets are able, to,

devote particular resources to the sinews of power to the point where
they are challenging us very seriously in the military realm.Senator NBON. oMay I "interrupt one moment, Mr. Chairman?

We have a markup session in the Labor Committee on the Legal
Services Corporation. I-am chairman of the subcommittee, and I have
to be present there so I will ask to be excused.

Senator BYmD. Whank you, Senator Nelson.
Senator BmDNNFr. Where is the Soviet in terms of per capita GNP

or per capita private income?
Mr. SoNN nNFmLDT. What is it?
Senator BzNNErr. Where is it in rank? Do you knowI
Mr. SONNEFELDT. I don't know offhand, but I would say it is be-

low the industrialized nations of the West. I would have t6 check it,.
but it is less than Japan,.less than West Germany, less, of course, tran
the United States.

Senator BzNNm'r. Yes.
Mr. SoNmxFvr. But as an aggregate, it is a powerful econom__

that is capable to devote substantial resources to many things that the
government decides to devote them to, but it has some serious.
shortcomings.

On the civilian side, it is well behind most-industrialized countries.
In the case of technology, it is deficient compared to ourselves, the
West Europeans, and the Japanese. In agriculture, it is an inefficient.
system in part because of the ideological bias that leads it to main-
tain collectivization, but also because resources are squandered and
inadequate resources are devoted to machinery and tertilizers and
thing's of that sort. These are perennial problems of Soviet agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt at this point-
Senator BYRD. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to leave here in the next 20 min-

utes. I personally think it is very important, since the security prob.
lem has been raised and the suggestion has been made that this witness
is not a good security risk, that we ought to clear that matter up quite
apart from whether he is the best qualified man for this job in other
respects. I see that Mr. Otepka is here today. I believe I know how this
matter can be cleared up one way or the other, and I think that we
should call Mr. Otepka in connection with that.

I think with the cooperation of Mr. Sonnenfeldt and with 'the testi-
mony. that Mr. Otepka gives, we can find out one way or the other what
we need to know to lay this matter to rest. So I would like, if it is all.
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right with you, Senator Byrd, to call Mr. Otepka at this time and see
just what he lows about this security problem that was raised
yesterday.

Senator BYRD. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. If you would excuse yourself, Mr. Sonnen-

feldt, I would like to speak to you personally before this day is out.
I would like to ask for your judgment on a matter.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. All right sir
The CHAIRMAN. Now I would like to call on Mr. Otepka.
Mr. Otepka, I believe that you worked in the security area in the

State Department for a number of years?

STATEMENT AND TESTIMONY OF OTTO F. OTEPKA

Mr. OTEPKA. Yes I did approximately 16 years.
The CHAIMAN. Vou had occasion to consider a matter dealing with

an alleged security leak, concerning Mr. Helmut Sonneitfeldt who is
testifying here. Would you prefer to testify about this in executive
session, or is it all right with you to testify in open session?

Mr. OTEPKA. I have no inhibitions whatsoever. I am perfectly willing
to testify in open session.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you object to testifying under oath?
Mr. OT.PKA. No objection, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you stand up, pleaseI
Do you swear that the testimony you give will be the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. OTEPKA. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you state your full name and address for the

record?
Mr. OTEPLA. My full name is Otto F: Otepka. I live at 1832_Arcola

Avenue Wheaton, Md. 20902.
The dHAIRMAN. Now, would you please tell us in your own way what

the problem was that came to your attention with regard to Mr. Son-
nenfeldt's security reliability, and what you recommended doing
about it?

Mr. OTEPKA. Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman, may I first, with your indulgence, point out that this

is my first appearance before this committee as a witness. I have not
previously testified, as erroneously reported in the New York Times,
nor was I present here yesterday at the hearing on Mr. Sonnenfeldt,
as erroneously reported by the New York Times.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like for the record to show that it was at my
request that you are here. I saw your name more times than one in
connection with this matter, and I' felt that you should be called and
asked to testify. I think the record should also show that we have had
no discussion either over the telephone or in any other way about this
matter.

Mr. OTEPKA. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. OTzPxA. I first became aware o' Mr. Sonnenfeldt's activities in

about 1954 and 1955 when it was alleged that he was leaking classified
information to various members of the press, including representa-
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tires of the New York Times ad specifically others, such as John
Scali, who is now the U.S. Amnbassador to the'T .N.; Marvin Kall) of
CBS. and there were several others.

The CHAIRMAN. You had )etter go ahead and iime them too while
you are at it.

Mr. OTHPKCA. The other names escape me at the moment. but I would
like to refresh my recollection on it. There is another witness available
who had access to the full record who (can be of assistance to the comn-
mittee in this matter and T will suggest. his name later.

The CTATRtMAX. Yes.
Mr. O'rT'.A. The allegations in 1954 were investigated. There was

an attempt to resolve them by the use of a wiretap surveillance which
was conducted 1)v the Departnment of State.

N'ow the records of the surveillance, that is the actual traffic, was not
available to me but I did receive summaries of it, and it was established
that there were such leaks of information.

However, because of the delicacy of the matter, and the concern
by management that evidence of this nature might meet with some
objections, I was not allowed to, nor able to utilize it in the course of
mv official appraisals of Mr. Sonnenfeldt's conduct. I (lid later inter-
view him about that, and T will get, to that, but I am trying to trace this
now chronologically.

Therefore, hI 1965. it was decided not to tlake any administrative ac-
tion against Mi. Sonienfeldt based on these alleged and established
leaks. i

The CrtAIM,\Xr. Yout are talking about 19505.
Af. O'r m. . Yes. sir.
The CIM,,. Go ahead.
Mr. O'rRI'KA. Sufsecuntlv-this halmpened in 1958-it was brought

to my attention that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was involved in a leak of classi-
fled Intelligence information to a member of a foreign nation, in this
instam'e the Government of Tsrael. The reports, as T recall some of the
reports. were made available to me. Others were not. There the reason
was again that the nature of the information involved was of such a
delicate, sensitive nature. involving our relations with a foreign gov-
ernment, that even security officers were not allowed to examine the
full details. But my recollection is that a Mr. Koczak, Mr. Stephen
Kocz, k, A" as an eyewitness to the disclosure of information by
Mr. Sonnenfeldt to a representative of the Israeli Government and
that the matter was, managementwise, handled exclusively topside
with the results that again I, as a security officer, could not examine all
of the vital details. But my understanding was that these offenses were
committed; that the State Department decided not to take any admin-
istrative action based on this particular offense since it might impair
our relations with the Government involved.

Also, from an FBi standpoint, the traffic or the reports concerning
this matter were handled through exclusive, restricted channels relat-
ing to the development of information concerning the operations of
the Israeli Intelligence Service in the United States.

So once again administratively Mr. Sonnenfeldt was home safe. He
was allowed to remain in his position.

I was asked in 1959 to interview Mr. Sonnenfeldt, and I did so with
the aid of another State Department security officer. His name is
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Francis Niland. But because of the restraints and the delicate con-
siderations involved the confrontation by-of Mr. Sonnenfeldt with
this information that I summarized was not allowed to Mr. Niland
and myself. The matter was resolved by management in this way: that
Mr. Sonnenfeldt would continue in a position he then occupied in the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency but the duties of his office
did not entail access to highly sensitive intelligence information. And
that was a consideration by management in transferring Mr. Sonnen-
feldt to the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and that he
would remain there indefinitely under proper scrutiny and he would
not be getting classified data that might be leaked by.him to the press.

In the interview Mr. Sonnenfeldt denied to Mr. Niland and myself
that he committed these leaks. I want to emphasize here that the
evidence obtained by investigations conducted by the State Depart-
ment established the leaks so any denial by Mr. Sonnenfeldt to me or
to this committee at any time that he leaked such information is a gros
falsehood. And I think in that respect the committee is-this commit-
tee which is considering his qualifications to be a Presidential ap-
pointee--is entitled to the truth, and he ought to tell the truth about
that, as I am telling the truth right now.

In 1960 when I was off on a special assignment, I became aware that
Mr. Sonnenfeldt was again alleged to have leaked classified informa-
tion to unauthorized persons.The CHAIRMAN. This is 1960, now

Mr. OTmPKA. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. OTPrA. The allegations-and these again were established by

investigative techniques including the use of wiretaps for the second
time, and also personal surveillance. It was revealed that Mr. Soimen-
feldt was communicating information to persons with whom he had
no authority to deal with in connection with his official duties in the
State Department. This was, I believe, at the height of the Presi-
dential campaign of 1960. Among the persons he was observed having
contact with were Marguerite Wiggins, who is now deceased, a news-
paper woman; Robert Kennedy who I believe had not yet been nomi-
nated to be Attorney General. With respect to Mr. Kennedy, it was
observed by State Department investigators that he personally accom-
panied or was at least seen leaving with Mr. Kennedy at the home of
Marguerite Higgins where apparently Mr. Sonnenfeldt had no busi-
ness to be during official workfig hours.

I understand that there were lie detector tests administered to Mr.
Sonnenfeldt. I did not participate in these lie detector tests and I
understand also from newspaper reports according to Mr. Sonnen-
feldt's statement that he p ased these tests with flying colors.

Well, we have got to consider, first of Ml, that lie detector tests are
of questionable validity at times, and also that the person who submits
himself to a lie detector test can beat such a test by preparing himself
properly for the questions that are asked. In this case, I am told that
by the investigator who had full knowledge of the contacts with Ken-
nedy and with Miss Higgins, that the lie detector operator simply
asked Mr. Sonnenfeldt some very perfunctory questions that did not
go "into substance.

9"-68--7T8-9
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I thereafter lost contact with the-that is subsequent to 1961, and
I want to add another fill in. I lost contact with the Sonnenfeldt
matter after 1961 because I was permanently detailed to other duties
that took me out of the mainstream of making day-to-day security
evaluations with respect to State Department employees. But I was
aware, in fact I had personal knowledge, that the wire tap traffic
concerning Mr. Sonnenfeldt's contacts with unauthorized persons was
being transcribed by my own secretary, and she was loaned by me for
that purpose because T, as I pointed out, I was detailed to other duties.

Subsequent to 1961 I had no further access to the Sonnenfeldt
record.

In January of this year I was asked by John Hemenway to submit
to him for the purposes of a formal grievance hearing in the State
Department my knowledge of the bona fides, the credibility of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt because, as explained to me by Mr. Hemenway, Mr. Son-
nenfohldt, in some official documentation made some misrepresentations
regarding Mr. Hemenway and his very vital grievance case in the
State Department.I was erety willing to assist Mr. Hemenway in this matter and
I did so assist him by providing him with a sworn affidavit summariz-
ing some of these things I have just now mentioned here orally, and
that, I believe, is a matter of committee record.

In May of this year I was present in this hearing room on the initial
appearaAce of Mr. Sonnenfeldt before this committee, and I daresay
that I was appalled at the fact that he denied to this committee at
that time, as he-apparently denied again yesterday, that he committed
these leaks. As a professional security officer, Mr. Chairman, I have
a great concern, and I believe every congressional committee should,
and Iknoi6*-that they do, with respect to the showing of lack of integ-
rity on the part of 'some high government officials, and I think this
is a perfect example.

I have witnessed such incidents before. It was in my own case.
Government officials, high government officials in the State Depart-
ment, appeared before a congressional committee and made false state-
ments under oath concerning State Department wiretap operations
concerning false documentation that was put into the record and use
against me, thereby indicating a parallel between my case and Mr.
Hemenway's.

I think that the State Department should be held to account for
all of these things that Mr. Sonnenfeldt has said by letting the com-
mittee see the entire unexpurgated record.

I think that there is a tendency on the part of government at times
to withhold vital information from congressional committees because
of the desire to promote some favored individual who seems to enjoy
some immunity against punishment while, on the other hand, those
who tell the truth before congressional committees are punished for
it and sometimes those penalties are very, very severe.

I am ready to answer any questions, Senator.
The CHAXtMAN. Did you say that your secretary transcribed some of

these taives I
Mr. OTCKMA. Yes, sir.
The CAMtMAN. Her statement to you was to the effect that-the

nominee had breached security regulations?
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Mr. OTtKA. No I did not say that.
The CHmRAxN. Vell, that is-
Mr. OTMKA. I am sorry, may I clarify that if there is some misunder-

standing on the record ?
I was merely mentioning in the chronology that-I was relating that

my personal secretary transcribed some of the wiretap traffic for man-
agement. I did not see the traffic myself. But I do know it related to
the question of Mr. Sonnenfeldt's contracts during 1960 and 1961 with
unauthorized persons.

The CAMAN. I'believe this is the first I have heard about this 1960
matter that you have testified to. If I understand your testimony, you
have told us here that someone in the State Department had felt there
was reason to feel it would be appropriate that they tap conversations
by Mr. Sonnenfeldt, and that these wiretaps came forth with violations
of security.

Is that correct or not? -
Mr. OTEPxA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know that as a fact or is that something that

someone told you?
Mr. OTEPKA. Well I received the information officially through State

Department channels while I was a State Department employee and
the person who told me about it was the investigator working on the
case. He was simply giving me a fill-in relating to the prior evidence
of Mr. Sonnenferdt leaking classified information and expressing his
own personal feeling about the continuation of the same type of
activity by Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell me that officer's name?
Mr. OTEPKA. Yes, sir; the individual who-
The CHAMMAN [continuing). Who gave you this information.
Mr. OTErit. His name is Francis Niland.
He was a State Department security ge nt until about 2 years ago

when he went to the Internal Security Division of the Department of
Justice where he is now presently employed. I think he would be a very
good witness, sir, and I would like to suggest that he be called.

The CHAIMAN. I was told that at some point you had cleared. Mr.
Sonnenfeldt yourself; is that correct or not I

Mr. OTmKA. That is correct.
The CHAMMAN. Would you mind explaining that?
Mr. OmtPA. Yes, I would be glad to.
A security clearance in the Government is predicated on the relation-

ship of the position the person occupies to the national security, so
all things considered, all evidence considered, in view of the position
that Mr. Sonnenfeldt then occupied when I was reviewing his case for
the purpose of clearance, the could be continued in that position, and
that position was in the Arm's Control and Disarmament Agency,
which is an adjunct of the State Department.

I did not subsequently pamicipate in any clearances of Mr. Sonnen-
feldt after the Interview I had with him in 1959. Whatever clearances
were given- to him following that date were issued by someone else
than me.

The CHAMAx, Do I understand that the type of cleara-ce that you
greed to at that point was a clearance of lessthan the highest ordea i

In other words, you perhaps felt that in that area there would not,
be the highest Government secrets that one would be dealing withI
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Mr. OTP.PKA. That is correct, and Mr. Sonnenfeldt, for example
could not continue in his duties in the Bureau of Intelligence Research,
and that judgment was made by the Director of Bureau of Intelli-
gence Research, Mr. Hugh Cumming, because the duties of that posi-
tion required that its incumbent have access to communications intel-
limence traffic of the United States.

Mr. Sonnenfeldt was ineligible automatically for that access because
he is not a native-born citizen and also based on considerations, which
I discussed with Mr. Cumming, that there was a propensity on the
part of Mr. Sonnenfeldt to divulge classified information to uiauthor-
ized persons, that he would not otherwise be trustworthy to have access
to this highly classified intelligence information.

The CHAMMAN. Well, there is a lot more you should be asked to tell
us about. I cannot go into all of it at this point. I may have to ask
one of our staff people to sit with you and ask you a great number
of additional detailed questions, or else ask you to come back before
the committee.

I have to leave at this point, but this is a matter that I thirik will
have to be cleared up one way or the other, and I appreciate your
testimony.

Mr. OmpicA. Mr. Chairman, I will be very happy to cooperate.
The CJTAMMAx. Thank you very much, Mr. Otepka. I have no fur-

ther questions at this point. It may be that some others have some
questions.

Senator BEN-NIrr. Mr. Chairman. just to clear up the record thus
far, there are three or four I would like to ask.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BENN'rr. What was the name of the State Department

official who told you that the lie detector test covered only perfunctory
questions ?

Mr. O EPKA. Mr. Niland.
Senator BFENNETr. You are coming back to him.
Who administered the lie detector test ?
Mr. OTEPKA. The State Department itself did not possess the neces-

sary equipment. It was usually bor-r-wed from another Government
agency as well as the services of an operator.

Usually the operator was a private individual under contract with
government agency. I believe in this instance the operator was a per-
son who had a contract for the purpose of administering lie detector
tests with the CIA.

Senator Bzzmrr. Was Mr. Niland present when the test was admin-
isteredI

Mr. O'rEu. I do not recall that at this moment, Senator. Usually
the security officer is not present with the lie detector operator because
there might be some element of disruption that has to be taken into
account, and some element of uneasiness that might develop on the
part of the person being interrogated having a security officer there
in addition to the professional polygph operator.

Senator BrNNF r. Mr. Sonnenfeldt has lield some high positions
in the executive department since 1960 which %pparently retured top
security clearance. Row did that happen, if all these allegations Vere
in the file
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Mr. OTE-PRA. I realize, Senator, that the judgments of different per-
sons will differ based on whatever the substantive information is in the
record.

I have got to make some assumptions here and I think they are valid
ones. I think that the record in the State Department record on the
Sonnenfeldt matter has been purged. I think that the wiretap evidence
has been destroyed or has disappeared.

Senator BxN;Err. Do you have any evidence to that I
This is just an assumption on your part?
Mr. OTima. That is an assumption based on my. professional ex-

posure in the State Department to matters of this kind.
Senator BENNTrP. In other words, you are saying that whenever the

State Department wants to clear somebody they purge their records I
Mr. OninxA. Yes, sir.
As a matter of fact, I might give you, I think, a pertinent example,

Senator.
The State Department tapped my telephone, and first they denied

that they did it, and they had to--4hey denied under oath that they
did it and when they admitted that they did it, certainly this traffic was
vital to me and for my lawyer also to examine as relevant considera-
tion in connection with my own hearing before the State Department.

We requested the wiretap traffic from the State Department in 1967.
The actual tapping had been done in 1963. We were informed by State
Department management that all of the wiretap evidence in the btepka
case had been destroyed.

Senator BFwNJ?'irT. Who has, who would have, Mr. Sonnenfeldt's
complete security file today, the FBI, the State Department, the De-
partment of Justice ?

Mi'. OTEPIKA. It should be the employing agency, and in this case he
is an employee of the State Department on detail to the National Se-
curity Council, and the full security file should be there.

The Civil Service Commission would have records of what investi-
gations were conducted for the purpose of insuring whether or not the
fle is complete.

Senator BwNwwr. Mr. Sonnenfeldt is being considered for appoint-
ment as Under Secretary of the Treasury. Do you consider that ap-
pointment more or less sensitive than the work he has been doing on
the National Security Council ?

Mr. OTE.A. I think there Senator, it is not necessarily a question
of sensitivity as it relates to the national security, but a question of the
man's integrity, and I think that the American people are entitled to
have confidence in their public servants and if they do not tell the truth
before congressional committees or otherwise to Government security
officers then certainly this raises a very serious question of the man s
suitability to occupy a subcabinet post.

Senator BENNETT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYDn. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Could I just ask one question of Mr. Otepka I
Mr. OTm. . Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Is wiretapping customary in the State Department?
Mr. OT'PKA. No, sir.
Senator BYm. It is not customary?
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* Mr. OTEPKA. No, sir. It u as done only on the request of the investiga.
tion division and it had to have approval at the highest levels of the
State Department, in other words, by the Secretary of State.

,Senator BmR. Is a court order involved I
iMr. OTEPRA. No; there were never court orders involved in those

Vases which I have mentioned.
Senator BynD. I cannot remember the law but I thought the law

required court orders before---
Mr. OTEPKA. I am not a legal expert.
Senator BYPD (continuing]. Before a person could be wiretapped.
Mr. OTEPKA. But the wiretapping was done by the Government on

government premises.
* Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. OTEPKA. Yes, sir.

'Senator ByitD. Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

TESTIMONY OF HELMUT SONNEP T-Resumed

Mr. SONNENFE rL. Senator, might I be permitted to make just a
couple of comments on this previous testimony before we proceed I

Senator BreD. Certainly.
* Mr. SONNENPELtyr. I have tried to listen to it with care obviously but

r would like to point out right now a couple of matters that bear on
this.

If there were security violations on my part as alleged in 1954 and
1955 the State.Department had available to it administrative proce-
dures that required no disclosure of any sensitive information a all and
could have easily separated me since I had no Civil Service status until
1955. I was a probationary employee in the Civil Service from 1952
until 1955 so it would have been a perfectly easy matter without any
further questions 'having to be raised simply to terminate that proba.
tionary status. Instead Iwas given permanent status and subsequently
promoted in the Civil Service after 1955.

Indeed throughout the entire period of Mr. Otepka's investigations
I %as regularly promoted and regularly given additional respon-
sibilities in the Department of State.

The second point I would make is that Mr. Otepka several times
referred to an interview that'he and a Mr. Niland had with me in 1959.
I recall no such interview. The only interview that I recall, as I testi-
fied yesterday was either in 1960 or 1961.

He stated that I was at the time of the 1959 interview in a position
in the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. No such agency
existed in 1959. I was not transferred to the U.S. Disarmament
Agency as it wis called until late 1960. So there obviously is inaccur-
acy here.

Let me say further that I have noted Mr. Otepka's comment regard-
ing a lie detector test. I have no way of knowing whether that was per-
functory or not. But I am quite sure what Mr. Otepka's judgment
would have been had that test turned out to be in my disfavor, I am
sure he would have construed that test to be excellent testinidny to be
used against me. So the fact that it happened to turn out positively
is now viewed by him as of no consequence, and I think that gives
some indication of the approach that he has taken to this matter.
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Furtherthere is a statement that he himself cleared me for a certain
position, and that security clearances relate to the sensitivity of the
positio. But what he is alleging is not simply a security violation but
a violation of law, and consequently by his standard I was not quali-
fied for any job anyplace in the Government and the re, medy was not
to send me to a job of lesser sensitivity but to take action to separate
me from the government altogether.

That clearly did not occur at all. And on the contrary, some eva-

luation was made of this entire 6-year efort on Mr. Otepka's part to
pin a security charge on me an evaluation was obviously -made of that
because I was fully cleared in 1961 for the most sensitive materials
despite my foreign birth, which supposedly automatically disqualified
me from having access to that information, and then proceeded to go
on from there to various positions of high responsibility and high sen
sitivity.

There is reference to the judgment of investigators and Mr. Otepka's
statement, obviously the ultimate judgment is mde by p ple whQ
make the evaluation of the total investigation, of the total evidence
available.

That is made repeatedly in the case of persons in my position aU
security files, security records are updated regularly. I. undertand a
complete investigation and evaluation was made again in 1969 before
I joined the highly sensitive position that, joined the White House in
the highly sensitive position that I now occupy.

Senator BENYrrr. You mean 1969 not 1959.
Mr. SbzwiwmnwrT. 1969, yes.'
So I would again have to conclude, although I do not know this

from my personal knowledge since I do not have access to my own
aeurit~ fles, that these materials in their totality were evaluetted by
qualified people at various times.

I simply Wish to make'these statements for your record to give you
some flavor, both as to the accuracy and the spirit involved in the
statement that you hhve heaird here from Mr. Otepka.

Senator Bm§Nzrrr. May I ask one question I
Senator BYmni Yes, sir.
Senator BzxNrr. Do you remember going with Robert Kennedy to

call on Marguerite Hig ns I
Mr. SONNtANF r. Yes, sir, I remember having lunch with Miss

Higgins and former Senator Kennedy. I think it is again some refile.
tion on these allegations that both these individuals are dead, that this
particular luncheon should have been raised here as a sinister occur
rence in my past record. I happen to have known Miss Higgins since

the end of World War II. I new her socially, my family knew her
socially, her family socially, and we saw them socially and I did have
lunch with her on some occasions, and there was one occasion at *hich
the late Robert Kennedy was also resent. That is accurate and the
people who evidently tailed me dix a very commendable jol of dis,
covering that. a h h

Senator BaNwiwr. Was that at her home?
Mr. So xmcnLtnwr. I believe it was at her home, yes.
Senatot' BzNxi-, r. I suppose her'premises were not tappedI
Mr.' SOt €NKFEWT. I have'no way of knowing, but--I simply do not

know, Senator.
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Senator BI;NEmr. So the assumption, it must be an assumption if the
three of you had lunch, if you used it as an opportunity to leak sensitive
material that they would have no way of proving it, would they I

Mr. SOxNENFELDT. I have no idea what tapping was going on in
those days. . .

I have no idea what information might have been available. In any
event no secret information was leaked on that or any other occasion.
But I am afraid I cannot call these two people as witnesses.

Senator BhNNvr. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYm. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
In regard to wiretapping I just want to say I think it is dirty busi-

ness. I do not like this business of wiretapping.
You mentioned foreign birth I don't think that should in any way

be a disqualification for public service in our country. As a matter of
fact, I think one of the great strengths in our country is that we have
many persons of foreign birth or foreign origin from nations all over
the world and I think it has been helpful to our Nation.

I will get back to the line of questioning I pursued before and I will
try not to comment I will just ask your view and let you proceed from
there to try to expedite these hearings.I Now, as the nominee for Under Secretary of the Treasury do you
feel that the American dollar has deteriorated in value in recent
months?

Mr. SoiNNm;PET. It has certainly declined in value over the last
year or more.

I think it has strengthened some in the more recent period, but there
clearly has been a downward trend in its value.

-Senator BYRD. As the nominee for Under Secretary of the Treasury,
does the continuing and, in my judgment, accelerating inflation dis-
turb you as a potential high official in the Treasury Department?

Mr. SONNIz'ILD. It disturbs me both in that capacity and as a
citizen, Senator.

Senator Bynw. How seriously do you view the inflationary spiralI
Mr. SoNzNEw rET. Well, compared to other countries its perhaps

not quite as serious as in some of those other countries, but I would
hope to see that various steps that have been taken will stabilize prices
in this country.

I would very much hope that that would be the case.
Senator B.). I am not very clear as to your answer.
You are making a comparative answer. My question was how serious

do you view the accelerated inflation ?
Mr. SON;ENFLDr. I take it very seriously.
Senator BinD. As the nominee for Under Secretary of the Treasury,

what is your thinking in regard to Government spending and budget
deficits?

Mr. Sot "N* mLvr. I think Government spending ought to be re-
strained, it ought to be, Government programs should be judged by
necessity, they should be lean.

I think that there are some Government programs that are expensive
and that I believe are essential for us to engage in, particular in the
area of defense, and if they contribute to the deficit I think we- have
to make a judgment as to the security needs versus the undesirability of
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large deficits. But as general matter I would hope that we can keep
deficits within real limits.

Senator Byxw. Deficits within limits.
What do you mean by deficits within limitsI
Mr. SOzNmENFELD. Well I would like to 'see a balanced budget but

as a realistic matter that has not proved to be possible. I think we
should strive to get as close to that as we possibly can.

Senator BYn. Has this administration at any time during the time
it has submitted budgets submitted a balanced budget to the Congress?

Mr. SONENFELDT. I don't believe so, Senator. .
Senator BYRD. Do you feel Government spending should be limited

to estimated revenues?1
Mr. SOxNENFELDT. Well, if you ask for my preference, I wish that

could be so, but I think that we are in a position where this is not
always possible.

Senator BnD. Well, has it been done in recent years ?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I think an effort has been made from time to

time but I do not think it has proved feasible to do it.
Senator BYRD. Why has it not proved feasible to do it? -
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, because I believe the estimated or respec-

tive demands on the Federal budget have been such that it has not
been possible to find revenues to match it completely. I think that
is--I am not an expert in public finance, as I indicated yesterday, but
that, I think, is the fundamental reason there are demands on the
public purse of many kinds, and the administration has attempted
to curtail a number ot programs. It has not always succeeded, there are
differences of views as to what the priorities should be in regard to
Government programs.

As you well know, there are some people in the Congress who feel
there is too much being spent on defense. The administration has sub-
mitted what it regards as a lean and essential defense budget, but there
are these demands on public funds, and as far as I am aware in the
national security area, at least the requests that the Government the
administration has submitted, have been reasonable requests, they have
not been padded, they have reflected the best judgment in the Govern-
ment as to what is required in the national interest.

I would have less judgment to make on domestic programs, with
4 which I have not been involved, but it certainly has been an aim of

this administration to keep expenditures and revenue as close to
balance as possible.

Senator7BYR. With a deficit, accumulated deficit, in 5 years ending
next June of $116 billion, do you feel that is keeping deficits within
bounds?

Mr. SONNF NFEw T. I would like to see it smaller. But that is really
the best that I can say because it is not-I cannot give you a technical
answer very readily in my present position.

I may become somewhat more expert at this in the Treasury Depart-
ment, but just offhand I would say that it ought to be less than that.

Senator ByD. Is your philosophy a Keynesian philosophy?
Mr. Sow rrlm.r. No. I have a bias in the area of national defense

and I would be prepared to accept the the financial burdens of national
defense, but I do not believe, as a matter of principle, in the desirability
of large deficits.



Senator BYxi. D6 you favor or oppose continued deficit spendingI
Mr. SONEiFELDr. I favor it only in the sense that there sdams to be

no alternative, but it is, if I had it in my capacity to do it over again I
would not structure an economy and a government that requires per-
manent deficit spending but I see no way in which. that can be avoided
in the foreseeabIe circumstances.

Senator Byiw. As the nominee for Under Secretary of theTreasury
would you comment on this: There has been introduced in the Senate
legislation to require the President to submit a balanced budget begin-
ning with the one to be submitted in January.

Would you favor or oppose that .
Mr. So;NrNFPLvr. Well, I would favor it in principle, Senator, but

I would have to really look at the budget priorities and, as I have said
before, there are some programs that I regard as absolutely essential,
and in my particular case, with my background, those are the ones in
the defense area. I am sure there are other people who regard programs
in the domestic area as equally essential.

Senator BYRD. I was speaking of the total budget now, that is what
I want to get your philosophy on, on the total budget, that is what we
have to deal with, and deficits.

Mr. SoNNJSwFEDT. I have no opposition in principle to the idea of a
balanced budget.

Senator Bim You have no opposition to it.
Well that is a good concession.
Mr. Sox.; zirzm. I can even say I favor in principle a balanced

budget. I wish it could be accomplished.
Senator BYrD. The record shows that the Government's Federal

funds budget has been in balance only three times during the past 17
years.

Would you give us your thinking; what is your thinking in that
-regard?

I do think that budgets might have been closer to balance if the
essential outlay is, the costs attendant upon the Vietnam war and
other defense-related, national security-related expenditures could
have been kept lower.

I think that was certainly the intention in the Johnson administra-
tion and I believe it was the intention in the Nixon administration. But
I myself would have welcomed it if there were more than three
occasions.

Senator BYn. These huge deficits have become, greater in recent
years, not less. From a Federal funds deficit of $13 billion in 1970 the
Federal funds deficit in 1971 was $30 billion. In 1972 it was $29 billion.
In 1973 it was $28 billion and it is estimated to be $19 billion now.

Now you are going to the Treasury Department. You will be Under
Secretary of the Treasury. I am just 'interested in the views of the high
Treasury officials. If the Treasury Department is not interested in get-
ting our financial house in order then I don't know what other depart-
ments of Government would be interested in it.

Senator BNw"Nmr. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment?
Senator Bim. Pleae.
Senator BaNmwir. It is all the other departments that create the

budget. The Treasury just pays the bills.
Senator ByRm. The Treasury also has great input in determining

whether there will be a balanced budget or an unbalanced budget,
whether a balanced budget will be submitted or not submitted.



-If the Keytiepi n philosophy prevails in high circles of Qovernment
then obviously We are not going to have a balanced budge,, ub4itWte
to the Congress and the Congress does not need much encortrgement to
spend anyway. ! think the Senator from Utah will'agree.

Senator, BoxN Ir. Xt has ,been my observation over the ya that
both the authorization and appropriation bills are supported par-
ticularly by the departments where the money is going to be spent
Agriculture, HEW, HUD, and that in the end, while the resury may..
have some philosophical input, it does not have as much actual praoe-
tical input as the pressures that develop in the departments where the
money is going to be spent, and after the money has been authorized
and appropriated then it is up to Treasury to find the money to pay it.

I a ree with you that it is important that we have men In the Treas-
uy who have a sense of fiscal responsibility. But sometimes, i e
end all they can do is try to pick up the pieces after the situation has
been created for them by the heads of oter departments and by theConges

ave great sympathy for the poor Secretaries of the Treasury who
have to face this kipd of a situation and try to lock the door after the
horse has been stolen out of the barn.

Senator Byiw. Well, I am not certain that I fully agree with my able
and distinguished friend with all of that because w en high ranking
officials in the Treasury Department take the view that a balanced
budget is an extremist position-

Mr. SONNSNPELzN. This official does not take that position.
Senator Bnw. I am not saying that you do.
Mr. SOxNzNELr. This possible official does not take that position.
Senator ByTY. I was just trying to ascertain whether you take that

position.
Mr. SoNiqFELDT. No, I think-first of all, I do not think the

President of the United States and the Secretary of the Treasury can
by any remote definition be described as keynesians.

Senator BynD. I think you will find the record shows they have de-
scribed themselves that way.

Mr. SONNZnFvT. Well, I think that they rather reluctantly have
had to accept the financial burdens of the many programs that we are
enaged m.

Senator BnD. What you are saying there is contrary to what they

have said themselves.
Mr. SON;NNFFLDm. Well, I think there is a general commitment,

certainly on my part and on the part of the administration as I under-
stand it, to achieving a long-term balance in our budget. i think that
we have some very hard decisions before us in regard to taxation in

order to achieve that.
Senator Byin. What is your view in regard to that ?
I am glad you brought that up. You will be Under Secretary of the

Treasury, now what isyour position in regard to additional taxes
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Senator, I will not have any role in that par-

ticular area.
Senator BYE. What is your philosophy on it ?
Mr. SONNNFELr. Well, I come from a background, Senator, in

Europe where high taxes have prevailed for generations.
Senator BYm. I take it you have no particular concern then libout

high taxes ?



Mr. SOxxzzFELWT. I have concern about it, yes, I have concern
-about the role of taxation in the overall performance of the economy,,

I think there are limits to that.
Senator Bmn. As much as I admire many of the foreign countries,

I do not want our tax system to get in the shape that the tax system
that some of these foreign countries are in.

Mr. SOzixNnLDr. I agree with you.
Senator BynD. The fact you came from an area where they have high

taxation, higher than ours, causes you, I think, to have a somewhat
different view of taxes than I have. I think we are heavily taxed here
right now.

Mr. SON FNELDT. I think we are fortunate and privileged in many
ways that we do not have to endure sopie of the taxation, tax levels in
countries-

Senator Bynn. I rather suspect what you are bringing out there is
going to be the new line beginning in ,tanuary that we are not as
heavily taxed as many other countries are so we are going to have to

become more heavily taxed. Some of these countries like-I cannot
remember the rates now, but soine'of the Sqndinavian countries, as I
recall, get up to about 20 percent on sales taxes.

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I am not speaking officially because this will not
be a role or function that I will perform.

Senator Byun. I understand, but I am interested in your philosophy
as a hi gh official.

Mr. SONrv;rFFLDT. My philosophy is that we should seek a long-term
balance, that because-

Senator By=a. It has been 17 years, that is pretty long.
Mr. SON NFELryr. Yes, and I think we need to do better.
Senator Bri. We haven't had a balanced budget since President

Eisenhower was President.
Mr. SONNON1ELDT. Right.
Senator BYRD. Many people condemned President Eisenhower, I

praised him.
I think he was a good President. He took a real interest in trying

to get a balanced budget once in a while.
Anyway, you bring out a very interesting point there and T think

that is going to be-we will hear more of that, my guess is next
January, that other countries have higher taxes and that will be used
as an argument that we must have higher taxes.

How do you view the two recent devaluations of the dollar, two
within 14 months?

Mr. SONNENELDT. Well, I think that they have created a more
realistic value for the dollar in relation to other-currencies, they have
had a stimulating effect on our exports and our balance of payments
position.

I would hope as I indicated before, that that downward trend has
now bottomed out, and that the dollar will stabilize.

Senator Bym. Well, that is what I feared, that you-I Just cannot
see where anybody is helped by a devaluation and a deterioration in
the value of our dollar, and it has been badly deteriorated and devalued.

As the nominee for the high position of U~nder Secretary of the
Treasury would you give the committee your view as to the worldwide
effect on the Uited States should the dollar continue to-deteriorate
in value?

Mr. Soz;N r,=. Well, I think there are a number of effects but
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one of them, I think, that other countries would devalue as well, and
the benefits we have so far achieved in the devaluations in the area
of exports will deteriorate.

Senator Bym. Do you feel the continued budget deficits, represent
the major cause for the inflation we are experiencing today I

Mr. SOtNxNxENEL. Well, without pretending to be an expert, there
would seem to be a great many factors, including rising costs of capital,
costs of money, cost of labor.

Senator Bmn. Doesn't that get back, doesn't the rising cost of capital
get back to these government deflite?

Mr. SoNNxNPiLIr. Not necessarily.
Senator Bym. Not necessarily. The more the government goes out to

borrow, the more competition there is for money for the government,
doesnot that have a-

Mr. SONNENFELDT. I am sorry, sir, I was really referring to the ac-
quisition of capital equipment and the complexities involved in modern
technology and things of that sort where costs have simply risen.

Senator BY. We are dealing with the Treasury now, you will be
Under Secretary of the Treasury, you will have a gr~at deal to do with
the extending of credit.

Mr. SONNNFEmL'r. Not domestically, Senator.
Senator BYnD. To the Soviet, in agreements with the Soviet Union

and Communist China.
Mr. SOxN FELDT. Yes, right.
Senator Bm. I want to get your thinking on this broad subject.
Certainly the more money the Government borrows, the higher the

interest rates are going, aren't they?
Doesn't that have an impact?
Mr. SONNENrE)DT. That is correct.
Senator BynD. I remember when you testified in May you felt you

had made a fine deal with the Russi'ans on the interest rates, that the
Russians did not want to pay that much. They are getting their moneyat 61 lretThGovernment right now, until just recently, was paying 9 per-

cent, probably paying 81 now.
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, Senator, the credit given the Soviets in

connection with the grain agreement in the summer of 1972 by the
CCC was at 61/8 percent. Three-year money in the summer of 1972 cost
the Government 578s percent. Any new money that the Soviets get in
this revolving credit today umder the CCC is being charged at higher
rates than current short term money so it has to )e compared to the
short term money that the Government had to get in the summer of
1972, and it was about a half point difference, the Soviets were pay-
ing about a half point higher.

Senator BnD. They are still paying that 6V when the Government
is now paying-had been paying 9, it has slipped down slightly below 9.

Mr. SONP E;vTr. I think anything the Government borrowed in
the summer of 1972 it is paying the rate that it borrowed at that time.

Senator B). That is right.
Mr. SoxxFN n.LDr. And-the Soviets are paying off their loan at that

rate and any new money that they are borrowing within the $750 mil-
lion total up to the $500 million, is being borrowed at interest rates
that reflect the current rates.

I think it is up to something like 91/2 percent at th present time.
Senator Bmw. Russia is paying 91/2 percent?



Mr So w€jsrLi)T Yes,* iir, right. " '
Senator Bii On what loan?

Senator B3WNm .Current borrowings, .
-Mi. SquxN~m v. You see on this agriculture lban- when they be-

fin to pay off belofw$500 million, they ean replenish it, up to $500 mu'
lion and any replenishment that occurs has to be atithe rates then
prevailing.

Senator BxNwrrr. I would like you to submit for the record docu-
mentary evidence that Russia is paying 9 percent.Mr. SOe zxprz . I will have to get it from Am'culture.

Senator BEN~z'r. What is involved in these other rates she is pay-
ing. How much money is involved -in that deal I

Mr. SoNwzmmmT. The Soviets have--I would have to get you
-the record. It is a small amount because they have only just begun
repaying.Senator Bym. That is what I am getting at. It is'probably just a

:small amount.
I would like you to get the exact figure, I wish you would submit

for the record, you don t have to do it right now but for the committee -

record, the entire cost of the transaction, that is the interest charges
on the entire Russian transaction. It is right in your field.

-[The following was subsequently received for the record :]

Amount
(in

millions
Number Interest of
of tran- rate dollars

Period of transaction sactlons (percent) rounded)

Commodities shipped to U.S.S.R. under
_CCO credit:

July 1972 to May 1973 ------------- 10 6 480
May 1973 to August 1973 ----------- 2 7' 6
Aug. 1-20, 1973 ------------------ 2 81 16
Aug. 20, 1973, to present ------------ 3 91Y2 3

Subtotal ------------------------------------- 505

Registered CCC sales still to be shipped:
August 1973--------------------- 2 8 Y2 3
September 1973 ------------------- 1 9Y 20

Subtotal ---------------------------------- 23

Grand total ------------------------------- 528

Noa. Terms--36 months from date of shipment, payable In equal 12month
installments. $31,000 000 has been repaid on 1st group of trntions; lst pay-
ment made on Jly 16, 1973. elected estimated average cost to US Treasury of
3-year borrowings. July 1972, 58 percent; August 191, 7% percent.

Senator Bmt'. Senator Humphrey yesterday, at 1:10 p.m. yester.
day afternoon made this statement on the floor of the Senate. He said,



"=Mf nto WUMos 6 pdoftt fllh l * .a. ,-!,.....

Would you indicate how many W lions of do11a je
Mri Sp - m i , That Wi j4lly uvrtaln S~nator; At the preset*

time the credits that have beeiA approved amount to about 280 million.
-A nAnaber ofbillion iand. billions ar e i orm.ly cited in tonnii on
.with the.natural ga degls.wbQh hv bey t aOd about but n.de...
sinsos have beewmadein4t regard , ,V- ,. .:

) .Thosedealsare being~t~dked aboit byto priveopanes. The %tov.
-ernmo4t' decisions i regardto t ose deals I el4 IIInot oiyt their
financing but to m44y, other aspects, price, nati' na i scurty, aWP0,
allthese matters are ptij under revicw.

The companies.have not even submitted fill proposals., They gp
still involved i4.-various preliminary negotiations. So thw idq of
billions and billions of dollars being given ik credit tothe Sovit Unii
is entirely a matter of speculation.

The Export-Import Bank is up to actually approved credit and
preliminary commitments of somewhat over $300 million at'the present
time, and guarantees of loans of somewhat over $200-million to a total
of probably about $500 million and that is, I think, approximately
where it is going to stay for quite some time to come.

Senator Brnrm'. Mv. Chaiinan, I have got to leave at 11:15 and
I wonder if you will let me take a minute or two and go back to the
preceding part I

I would like to go back to the preceding part of this discussion, some
questions have occurred to me reacting to Mr. Otepka's testimony.

The indication is that Mr. Hemenway who has appeared as a witness
before this committee has some reason to feel that you should be, some
personalfreason to feel that you should be denied approval.

Did you ever have a personal relationship with Mr. HemenwayI
Mr. SoN NFzrw. Senator Bennett, I testified in MaXy, I believe, to

the fact that Mr. Hemenway was a subordinate of mine in the Depart-
ment of State for some period of time in the 1960's, and I wrote per.
formance ratings on him and also reviewed other people's performance
ratings on him at that time.

Senator BpNm-rr. Was it as a result of that, was he either denied
promotion or separate from the Department I

Mr. SoNNw=,wr. I don't know the circumstances of his separation
from the Dpartment in detail. My performance ratings, as these
performance ratings are supposed to do, discussed the strengths and
the shortcomings in an officer's performance.

I did that as conscientiously as I could, stressing both aspects of
that performance. I cannot tell you what role that played in the
judgment of promotion boards and personnel people and so on played
in the State Department.

Senator B zimmr. Did anyone else make performance ratings of
his work or were you the sole source?

Mr. SoNNzNFwI,. Well, when he wason my staff I believe as his
division chief I did the performance ratmo an somebody else did the
review of the performance rating. I think subsequently when i had
advanced to b6ing a deputy office director he was stilf in -that oflce
and the initial rat'g would have been written by his then division
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chief and I would have written a reviewing statement of that. I think I
wrote performance ratings twice and reviewing statement perhaps once
in that period of time.

Senator B rNNr. Do you remember enough about those ratings to
indicate that they could have had a very serious effect on Mr. Hemen-
-way's career in the State Department I

Mr. SONxzNErzW. Well, on the negative side I pointed out in the
ratings that, there were some problems with regard to Mr. Hemen.
way's drafting of papers, which was one of the principal functions of
the office, that they required a good deal of editorial work before they
could be disseminated. I think I may have pointed out that his very
strong and otherwise quite commendable feelings regarding the Soviet
Union, skepticism about the Soviet Union soinetimes intruded into
what was supposed to be a rather dispassionate clinical analysis of
Soviet behavior, and that he was perhaps better suited for a policy
position rather than a research position requiring that kind of dis-
passionate analysis.

On the other hand, I also pointed out in these performance ratings
his great dedication and conscientiousness in his work and ambition
and general ability.

He was subsequently transferred from my office and worked else--
where in the State Department and I really cann& judge at all to
what degree these ratings played a role in the manner in which his
career was handled in the Department of State.

I simply was not consulted and I don't know.
Senator BENNEnT. You said that Mr. Otepka wanted to get some-

thing on you for a number of years. Can you tell us anything about
-- policy duiferen-ces, philosophical differences, between you that might

have colored his attitude V
Mr. SoxN FlP.T. I have no-I have never had a philosophical

conversation or policy conversation with Mr. Otepka as far as I can
recall in my life. I have no knowledge whatsoever concerning his
motivations or his purposes. I assumed he was doing his duty or
thought he was doing his duty. In any event, it sounds rm his testi-
mony as though this effort went on for at least 6 years involving evi-
dently some substantial amount of wiretapping surveillance and other
rather intimate supervision of my behavior and performance, and
there evidently is an element of frustration that after all that effort
my clearances were confirmed and my career proceeded. But I would
not, attempt to judge motivation or purpose. I assume he was attempt-
ingto do his duty.

Senator BEqNmT. Has Dr. Kissinger examined your security file, so-
far as you know?

-iSomq sirmr. I can only make an assumption which would be
that he has.

I believe I have testified earlier that before I went to the White
House, I pointed out to him that there had been some security allega,
tions made and that I had been the subject of at least one security in.
vestigation in which I myself participated as a subject of or object
of interrogation. I cannot testify from my own knowledge as to whether

. he reviewed it; my guess would be that he did.
I believe that he has testified in his own hearing that no security vio- -

lations were found in the case of any of the individuals that were in-
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vestiapted subsequently in the NSC staff, so I would assume that he
certainly did.

Mr. Koozax May I ask for a point of personal privilege ? Yesterday
I testified extemporaneously and had no written statement since I did
not expect to testify. The New York Times has a report today about
me to which I take exception. It alleges I have be6n carrying on a
campaign against Mr. Sonnenfeldt. I would also like to be permitted
to comment on some of Mr. Sonneif-eldt's rebuttal of my testimony
yesterday. Also I request permission to have the author of this New
ork Times article identified in your committee files and to inform

him whether any of you previously heard me on this matter. I believe
it is a matter of my own reputation in light of the tendentious New
York Times report. I should like to have permission to come back and
testify.

Senator Bzizmrv. Senator Byrd is the chairman but remembering
the reaction of Senator Long yesterday to an attempt from the floor
to interject a witness into the hearings, I would suggest to you that
you address a letter to the chairman making your point.

Mr. KoczAx. I have done that and it was not accepted; the staff
will not--

Senator B qnNrTr. I do not think we have the right to overstep the
chairman.

Senator Bmn. The Chair agrees with Senator Bennett, and the in-
terrogation of Mr. Sonnenfeldt will continue.

I would say to Mr. Hemenway, if you want to leave that with the
staff, you have the right.

Mr. HzxMWAy. Excuse me, Senator. I am Mr. Hemenway; that is
Mr. Koczak.

Mr. KoczAx. It was submitted earlier and it was not accepted by
your staff.

Senator BYn. Just for the record, Mr. Otepka's testimony in your
regard occurred before or, I assume, before he received an appoint-
ment by President Nixon to the high position to which he was
appointed.

Mr. SoxNzxrnur. I am sorry, Senator.
Senator BYD. Was Mr. Otepka appointed to high position by

President Nixon-
Mr. SoqNzewE T. I believe he was appointed-I do not know the

timing of it--I believe he was appointed to a position in the Subver-
sive Activities Control Board, but I do not know.

Senator BYmR. That is what I was thinking of. But his testimony
in your regard occurred before that date, I assume.

Mr. Sox1NzFLI . These events that he described in his own testi-
mony here this morning occurred in the 1950's I believe, and early
1960's. I do not know what subsequent role he had.

Senator Bym. Thank you.
Do you consider Russia a serious potential threat to world peace?
Mr. SoxNzNzrFztr. Yes, I think the Soviet Union could be a serious

potential threat to world peace. It is a strong military power. It is A
dynamic power. There are some areas of weakness on its borders. I
think it could be; yes. That is why we have alliances, that is why we
need our own troop commitments in Europe and elsewhere. I think

99-88-78-10



that zhilitary balance has tobe nintaiziedind-carfly halntdind
or it could be quite dangerous.

S Senator BfP6. I would like'to get into some detail in regard .tO The
OCtober agreement at whibh time, as I understand it, a suggested ettld-
.emit or potential settlement of Russia's debt to the Uni tStates was
negotiated. Is that correct I
. Mr. SoNrNyzuw. Thb lend4eare settlement was niegotiated con-
,currently with the trade agreement and was part of the package that
was announced on October 18 last year; yes, sir.
* Senator Bmra. What was the total Russian debt to the United States
prior ot the October agreement f

Mr. SoxNz.xmLr. As it was left in the previous round of negotia-
tions which, I believe, was in 1960, the debt was set at $800 million.

Senator Ba. You do not contend that $800 million was all that
Russia owed to the United States, do you I

Mr. Soi~NzE N um. No. Senator, the formula that was developed in
the 1940's and 1950's regarding the settlement 6f the lend-leas&e-

Senator BYRP. Let me ask you the question: How much does Russia
owe to the United States, leaving out whatever concessions you may
have made in October?

Mr. Soz izmjTur. The total aid extended by the United States to
the Soviet Union in World War II was $11.1 billion.

Senator Bywa. Now we are getting someplace.
.Mr. SoNzmx=. Yes.
Senator ByRi. $11.1 billion-
Mr. Soxmnsrzwr. Right.
Senator ByRD [continuing]. Is what Russia owed the United States.
Mr. SoNNmmmLnw. Yes. Iwas going to refer to the analogous case

of Great Britain to show how these figures are eventually arrived at.
The similar figure for Britain was $21.6 billion.
Senator BvRD. Let's deal with Russia, if we may.
Mr. SozNENFS W. Well, there was a theory involved concerning the

computation of the debt.
Senator Bnm. I want to understand the debt first. Russia owes the

United States $11.1 billion; is that correct I
'Mr. So mwLvr. No; the United States extended to the Soviet

Union aid amounting to $11.1 billion. The question of what the Soviet
Union owed the United States relates to the definition of that debt
that, was made in the Truman and Eisenhower administrations and
that involved a deduction from those figures of any materiel that was
actually expemded during the war-tanks, airplanes, anything that was
lost, damaged and lost, during the war-because I think the assumption
was made 25 years ago that this was done in a common cause against
Nazi Germany. And the computations of what the actual debts were
in both cases, had to do with the amount of materiel left at the end of
the war, usable in the civilian economy. That was the standard that
was applied, and by that standard the British are paying $895
million-

Senator Brw. Please, if you don't mind don't get me mixed up
with Great Britain; I want to stick with Russia.

Mr. Soxxwrsmr. All right.
Sator Bywa. I want to understand it.
Mr. Soturzm~vnT. So the figure that the U.S. Government came

down to by this computation, as I have just indicated, that is the
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ambunt of equipment .f over and usable iii the civilian eopomy,
crime to $800 million.

Senator Bmw. How much did Russhi owe the United States Jonu,
ary 1, 1972?
Mr. Soxim~ rwxoi. By our calculatiodi, $800 million. Yes; that, is

right. I

Senator BYmD. What is the source of those figures V:
Mr. SOi NkNEFxr. The source of my statementI Well, it is sim-

ply - f
Senator Bymn. I am talking January 1,1972.
Mr. SoNNwNSLTyr. Before the negotiation was completed I
;Senator BYRD. Before the negotiations.
Mr. SONiNzNFRwT. Yes. It was where the previous negotiation had

left off, essentially in 1960. And the Soviets offered $300 million and
the United States asked $800 million.

Senator BYD. That does not,-the total, the debt owed by Russia
to the United States has been given to me by the Librarvy of Congress,
the source being the Treasury Department at $2.6 billion. That is
after writing of2 the remainder of the $11.1 billion.

Br. SoNNmnFELvT. Your question related to January 1, 1972.
Senator BYRD. Correct.
Mr. SoNwtmN rmu. Which is the first that I was really involved

in it and that was the figure that in the 1950's when this first
process of trying to get a settlement was undertaken, in 1954 in a
series of negotiations, that was the-the $800 million was the figure
that the Utited States arrived at and that is where the figure stood
in another round of negotiations in 1960 when the Soviets made their
repayment conditional on the granting of MFN and that is where we
picked up in the final round that eventually led to a conclusion.

Senator By=D. Well now, I want to understand this $2.6 billion. We
got this from the Library of Congress and the source was given as
the Treasury Department.

Mr. SONNzEzrzLD. As of when, Senator ?
It is frankly not a figure that I am familiar with because I have

been operating since I have become involved in this with the $800
million figure, and that is the figure that we took into the negotiation.

Senator B nW. Where did you get the $800 million figure?
Mr. So ,iqmFzwT. That was the figure that was determined in the

Eisenhower administration in 1954 to be the total Soviet obligation.
Senator IE i. What publication is that carried in, that figure?
Mr. SxNzyznmn. Well, I am quoting at the moment from a docu-

ment called "Public Information Series, Bureau of Public Affairs of
the Department of State, December 11,1972."

Senator ByD. Was not the Russian debt to the United States sub-
stantially greater than that, was it not $2.6 billion?

Mr. Soxx NNR r . It may have been calculated at that, I am now
speaking not from research on the matter, it may have been calculated
to be that back in the late 1940's or early 1950's. But it is my informa-
tion that in 1954 when these negotiations were picked-up again and
were aborted, and then again in 10, the figure was $800 million.

Senator Bmr. I would like to get this figure of $2.6 billion cleared
up.
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Mr. SONNENFLw. Well, I would have to try to get some more his-
torical information on the lend lease negotiations. But in this ad-
ministration we inherited a figure of $800 million left over from
previous negotiations.

SenatoreB~A. I would like to, if it is agreeable to you, suppose
we give both of us an opportunity to try to see why we are so far
off on this figure ?

Mr. SoxmNum. I would be glad to go back when this is finished
and see if we can do a little research on it and get you the-a state-
ment of the history of it. I am simply not that familiar with the early
history of these negotiations. I know that this administration in-
herited a figure of $800 million as the Soviet obligation and that is the
basis on which we negotiated or the administration negotiated.

editor Bin. Well, perhaps--I would like to pursue a little more
questioning on this proposition and if you would make that research
for the committee that would be helpful.

Mr. SONNrnavr. All right, sir.
Senator Bn. I would like to research it back a good bit.
Mr. SONNF NF;LDr. Well, I will try to do my best.
Senator BYn. One branch of the Government has given me a figure

of $2.6 billion, they may be wrong.
Mr. SoiNEsNFENr. I will try to do the best I can when I get back to

try to get you the information.
Senator Bmn. Thank you.
rThe following was subsequently received for the record from

Mr. Sonnenfeldt :]
LiNn-LrEsE VALUATIONS -

All lend-lease recipients, beginning In the late summer of 1045, were asked
to prepare inventories of lend-lease supplies still on hand as a basis for negotia-,
tions. When negotiations with the USSR began In 1947, the Soviet delegates
said that they had prepared no such inventory and, accordingly, the US side
reconstructed from US shipping records a hypothetical inventory of civilian-type
goods likely to have been in the Soviet Union on September 2, 1945. Allowances
were made for war losses, and in the valuation of durable goods for depreciation.
Thus, (in millions of US dollars):
Consumables:

Food- --------------------------------------------------- 144
Automotive parts --------------------------------------- 34
Metals ---------------------- ---------------------------- 53
Other ---------------------- ---------------------------- 126

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------- 357
Durables:

Locomotives --------------------------------------------- 208
Machinery -------------------------------------------- 4
Non-combat vehicles --------------------------------------- 560
Other -------------------------------------------------- 246

Subtotal ---------------------------------------------- 1960
Freight --------------- ------------------------------------- 280

Total ------------------------------------------------ 2606

The Soviets rejected categorically the above estimate. They called It "abstract
statistical calculations" not reflecting the "actual status of the undistributed
lend lease balance."

The Cold War had started. By act of C congress (Third Deficiency Appropria-
tions Act of 1046 and the Supplemental Appropriation Act for 1948) deliverles-
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of post-war lend-lease supplies for which we had contracted and the Soviets
had agreed to pay were held up. The US started the 1948 negotiations with
the USSR with no agreed US-Soviet basis for calculation, and In an era of
increasing bad feelings, Hence, a rough starting figure of $1.8 billion for-the
inventory was prepared by the US as a first step, to which the Soviets responded
with an offer of $170 million. When negotiations took place again in 1951-52,
the US put forward the figure of $800 million and the Soviets raised their
offer from $240 million to $300 million, which the United States rejected. No
further movement on numbers occurred until 1972.

U.S. LEND-LEASE SETTLEMENT WITH THE SOVIET UNION

On October 18, 1972 Secretary of State Rogers and Soviet Minister of Foreign
Trade N. S. Patolichev signed- an agreement settling the Soviet Union's lend-
lease debt to the United States. Under its terms the Soviet Union will pay
the United States at least $722 million by July 1, 2001. More significantly, the
settlement removes what had been a major obstacle to the development of
normal commercial relations between our two countries.

Purpose of LeM-Lease
Congress enacted the lend-lease program before our entry Into World War II

in order ", . . to Promote the Defense of the United States." By helping other
countries resist Axis aggression, we aided our own defense. Once we were In
the war, lend-lease became an instrument for strengthening our allies and
promoting the cause of worldwide victory over enemy forces. Lend-lease was
not a loan of money nor was It provided for the exclusive benefit of the recipient
country. It was a program that served the mutual interest of all the allies
and that contributed mightily to the eventual defeat of the Axis powers,

U.S. Policy o% Payment for Lend-Lease Goods
Lend-lease aid to our allies fell into two categories: (1) goods delivered

before September 20, 1945 and (2) goods requested and contracted for before
V-J Day (September 2, 1945) but not delivered until after September 20. This
second category included large quantities of supplies and equipment that either
were In production or storage in the United States when the war ended.

Insofar as the first category is concerned, we sought no payment for equip-
ment and services furnished our allies which were lost, consumed or destroyed
during the war. Nor did we seek compensation for combat Items (as tanks
and military aircraft) left over at the war's end. We are, however, receiving
payment from most of our allies for civilian-type goods useful to a peacetime
economy which were in other countries' possession when military operations
ceased (September 2, 1945). Additionally, we are receiving payment for lend-
lease articles delivered after the program formally ended (September 20, 1945).

8oviets Made Payment for Goods Delivered After Termination of Lend-Leasoe
On October 15, 145 the Soviet Union agreed to pay for lend-lease articles

which were in production or storage In the--United States before the program
ended. The amount due for these goods--called the "pipeline" account-was
set at $222.5 million. This amount was to be paid In 22 annual installments,
with Interest at 2% percent per annum. The Soviets paid their first installment
on July 1, 1954. The overall settlement agreement signed on October 18 Incor.
porated this "pipeline" account.

Previous Attempts to Reaoh Agreement on Civilian-Type Goods Unsuccessful
In line with our policy toward all lend-lease recipients, the US Government

asked the Soviets to pay for civilian-type goods on hand at the war's end on
the basis of "fair" or "reasonable" value. However, the Soviets never gave
us an inventory of what they had which fell into this category. This position
left the two sides without an agreed statistical basis from which to negotiate
although we had our own calculations. The negotiations held between 1948-1952
saw the Soviets offering up to $800 million-a figure we rejected as unacceptably
low-while we asked for $800 million.

Negotiations resumed In 1060. This time, however, the Soviet side insisted
that any lend-lease settlement would have to be coupled with-a trade agreement
giving them tariff treatment in US markets as favorable as that accorded moot
other countries. (In 1061 the US Government had terminated a 1987 commercial
agreement with the Soviet Union. In its place we substituted a tariff schedule
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higher fot goods imported from -the Soviet Union than fro -other countries
to Which we accord "most-favored-nation" tariff treatment, The Sovietnego-
tiaters also requested US credits similar to those we had provided other wartime
Mlis. US negotiators were not empowered to negotiate on these points, and
the talks broke oft.

'1978 Negotiations Produce Agreement
Negotiations resumed again In April 1972. In May, during the course of.fthe

Moscow Summit meetings, Secretary Rogers and President Nixon discussed the
subject with Premier Kosygin. A third negotiating session was held in Moscow
in July concurrently with the visit of Secretary of Commerce Peterson. A final
round of talks, beginning In September, produced a trade agreement, reciprocal
credit arrangemnts and a lend-lease settlement, all of which Were signed on
October 18. The settlement is a fair one and is at least as favorable.to the
lnIfed States as the lend-lease accord with the United Kingdom, which was

used as a model Below is a comparison between the two settlements:

United Kingdom Soviet Union

Total net aid extended ------- $21,500 000,000 ------ $11,100,000 000.
Total amount to be paid. $89,00,0001 --------- $921,000,069.1
Grace period -------------- 5 years ------------- None.
final due date .............. Dec. 31, 2005-(could July 1, 2001-no eox

be Dec. 31, 2008, if tension.
3 additional per-
mitted deferments
taken).

Annual deferments ........... 7 allowed--extends 4 allowed-no exten-
final due date. sion.

Interest rate on deferments... 2 percent ............... 3 percent.

SAssuana no defement. and Inudsaynt on the 11piwlw" soocunt (approximately $100,0c0,000
Ia- rive from Sovit Uniorom trug uly 1, 1971.~

By terms of the settlement the Soviet Union will pay the United States at least
$722 million over the period ending July 1, 2001. A first payment of $12 million
was made when the agreement was signed. The second, for $24 million, is
due on July 1, 1978 and another $12 million is due on July 1, 1975. These pay-
ments are unconditional.

The balance of the sum will be paid In equal annual installments. The date of
the first of these Installments will depend, however, on when US tariff discrimina-
tion on Imports of Soviet goods ends. This action-the extension of "most-favored-
nation"' tariff treatment to the Soviet Union-will require the approval of Con-
gress.

The terms of the settlement also allow the Soviets the privilege of deferring
up to four of their annual installments. In such a case Interest charges on each
installment, at three percent a year, would be added to the total. In that event,
the total Soviet payments to the United States would exceed the $722 million
figure.

Negotiations Point toward More Seoure Future
While in the Soviet Union for the Summit talks, President Nixon spoke to

the Soviet people about his efforts as President of the United States to work for
better relations between our two countries. He pointed to the agreements reached
at the Summit and expressed the hope that, finally, the world's two nuclear super-
powers had begun "the long journey" that would lead to a new age In their rela-
tions with each other and in the world's chances for a lasting peace. By them.
selves, these post-Summit agreements on lend-lease and US-Soviet commercial
relations stand as examples of how economic partners can resolve their prob-
lems In a mutually satisfactory and business-like fashion. Considered in a wider
context, however, they offer evidence that "the long journey," recently begun,
has carried the United States and the Soviet Union one step farther along on the
road toward the secure peace we all desire.



'Senatbr B rm. Now-just one final question, and I must go to the Sen-
ate. Courd you do this. Could you list for us one, two, three, four, flvey
whatever it might be, just what of a tangible nature we obtained from
the various 1972 deals with Russia, of a tangible nature?
,-'Mr. S6Nzitkztvr. Well, No. 1, we settled the lend-lease debt.

Senator BnD. Wait a minute. We haven't eveft established what they
were and how they were settled.

Mr. SOr;NmFLrr. We settled at $722 million, that'is clear.
Senator ByR. I don't know what that means as compared to $2.6

billion.
Mr. SoNmPxFELwT. No, but you asked me what tangible-
Senator Bym. I don't regard that as a tangible plus from our point

of View if it was $2.6 billion and we settled it for $700 million.
Mr. SONZxNFnwr. It is, I cite it as, an agreement in 1972 involving

the payment by the Soviet Union of that amount of money.
Senator BrnR. All right.
What about anything else?
Mr. SoNNEwhL;x vr. Second, the various provisions in the trade

agreement that I have indicated that hre tangible in the sense that they
involve the actual establishment of American facilities in the Soviet
Union, American commercial offices in the Soviet Union.

The Soviet commitment, we have not had a case arise yet, but the
Soviet commitment, to third- party arbitration, the establishment of a
trade center in the Soviet Union for various kinds of facilities for
American firms. These things are not perhaps very tangible because
the agreement itself is, as I said before, a framework agreement rather
than a specific trade agreement.

Senator Byro. Do you feel that if the United States were to grant
most-favored-nation treatment to Russia that we should seek in return
a trend toward more democracy in Russia I Should we seek some con-
cessions in the way of better life for their people?

Mr. Sox.zNiNIYr. Well, if I may, Senator, I share the Secretary
of State's view on this, and that is that the gradual increase in trade
together with a variey of other exchanges on which we have made
agreements, will produce that effect. I would have serious doubts
about attempting to set specific conditions regarding the domestic
structure of & Soviet Union the domestic system of the Soviet Union,
in connection with the granting of MFN, but I think the effect of an
intensified set of interrelations hp in a variety of areas trade included,
will be to produce some mitigation i the life of the .ovia. people.

SenatorlBw. You do not share the view, then, of Sakharov and
his supporters in Russia as to the unwisdom of detente without democs
ratizationI

Mr.' SoNwsmnLr. I think that if detente occurred without some,
if you want to call it democratization or some adjustment in the Soviet
system it would be very unfortunate. But it is my judgment that,
policy of normalizing relations, of detente as it has be;n called-I do
not myself like that term-

Sens dr Bian. What do you prefer?
Mr. SoNN1xWFELDT. I would prefer normalization of relations, care-

fully conducted, can? over a period of time, have some impact on the
nature of Soviet society, so that I do not believe tht this is a black
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and white alternative. In any event, I would not want us or the other
countries of the West to conduct policies without regard to this long-
term goal of making the Soviet Union a constructive member of the
international community.

I think that should I; our goal. But I do not believe that it is
wise or, as a matter of fact, effective, to set conditions regarding the
domestic Soviet order when we make particular agreements in various
fields with the Soviet Union.

Senator Bym. Why? Why do you feel that way?
Mr. SoN iz;FmTr. First, because I do not think we will get the

agreements.
Senator BymR. Well, are the agreements so important that we have

to make whatever concessions are necessary to get them; is that what
you are saying ?

Mr. SOxNNFrm . I doubt that the Soviet Union, as a matter of
legal commitment, will enter such an agreement, and they would
probably forego the agreement.

Of course, there have been certain modifications in Soviet practice
such as the suspension of the exit tax and the continuation-

Senator Bynn. What is given one day can be taken away the next
day. There has been no real change, has thereZ

Mr. SONNEPNFELT. There has been no tax charge.
Senator Bym. There has been no real change, though, in the Rus-

sian attitude toward her Jewish citizens and toward other citizens
within her nationI

Mr. SONNENFELOT. I cannot tell you whether there has been a real
change. We can only look at the evidence, and the available evidence
indicates that no tax has been charged, and that some 80 odd thousand
people, mostly Jews, left, I think - -

Senator BYRD. You do not favor putting any conditions on Russia
insofar as the most favored nation concession is concerned?

Mr. Soxn"mmr. Not of this character, no, sir.
Senator BmD. Of any character?
Mr. SoNxwmm . Yes.
Senator BraD. What?
Mr. SoNEtwnaw. Reciprocity for American trade, guarantees

concerning market disruption, and all the normal provisions that are
normally attached to trade agreements.

Senator Bmn. But the Secretary of State, as I understand him, and
as you indicated a little while ago does not favor any conditions
on Russia so far as, as a result o the way her people are being
treated.

Mr. SoN€ FEwT. Yes; and I do not think it is customary in any
event in international relations to attach such conditions.

Senator Bin). Now that brings me to another point. The Sere.
tary of State has also testified that he favors economic sanctions
against Rhodesia.

Now, that is a direct interference with another country.
Mr. Sor mwrNwr. Well, he would-it is not somethiin in which

I have participated, he would have to speak for himself, but there
is a difference.

Senator Brm. What is that differenceI
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Mr. SoxNz wvr. That is we are not making an agreement with
Rhodesia in which we are setting conditions regarding the domestic
order of Rhodesia.

Senator ByRD. No; we are telling Rhodesia that "We are not go-
ing to deal with you, we are not going to trade with you, unless
you do certainthings," but you are not willing to say that to Russia.

Why do we not say it to both of them if we are going to say it
to one I

Mr. Soxxxxraw. Well, I don't myself believe that, in the case
of the Soviet Union that this is a helpful or productive way to
make-

Senator BmRD. What about in regard to Rhodesia?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. Well, I am not in position to make a judgment

about the impact on Rhodesia of this kind of activity.
Senator BmrD. Do you favor economic sanctions against Rhodesia

or not?
Mr. SONNENFELDT. I am not an enthusiast for economic sanctions.
I would have to really think about the matter of sanctions with

respect to Rhodesia. I think there is a question of how effective these
things may be, that has to be taken into account.

In any event, in the case of the Soviet Union where the issue is the
negotiation of an actual agreement, I do not-

Senator Bran. What I am trying to do is show the hypocrisy of our
Nation where we are willing to take a small country which, by no con-
ceivable stretch of the imagination can be considered a threat to world
peace, and bring to bear the vast economic might of the United States
against her. But we won't seek any concessions whatsoever from Com-
munist Russia. I say that does not appeal to me to be very logical, to
put it moderately. I ask unanimous consent that some tables that I have
prepared dealing with the national debt, showing the continued deficit
spending and showing how our liquid liabilities to foreigners have shot
up to..where it is now more than $90 billion, that it be-inserted'in the
record at this point.

[The tables prepared by Senator Byrd follow:]

Deficits in Federal funds and interest on the national debt, 1955-74
inclusive

(In billions of dollars)

Surplus
(+) or Debt

Receipts Outlays deficit (-) interest

1055 ------------------ 58.1 62.3 -4.2 6.4
1956 ------------------ 65.4 63.8 +1.6 6.8
1957 ------------------ 68.8 67.1 +1,7 7.3
1958 ----------------- 66.6 69.7 -3. 1 7.8
1959 ------------------ 65.8 77.0 -11.2 7.8
1960 ----------------- 75.7 - 74.9 +0.8 9.5

".1961 ------------------ 75.2 79.3 -4.1 9.3
1962 ------------------ 79.7 86.6 -6.9 9.5
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Defoit in Federal funds and interest on the national debt, 1966-74
incluive-Continued

(In billions of dollars]

Surplus
(+) or Debt

Receipts Outlays deficit (-) interest

1963 .......... 83.6 90.1 -6.5 10.3,
1964 -------------.. 87.2 95.8 -8.6 11.0
1965 ------------------ 90.09 94.8 -3.9 11.8
1966------------. . 101.4 106. 5 -5. 1 12..6
1967 ------------------ 111.8 126.8 -15.0 14.2
1968 ----------------- 114.7 143.L. -28.4 15. 6
1969 ----------------- 143. 3 148. 8 -5. 5 17.,7
1970---------------- 143. 2 156.3 -13. 1 20. 0
1971 ------------------ 133.7 163.7 -30. 0 21.6
1972 ------------------ 148.8 178.0 .- 29.2 22.5
1973 ----------------- 161.3 186.2 -24.9 24.2
i974 -------- -181.0 199.8 -18.8 27.5

20-year total-.- 2, 056. 2 2, 270. 6 -214. 4 273.4

1 Estimated figures.
Source: Office of Management and Budget and Treasury Department, Aug. 1,!973. -

Prepared by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia.

U.S. gold holdings, tota reserve aets, and liquid liabilities to foreigners
[Selected periods in billions of dollars]

Gold Total Liquid
holdings assets liabilities

End of World War II ------ - 20. 1 20. 1 6. 9
Dec. 31, 1957 ------------- 22. 8 24. 8 15. 8
Dec. 31 1970 ------------- 10. 7 14. 5 47. 0
Dec. 31, 1971 ------------- 10. 2 12. 2 67.8
Dec. 31, 1972 --------------- 10. 5 13.2 82. 9
Mar. 31,-1973 ------------- 10. 5 12.9 90. 9

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, June 1973.

Prepared by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. of Virginia.

V
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[In billions]

Fiscal year-

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1 1973 1 1974

Receipts:
Individual income taxes-__ $69.0 $87.0 $90.0 $86.0 $95.0 $101.0 $115. 0
Corporate income taxes -------------------- 29.0 37.0 33.0 27.0 32.0 36.0 40.0

Total ------------------------------ -98.0 124.0 123.0 113.0 126.0 137.0 155.0
Excise taxes (excluding highway) -------------- 10.0 11.0 10.3 10.5 9. 1 11.9 13.2
Estate and gift --------------------------- 3.0 3.5 3.6 3.7 5.2 5.0 5.4
Customs -------------------------------- 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.6 3.2 3.2 3.5
Miscellaneous -------------- -------------- 2.5 3.0 3.4 3. 9 3.5 3.9 3.9

Total Federal fund receipts --------------- 116.0 143.0 143.0 134.0 149.0 161.0 181.0
Trust funds (social security retirement, highway)_ 38.0 44.0 51.0 54.0 60.0 71.0 85.0

Total ------------------------------- 154.0 188.0 194.0 188.0 209.0 232.0 266.0

Expenditures:"
Federal funds --------------------------- 143.0 149.0 156. 0' 164.0 178.0 186.0 200.0
Trust funds ----------------------------- 36.0 36.0 40.0 48.0 54.0 61.0 69.0

Total ------------------------------ 179.0 185.0 196.0 212.0 232.0 247.0 269.0
Unified budget surplus (+) or deficit (-) ------ 25.0 +3.1 -2.0 -24.0 -23.0 -15.0 -3.0
Federal funds deficit ---------------------- 27.0 6.0 13.0 30.0 29.0 25.0 19.0

A-Estimated figure&
Prepared by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. of Virgnia June 15, 1973.
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Tlie CITAIHNIAN. I believe reported Paul Scott would like to testify
on this matter; I think his name has gotten into the record at some
point. I know Mr. Scott is in the room, and I would suggest we excuse
the present witness at this point and let Mr. Scott have his turn.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SoXHNENF yLT. Did you want me to stay?
Senator BYnn. Not for me.
The CITAIRM kAN. I would suggest that you stay here, but I don't plan

to call you as a witness again to(lay. If you don't want to stay you don't
have to. It is up to you, Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

As far as I am concerned, I think Mr. Scott should be heard. He
has suggested to me he be heard, and I would like to call him now.

Mr. Scorr. I would like to be sworn like the other witnesses.
The CHAIR.AN. DO you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God I
Mr. ScoTT. I do.

TESTIMONY OF PAUL SCOTT

Mr. Sco'r. My name is Paul Scott and I write a syndicated column
for approximately 50 newspapers. The reason I asked the Chairman
to appear here is because in the earlier hearing, Senator Byrd asked
Mr. Sonnenfeldt about a column which I wrote on May 3 and which
deals with this matter.

Being an independent columnist I just want to be sure to have the.
record straight because my whole basis of my integrity is at stake in
this column, and I have one suggestion of how the committee can go to
the central point of this and clear it up very fast.

First of all, I stated in the column that Mr. Sonnenfeldt gave ma-
terial to a foreign national. This can be checked out and proven by
calling a man who sat on the wiretap whose name I have given, Mr.
Herbert Lampe, who is in the security division of the State Depart-
ment. The matter was of such imporance that Mr. Lampe sat on this
tap, conducted the wiretap, for over a year after the allegation was
made.

I have a second suggestion for the committee, that the committee ob-
tain the CIA file on the operation of Israeli intelligence in the United
States and they will see, the source of mine is CIA, the many con-tacts that were made by Mr. Sonnenfeldt with Israeli intelligence. And
as suggested this morning by Mr. Otepka, that Mr. Frank Niland be
called.

I believe that if those three things were done, the committee will
be able to resolve this as to who is actually lying or what the actual
facts are.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Scott. We will under-
take to inquire into these matters. I regret that the information that
was available to me through FBI sources did not cover this. It might
have made some reference to it, but it certainly did not name the indi-
viduals or give the leads that you have made reference to. We will
look into it. That is all we can do.

Thank you very much,
I believe Senator Byrd has indicated he wanted some additional

- information, did he not, for the record?
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Mr. So~NxENFmLm,. I just talked to Senator Byrd and I will send
to him a memorandum on the two points that were raised very shortly.

Mr. KoozAx. Senator Long, I Tad addressed a letter to Senator
Byrd on the matter of the integrity of my -testimony and I had asked
the Senate Finance Committee to confirm that none of you had ever
heard from me prior to this in this matter, that I have not been cam-
paigning against the nomination of Mr. Sonnenfeldt; further~that in
the testimony I gave, I do not believe having said at any point that
the FBI has distorted the record.

I believe that Mr. David Binder wrote this misleading New York
Times article, though his name is not identified as the author. I believe
that the integrity of your own committee of the willingness of wit-
nesses to appear before you under oath, will be highly subject to ques-
tion unless you extend ihe protection to the witnesses before you. It
should be clear that, since I have not spoken previously to any of you,
I had not campaigned against Mr. Sonnenfeldt. I had not spoken to
you or any other member. I ask you to canvass the members of the
committee and kindly indicate to me by writing and to the preas
whether you had previously heard, any of you, from me in this
instance.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't believe I have seen the article.
Mr. KoczAx. It is on the other side of my letter sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I have not seen the article inthe New York Times,

but since the matter came up, I think if it would help to make the
record clear for all concerned, I should state that I had no lmowledge
of Mr. Koczak's views in this matter nor what Koczak knew or did
not know, and so far as-I know no member of the committee did. I
was shown a copy of a communication in which his name was men-
tioned, but I never met Mr. Koczak until he identified himself in the
committee room yesterday.

Mr. KOOZAK. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HEMENWAY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question of youI
The CHAIRMAN. Come take the witness stand if you want to say

something to me.
Mr. HmMMNWAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman, without taking any great deal of your time, when

you were out of the room Senator Bennett was asking some questions
of Mr. Sonnenfeldt concerning the clash of views or possible alterca-
tions in the past that might have led to my being here today. Well, of
course in my opening statement I set out some of them.

In response to a question, and I do not know if Mr. Sonnenfeldt
was under oath or not, this morning Mr. Sonnenfeldt said that he
was not consulted in the matter of my career or how it was handled,
that is the career of John Hemenway, that is not a true statement. Son-
nenfeldt was specifically consulted in January of 1969 by two ambas-
sadors, Ambassador Parsons and Ambassador IPenfld.

If I may I would like to write a letter to your committee giving the
details of tgat investigation during which tine Mr. Sonnenfeldt intro-
duced some untrue statements into the record which, in fact, had a
great effect on the career of John Hemenway. He made one other mis-
statement or not a complete statement. He said that Mr. Hemenway
had some trouble with drafting Well, now, in the lower end of the
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Foreign Service the ability to draft of course is a very critical skill.
.Mr. Sonnenfeldt--

The CiOHmAI . Well, now, Mr. Hemenway, I understand how
strongly you feel about your experience in the State Department. But

.that is just not a matter that this committee is in the position to deal
* with. Now it is about the best we can do to exercise oversight over
the Treasury Department and the Department of Health, Education,
-and Welfare which has more employees than the average State govern-
ment. We have just about all we can do to be able to pass judgment on

:the qualifications of people who are recommended to us wit regard
to jobs over which this committee has jurisdiction.

Mr. -TmiNwAY. I understand that.
The CHAnMAN. I know you believe you were done a grave injustice,

but the committee cannot pass on it. About the best we can do is to try
to pass j1udknfnt and try to do a good job passing on the qualifications
of people Who are recommended to us for a position within our juris-
diction. I hope you understand that I will have to be opposed to this
committee going into the matters involving your history in the State
Department because we do not have jurisdiction over it and it is all we
can do to handle matters over which we do have jurisdiction.

Mr. IPHMNWAY. I understand your position fully and I sympathize
with it as I said in my first statement. The issue here is the veracity of
a witness, it is not a small point. It is easily verifiable. Either the man
did not tell the truth or he did tell the truth. Now in that particular
matter Sonnenfeldt did not tell the truth. As a matter of fact, the spe-
cific criticism of my drafting was tlit it was propagandistic, that is,
anti-Soviet in tone.

Now in view of Mr. Byrd's line of questioning, I think that is ger-
mane to the inquiry. If a man, if I may use the word, knifes another
man in the bureaucracy because he really wants to get at his policy
position, his point of view, that then also impinges on integrity. I
think you would agree that it is a matter-it is a difficult matter to.
get at but it is a matter--your committee would be concerned with.
If it is a provable point, then it is something hard that you can meas-
ure. Either it is true or it is not true. It is a fact that Mr. Sonnenfeldtw
statement this morning was incorrect and it was a substantial-
• The CHunmAN-7Send us a letter as to what you have referred to.
and we will take a look at it.

Mr. HEmiNWAY. Yes, sir.
[The following letters were subsequently'received for the record :)

Sen. RusesEL B. oonG, ~ WAsnixoN, D.C., Ootober 8, 197&

chairman, Senate Oommttee on Ftna"oe, U.S. Senate
DrAs CHaAMAN LONG: Although I have not yet had a chance to check the

transcripts (they are not available for October 2) in the matter of the con-
firmation of Helmut Sonnenfeldt, one untruth of which I have personal knowledge-
must be called to your attention.

Senator Bdnnett asked several questions about the lemenway/Sonnenfeldt-
relationship of Mr. Bouenfeldt Who, presumably, was still under oath, sle. you
swore him in on October I.,
. Senator Bennett asked Mr. Sonnenfeldt what Impact Sonnenfeldt's official

personnel actions might have had on Hemenwy's career.
11 wasl t consulted .. .'1 teplied So"Wlef~t

* Mr. Chairman that Is not a true statement. Mr. telmut'Sounenfeldt specifi-
ely was consulted by two Ambassadore dundin the month of January 1969 .
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They were J. Graham Parsons and James K. Penfleld, senior Inspectors. The
matter is documented in the Hearing Record of the Hemenway Grievance Hear.
ing Committee of the Department of State.

No further questioning was pursued on this point, although every member of
the Finance Oommittee familiar with the record must have known that this was
not a true statement. I bad mentioned Sonnenfeldt's false statement of record in
my statement to the Committee on May 15.

For the record, the three-man Department of State Hearing Committee, after
a three-year hearing, ordered my reinstatement with promotion, payment of
legal fees, an apology, and withdrawal of untrue statements made by the De-
partment of State officials agaust me to the public and to Congress. Only the
apology has been extended, thus far.

I appreciate that your Committee can not get involved in my own matters. It
should be concerned, however, with a nominee who repeatedly fails to candidly
tell the Committee the whole truth. I was flabbergasted when I mentioned
Sonnenfeldt's untrue statement to Sen. Bennett. Senator Bennett told me, "I
can't tell which one of you is lying I" (I.e., Sonnenfeldt or Hemenway.)

I trust that this is not the problem of the entire Committee-or even of the
majority.

If it is, one must ask exactly what evidence the Committee is prepared to
accept?. The parallel to the Watergate matter Is evident, I believe, except that one of
the several press representatives present, representing the Now York Times has
sided with Mr. Sonnenfeldt, before the evidence is In, and has publicly stated
that this is the position of all of the members-of the Committee except one. Evi.
dently the NYT claims to speak for the one member of the Committee who als0
is a member of the Watergate Committee; It Is my understanding that this claim
Is premature. I most certainly hope so.

I prefer to believe that your Committee-will be thorough, Mr. Chairman, bet
cause without knowing the facts, the Committee can hardly vote Intelligently.

So far, only three of the witnesses I mentioned as easily available (in my state-_
mint of May 15) have beezheard. The testimony of all three Indicates that Mr,
Ronnenfeldt has not told the Committee the complete truth in his testimony and,
in certain details, either has deliberately lied or forgotten. It is also clear that
agencies have withheld information vital for full understanding from the Com-
mittee. Three at least have done this: the FBI, Treasury, and the Department
of State (or the Executive Office Bldg.)

On a score of lesser points, Mr. Sonnenfeldt has been self-serving in his use of
the truth. For example his incorrect restatement of my testimony found on page
50, line 4 of the Transcript of May 15. This enables him to deny that his salary
increased when he became an FSO--1. In fact I had said his emoluments were.
greatly increased. That is a true statement and I stand on It. This Is detail that
you probably wish to ignore.

On major Issues, however, witnesses contradict Mr. Sonnenfeldt under oath.
This suggests problems that should be delved into further by your staff before.
it votes on the confirmation of Mr. Sonnenfeldt.

Sincerely yours, Jon D RRnENWAY,

WASHiNGTON, D.C., Ootober 4,1978.
Sen. RUvssEL B. LONG,

0hairinan, Senate Oommittee on Finanoe, U.S. Senate
Da.& CHAIRMAN LONG: Mr. "Sid" Goldberg called me today. Mr. Goldberg Is,

the former editor and publisher of the Government Employees Exchange, a news..
paper concentrating on the personnel practices of the Federal Government. (For.
22 yrs.)

Mr. Goldberg said that he had read about the confirmation hearing of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt and that he had some Information he could provide in sworn testi..
mony to your Committee.

-Mr. 0oldberg's Information, as related to me, concerns the 'cleansing" of Mr.
Sonnenfeldt's security file ii-the Department of State. A high source In the De,
apartment of State-a former ambassador-who Is now In the banking and saving
and loan industry provided him with his information.
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From a different source, I learned that the individual who actually handled

the materials given to the tlhree-man examination panel considering Mr. Helmut

Sonnenfeldt's entrance Into the Foreign Service was Mr. Jesse Mackenzie Mac.

Knight, at the time, a foreign service officer. As you know from my May 15 testi-

mony, I believe that this manipulation of the records constituted a fraud and

that Mr. Sonnenfeldt's entrance Into the Foreign Service at the very top (FO-1)

was fraudulent. This fraudulent entrance occurred In August 1970.

In the transcript of October 1, 1073, p. 108, lines 6-10, you state, "... for my

part, If someone wants to submit something of that sort they ought to bring

someone to confirm It or some evidence to prove it, otherwise I think we ought

to go ahead and confirm this man .... On line 18 of page 102 you remind me that

"You don't run this Committee." Because I felt I might have offended you I

apologized for doing what you had requested: I had supplied you %ith a copy

of a telegram sent you by Mr. Otto Otepka, offering to tetify under oath con-

cerning what Mr. Otepka called "gross falsehoods" of Mr. Sonnenfeldt. For some

reason, you had not received this telegram that was sent you two days earlier.

You will recall that you had Just stated your view (p. 101, 124 of T. 1 October)

that ". . . If anyone had anything to support any sort of adverse charges against

[Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt] that by now they should have come forward with it..."

At that point I stepped forward with the Otepka telegram and, later, Mr.

Koczak noted that he was present In the room.
As you felt constrained to remind me, Mr. Chairman, I am not the chairman.

I am not even a senator. I do not even earn my living (or a penny) in calling these

matters to your attention. I have come forward and identified many witnesses to

confirm what I stated on May 15; the names of other witnesses have cropped up

subsequently, like the name of Mr. Goldberg who called me this morning (Note

that I did not go to him).
Since you are Chairman of the Finance Committee and since Senator Mondale

has Identified the post for which Mr. Sonnenfeldt has been nominated as " ...

one of the most important In American government.. ." I do think that some care

should be exercised before arriving at final judgments In matters that are ad-

mittedly delicate.
The matters at issue here are capable of being resolved, I.e., whether they are

true or not true; It Is then for the Committee under your leadership to determine

whether the matters raised are Important to the nomination. I know that you

must feel this way too, or you would not have allowed me to come forward in

the first place (and the second) to present my testimony. That action of yours, a'

Chairman, convinces me that you will want to hear all of the evidence that Is-

easily available to the Committee, if the Committee only elects to call the wit.

nesses whose names have been made a matter of record, or whose names can be

provided by witnesses who have already testified.
Sincerely yours, Somi D. Hsmz WAy.

The CRAMMAN. The committee stands in recess subject to the call of
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the committee was recessed subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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